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Saaaaxy

Tills study rests on the following premises:

First, that the investigation of synchronic and especially

diaohronic problems in grammatical science is most likely to

be advanced by the adoption of a formal framework.

Second, that the grammars of different language families

may be informed by differing principles of structure and

may therefore be best described by models based on a

suitable theory of this organising principle.

Third, that this organising principle is characterised by

the property of ill-definedness.

Fourth, that it is necessary to distinguish between the

•internal, logic • or Weltansch^ung of a language and any

(ideal) language neutral device against which we might

compare internal logics, or examine the •use* of utterances.

In part 1 we attempt to develop a theory of grammatical

structure appropriate to the Semitic languages. This is

based formally on elementary set theory -nd uses data

drawn for the most part from literary Arabic. In outline

it comprises the following elements.

We envisage a pair of what are termed •cedes* of content and

expression - (internal logically) semantic in the former

oase, morphological and syntactic in the latter - each

accompanied by a set of collocational restrictions termed

•limitation rules'.

Between the systems of content and expression are patterns

of •association' - rules stating relationships between



Summary
(2)

elements of content and expression taken either singly or in

multiples. To the content code is slao attached a set of

•encoding rules' permitting the assignment of content

elements to some situation in the perceived real world.

"Oart 2 of the study consists of a fragment of the grammar

of literary Arabic given partly in illustration of the

hypothesis developed in part 1, and partly to indicate

certain interesting consequences of its adoption - particul¬

arly in the areas of taomhology, lexical structure and the

verbal system.

The component dealing with systems cf content embraces

cert ?in of those systems associated with verbs (chapters

6 and 10), nouns (chapter 7)* prepositions (chapter 8), and

in addition examines aspects of lexical structure (chapter 9)»

Chapters 11 and 13 contain an outline of nominal and verbal

morphology and syntactic structure respectively, while

chapter 14 illustrates a selection of what are termed

'generative properties' of the grammar.
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Chapter I

Introduction

0.0 Whereas we would not entirely share Schramm's feeling that

"Until recently, the terras linguist and eemitist were almost

mutually exclusive" (1970 p260), it cannot he denied that Semitic

studies have been informed but sparsely by the theories of linguist¬

ic science. These defects, let it be added immediately, are at

least as much of omission as of commission, and it would be

improper not to recognise the very considerable achievements made

in this field.

0.1 Older reference grammars, as for instance those of Wright

(1896/8) and Cesenius/Xautzsch (1910) - which remain to this day

the standard works on literary Arabic and Biblical Hebrew in

English, may, as well as on other grounds, be criticised for their

over-rigid adherence to the theoretical presuppositions and

categories evolved out of the study of the "classical" languages

of Greece and Home (see on the topic of traditional grammar the

sketch in Lyons 1968 section 1.2 and Robins 1967)*

To illustrate the consequences of this let us consider

briefly the question of the Semitic verbal system. In conformity

with classical grammatical theory the verb in Semitic was tradit¬

ionally analysed along a temporal dimension - the category of

"tense", both perhaps by Eastern and Western scholars.^ However,

we see in Wright (Vol. 1.77) and Gesenius/Kautjjsoh (paras. 47n1

and 106) for instance that this position has been abandoned and

that we are now dealing with a contrast between a completed and an

(1) The extent to which Eastern grammarians were influenced by
the theories of classical grammarians is not at all dear.



incomplete event (basically), even though the term "tense" is

retained for this new category.

Now in both of these languages is a further verb form

traditionally termed the "jussive" the functions of which overlap

with those of the forms termed "perfect" and "imperfect" in

various ways. The persistence of the traditional way of regard¬

ing the verbal system is we suggest shown in this; that despite

the freeing of the verb from its temporal associations, the

relationship of the "jussive" form to the new category is not

properly examined. The feeling tends to persist that the "jussive"

function is primary, and that it cannot be reconciled with the

system of aspect (Driver 1936 pp.19»20), and hence that it is

necessary to postulate two verb forms in common Semitic to account

for this sync6?yonic functional disparity. (As for instance

Hetzron 1969). This failure to examine an alternative analysis
ft

derives ultimately we suggest, from an incomplete shedding of

classical grammatical theory.

This of course is not to overlook the very considerable

difficulties attaching to the diachronic analysis of these forms.

Our intention is merely to suggest reasons why the possibility could

not occur to older grammarians.

As a second example let us consider the traditional category

"voice" in Arabic. In bright (1.49) we are told that with certain

exceptions "All the verbal forms... have two voices, the active

and the passive". How morphological contrasts of this type are

fairly rare in Semitic, and in some languages - for instance

Akkadian, are entirely absent. However, in all of these languages,

including Arabic, there exists a morphologically distinct but

functionally similar set of verb stems, which are traditionally



taken to be "derived" from the simplest stem.

What we find in Arabic then is a rather complex interaction

between these two sets of forms, which Wright's grammar, by its

mode of presentation - deriving in turn directly from its classical

presuppositions, fails almost entirely to capture. (For a suggested

analysis along these lines see section 2 of chapter 6).

Thirdly, these older grammars may also be oriticized on the

ground of their •impressionistic' methodology.

Consider for instance the stem with geminate second radical

(Arabic Fa"aL, Hebrew Fi"eL, Syriac Fa"eL, etc.)^ Tradition¬

ally it has been taken that the primary function of this stem is

to express an idea of "intensification" of the sense expressed by

the root. (See for instance Wright 1,40, Gesenius/Kautzsch 52.2,

Nttldecke 1898 para 159)* However a sample of forms taken from

the Arabic lexioon demonstrates quite clearly that for this

language at least the traditional account is altogether misleading,

and there is no reason to assume that the same is not true of the

other languages also. (See part 7 of Appendix A and of Beeston,

1970 p75 n1 . A similar but informal argument is offered for

Akkadian in Goetze, 1942).

0.2.0 In more recent years progress has been made in meeting these

criticisms - although statistically based analyses are still few

and far between. (Greenberg, 1950 is a notable exception).

However, despite the adoption of such concepts as 'phoneme'

and 'morpheme' from linguistic theory there has not been - for the

most part, a concomitant adoption of the rigorous standards of

analysis which have gone hand in hand with these notions.

(Harris, 1939 is, predictably, an exception to this).
(1) For a discussion of the notation used in this study to indicate

various morphological patterns see fn. 1 to para. 1.0 of chapter 2



For exampler even at the present time, there remains & considerable

fuzzineas in the definition of the morpheme in Semitic, a defect

whioh is attributable precisely to the absence of a rigorous method¬

ology. (For a more d; tailed discussion of this question see

paragraph 4.2 of chapter 2).

0.2.1 A further point related to diachronic studies - both older and

more modern, is that nowhere (so far as I am aware), do

we find consideration given to what might be termed the 'structure

of linguistic change*

There is for instance a fairly large literature on the

diaohrony of the Semitic verbal system, in none of which does it

seen, say in regard, to the system of Aspect, to be asked whether

it is better to assume one system only, or two or more sub-srystems

and why. Should we assume that the system of aspect resembles a

finite state device which simply switches from state to state, or

a gradual breakdown and reassertion of the system - and once

again, why ?

0.2.2 However much the meet important criticism of modern Semitic

linguistics is its almost total indifference to the various

formal and serai-formal approaches which have been evolved in

recent years. Now whereas the history of 'formal' or 'generat¬

ive' linguistics has justified the caution of those investigators

who preferred not to commit themselves to these new dootrines,

it can no longer be disputed that the placing of linguistic,

studies on a true scientific foundation entails the adoption of

a formalism of sou© sort, for it is only thus that the all

important question of the validation or falsification of competing

ablutions can be pursued.

(1) Unless that is we include Driver's dictum that *what is simplest
is earliest" (1936 p26)
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However, against this Lit must be conceded that the odd excur-

sion into formalism on the part of semitists has not been entirely

successful. It is for instance unfortunate that in Keiner 1970

(p290) we read of "... a relative clause considered the underlying

string of (a certain) nominal compound". This may merely be a

matter of loone phraseology but the apparent perpetration of this

most basic error in transformational-generative doctrine can hardly

assist the seraitist wishing to understand what this particular

theory is about.

1 The scone of the present study and its alma

1.0 It is out of the background discussed in the preceding section

that the present study is evolved. In the remainder of the first

part (chapters 2-4) an outline is given of a possible structure for

a formal graasaar* of a Semitic language. Then, in part 2 (chapters

5-14) is offered a partial description of literary Arabic, which

is intended both to illustrate the principles discussed in Tart 1

and - to the extent that it is successful, to justify them.

Neither the hypothesis nor the description are intended to be

comprehensive. In particular we have asiuaed on the one hand

that there is a set of phonemes - that is, we have taken no account

of distinctive feature or prosodic analyses, and that a grammar

will contain a device for making this set available to the

morphological component, and which will at the same time specify

their permissible syntaguatic associations.

Neither have we anything to say on discourse structure although

it will be clear - and is especially clear from chapter 14» that

an adequate grata ar will presuppose the availability of such a

component.



Theoretical linguists will doubtless be disposed to object

that some (more or less) established generative theory has not been

adopted, and more specifically that neither has any attempt been

made to invalidate these.

In particular certain linguists, and especially Botha (1970)^^
argue that the various transformational-generative approaches

constitute a "paradigm'' in the aentse (or senses) of Kuhn, 1962.

That of Botha, however, strikes one as being a rather partial

view of the recent history of linguistics. He does not for

instance mention the relationship of the T-G paradigm to those of

other formal or send-forsaal theories, such as the Gtratificational

and Systemic - unless we are to include these among the "various

taxonomic approaches".

The fact of the matter is that there is precious little

agreement among linguists either in respect of grammatical theory

or, oven, in regard to the aims of grammatical theory. The

situation is, we would suggest, that linguistic science is truly

in an ' intezvparad ig atic' phase (Kuhn (1962) appears not to use

this expression. The present status of linguistic science is in

several respects quite closely portrayed In chapter 8 of his essay).

It is very much an open question whether a formal grammar is best

founded on 4 syntactie-1ranslsomational base (Chomsky, 1965) or

(1) "...transformational grammar constitutes a distinct linguistic
paradigm, whereas the various taxonomic approaches to language
study constitute, jointly, another distinct paradigm. The
first developmental phase of transformational linguistics may
then be characterised with reference to the notion of
inter*.paradigmatic controversy1 controversy between the
proponents of the "revolutionary" transformational paradigm
on the one hand and the defenders of the "established"
taxonomic paradigm on the other" (pl6). This phase is "now
completed" (p15)
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bases of a semantic-transformational (Lakoff, 1971)» strata.

(Lamb, 1966; Lockwood, 1972), systemic (Hudson, 1971) type, or

so.ie framework aorqfcr less distinct from all of these.

Furthermore in para. 0.1 above vre criticised older grammars of

Semitic languages for their over-reliance on the categories of

traditional grammatical theory. Row it is the case that most of

the work carried out so far on the basis of these various formal

approaches has been on English - and the hypotheses indeed evolved

on the basis of data from English.

W® argue therefore that it is inconsistent on the one hand

to criticise older grammarians for their adherence to a grammatical

theory evolved independently of any consideration of Semitic, and

then having abandoned this theory to select another whose evolution

has been equally independent thereof.

In other words, while we do not deny that studies of other

language families may well illuminate certain aspects of Semitic,

it is felt that at the present time greater progress will be made

if solutions to problems in Semitic are sought within Semitic.

1.2 "Despite the fact that there is no concerted, attempt in what

follows to refute any existing formal theory of grammar, the study

does contain a certain amount of discussion on various points of

dispute. A summary of the more important of these and references

is given below.

a) Language is taken to be an •ill-defined1 system (in the sense

of "ockett, 1968).

This point is discussed in para. 2.3 cf chapter 2 and is of

course contrary to the assumptions in all of the theories

mentioned above - with the possible exception of Systemic theory.



b) The grammar of a language is understood to be a description

of the structure and generative properties of a symbolic system.

Tiiis entails that there is no level of (taxonoaic) grammar

independent of semantics. (This against Chomsky, Stratificational

and Systemic theories). Gee para. 4*1 of chapter 2.

c) Grammar in general is concerned with the study of types and

not tokens. This against transformational theories (See 4*1 of

chapter 3).

d) We do not assume that the same theory is equally appropriate

to all languages.

ThiB of course is contrary to the views informing the above

theories, but in the absence of a satisfactory evaluation measure

can neither be substantiated or refuted.

Semitists and general linguists alike will perhaps object to

the absence of a detailed working through of many of the points

raised in this study. Quite aside from practical considerations

of length the approach adopted is warranted and indeed entailed

by the assumption of ill-definition. That is, many areas of the

grammar are taken to be only partly susceptible to analytic

techniques. It has, therefore, been felt preferable to regard

the construction of a grammar as somewhat analogous to the

bringing into focus of an image. Just as the relationship between

the various components of an image may only be determined by a

process of gradual focussing, so it is felt a grammar as a

totality may only be created by sketching out its structure and

successively refining both the components of the structure and

their relationship to each other.
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Chapter 2

A Hypothesis for the Structure of Semitic

0 Introductory

0.0 Before entering onto the diecuaeion proper it aeerns advisable

to indicate what, for the purposes of this chapter, is intended by

the terra •Semitic language'.

Ullendorf has shown (1958) that there can be no uneoulvocal

procedure - other than diachronic, for deciding1 what is or what

is not a Semitic language.

How whereas this article serves as a pessary corrective to
certain earlier and largely impressionistic formulations, the

argument is weak in attaching too ranch i portance to the word

'unequivocal If we are prepared to accept a weaker and

more fluid methodology - a methodology that is, which assumes

that if a typological classification is in any real sense

possible, it will be a function of the intersection of tendencies

along a variety of dimensions, then the difficulty is eased

considerably.

This is of course precisely the technique employed by

comparativiats and its effectiveness is shown by the fact that

there is little or no dispute as to the composition say, of the

Indo-European or Semitic groups.

Such a methodology does not however dispose of the case where

a language has diverged markedly from its ancestor. Ullendorf

observes for instance that "In the south-lithiopic languages far-

reaching phonetic processes have made havoc of the tri-consonantal

(1) More generally Ullendorf's argument conflates two separate
questiona:-
(i) whether it is proper to postulate a Semitic family at all
(ii) given (i) how, in synchronic terms one may decide its

membership. Only in terms of such a dichotomy can the
remark that there is "...a preponderance of bi-radicalo
in the Cushitic languages" be understood, (ibid p70)
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system".

One's approach to this problem will to some extent be

conditioned by one's attitude to the universality or otherwise of

language structures. If we incline to the opinion that languages

may differ fundamentally in their structural characteristics then

the question of whether or not in synchronic terms some language

can be said to belong to son© family or another may be decided in

the limit by whether or not t at language can be described by a

model based on the theory of linguistic structure posited for the

language family in question.

If on the other hand it is assumed that the strictures of all

languages are in essence the same, this test (assuming its

viability) is not available.

Moreover, the question of whether (say) Aaharic is or is not

a Semitic language in synchronic terms may well be undecidable even

on a non-universal approach to language structure, since, (as will

be argued later in this chapter) it is not unlikely that we are

dealing with the growth and decay of strictures, rather than a

shift from one to another.

Therefore, for the purposes of this study the term *Semitic'

or 'Semitic language' is to be understood as equivalent to 'most

strongly Semitic', and will be taken to refer to that group of

languages sharing a majority of the tendencies which define them

collectively, and sharing the® moreover in comparable if not

equivalent proportions.

Thus for example although Akkadian manifests a large number

of biradical roots it would clearly be an exaggeration to claim

that the tri-radical system had collapsed. Moreover, even in

synchronic terms vagaries in the declension of forms containing
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these bi-radicals are most readily explained by reference to

their tn.-radical origin.

1 An elementary formalisation of Arabic grammatical structure

1.0 Among the defining characteristics of a Semitic morphology -

where •Semitic' is to be taken in the sense given above, is the

conjoining of a spatially discontinuous root morpheme with

various patterns of affixes. (For an outline of Semitic morph¬

ology see Moscati, etc., 1969).
( 1)

Consider for instance the 2nd verbal measure of Arabicv '

and in particular its second degree measures Fal'aL and Fu"iL.

Each of these - which may be understood as'types' is manifested

by numerous 'tokens', of which we may instance - ignoring pro¬

nominal morphemes:-

rattab: moistened vs ruttib: was moistened
• • e e

kaSSan: roughened vs ku&din: was roughened
- - (2)
gaddab: angered vs guddib: was angered v '

e e • •

(1) The numbering of these measures follows that traditionally
adopted in Western grammars. For a list of the various forms
see Wright vol. I pp298-301.

The term 'measure' is taken from Howell, 1883, being
his rendering of the Arabic wazn. The traditional concept
has, however, insufficient precision for our purposes and
will be extended as follows.

Each of the numbers II etc. is presumed to designate a
set, as for instance:-

II - Fa"aL,...,uFa"aL
The set II,III etc. will be termed a 'first degree measure'.

Each member of these sets is itself a set. For instance:-
Fa"al « Fa»'aLa...,Fa"aLna

Each set Fa"aL,Fa'aL, etc., will be termed a 'second degree
measure. Each member Fa"aLa etc. of a second degree measure
will be termed a 'third degree measure'.

nominal measures are a little simpler, being understood,
with few exceptions, to comprise only a second and third degree.
For instance, Fa'L is taken to be a measure of the second degree
and as suoh is a set, comprising the third degree measures

Fa'Lun, Fa'Lan, etc.
It will be seen that the Arabic wazn corresponds to our

second degree measure.

(2) In this study any token of some measure will be termed a 'form'.
Note that by many Arabists 'form' is used to render wazn. The
system of transcription used in this study is that followed in
Wehr's lexicon (English translation, 1961) save for the
treatment of initial *alif.
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The fir3t of these consists of a spatially discontinuous root rtb

conjoined with a pair of affixes having the distribution AaBBaC and

AuBBIC. In the other examples we have the same affixes conjoined

with the roots kSn and gdb.^^
Kius on the simplest "level what we are dealing with here is

a set of triconsonantal roots:-

N r^rfcb, gdb,,.., k§n]
and a set of verbal affixes (Y) including those mentioned above

and alsib such patterns as taAaRBaC as instanced by tarattab: became

moist. Thuss-

Y » {AaBBaC, AuBBiC,••.taAaSBaC }
Similar arguments may be advanced in respect of second degree

Nominal measures. Consider for instance the forms:-

mansaj: weaving shed vs rainsaj: loom

marbat: place where animals are tethered vs mirbat : hawser
• m i— i«iw.a nr nicw • l ■ I I

In this case we have a pair of roots nsj and rbt and a pair of

affixes maABaC and. miA'BaC. The roots we may assume to be further

members of the net R, while for the affixes a?id for others such as

AaBBaC as instanced by nassaj: weaver we establish a third set:-

H = ] maABaC, miABaC>•»•* AaBBaC]

(t) Note that symbols such an Fa' 'at, are taken to designate
either a set of third degree measures or a set of forms.
Notation such as AaBBaC on the other hand is taken to
refer to an actual cluster of affix morphemes.

Since symbols audi as Fa**ah designate sets of forms -
that is are types and not tokens, it is of no importance that
the particular form fa* 'a! or whatever, or some particular
consonant phoneme, does not appear as a token in some language.

Compare Yoscati 1969, para. 12.3 (p76)



Save for the very elementary formalism this fragment of

the grammar of Arabic differs little, if at all, from traditional

accounts. The same techhique may be applied with equal facility

to other Semitic languages. Consider for instance the Akkadian

formst-

uraftab vb urtaftib vs urattib

uballat vb ubtalli| vs uballij

uBallam vg uBtalli® vs ulallim

meaning:-

moistens vs has moistened vs moistened

lets live vb bias let live vs let live

makes friendly vs has made friendly vs made friendly

From these we may extract a set of rootsi~

RAk "fr*b» blt,.,.,81mj
and a set of verbal affixes

VAk "{^laBBaC» uAtaBBiC,....,uAaBBiC]
Tt will be noted that each member of the Arabic sets B,V and

H given above bears a sense distinct from those of the others. For

the set 11 there are the following correlations

rib: aoistness
• ———————

gdb: amrer

kBns roughness

nsj: weave

rbt: ti®
•

For set 7 we have:-

AaBBaC: causative

AuBBic: causative/paseive

taAaBBaC: inchoative

1) For paradigms see von Soden 1952 table 16
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And for the set H»-

maABaCs place

miABaCi Instrument

AaBBaC: occupation

Hot only does each member of the sets R,V and N correlate with

a different sense but the type of sense associated with each

member of a particiilar set is very similar.

Broadly speaking, the senseB attaching to set B relate to

events or states, those attaching to set V relate (in the instance®

given) to the 'mode' in which some state is perceived, and those

attaching to set N (in the examples cited) to a person or thing

related to some event.

Note that the senses attached to members of the sets R and H

correspond only approximately with the actual senses of the forms

cited. This, which is more particiilarly true of raarbat and

mirbat, may be ignored for present purposes.

Now since we have chosen to understand the 'expression plane'

of Arabic as comprising a set of morpheme sets, we might hypothes¬

ise that the 'content plane' is similarly constituted.^^
That is, corresponding to the set B we might envisage a set

of 'predicates'»-

P -fmoistness, anger, ..., tying]
a set of elements of what could be termed 'causal modality'j-

Cm ■= {causative, causative/passive,...,inchoative}
and a set of what, since they serve to create 'substantives' out

of predicates, may be termed 'substantivizers*

Su *» {place, instrument,..., occupation]

(1) Toe terras 'content plane* and 'expression plane* are taken more
immediately from Lyons, 1968, 2.1.2 and ultimately from
Kjelraslev, 1961. See especially p49ff»



Grammarians of a more traditional persuasion may object at

this stage that no distinction has been drawn between 'grammatical *

and 'lexical* phenomena. More substantially that it is methodolog¬

ically desirable to separate the two. (This presumably would be

the opinion of systemic grammarians - see for instance the

discussion in 1.2.1 of Hudson, 1971• Transformational grammar¬

ians - for instance, Chomsky, 1965, would be more sympathetic).

Clearly it would be absurd to incorporate a lisst of roots

and predicates in a grammar of Arabic. However, since there are

certain quite clear correlations between various subsets of

'lexical' elesnents of the content plane and particular 'measures'

on the one hand, and syntactic structures on the other, it is

apparent that the incorporation of a few fairly general statements

about lexical structure into the description can only add to its

adequacy. (See mor^articularly section 1 of chapter 9) •

Moreover, our approach is not without theoretical justific¬

ation for as Lyons has observed ( 1968,p438) "...there seems to be

no essential difference between the 'kind of meaning' associated

wit& lexical items and the 'kind of meaning' associated with

grammatical items in those cases where the distinction between

these two classes of ...elements can be drawn." (The distinction

between "open" and "closed" sets is ignored for a quite different

reason (ibid p43&) - see 2.3 of this chapter.

To summarise thus far, we suggest that the grammar of a

Semitic language say be viewed in the first place as a pair of

devices which will bo termed the 'content code' and 'expression code'

each comprising a group of sets of elements of one sort or another.

To this we my add - for the moment without explication,
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firstly that among the sets of the expression code there will he a

certain amount of syntagmatic ordering. This may he illustrated

in the following way. Measures of the third degree - be they

Nominal or Verbal, are created from those of the second degree by

the addition of prefixes and suffixes. This being so it will

clearly be necessary to state somewhere in the grammar that the

morphemes concerned stand in a particular place in the pattern or

•template. ', and much the most simple way of doing this is to

incorporate the ordering into the structure of the expression code

itself.

Secondly we shall require a set of rules which will link

elements of the content code with those of the expression code.

Discussion of this aspect is also held over for the present.

2. Outline of a formal basis for the hypothesis

2.0 In 1.6 of Hockett , 1967 (p25) we read "Suppose we have two

sets, A and B. An association from A to B assigns, to each element

of A, at least one element of B".

More specifically (ibid p26), "A function is an association

f!A-*B for which, given any element a*A, its image f (a) is a

unique element of B".

Now, let A be the set Cm of the content code (see para.1.3)

and B set V of the expression code. From the definitions given

above, and keeping in mind the fragmentary nature of the

description offered , it will be seen - and ignoring any

further distinctions that might be made, that the relationship

between Cm and V is an • association*, and more particularly , a

function. Each element of Cm has as its "image" only one element

of Y.



However, Section 1 contained but an elementary exposition and

it can readily be shown that whichever set is selected as "domain"

its relationship with the other is that of association.

For example, according to our outline and the defiiitions

given above there is a fxinction between the element Cm (Causative)

of the content code and V (AaBBaC) of the expression. However,

* aABaC of the fourth measure - which is of course a member of IT,

is also an associate of Cm (Causative). Similarly, V (AaBBaC)

serves also to express what in pre-theoretical terms will be

designated Cm (Active), as for example kaffar: protected (compare

kafar with same meaning and see more generally section 2 of

chapter 6).

— 1
Hockett further remarks (ibid p26), "If the inverse ta of

an association m is also an association, then the association m is

said to be surjective..." More simply, a surjective association

can only exist where every element of A has as its image at least

one element of B, and every element of B has as its counteriraage

at least one element of A (assuming A to he the domain and B the

range).

Intuitively it seems correct to assume tfeat all linguistic

associations - that is between the sets of content and expression,

are surjective either in this sense or in a rather different sense

which will be mentioned shortly. This seems to be so since each

plane exists only by virtue of the other (see Hjelmslev,196l pp48,49

and also Saussure, 1931,p99) and hence, a content element which

cannot be expressed is a contradiction in terras, and an expression

element never having any function is redundant. (One exception

to this generalisation in modern A-pabic would seem to be the mansub:

subjunctive measure. See 2.21 of chapter 10.
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Moreover, it seems almost always to be the case that the

membership of some pair of sets in association is unequal. That is,

'surjection' in the linguistic context appears to entail that for

any pair of sets A and B between which there is an association,

there will be at least one at'A whose image will comprise more than

one element of B.

Thus by employing a deliberate semantic shift we will say

that whenever the image of some association comprises more than

one element of the range, that association is 'surjective*.

Hence the content element Cm (Causative) is taken to be

•surjectively associate' with the elements V (AaSBaC) and

V('aABaC). This relationship will be expressed thus:-

Cm (Causative)*

In the course of the same discussion Hockett also states, "A

function f:A—*B is infective ... if no two elements of the domain

(i.e. set A or Cm say) have the same image." (ibid p27).

How we have suggested that the great majority of linguistic

associations are surjective in Hockett's sense and have derived

from this a more specifically linguistic notion of 'aurjectively

associate* - that is the ease where some element, be it of content

or expression, is associated with more than one element in the

partner code. Clearly we must also envisage the case where only

one element of each code is involved.

Our requirement is partly fulfilled by the notion "infective

function" and partly by the more general notion "surjective

association". Therefore, since for Hockett "A function which is

both a surjection and an injection is a bijective function...

(ibid p28) we will say (once again employing a semantic Bhift) that

any association involving only one element of the domain and one of



the range isT & *biJective association'.

Thus for instance since the element R (nsj) is associate only

with T (leaving), and if we assume that the reverse is also true,

we will have the bijective asnociatiom-

P (leaving) * »R (nsj)

In the previous paragraphs we have felt our way to what is,

in mathematical terras, a much less rigid definition of the terms

*aurjective' and •bijective association*. However, we have so

far adhered to the idea that the relationship of association obtains

only between the members of a pair of sets.

But it is not uncommonly the case in Semitic, as also in

what are traditionally termed the "inflecting" languages (see the

introduction to chapter 3) that two content sets are jointly

associate with one set of expression elements. For instance, the

element V (AaBBaC) is associate, in addition to Cm (Causative) with

a further element which we will designate As (Complete). That is,

our template simultaneously expresses aspect along with causal

modality.

Given then our looser definition of the term surjection, it

becomes necessary to distinguish two sub-types, which will be termed

•pure* nnd 'impure*. By 'pure* surjection we intend associations

where domain and range each comprise one set only. By *impure'

surjection we intend associations where the domain comprises at

least two sets and where one member of each is surjectively

associate with at least one member of the range.

In the *taxonomic* portion of the description, where the

term 'surjeotion* is used at all, it will refer-to pure surjective

associations (that is, chapters 6-10, 12,13). Elsewhere - and
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especially in chapters 3» 4» 11» 14» it will be intended in the

latter sense.

2*3 In expositions of elementary Set Theory it is coraaonly taken

as self-evident that every set is 'well-defined*, ("^or a discussion

of this tern in a linguistic oontext see Hockett, 1968)• Further¬

more, the assumption of well-dofinednes in the linguistic system

is basic to the various Transformational-Generative theories of

language structure (see hockett, 1963, chapter 2 point C10,p40).

Now whereas for many language types - and perhaps in particular

for agglutinating languages, it is reasonable to assume, at least

as a working hypothesis, the well-definedness of the stock of

morphemes and hence phonemes, it is altorether more questionable

to assert the same of the content plane.

Hockett (1968) has attempted to challenge this assumption.

He has argued, "...the only (well-defined) systems of which I am

sure are the inventions of human intelligencet games such as

chess and perhaps baseball; the formal systems of mathematics and

logic..." (1968#p57).

From this he concludes (p52) that no physical system can be

well-defined, and further, asserts that language is a physical

system (p59) and must therefore be ill-defined.

(1) It is interesting to note that the grammarians of Basra
also assumed well-definedness of the linguistic system -

although working from a set of premises which would read
most oddly from the pens of KIT. (Gee Fleisch, 1961 pp 1,2;
and espeeiallyi-
"La noble et difficile tache du graamafrien de Basra fut de...
mentrer l'harmonie du tout et de toutes les parties dans le
tout, en particulier ramener, les exceptions a la regie et
montrer que ce ne scat que des exceptions apparentes,
qu'il n'y a pas eu veritablesent exception et cela dans tout
le langage:"
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The strongest link in this chain of reasoning aeeas to be that

in which it is argued that well-defined systems are the product

of human intellect. 'That is much weaker is the assertion that

language is not among these - notwithstanding the fact that his

claim is consistent with the intuitions of many linguists. (See

for instance Lyons 10.5.2, although in fairness this is a position

of agnosticism).

Uockett has indeed attempted to take the argument a little

further (pp60 and 61) but this is by no means conclusive.

The matter is much complicated by the question of 'stability'

versus 'instability* in some system. He argues (p53) that

certain physical systems manifest a stability which should not be

mistaken for well-definedness. Among these he instances a computer

which, although manifesting stability for a considerable length

of time ultimately breaks down.

however, this argure t fails to deal with the point that

while such a system is stable its outputs and the operations giving

these may be characterised in a well-defined way. Thus, although

it may well be false to assume that language is a well-defined

system, to the extent that it manifests stability its operations

are (in theory) stateable. If this is so it in possible to

envisage the case where there is indeed a "set of sentences"

(Chomsky, 1957. p13).

Therefore, while one can with some confidence disagree with

the hypothesis that language is a well-defined system, the weaker

hypothesis - that language is a stable system, seems more tenable.

The sets of morphemes, as for instance our set V, are certainly

stable! the first and second degree measures are computable,

but what of a content system such as Cm or P ?
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The position which will be adopted in this study is that

language is a mixed system, manifesting are<±s both of stability

and instability, arid hence of course that there ia no set of

sentences. To the extent that this hypothesis is well founded,

the various T-G theories of language structure axe misconceived.

In the descriptive portion of the study more detailed

arguments will be advanced for the instability of certain sets in

the content codes (see, for instance, the discussion of 'aktioneart*

and 'causal modality' in chapter 6) but for the moment we will

consider evidence of a rather different kind.

Let us consider once again for .s on the measures oaF'aL and

miP'aL, and especially the pair aarbat: place where animals are

tethered, and mirbatj hawser (see 1.0). In our introductory

discussion we tacitly accepted that the senses of this pair are

the sum respectively of the components 'place' and 'tying' on

the one hand, and 'instrument' and 'tying' on the other.

But it should be clear that this is in fact an oversimplific¬

ation. In general the senses of forms on these measures are

more than the senses of their components. This becomes obvious

when we consider a form which has a variety of quite distinct

senses.

For the form aaktab for instance Wehr (1961) gives among

others:- office, study, school, department, desk.

Underlying such phenomena we suggest is a quite general

principle that, given a pair of semies such as 'place', some

me er of the set P, and the measure maF'aL, it is not possible

to predict the actual sense of any particular token of that

measure, (see in rather similar vein, Beeston, 1970» PP73/4)«

This may be explained if we accept that of all content sets
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those which would traditionally be termed "lexical" exhibit

instability in the highest degree, even though certain subsets -

as, for instance, kinship terms, seen on the whole to be stable.

(Gee once more Lyons, 1968, 10,5.2).

Th'.s in the typical case we will have an element drawn from

the unstable set P in 'configuration' with one drawn from a further

unstable set Su (see chapter 7 for argument). The likeliest

eventuality is then that the derived sense will also be unstable.

The assumption of well-definednoss or even stability entails

the construction of an algorithm whereby given the constituent

senses of some item, the 'superordinate* sense may be predicted.

This I believe to be impossible.

In the light of the foregoing, our original hypothesis should

be modified in the following way.

The sets of the content and expression codes are either

•stable' or 'unstable'. Thoue of the latter, if not stable

without exception, incline markedly towards stability while those

of the content code evince instability to a greater degree.

However, it does not appear to be the case that the status

of those sets is immutable. The process of linguistio change

guarantees constant modification to the repertoire of content and

expression elements, and there seems no reason to assume that this

process consists merely of a simple ailtch from one stable or

unstable state to another.

Rather, it eems better to envisage each set as conforming

to a certain 'periodicity', wherein it rises to and decays from

a peak of stability in a rhythm largely peculiar to itself.

Alternatively we should allow for the case where some set collapse*

completely and is gradually replaced by another which itself then
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rises to stability.

Such a periodicity might be represented by a graph somewhat

of the following kind, where the peak indicates stability and the

troughs instability.

stability

Pig. 1

time

A graph of a typical set in the expression code would

presumably show a relatively large period where stability is

maintained with correspondingly small troughs, perhaps as per

figure 2. Those content code sets which can be considered ever

to reach stability would presumably conform more to Figure 1, with

relatively longer periods of instability.

From the foregoing we might go on to develop a theory of

diachrony, or of the structure of linguistic change in Semitic.

This would then allow us to state - albeit tentatively, a set of

conditions which an account of the diachrony of some part of

Semitic might be expected to fulfil. These would presumably

take the form of a specification of the possible types of set

structure and a set of postulates for the way in which these could

be modified. (For some discussion of set types see paras. 2.11

to 2.14 of chapter 5)*

tk
stability

Fig. 2

time
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3 3xcursus; the lexicalist hypothesis in T-G theory

3.0 The nouns of place and instrument in Semitic seem to pose an

interesting problem for the theory of language structure advancec^Ln
Chomsky, 1965.

Among the ways in which this theory differs from that of

Chomsky, 1957 is in distinguishing the set of rewrite rules from

a lexicon. This modification had as one of its advantages the

fact that "many of the grammatical properties of formatives (where

a "formative" is a "minimal syntactically functioning unit" (1965 p3)

can now be specified directly in the lexicon, by association of

syntactic features with lexical formatives, and thus need not be

represent ed in the rewriting rules at all" (ibid pp86,87). More

generally",..the lexical entries constitute the full set of

irregularities of the language (p142).

How the present hypothesis - which is based firmly on the

planes of content and expression, envisages no unit corresponding

to the "formative" of this theory, which seems in essence to

be indistinguishable from the neo-Blooiafieldi^n "morpheme" (Gee

the discussion in section 2 of chapter 3). However, it seems

not unreasonable to assume in an application of T-G theory to

Arabic such elements as Hying' and 'place' would be regarded as

"lexical formalives" (p65).

There are many hundreds of nouns of place and instrument

in Arabic (Por a sample of these see the relevant parts of the

appendix to chapter 7)• Their mode of formation is quite regular!

one selects an appropriate predicate, adds to it 'place* or

'instrument* and expresses it in an appropriate measure.

This much a model based on Chomsky, 1965 could achieve

without difficulty, and there would therefore be no need to enter
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such forms in the lexicon. However, if the actual sense of such

forms is not the sua of their parts we are faced with the question

of accounting for the residue.

If, as we have suggested,the nature of this residue is not

predictable these lexical items are to that extent idiosyncratic

and, according to Chomsky, should be listed in the lexicon.

But this of course is in itself an inadequate solution

since merely to list these forms in the lexicon is to nmit

stating the strong vein of regularity which runs through them all.

This paradox can only be resolved by adding rules to the base.

If it cannot be resolved in this way then language is neither a weBr

defined nor a stable system.

Moreover, since Stratificationalists also seem to base their

theory on an assumption of well-definedness these forms provide an

interesting test of the viability of their "sememic" and "lexemic"

strata. (See Lockwood, 1972 pp22-26).

4 A modified version of the hypothesis

4.0 Partly on the basis of previous discussion, and partly on the

basis of considerations not yet introduced, we now proceed to

offer a somewhat modified version of the elementary hypothesis

introduced in section 1.

Firstly we return to the question of forms on the measures

maF'aL and miF'aL and those related to them.

Cur elementary hypothesis envisaged a group of content sets

expressed by members of the various sets of elements in the

expression code. And yet it is clear that if in the typical

instance the sense of some form on raaF'aL is greater than the

sum of the senses of its parts this simple conception is inadequate.
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It appears then that In the content code we should envisage,

in addition say to the sets ? and 3u, a further set of senses

which we nay designate L, the members of which can be said to

•include' members of the sets P and Su.

•Inclusion1 must of course be distinguished from •componency1.

The latter terra presupposes that it is possible to give an exhaustive

analysis of some lexical item, while •inclusion' - arising as it

does out of the assumption of ill-definition, implies exactly

the opposite.

It is not, however, the case that all sets analogous to

F and Su stand in an included relationship to some set L. Cn the

contrary it can be shown that certain sets never stand in such

relationship (see especially chapterlO) and, moreover, that the

sets which do stand in such relationship do not do so invariably.

At this stage it will be convenient to Introduce certain

terminological distinctions.

Let any content element being a member of a set such as

P, Cm, or Su be termed a •sememe1, and let any element being a

member of a set such as L be termed a •lexeme'. ,

Let any set not having the capacity of standing in an

•included1 relationship be termed •adherent*, and any other set

•dual•.

Moreover, let any set whatsoever, be it of content or of

expression, be termed a •system' of the language.

4.1.0 The terns 'lexeme' and 'sememe' require further comment since

neither of them are used in their more usual sense.

For Bloomfield (1935# pl62) a sememe is the meaning of a
»

morpheme, while in Stratificational theory (e.g. Lockwood,1972

pp.24, 25, 138) the sememe in in essence a "component" of the lexeme.
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In the present study its use will approximate rather more to

that of Bloomfield, with the following- qualififications. First

we assume that a sememe is not necessarily expressed by a morphemej

it may in certain cases be expressed by what will be termed a

•syntactic template• (See section 4 of chapter 3)• Moreover, we

wish to envisage cases where a sememe is given no overt expression

at all, but rather its presence is to be inferred only from some

idiosyncrasy of selection within the expression code (See for

example, para. 2.0 of, chapter 7) •

Secondly and more importantly the sememe in this study will

be taken to be that unit of meaning which, on the basis of purely

internal evidence is seen to be the miniraal unit of semantic analysis.

The sememe thus understood is not the unit of componential

analysis as say in Stratificational theory (see also Lyons, 1968

10.5.1). Sememe in the latter sense is to be understood as a

universal semantic component whereas in the present study it is

to be taken as the minimal element of a structure - the content code,
a

reflecting the "''/eltanschjaung" or •internal logic* of the language
concerned.^ ^

The term 'lexeme' should be understood similarly. It is on

the one hand a semantic unit; it is a concept of internal logic,

and differs from the sememe only in that - having the capacity for

including the latter, it is not a minimal unit.

This usage it will immediately be seen is totally different

from that customary in the literature.

(1) The question as to whether one's patterns of thought are
governed by the structure of one's languagel take to be
separate from that as to whether languages have different
semantic structures. The latter seems ncn-controversial.
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For Hockett (1958, 19*4) it is clearly a unit of distribution.

Lyons (1968, 5»4*4) appears on the surface to give a rather different

definition, namely, that the lexeme is taken "to denote the more

•abstract* units which occur in different inflexional 'forms'

according to the syntactic rules involved in the generation of

sentences."

The lexeme of this last definition is, it seems, best regarded

as an unordered set of (neo-Bloornfieldian) morphemes and morpheme

classes. The lexeme CUT for instance (employing Lyons' notation)

may be written:-

CUT ={cut, Tense, Person, Number, Voice]
where 'cut' is a morpheme, and the remaining elements are classes

or sets of morphemes.

Since, however, it would seem to be the case that any form

realising a cluster of these morphemes has the same distribution

both the 'operational' definition of Ilockett and the more 'formal'

definition offered by Lyons appear to be equivalent.

The use of the term in Stratificational theory seems also to

be equivalent to these (see for instance Lockwood op cit pp21,22).

4.1.1 It may be objected that our definition of the terra is not in

the limit different from thoaz? of Structuralist inspiration. However,

there is in fact a fairly fundamental cleavage between the two

approaches and this may perhaps best be discussed in the context

of a discussion of the notion "grammatical level".

Grammatical descriptions of Structuralist inspiration may be

viewed in terms of a (Praguian) opposition comprising a "marked"

and an "unmarked" me. ber. Strings of phonemes and morphemes (or

"morphs") being observable, and hence the focus of the analysis are

taken to be the marked member of the opposition. The object of the
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analysis is to set up a network of "distributions" for these

observablea. All that is required of this network is that it

furnish the means to a satisfactory taxonomy of the data. These

"distributional units" (Lyons, 1968, 5«3»3) may be understood as

the unmarked member of the opposition.

The present approach differs in this; that whereas like the

Structuralist we assume a set of morphemes we also assume that

language is a symbolic system and hence, that in 'tension' with the

set of morphemes is a further set of abstractions - namely the

elements of content. Neither of these sets of elements is

marked; the existence of each is as real or as unreal as that

of the other, and each exists only by virtue of the other. (Hjelraslev,

1961, pp48,49).

We argue then that the sememe and lexeme are not units of

distribution, rather the reverse - i.e. that many of these

distributional units, constituents of a supposed independent level

of grammar, are in fact but indifferently conceived semantic units.

(See further section 2.2 of chapter 3).

.0 On trie notion "discontinuous morpheme"

For all that discussions of morphology engage the attention

of Semitista to such a striking degree, remarkably little consider¬

ation has been given to the criteria through which the set of

morphemes in Semitic is to be identified. Procedures for the

segmentation of soie measure, where not for the most part arbitrary,

have tended not to be applied with the rigour one might expect.

For instance, among the more carefully argued of more recent

discussions on the topic are those of Fleisch (1956,pp21-26, and

1961, pp 247-251. The latter is mostly a verbatim reproduction

of the former) and PetrdJiek (especially 1960).
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Both of these scholars employ "Internal inflexion"

(Fl. "flexion interne", Fe. "innere Flexion") as a technical term

but each in a rather different sense.

Whereas Fleisch on the one hand (see for instance 1956 pp37-40)

confines the term to vocalic alternations occurring within the

bounds of the first and last (third or fourth) radicals of the root,

Petr&Sek (ibid p5^3) on the other extends this in effect to embrace

any vocalic element - whether within or without the bounds of the

root, having grammatical function. Both scholars be it noted regard

gemination of one of the root phonemes as coming within the

definition.(I am unsure of the position of elements such as say the

w of the measure Fawa'iL).

In any event it is clear that the type of morpheme envisaged

by both is that which Harris (1951 pl65ff) has termed "discontinuous".

Unfortunately it seems equally clear that neither of these

characterisations will withstand critical scrutiny. For instance

we mentioned above the measure Fawa'iL, which is a type of 'broken

plural' as for example:-

fakiha: fruit vs fawSkih: fruit (plural)

Now the vowel pattern of Fawa'iL is precisely the same as that of

maFa'iL as instanced by:-

raaktab: office vs makatib: offices

According to Fleisch's analysis the ma- of the latter pair is a

prefix (1956 p67ff > and also para. C of p64) and is therefore

not part of the "internal inflexion" of Arabic. Arid yet it seems

reasonably clear, at least on the basis of the measure Fawa'iL, that

in the"plural" measures we are dealing with a vowel pattern or

template appropriate to four consonants (presupposing certain other

conditiai^which are not relevant here) irrespective of whether or



not there consonants are also radicals.

Tn other words the decision to select the root boundary as

the limit for "flexion interne" or discontinuous morphemes appears

not to be supported by these examples.

Petr<i£$ek approaches the problem from rather different premises.

Under the influence of the Prague theory of "distinctive opposit¬

ions" he is prepared to treat as a single morpheme any elements

contributing to the setting up of sone grammatical opposition

(this is implicit in the discussion in 2.6 on p.567 and the

definitions on p5$3 - 8e© instance the pair nahrsriver vs

'anhur: rivers').

However, it does not ncessarily follow that because some

contrast is expressed by a series of discontinuous elements, these

elements oust belong to one morpheme. For instance, in the

English ""e is running" we would not wish to eay that because

"progressive" in expressed by "is -ing" that these two constitute

one morpheme, if only because both nay be employed Independently

of the other.

However, perhaps the most important objection to both of these

methodologies is raised by Harris (loo.cit). He remarks, "In Arabic,•

we have such utterances as kataba* he wrote'....kattaba 'he

corresponded', ... from which we extract the following an independent

morphemic segments: k-t-b 'write',...-a-a- 'perfective'-,- (i.e.

added mora of length after the first vowel) 'reciprocal'."

(1) A further point which is not essential to the present discussion
is that ia one ia prepared to extend the notion of "internal
inflexion'beyond the bounds of the root, there then is no
reason to exclude ouch contrasts as 7a* ah vs nPa'aL from the
description, since these two comprise a grammatical contrast
just as much as Fa'aL vs Fu'iL (gee Petra^ek, 1963)
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TJow it is clear that both fetr^USek and Fleisch would regard

-a:-a- an one morpheme rather than two (Fleisch in fact - 1956 p23»

gives precisely Harris' example). And yet it cannot be disputed that

in breaking down this monolithic internal inflexion Harris has

incorporated a significant generalisation into his description, and

one moreover which is in strict conformity with his methodological

presuppositions. ^
4.2.1 A close examination of the Arabic verbal measures suggests that

Harris1 procedure can in fact be applied with even greater rigour,

although in doing so we are led into rather uncharted seas wherein

as many problems are raised as solved.

Consider for instance the measures 'aF'aL vs 'uF'iL which are

related in precisely the same way as Fa'al. vs Fu'il, and on the basis

of which latter are traditionally set up the discontinuous morphemes

-a-a- and -u-i-. How for our former pair of measures Fleisch would

presumably wish to set up discontinuous morphemes something of the

order of —a- and —i- (since he would restrict the notion to

material enclosed by the root boundaries).

But the nature of the opposition might suggest say, that the

vowel a of —a- is precisely the same as the second vowel a of the

morpheme -a-a-. Applying Harris* segmentation procedures would it

then not be sore illuminating to argue that the notion "active" is

expressed primarily by a .morpheme a inserted between the second and

third radicals and seoondarily - in the case of -a-a-,by a further

morpheme a inserted between the first and second radicals ?

It might of course te objected that in the case of *a?'aL what

we are really dealing with is a discontinuous morpheme *a-—a- and

(1) ITote moreover that the same generalisation in also valid in
varying degrees for the 2nd, 5th, 6th and 8th measures.
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that wr have merely chosen an arbitrary portion of this to suit

our own purpose.

Tliis objection might have more force if there were not such

pairs as Fa'aL vs 7a*iL where the 'functional load* (see Lyons 2*4*1)

is borne entirely by this same vowel a. Against this once raore it

may be objected that on the basis of a wider ranging series of

oppositions this functional load would seam to be spread more evenly

ever the two segments of discontinuous morphemes -a-a*- and -a-i-.

In this there is of course some force but the fact remains that

if we wish to show that in the Arabic verbal system functional

load is concentrated on certain phonemes to the greater or lesser

exclusion of others then we must opt for the segmentation of the

discontinuous morpheme, however defined.

Indeed, an examination of the various verbal measures shows

that a narrow concentrating of the functional load is at least as

common as its diffusion. Consider for instance the pairs uFa**iL

vs uFa'*aL ("active" vs "passive") and the appropriate second degree

measures of the 3rd and 4th measures, or the pairs ataFa'*aL vs

utaFa"aL and similarly in the 6th measure.

Moreover, the "active" and "passive participles" of measures

2-8 and 10 all vary only on the alternation of the vowels a and jl

between the second and third radicals, as for instance auFta*iL vs

mufta'aL. Finally consider such pairs as Fa'aL vs nFa'al, or

Fta'aL where a grammatical opposition is borne entirely by the

elements n and t.
<M mm

To sum up, we argue both in a preliminary way here, and more

formally in chapter 12, that a more illuminating description results

if we do not confine ourselves to the rigid discontinuous morpheme

traditionally set up by Seoitists. Father, we should envisage
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associations between content and expression of a store flexible

nature, which permit us to observe gradations in functional load.

In effect we need to view the verbal morphemes in Arabic rather

like the English examples "is* and "-ing" mentioned above which my

be regarded independently or jointly accordin - to the context in

which they occur.

4*2.2 e have attempted in th.epreviov.s paragraph to put forward

'empirical• argument for a segmentation of the discontinuous

morpheme. There is, however, in addition a not insubstantial

argument from formal economy for such an analysis.

how aany linguists are persuaded that arguments of this type

are of doubtful relevance («ee for instance, Matthews 1972 chap.12)

but it does nonetheless seer clear that if formal economy is not

inconsistent with descriptive power it nay be of assistance.

Aside from any functional considerations it is obvious by

inspection that in Arabic verb morphology we are dealing with the

interaction of a very limited number of phonemes. Consider for

instance the following second degree measures of the 2nd measure*

7 a » • a L

? u * • i L

u Pa* ' i L

For to purposes of our elementary exposition each of these was

regarded as a separate discontinuous morpheme and a member of the

set V. Suppoue, however, vre 'faetorlse* the components of these

forms. This would give i -

u i F * * i •» i * i L

Assuming we were able to build in a series of 'limitation rules'

to restrict the possible forms generated by the device, we could

derive from this simple array of elementss-
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Fa'iL; uF'al? Fa'aLj uF'iL; Fu'iL

In addition to the measures on which the device was based.

From the strictly formal point of view there can be no doubt

which is the simpler means of presentation, but when this means

requires the segmentation of the discontinuous morphemes -

precisely the approach for which we have previously argued, it

becomes clear that the form of analysis we are advocating Is not

entirely Ill-founded.

4.2.3 Let us then modify our hypothesis in the following way. In

section 1.0 we envisaged an unordered set V of verbal patterns.

We now substitute for thie an ordered set of morphemes and a

number of 'dummy symbols' D located in positions appropriate to

the generation of all second degree verbal measures. Thus on

the (limited) basis of the device evolved we might writej-

V - (ma»
where:- m « lux

a 1 9

\ " { a*
mc " fa» *1

Any pattern derived from such a device will be termed a 'template'•

4*2*4 The formal argument for a similar treatment of the set of

nominal templates N is equally as strong if not stronger than

that for the verbal measures, given the very rauoh greater variety

of these and a similar use of a restricted repertoire of elements.

The argument from 'empirical * criteria is, however, very much

weaker and it is clear that, as regards nominal measures the

traditional approach exemplified by Fleisch and Petr&fiek is on

considerably firmer ground, and is indeed essential to the

description of certain phenomena. (See for instance para. 2.426

of chapter 1l).
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This is not to sr' that there are no concentrations of functional

load li'ce those of the verbal measures. For instance in the pairs-

mansaj s weaving shed vs rainsaj: loom

the contrast "place" versus "instrument" is borne entirely by the

vowel following the initial m. Cnce again this is not to claim

that the functional load is borne exclusively by the elements in

question, merely that the association between these particular

elements and the relevant elements of content is of a 'stronger'

degree than those obtaining between the sememe and other non-radical

expression elements.

Hence, in conformity with the restated set V, (although with

rather more reservations) let us also envisage an ordered set N,

again comprising sets of morphemes and dummy symbols, and where once

again the morphemes may function either independently or jointly

with others, according to contest.

A more detailed consideration of certain aspects of the

structure of the reconstituted sets V and N, plus a discussion of

the concept 'morpheme' as used in this study, is given in chapter 3»

5. Further observations on the content code

5.0 That we have set up a code of 'content* implies that the

elements oontained therein are in some sense to be regarded as

meaningful. Ia this paragraph we consider briefly the status of

the ele ents which have been termed 'sememe' and 'lexeme'.

Prom the way the argument in 4.0 and 4.1 wan developed - and

in particular the notion of the 'inclusion' of a sememe vrithin a

lexeme, and also from our use of the terras 'content* and •express¬

ion', it may have become clear that what is envisaged is in fact

systems of 'concepts', by which we intend, a class or set of objects
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or predicates which are deemed to share one or more characteristics.

In other words, the lexeme and sememe may be defined as the

intersection of the extension and intension of the phenomena it

comprises. (For these term# see Lyons 1968 p 454)•

Now it will be noted that it is possible to define the

•phoneme* in very similar terms. That is, the phoneme may be

regarded as a set of sounds each manifesting one or more

articulatory or acoustic characteristics. In certain respects this

is of course an oversimplification since it is clear that in some

Instances a phoneme must be defined relative to the properties of

ether phonemes with which, in some contexts, it stands in syntag-

matic relationship. However, since the same appears in part at

least to be true also of sememes and lexemes the analogy is not

thereby invalidated.

The point of our analogy is this; that the notion of the

concept has been much criticised in recent years, notably by Lyons

(1963 chapter 1, 1968, p.2.6. See also Ullnar^ 1962 p6l para (c)
and p64ff). And yet in Lyons, 1968, for instance, it will be noted

that a rejection of the notion concept is not accompanied by

rejection of the notion phoneme. On the contrary, all linguists

are united in admitting a phonological component of some sort into

their grammars - be it phonemic, distinctive feature, prosodic

or whatever.

In sura we argue that the concept as defined above is quite

acceptable as a notion for the linguist qua linguist. This of

course is a matter distinct from the question of the 'existence'

of the sememe and lexeme - and of the phoneme for that matter, as

also from the question of the methof by which one identifies them.

V?e disagree neither with Lyons or Haas (1954) in their insistence



on a rigorous methodology - merely in the apparently tacit assumpt¬

ion that the definition of units should precede grammatical

investigation proper.

The philosophical question of the 'existence1 either of the

individual units or of the structure of which they form part is much

more difficult, and being outside my competence T do not propose

to discuss it.

.0 'Internal' logic vs 'external' logic

Suppose we v/ish to perform a contrastive analysis on two

languages strongly distinct as to the internal logics of their

content codes, and suppose that the focus of our analysis is to

be an aniso taorphisa between them. How, within the framework

of a formal grammar, night we show this distinctness ?

One possible solution would be to take the relevant concept

of language A as 'base' and show the corresponding concept of

language B as variant thereon - perhaps by detailing the patterns

of association between the a-propriate sets or systems of the two

languages. This procedure is laborious (and arbitrary) in that if

we then wish to contrast the related portions of language C we are

once more obliged to select one of the three as base and contrast

the other language with it. If B is selected as base and C

contracted then we have as yet said nothing of the relationship

between A and C.

Therefore, a better method might be to construct some language-

neutral apparatus against which the internal logics of A, B and C

could be assessed, and which would also be valid for any other

languages we might choose to contrast.

Such an apparatus could have other functions. For instance,

linguists working within the T-G framework tend to employ the base
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component of the grammar as a sort of 'pivot* whereby the related¬

ness of what on the surface are more or less distinct structures can

be demonstrated. Limitations in this approach have been shown

by investigators working' within this school (as for instance, Lakoff

1968), and its unsuitability for contrastive analysis is manifest

given that description in this hypothesis is base centred, and that

the "formatives" introduced into the base are language specific,

rather than universal.

It will be clear that just as this 1anguage-neutral apparatus

functions as a pivot for the comparison of content anisomorp..ism

across languages, so also it could serve the pivotal function of

the base in the T-G hypothesis - without the disadvantage of being

language specific inherent in this latter.

5.2 Let us then assume that some such language-neutral device

could be made available to each grammar, and let it be termed the

'representation'.

A tentative outline of the structure of the representation

is offered in chapter 4> and for the moment we may confine ourselves

to noting that being language-neutral entails for the represent¬

ation an 'external' (or "natural") logical structure in contrast

with the various internal logics of the content codes assessed

against it.

The 'generation' of some utterance, and hence more generally

the grammar of a Semitic language may then be taken to have the

structure shown in the accompanying diagrams-
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That 1b, to any representation is assigned a (non-concatenated)

set of lexemes and sememes. This set constitutes the 'encoding!.

Next, to every encoding is assigned a set of morphemes and

(primitive) syntactic structures. (For a discussion of the

syntactic component of the hypothesis see in particular para. 4*2

of the following chapter). These (concatenated) sets are termed

the 'expansion' and constitute a basic istorphophonemic level of

representation.

Thus, in addition to a description of the codes of content and

expression aid a list of association rules, the grammar will also

contain a list of encoding rules.

Moreover it may he as well to remark at this point that

there will be certain restrictions on the freedom with which both

content and expression elements may enter into 'configuration'

with other elements of the same code. This requires that for

each, code we provide a list of 'limitation rules* which will define

the admissible configurations of the language. (Note that these

are not "selectional restrictions" in the sense of Chomsky 1957

or 1965« bee the discussion in 4»1 of chapter 3).

A more detailed discussion of these various rule types will

be found in chapter 3 (section 1.3) and 4 (passim).

6 Cranmatoloftioal remarks

6.0.0 The grammar of a particular language constructed on the basis

of the hypothesis outlined above will comprise both a generative

and a taxonoraie component. Broadly speaking the description of

the codes of oontent and expression will in essence be a taxonomy,

while the validation or invalidation of the rule scheme forms the

generative component.
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It would be wrong, however, to see these as very sharp

distinctions. Validation of the taxonomy itself is also one

of the functions of the generative component - that is, any

element of content or expression is in the limit justified only

if predictions made by the grammar (e.g. utterances of Arabic)

are in conformity with the native speaker's intuition.

On the other hand, it seems likely that certain rules may

be written down by inspection and little information is added by

the subsequent application of the generative process.

.1 In envisaging a role for taxonomy in grammatical studies

we are to a lesser or greater extent in disagreement with one of

the tenets of T-G dogma. Chomsky for instance (19^4 PP»98,99)

argues:- "This point of view (i.e. that "linguistic theory is

concerned only with the level of "observational adequacy" ")

takes a theory to be, essentially, nothing more than a summary of

data. In contrast, it has been repeatedly pointed out (most

forcefully, by Karl Popper) that the prevailing attitude in the

sciences is to regard data as of interest primarily insofar as it

has bearing on the choice among alternative theories, and to search

for data, however exotic, that will be crucial in this sense. In

any event, there is surely no reason why the linguist must

necessarily limit himself to 'the study of phenomena and their

correlations', avoiding any attempt to gain insight into such data

by means of an explanatory theory of language..."

Now it will be noted that there are two slightly different
P.

arguments here. First there is the Poperian view that "data is

of interest primarily insofar as it has bearing on the choice

among alternative theories", and secondly the more conservative

position that the linguist should " ... attempt to gain insight
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into (his) data by means of explanatory theory of language...w

Popper's view of scientific investigation is most appropriate, it

would seem, to those fields where data is not so readily obtain¬

able. The problem in grammatical science is quite the reverse;

there is an emb&rrassment of data, such that the confirmation or

disconfirmation of any hypothesis becomes difficult if not

impossible.

"foreover it is particularly absurd to suggest that data is

peripheral to diachronic linguistics - without data there can be

no diachrony. (No sane person for instance would hypothesise a

grammatical structure and diachrony for a group of Old Gtone Age

languages)•

Thus we find that in effect T-G grammarians adhere to the

more conservative of the two positions mentioned by Chomsky. As

has been noted elsewhere (see for instance Botha 1968, para 3*2.

4*3, pp. 67,68) studies within the T-G framework do indeed reflect

considerable taxonomising activity - albeit implicit rather than

overt.

That the taxonomy should be implicit is entirely proper since

there can be no ideal ratio of taxonomy to generation. The means

can be justified only by the end.

Between the taxonomies of traditional grammar (including those

of transformational generative grammar) and that envisaged here,

there is, however, a difference of some importance.

Those of traditional grammar are set up to account for - or

to characterise, patterns of distribution. (For a more extended

discussion see section 2 of chapter 3). Ours on the other hand

is a meaning-based taxonomy; each of the samples in appendices

A and B for instance is a classification of the forms it comprises.
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But, since we regard grammar as the description of a symb¬

olic system, it follows that a taxonoaic component founded on

semantic distinctions is better motivated than one based on

pure distributional criteria.

A philosopher of science has written "A theory must serve as

the basis for explanation, ••• In order to fulfil this demand, a

theory must describe the means by which the phenomena it explains

come about". (Harr.^1972 p24)

Guch a statement naturally prompts the question, what can a

hypothesis such as that given above be said to 'explain' ? By

introducing a level of "descriptive adequacy" Chomsky (1965 p24)

clearly infers that individual grammars have little or no

explanatory power, even though (ibid p25) he regards a grammar

as "...a theory of the language of whioh the well-formed sentences

of the primary linguistic data constitute a small sample".

Explanation proper - in the sense of identifying a causal

mechanism, can for Chomsky only be achieved by "...constructing

a theory of language acquisition, an account of the specific innate

abilities that make this achievement possible", (p.27)

Looked at from the scientific, as opposed to the Psycho-

linguistic point of view, it is difficult to disagree with this,

and yet one wonders whether it would not be better to envisage

various levels of explanation in linguistic science. For instance

the morphology and semology of Arabic might to a certain extent

be explained by an account of the diaohrony by whioh they arise,

which in turn might be explained by a theory of language change

such as the one tentatively offered above (see 2.4)•

Likewise the differences between the Semitic and other

language groups might be explained by showing that the grammar of
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each language conforms to a structure, such as that outlined,

which is distinct from the structure of other language families.

Insofar as these are 'causal mechanisms* at all it is nonethe¬

less clear that they are of a secondary or even tertiary nature.
y

However sinoe explanation in Chooses sense is at the moment

unattainable it would seem that the more modest levels of explan¬

ation suggested in this paragraph constitute a perfectly satis¬

factory interim goal. (Botha (1968, paras. 3*2*32, 3*2.33*

pp58-63) also has some discussion of more modest levels of

explanation) •
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Chapter 3

On the Structure of the -agression Code

0 Introductory

0.0 Before beginning the discussion proper it would seen

advisable to sake a few remarks on language typology. Intro¬

ductory discussions of this topic serve mainly to highlight the

inadequacy of the traditional classification when viewed from

the standpoint of '.'emitto. (See for instance Lyons, 1968,

sections 5»3»6 to 5*3»10 and Bftzell 1958).

Basel1 for instance (ibid pp45»46) speaks of Semitic as

•inflecting* in type. On this basis it would then be reason¬

able to suppose that /arable, as a representative of Semitic,

is typologically similar to Latin - also of course fcf the

inflecting type. While there is a certain truth in this it is

also true that Arabic is typologically at least as similar to

English as it is to Latin - a fact which could never be apparent

from Bazell's account.

Note further that traditionally an inflecting language is

one for which linguists "can match their classes (i.e.categories)

before they can match their segments".(ibid p39)• For Arabic

this is simply untrue.

0.1 The major difficulty with this traditional typology is that

two quite different dimensions of analysis are conflated into one.

To employ Lyons1 terminology, we should classify a language

firstly in respect of its •segmer.tability • into "norphs" and

secondly in regard to what might be termed its •assoclability* -

that is, whether there is but one morpheas per morph or mors. (See

para. 2.1 of chapter 2).



Let us then for the purpose of this study replace the

traditional •one-dimensional' classification in three terms by a

two-dimensional scheme having the following sub-divisions.

First we envisage a three-way classification of segment-

ability comprising the terms 'isolating', 'agglutinating' and

•fusional' - instanced by Chinese, Turkish, and Latin respect¬

ively. Next a two-term classification of associability comprising:-

i) the case where there is only one morpheme per raorph

(ii) " " " " " more than one " " "

However, to conform with the theoretical framework evolved in

chapter 2 these latter should be redefined as follows:

i) the case where there is only one sememe or lexeme per morpheme

ii.) " " " " is more than one " " " " "

Following para,2.1 of chapter 2 languages of type i) will be

terned 'bijective' and those of type ii) 'surjective'.

On the basis of this classification the following table may

be compiled:-

SfiiF# <B>
Such a typology is in itself far from perfect since it does not

capture the fact that languages tend towards one classification or

another and do not entirely exclude all others. English for

instance has at least some items of type AB (e.g. 'sheep') and

perhaps even of CB (e.g. 'took).

bijeotlve (A) surjective (b)

English '•rabic
Latin

On the setting up of Morphological systems

The princij^e technique employed in Item and Arrangement (IA)
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analyses is segmentation, and hence it follows that any language

classified along our dimension of segmentability as A or B is to

that extent analysable ir^TA terms. (On IA see Hockett, 1954)*
Since Arabic is classified 33 we will then expect the

description of the morphological component to be cast in

*arrangement * rather than 'process' terms. (See however the

discussion in para. 3*1 below).

1.1.0 Consider the pair of second degree verbal, measures uFa"iL

and uFa"aL.^ These vary only on the assignment of the elements

^ and _i between the geminate second and third radicals. The same

pattern is repeated across other pairs of cognate verbal measures,

as for examples-

uFa'iL vs uFa'aL (3rd measure)

uF'iL vs uF'aL (4th measure)

Save for the interchange of a and u in initial position the same

contrast also characterises

anPa'iL vs unFa'aL (7th measure)

aFta'il. vs uFta'aL (8th measure)

astaF'iL vs ustaF'al (10th measure)

Now according to the discussion in 4»22 of chapter 2 the elements

a, and i may he understood as members of a set mx/as similarly may
the elements appearing in other positions in the various measures

listed above.

It is not a necessary precondition for the setting up of any

morphological system that its members should contrast in all

positions. For instance in the measures uFa"iL and u?a"aL

the element a. appears between the first and second radicals in

both cases. However, this element is still to be seen as a

member of a system since, in the case of the cognate pair Fa"aL

(1) 'Verbal' here is used pre—theoretically. For a more precise
specification see 1.2 below.
These measures may be instanced by ukawwif:frightens: pkawwaf
is frightened.
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and Fu"iL there is a contrast between a and u in this position, in

addition to the already established oontrast between a and JL.

(Compare kawwaf: frifbtened. with the examples given above).

.1 In formal terms these systems may be regarded for the most part

as 'overlapping' (see Lyon3, 1968, para. 2.3.1)• This overlapping

is either 'arbitrary' or 'motivated'.

Since the repertoire of elements - especially vocalic, in

Arabic is limited and the aggregate membership of the various

systems well exceeds the number of elements avilable, it is clear

that some elements at least may be expected to appear more than

once in the structure. However it seems not uncommonly to be

the case that where some element occurs in more than one system

we may attribute such overlapping to the fact that there is a

diachronic relationship between the elements concerned. An

instance of this is given by the various series of anaphoric forma.

A possible analysis would systemically distinguish pronominal

forms suffixed to verb forms from demonstrative pronouns. Thus

the systemic analysis we choose to attach to say the -hu of

Isawwafahu: he frightened him, might well differ from that for

the form ha£a: this, where the h. in both cases is presumed to

derive from one and the sane deictic element.

Overlapping of the latter kind is that which we have termed

'motivated'} all other instances of overlapping are 'arbitrary' -

although it is readily conceded that the precision with which we

may distinguish the two types depends entirely on the state of

diachronic studies.

For Arabic it seems reasonable to suggest that these morpho¬

logical systems are 'stable' without exception.(See the discussion

in para 2.3. of chapter 2).
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1.2 A specification of the syntagmatic relations of any morpho¬

logical system will comprise two sub-components.

First, every system is taken to be a member of some •series'

where a series is an ordered set of systems of expression elements

and dummy symbols (cf 4.2.3 of chapter 2). For instance the

•Verbal' series will specify the form of any verbal measure, by

which is understood a group of measures having approximately

similar distribution and among which paradigmatic relationships

may be established. (Such a definition is intended to exclude

such measures as aaF'uL which, although having a similar distrib¬

ution to acknowledged verbal measures, morphologically stands

quite alone).

Second, systems will be specified in respect of their

relationship to the dummy symbols. That is, they are either

pre-fixed (p), infixed (i), or suffixed (a). Thus we envisage

three subsets of the Verbal oeivLes V, namely

Vp « (a,b,...n)

Vi « (a,b,...n)

Vs m (a,b,...n)

Since these are ordered sets it follows that any member of say

Vp (a) will precede one of Vp (b). For example, if the system

{a,u]manifested in the contrast Fa' 'aL vs Fu"iL be designated

Via, and the s; steia{a,i\by Vib, then it will be the case that

any assignment of Via (a) will be located immediately before say

Vib (a) - save for the intruding dummy symbol (s).
The conjunction of these two elements in some expansion will

be designated thus:

Via (a): Vib (a)

We must also envisage the case where no member of some system is
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assigned. Thus we establish the convention whereby in the

absence of some Sx(y), an element S(x + n)(y) is assigned as the

•immediate successor' of some X(x - n)(y), where there is no S(x + n - i)

(y) or S(x - n + I)(y). Consider for instance the measures *aP'aL and

staF'aL, A possible analysis of the prefixes of t is pair mi^it

result in the following systems

Tpast's,*] , Vpb«{t\, Vpc f {au* ^
Generation of some form on staF'aL would then involve assignment

of the sequence:-

Vpa( s): Vpb( t): Vpc( a)

However, in the generation of sorte form on 'aP'aL no element from

Vpb will be assigned. By convention Vpo(a) then becomes the

immediate successor of Vpa(*) and we have the sequence:-

Vpa(*): Vpc(a)

Tims far we have a model of the expression code consisting of a

number of syste; s arranged in syntagnatic series. However it is

not the case that every member of these systems may be assigned

independently of all others in the same series.

That is we wish the grammar to state that there is for

instance no measure **taP*aL in Arabic nor a measure *saF*aL.

We require, therefore, a means of stating these restrictions,

which seem to be of at least two types:-

a) 'There the assignment of some element is not compatible with

the assignment of some other - as for instance Vpa(*) is not

compatible with Vpb(t).

b) Where the assignment of some element necessitat. es the

assignment of some other - as for instance the assignment of

Vpa(s) necessitates the assignment of Vpb(t).
(ij The system Vpc also assumes the ae.asures *uF'iL and stuF'lL.

The basic materials for a diachronic argument of this kind
may be found in Hoseati, 1969, paras. 16.10-16.14. and "right,
1:65Rem
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Restrictions of this kind will be stated in the form of 'limit¬

ation rules' (cf para. 4*2.2 of chapter 2) and since elements in

the content code are also taken to be constrained by such rules

the following introductory remarks should be understood as valid

there also.

Let there be some pair of elements Ebc(y) and I3z(y) the assign¬

or one of which is not compatible with that of the other. Then

we will write:-

Ex(y) o o 3z(y)

Next we must envisage the case where some pair of elements are

incompatible save in the presence of some third element w This

will be expresseds-

E3c(y) , B Ez(y)

(Ey(y))

Where an element of some system is not compatible with any element

of some other we will simply writes-

Hx(y) o Ez

Finally there is the case 'where the selection of some element

entails the selection of some other. Such a rule will have the

form:-

3x(y) > Ez(y)

Rote that the case of mutual entailment may define, in the

expression code, a discontinuous morpheme (on which see 4*2.0 of

chapter 2).

Hence, returning to the example given above, since the assign¬

ment of Vpa(») is taken to be incompatible with that of Vpb(t) we

writet-

Vpa(>) o c Vpb(t)

And, since the assignment of Vpa(s) entails that of Ypb(t) - but
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not vice versa, we have

Vpa(e) ==2> Ypb(t)

1.4 A Note on Dummy Symbola

In the elementary grammar given in para.1.0 of chapter 2, mem¬

bers of the set of verbal affixes were expressed in the form AaBBaC

and so on, and the letters A,B, and G are replaced by dummy symbols

in the formulation of 4*2.3 of that chapter.

Now since certain measures have either the second or third

radicals geminate we require a notational convention to permit

the addition of an auxiliary dummy symbol as necessary.

To accommodate this the second and third dummy symbols will

have the form B(b) and C(C) where appropriate, and where (b) and

(C) are optional.

Since there is no measure where gemination of both radicals

occurs simultaneously wo may also write a rule:-

(B) . . (C)

2 The status of the expression code elements

2,0 The outline of the expression code presented in the preced¬

ing paragraphs was derived from first principles. That is, we

merely noted that there are in Arabic symbols - as in any other

language, among which certain formal relationships can be said to

obtain.

The purpose of this section is to provide a more precise

specification of the nature of these expression code elements.

2.1 Among the assumptions underlying the hypothesis presented in

the previous chapter is that a natural language is a symbolic

system of a particular kind whose two aspects we have termed the

planes of content and expression. <?© have therefore taken as
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axiomatic that any*level• posited as part of the grammar should

be clearly related to one or other of these planes, and should be

justified with reference to them.

Since we are speaking of the •expression* code it follows by

definition that for instance, Arabic verb forms are signs which

signal some sort of content.

2.2.0 For 31cornfield the principjl^ units of grammatical analysis

were the "morpheme" and "phoneme", where the former is taken to

be composed of the latter.

All of these morphemes are incorporated into a taxonomy

based on a number of"form classes", and each morpheme is said to

"belong to" one or more of these. ^ Moreover, "large form-classes

which completely divide either the whole lexicon or some import¬

ant form-class into form-classes of approximately equal size, are

(2)
called categories".

Therefore on the one hand the Bloomfiela morpheme is, for

him, the principle and most basic unit of the expression plane.
On the other hand it does not seem possible to view the morpheme

as an "exponent" of some category ~* to do so would be contrary to

the purely taxonoaic function of the concept.

2.2.1 The inadequacies of this theory are well known and require no

discussion here. 7 More important for our purposes are the

various levels of representation conceived by the Heo-Blootafield-

ians as a remedy for the defects in the original scheme.

(1) "Lexical forms having any function in cotaraon, belong to a
common form-clans ..." where "•••we extend the terra lexical
to cover all forms that can be stated in terras of phonemes"
(Bloomfield 1935 p265 and 264 respectively)

2) ibid p270
3) For a clear evolutionary account of Structuralism see

Palmer 1971.
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In particular this group of linguists laid great emphasis

on distinguishing "morphologically" from "phonemically" conditioned

alternation. Morphological conditioning for instance determines

that the English morpheme { s ] or {plural] shall have the
alternants /s/ and /an/, whereas phonological conditioning

determines that the former shall have the alternative realisations

/iss/ /z/ and /s/. Thus between the morphemic and the phonemic is

introduced a further level, termed the morpho-phonemic.

The question then arises, what is the relationship of these

three levels of representation to the planes of content and

expression ?

Being the basic representation of the shape of some forra, the

raorphophoneme is clearly to be regarded as part of the expression

plane, hence so is the phonemic level proper.

The problematical level is the morphemic. Is the Keo-Bloomfield-

ian morpheme a concept of expression, of content, or of neither ?

Hockett (1958, p134) asserts that " a morpheme in a given

language is defined only relative to the whole morpheme stock

of the languagej a morpheme is something different from all other

morphemes of the language". Thus "one...can only define ...what

a specific...morpheme of a specific language is, in terms of the

operations and criteria used in discovering them"•

From the above it is clear and entirely consistent with

structuralist theory that this morpheme is not to be understood as

a unit of meaning, and therefore of content. It seems equally

clear that It cannot be a unit of expression, since in this

plane we are concerned with the segmentation of utterance tokens.

Since the morpheme thus conceived appears to form part

neither of the content nor of the expression code we would be
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justified prima facie in concluding that a distinct Neo-Bloom-

fieldian morphemic level is not relevant to our hypothesis.

2.2.2 For the purpose of the above discussion we assumed a morpheme

to be an entity of some kind. This interpretation is supported

by Harris (1951* pl6) where we find} "Two utterances, or

features will be said to be linguistically, descriptively, or

distributlonally (my emphasis) equivalent if they are identical

as to their linguistic elements (i.e. phonemes, morphemes) and

the distributional relations among these elements".

This statement is of interest since there is a body of

scholars who envisage the morpheme as a mere taxonomie convenience.

Bazell for instance (1953* P51) defines it simply as the "unit of

distribution". Lyons, more explicitly states (1968, pl83) "The

morpheme is not a segment of the word at all? it has no position

in the word...but merely its 'factorial' function (sic)".

Bazell supports his conceptualisation by arguing that "at the

level of the sememe, (where this term is used in approximately

our sense) every unit must be invariably coramutable with at least

one other unit", (i.e. meaningfulness implies choice). For

instance"In Latin, the morpheme third person cannot invariably be

commuted with any other morpheme, hence it cannot define a sememe"

(ibid p8l). From this it is deduced that the sememe is not an

adequate unit for distributional analysis.

All of this of course begs the question of the extent to

which distributional analysis is a legitimate goal of linguistic

science. Bazell's example indeed may be used as an argument for

the contrary position for, in the many cases where the "third

person" form is cotanutable with others, it is commonly the case that

this commutability reflects various possibilities of meaning. In
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such cases the distribution of the forms concerned can be said

to be 'eenantically conditioned*• Other cases (such for instance

as the impersonal verbs cited by Bazell) having no semantic

motivation may be regarded as •sorpho-syntactically* conditioned.

This distinction is, we would suggest, at least as Important

as that drawn by structuralists between morphological and phonemic

conditioning. If this is accepted it follows that the morpheme

conceived as the unit of distribution makes the construction of

an adequate grammar more, rather than less, difficult.

.3 The argument discussed above, naaely, that there is no one

to one correlation between morpheme and sememe, is strikingly

similar to that advanced by structuralists to show that the

grammatical categories are not categories of meaning. Number

for instance cannot be a semantic category in English since

there are forms such as oata and wheat« both of which are "mass"

nouns, one of which is "singular" and the other "plural". (See

for instance, Blooafield op.oit. para. 16.5* ?271) While it

does in fact seem possible to answer this particular point by

an appeal to the distinction drawn above between •internal* and

'external* logic, this is not our purpose here.

Rather what is interesting is that we have on the one hand

a set of beo~I31ooafieldian or "distributional" morphemes, the

majority of which broadly correspond to semantic notions of various

kinds, and on the other a set of grammatical categories which

similarly, seen to correspond fairly closely to semantic categories.

In Bloonfiela's theory the category is a class of le^fcal items

of morphemes. Of what, however, is the grammatical category a

classification in Neo-Blooofieldian terms — the morpheme, the

mcrphophoneme, or both ?
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The fact that both the morpheme and the grammatical category

are quasi-semantic in nature seems to suggest that the latter

classifies the former rather than the morphophoneme.

This is supported by the usage S* Matthews 1972 where the

term "morphosyntactie category" is used to refer to what are

elsewhere termed "grammatical categories", and where a "morpho-

syntactic property" is a term in such a category and which, from

the setting of the whole study are dearly the "morpheme" and

"morphemic components" of Neo-Blooinfieldian theory.v 'See pp*l60-l62.

2.4 Within the framework of a structuralist theory it doeB then

seem reasonably clear that the •elements* of our expression code

should be identified with the morphophoneme, and be succeeded by

a level of phoneniicisation proper. Thus for instance on the

measure Fta'aL we should set up a 'primary expansion' dtarabs
(2)

be troubled, which under phonemic conditioning becomes dtarab. '

A second possibility would be to set up the basic represent¬

ation in terms of "distinctive features" (See Jakobson et al

1952). While this would in several ways be an attractive

solution it will not be adopted in the study since our object is

to hypothesise a structure for the expression code, and so long

as this is the limit of our ambition, intelligibility of present¬

ation is more important than theoretical precision.

(1) For "morphemic components" see Harris 1951• eh. 17« This
eoncept has not been discussed here since its status is —

from a semantic point of view, analogous to that of the
morpheme. Matthews (pl6l item B)seems to take the relation^
ship between the H-B morpheme and grammatical category as a
"primitive" almost. Contrast ITockett 1958 where the matter
is not discussed at all, and one is given no hint of Buch a
relationship.

(2) Except where the contrary is stated, transcriptions of Arabio
in this study are post-phonemicisation.
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The term "morphophoneme" is rather clumpy, and since

"morpheme" is available this will be used to denote the elements

of the expression code. It will be noted that this usage

corresponds more to Bloomfield's own- That is, the morpheme

is understood as a unit of segmentation. On the other hand, it diff¬

ers from that of Bloomfield in the following ways:-

a) The term does not embrace phonemically conditioned ailomorphs.

b) The morpheme is not the minimum unit of grammatical analysis.

3. An alternative solution

3.0 1 An interesting and important alternative solution to the

problem of constructing a formal morphology is that of Matthews

(1972) (p170f£), whose solution is to set up a 'Finite state

device *(FSI>) through which the set of word-forms may be generated.

The purpose of the following paragraphs is, in a fairly

preliminary way, to compare this solution with our own, and to

suggest certain conditions under which one or other solution

might be preferred.

First of all we should point out that the morphological

structure of Arabic is equally amenable to this treatment as that

of Latin. To show this a fragment of the morphology of Arabic

is set out below, firstly as a series of systems and then in

the form of an FSD. The fragment chosen, and whose analysis is
(1)

presented without discussionv 'concerns the series of verbal

prefixes and infixes.

Via Tib Vic Vid

A
a

u [c] i C(C)
a :

i i i

Fig. 1

That the two models may be the more nearly equivalent two of the
([Tj For the analysis proper see section 1 of chapter 11).
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more important restrictions have been inserted — namely, Vpc(')

is not compatible with Ypb, and Vpd(n) is not compatible with

Vpe. The equivalent PSD will have something of the follov7ing

forras-

:::3S)~! "~©—[03—Q
Pig. 2

Each of these structures must be supplemented by a set of

restrictions which will permit all and only the verbal measures

of Arabic to be generated. Without these restrictions both

models will generate far more forms than actually exist (bee

Matthews 1972 p171i fnl).

The restrictions are much the same for both models and there

is no reason to assume that either one offers a more simple

solution than the other. There is, however, one point which

may be mentioned. It does not seem possible to envisage an

PSD without such restrictions. It would therefore be erroneous to

suppose that because the PSD version of the fragment does not

require supplementary statement of incompatibilities it is,

therefore, superior in elegance or generality. It is only because

the fragment has been much simplified that restrictions of a

similar kind are not attached.

3.1 The PSD version is in one respect definitely superior, namely,

in its treatment of morphemes and dummy symbols which in t e

systemic version are starred — i.e. t_* end B*. The basis of

our theory of the expression code is — to recapitulate, that the
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word forms of Arabic are best viewed as selections from series

of systems between which various syntagsatic relationships hold.

The linguist will not be surprised to learn that there are

exceptions to this, although what is perhaps even more surprising

is that there are so few of these. In the verbal series of

systems there are apparently two, the measures Fta'aL and other

second degree measures of the YITIth measure, and the measure

UF'iLaL.

There can be little doubt that the morpheme _t of Fta'aL is the

same as those of taFa*'aL and taFa'aL. For- this there is both

m
diachronic and synchronic evidence. There are two ways of

describing these measures. We may on the one hand assume that

infixation occurs in the phonemic level proper; that is, the
(2)

basic form is set up as tFa'aL. ' Or we may assume a base form

Fta'aL. If our description is to reflect the speaker's compet¬

ence there can be little doubt that the latter is the preferred

solution. However, in tba-fccase we are confronted by the problem

of ho?/ to locate _t behind the first radical when we have assigned

it to a prefixed system. It is to this end that the star convent¬

ion is introduced.

Let there be some content element Cx(y) which is expressed

either in taFa"aL or Fta'aL. The following pair of rules is

then set ups-

Cx(y) *—> Vpd( t) and Cx(y) < » Vpd( t*)

(1) As diachronic evidence the Syriac form etF'eL may be cited
(see IT&ldecke 1898 para. 159 and also 7,'right Vol. 1 54 Hem).
For synchronic argument see paras. 1.5 and 2.4 of chapter 6,
and appendices mentioned there.

(2) Compare such Hebrev/ forms as hitstaddeqs .1uf tify oneself,
where one would presumably wish to set up a basic form
hittsaddeq.
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The latter is then subject to the conventionx-

Vpd( t*) > /F - /

which may be glossed "the term to the left of the expression is

to be located in the position indicated on the right".

The measure MF'iLaL which is taken to be analogous to

MriFi*§L, and 1iFti'aL is generated similarly.
In this case we wish to locate the second radical immediately

in front of Via(i) and therefore we establish a further conventionx-

B* > /__ Via( i) /
It may be objected that this is a rather ad hoc device and so in

a sense it is. As our second version shows the FBI) can treat such

phenomena in a more homogeneous manner. (On very similar Latin

phenomena and the question in general see Matthews 1972x6.1 (pp57-64)

and 9*2 (pp165-169). In general it may be said that any process

based approach, and not only an F3.D, will offer a superior solut¬

ion to such problems — if that is, "superior" is equated with

"more general". It is however equally possible to maintain a

contrary position — namely, that if some phenomena are clearly

exceptions to some more general pattern they should be seen to be

so.

In the present case it seems possible to adhere to both of

these positions simultaneously. For if, as ne have tried to argue,

both the content and expression codes of Semitic should be viewed

as 'system based' then this is/most significant generalisation

about its structure — more significant by far, v?e would suggest,

than the incorporation of a few odd processes into a homogeneous

morphological framework.

3.2 Inspection of figs. 1 and 2 suggests that there is a

greater basic similarity between the two approaches than might
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appear to be the case at first sight. In general, the closer a

language approaches types BA and IJB (see para. 0.1) the more exact

the parallel between the two models. In the limit, the case,

that is, cf a language purely BA or BB the two models will differ

only in this; that within an FSD framework selection of the

varic s morphemes will bo sequential, a condition which is not

imposed by the systemic model.

How along with the notion that the planes cf content and

expression may be organised into series of systems related in

various ways, we have assumed that the members of these are

related to members of systems in the other plane in patterns of

•association*, and that an important part of the grammar constitutes

a stateraent of these patterns and the constraints upon their

formation.

The constraints on association appear to be of two types

which, adhering to the terminology used above (para.2.2,2), are

designated •semantic' and 'morphosyntactic conditioning'. For

Arabic it is very much, the case that the majority of constraints

are semantic. That is some associationj-

Cx(y) < ► Ex(y)

if constrained at all, will commonly be so by the presence in the

content encoding of an element Cy(y) rather than the prior

assignment of some expression element 3y(y). The consequences

of this will be fairly obvious for, given some oontent encoding

there will be very few associations which will presuppose the

assignment of some expression element — that is, there will be

very little requirement for rule ordering in the *expansion'.

3.3 The main objection to the adoption of an FSB type structure

la this; that if as we argue, there is a certain symmetry in
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the structure of the content and expression codes then this should

not be masked by the imposing of two different models on the

two codes.

If, however, we were to cast the content code in the form of

an PSD we would need to impose an ordering on its elements - an

ordering whic unlike that of the expression code would be entirely

arbitrary.

4 The ..■yntaotio Component

4.0 The grammarian encounters the term •syntax' UBed in at leant

three senses.

"firstly there is the traditional sense where "syntax" is

contrasted with "inflexion". That is, "inflexion treats of the

internal structure of words, and syntax accounts for the way in

which words combine to form sentences" (Lyons 1968, 4*12, p133)•

While the above definition is of importance for understanding

the Structuralist use of the terra, it is not entirely accurate.

For an examination of older grammars will show that for their

authors 'syntax* also embraced the *use' to which constructions

and morphological forms were put. This is true of Goodwin's

grammar of Greek as it is also of right's grammar of Arabic and

Geaenius-Fautj-sch' grammar of Biblical Hebrew.

For our present purposes it simply stiffices to note that 'use*

as understood by these older grammarians is in this theory mainly

incorporated in that part of the grammar dealing with the

assignment of encodings to the representation. For instance if

in an older grammar we are told that the madi measures indicate

"an act completed at some past tine" (Wright, 2.1a) this is to

be taken as equivalent to a statement in this study that if 'past
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time' forms a component of some representation then this will be

encoded as an instance of completive aspect.^^
The second sense in which the terra is encountered may in fact

be understood as but a purer application of the sense theoretically

assigned to it in tradition. For Fockett "^oroholoyy includes

the set of segmental morphemes, and the ways in which words are

built out of them. Syntax includes the ways in which words,...,

are arranged relative to each other on utteranoes". (1958* 20.1,

p177« See also "Bloorafield 1935* 12.1 ,plB4) • If for "words" in

the above quotation we substitute 'word-classes* then the

definition will be in part appropriate to an understanding of the

term 'syntax* as used in this study.

4.1 The third current use of the terra 'syntax* is that encountered

in the work of the Transformational-Generative (TG) theoreticians.

The term does in fact bear two slightly different sen3e3 in their

usgae, namely, an earlier one where syntax is taken to be "the

study of the principles and processes by which sentences are

constructed in particular languages". (Chomsky,1957*p12), and a

later understanding whereby "a syntactic description of a sentenoe

(is taken) to be an (abstract) object of some sort, associated

with the sentence, that uniquely determines its semantic
(2)

interpretation.•.as well as its phonetic form".v '

Two points 3hould be noted here. First, for all the two

quotations reflect a difference in emphasis, the role and nature

of the syntactic component is in each case rauch the same. In the

final analysis whether the grammar is conceived more abstractly

(1) See section 1 of chapter 10. The parallel is far from
exact since on the one hand our theoretioal presuppositions
are quite different, and on the other, "right's account is
(I believe) simply wrong.

(2) The first bracketed material is inserted, the second appears
in the text. See Chomsky, 1966, p5»
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as a qttaai-raathematical device as in Chomsky, 1957# ov lees

abstractly, as "a description of the ideal speaker-hearer*s

intrinsic competence" (Chocsky, 1965,p4)» the syntactic compon¬

ent is still the principal means through which "structural

descriptions" are assigned to sentences.

Secondly, it should be noted that as it stands the 1957

definition does not differ ovexafeoh from those of the Structural¬

ists. The real difference resides in the fact that for Chomsky

language Is conceived as "a set of sentences, each finite in

length and constructed out of a finite set of elements."

(Chomskyt 1957>p13). That is, a TG grammar attempts not merely

to specify the types of permissible syntactic structure, but also

to generate the permissible tokens of those types.

It is primarily for this reason that Chonsky is obliged to

envisage two sub-components in his syntax, namely, those of "deep"

and "surface" structure, where the former itself comprises a

"phrase-structure" and a "transformational" component, (ibid p46)

"or instance Chomsky observes (ibid p43) that the same

"selectional restrictions" - i.e. restrictions as tc the

eollocability of lexical items, hold for many "active" and their

equivalent "passive" sentences. In the context of what he terras

a "phrase structure" syntax these restrictions would need to be

stated twice (p43). This "inelegant duplication" can then only

be avoided by the introduction of the "transforriatienal" sub¬

component, and by a modification of the original "?*arkovian"

phrase structure grammar so as to generate instead of sentences

"terminal stringe*(j>47) which are converted into "kernel" and more

complex sentences by a series of optional and/or obligatory

transformations. This? is a question which can only arise in the
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context of a syntax of sentence tokens, rather than sentence

types.

notwithstanding the much changed nature of the phrase

structure and transformational sub-components in the 1965 version,

the basic rationale for the deep-structure/surface-structure

dichotomy remains the same. Indeed one of the major objectives

of that study is to develop a more satisfactory model for the

statement of seleotional restrictions. (1965* chapter 2).

Now in a very important respect this theory and the models

of grammar which li&ve been derived from it can be said to be

•derivative1. 1Derivative• that is in the sense that phenomena

in the theory which axe treated as •primary* are in reality

'secondary' or even •tertiary'. 'Shis, like much else in the

theory of grammar, is a consequence of the assumption that there

is a level of grammar which can, or ought to be, studied

independently of all other considerations. (See para. 4*1*1 of

chapter 2 and para. 2.2.0 - 2,2.2 above).
*

Consider for example the non-string "sincerity may admire

the boy" (Chomsky, 1965, 2.3, p75ff)• Three things may be said

of this string.

First it is an unacceptable collocation of words.

Second it is, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary,

equally unacceptable if translated into any other language.

The unacceptability of all of these equivalent strings

derives from the apparent fact that - speaking in pre-theoretical

terms, the quality •sincerity1 does not possess the faculty of

•admiration1» either of a •boy* or anything else. •Admiration'

is at best a faculty possessed by aniiaate creatures.
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This latter can on one level at least be said to 'explain' the

unacceptability of these strings and nay be taken as the 'primary'

phenomenon.^^ *Secondary' is the fact that - as a result of this

primary phenomenon, the various equivalents of this string are

unacceptable in all languages. 'Tertiary* is the fact that the
*

string "sincerity may admire the boy" in particular, is unacceptable

in English.

"hren if it could bo shown that there is sone language in

which such an utterance is acceptable, we should still - if only

on methodological grounds, define a more restricted universe, say

for instance the universe of -<f. ITuropean or Semitic languages.

Such selectional restrictions would then need only to be stated

once, in the raeta-granraar of the particular universe.

In sua, we argue that it is absurd to incorporate such

information in the grammars of particular languages, and multiply

absurd to contemplate the prospect of a series of grammars each

incorporating precisely the same selectional restrictions.

Indeed, Chomsky's argument for the inclusion of such

seloctional restrictions has not even the merit of self-consist¬

ency since he also argues (1965, p6) "The grammar of a particular

language, then, is to be supplemented by a universal grammar that...

expresses the deep-seated regularities which, being universal, are

omitted by the grammar itself. Therefore, it is quite proper fog

a grannar to discuss only exceptions and irregularities in any

detail".

(1) On one level since it is probably not correct to view point
three as the ultimate 'causal mechanism1, identification of
which is the only valid basis for 'explanation'. See Harre
1972, p24, and para. 6.1. of chapter 2.



It is in a similar sense that we believe the preoccupation

with the exactly similar selections! restrictions between "active"

and "passive" utterances to be derivative. These restrictions,

as was argued above, are tertiary upon the fact that the two

utterances express the sane event in the perceived real world, and

upon the fact that the sane restrictions can be presumed to hold

in all languages permitting constructions analogous to the

active-passive.

From this it follows that these restrictions also should not

be incorporated in particular grammars, and if this is so the

justification for a concent of 'syntax' comprising a deep and

surface structure component is removed.

However, the very real usefulness of the theory of transform¬

ations to the grammarian is that it permits a formal demonstration

of the paraphrase relationships holding between different sentence-

types through the agency of certain selected sentence-tokens.

In the present model this facility is made available through the

strata of representation and encoding, introduced in paras. 5*1»0

and 5.1.1 of chapter 2, and discussed at greater length in

chapter 4»

Syntax in this study then will be confined for the most part

to the investigation of phrase structure, in a fairly restricted

sense of that term.

It is a usage of the term which, in contradistinction to

structuralist theory, implies a (synchronic) dichotomy between

morphological and syntactic processes. To offer a definition

internal to this study, syntax is the study of the principles by

which forms generated by the morphological component are combined

into larger units.



The starting point for any study of syntax must be the

observation that, however complex the structure of some utterance

may be, it is analysable into a number of smaller and more basic

combinations of forms. Among these are the combinations known

to traditional grammarians as subject-predicate, modifier-head,

etcetera.

Let us then envisage a syntactic component whioh consists

merely of a set of such basic structures combining in various

ways under the control of elements of the encoding. These

structures might then be grouped into systems according to any

similarities or dissimilarites between them.

The nature of these structures may then be understood

Boaewhat in the following way. Certain of the •series* of the

morphological component we have opted to regard as *templates'

(see para. 4.2.3 of chapter 2). The defining property of a

template is that it contains at least one 'dummy' symbol whioh,

in the particular case of morphological templates is 'replaced'

by morphemes drawn from the system(s) of root morphemes.

Now there is in theory no restriction on the number of

dummy symbols a template may contain « the limit is of course a

template composed entirely of dummy symbols. A basic syntactic

structure is we would suggest precisely such a template, and,

similar to the morphological templates, may be replaced by the

outputs from other series.

Morphological and syntactic templates may be distinguished

formally by requiring that the former contain at least one morpheme

and at least one dummy, and the latter at least one dummy.

It will be necessary to distinguish at least two types of



syntactic template which will he termed •primary' and •secondary*.

Speaking in fairly general terms they may he distinguished on the

following basis. Consider the three examples

i) >asdara 1-wazlru manSuran

ii) }asdara 1-wazTru 1-jadTdu nan&uran

iii) iasdara wazlru z-zira'ati manfeuran

The first of these may he parsed as followss-

1asdara (Vh)/l-wazlru (Suj)/man&uran (Oj)

That is, it can he said to instance a syntactic template which

niay provisionally he stated j

(Vb:Suj:Oj) ^
By applying elementary substitution techniques it is seen that

examples ii) and iii) also instance the same template.

However, these latter differ from example i) in that two

forms replace the dummy symbol Suj instead of the one form l-wazlru.

Both of these more complex replacements - which are of course

"noun phrases" in Structuralist terminology, can themselves he

shown to have structure, and hence to he instances of other

syntactic templates.

For instance l-wazlru l-jadldu has precisely the same syntactic

structure as say manMran tawllan: a long circular - namely, that

of "noun" and "attribute". On this basis we may assume a further

template which may he designated (NnjAt), and of course it is this

template, plus the forms which are inserted into it, that replaces

the dummy •Suj,«

(1) i) issue (3ms-act-com):the-minister:circular "The minister
issued a circular".

ii) issue (3rn8-act-com): the-ministers the-new:circular "The
new minister issued a circular".

iii)issue (3ms-act-com): minister: the-agriculture:circular.
"The minister of agriculture issued a circular."

A list of these abbreviations is contained in part 2 of Appendix F.
(2) Note that the traditional distinction between subject and

predicate is taken to be irrelevant to the description of Arabic.
See para. 2.0 of chapter 13.
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Similarly the phrase wazlru z-zirS'ati has the same structure

as say mafiru'atu t-ta'mlrii schemes/the reconstruction, which

warrants our positing as a third template (NntNn) and which, once

again can be said to replace the dummy symbol Suj.

It is in this sense then that the terms •primary' and

• secondary• syntactic structure are intended. Primary structures

are those which, in some form or another, occur in all utterances.

Secondary structures are optional.

As will be seen from ohapter 13» the actual primary

syntactic templates posited for the grammar have a somewhat

different form from those introduced provisionally in this para¬

graph.

4*3 Taking the morphological and syntactic components together

the expression oode may be seen as a hierarchy of insertions into

progressively more abstract templates. The way the various

components interlock may be seen from the accompanying diagram:

I ROOT MORPHEF TES
poms NOT
HAVING A ROOT
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Chapter 4

The Representation. Rules of encoding and Association.

0. Introductory

0.0 In the following paragraphs are discussed a possible struct¬

ure for the representation, the rules by which encodings are

assigned to representations, and the rules stating permissible

associations of content and expression code elements.

1 The Representation

1.0 The representation is - let it be said at the outset, a very

crude attempt to characterise the salient features of some

situation or event. It has a structure in the same way that the

content code is presumed to have a structure, but with this

difference; that the structure of the representation is taken

to be subordinate to that of the content or any other code. It

is in this that the 'description centredness' of the theory

resides.

It seems necessary to make this otherwise quite trivial point

only because there is a body of theoretical linguists who see as

the main aim of their investigations the characterisation of some

universal apparatus underlying the actual utterances of any

particular language. Such an apparatus, it may be felt, bears

some resemblance to what we have termed the representation.

1.1 In addition to the foregoing there are certain theoretical

reason® for adopting an 'Instrumentalist• view of the represent¬

ation. ^

(1) See Karr£, 1972, p88. "(The instrumentalist)...advocates the
view that theories are not to come up for judgement as
true or false, indeed they cannot so come up, but are to be
judged by whether they are successful or unsuccessful
instruments for research."



First, it is to be doubted if there ia in any real sense a

set of 'natural1 classes, for the study of languages whose content

code structure differs widely from those of the better known Euro¬

pean languages suggests that even the "obvious" class cannot be

taken too much for granted. See for instance the Hopi word for

•dog1 discussed in Whorf, 1956, pp259-60»

The further one moves away from objects which are totally

discrete the less obvious these classifications become. (Consider

for instance the very wide range of topographical features to which

the terms 'hill* and •mountain* may be applied).

This type of argument in its turn receives support from the

theory of well - and ill-defined systems. If, as Hockett argues,

no body of natural phenomena can constitute a well-defined system

then there can be no set of natural classes.(of para.2.3 of

chapter 2)

If this is so then it would seem that there can be no set

of representations - either when viewed from the standpoint of

•form', i.e. the possible configurations of representation, or

from the standpoint of 'content*, that is, the actual 'value* of

some component of a representation.

If then it is the case that there can in fact be no language

neutral descriptive apparatus it follows that our representation

can only be an approximate and somewhat arbitrary portrayal of

some event or state. This being so it seems best to regard it

as an aid to description.

If, for instance, we wish to suggest paraphrase relationships

between a pair of surface structures then the form of the

representation will be that form which allows the relationship

to be shown explicitly. If it is not possible to construct such
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a representation we might then conclude that in fact the presumed

paraphrase relationship is spurious.

Any state or event in space-time may be viewed on the most

b-^si c level as consisting of a number of •participants1 bound

together by some•circumstance1. For instance a native speaker of

English - since we would prefer to remain agnostic on the question

of natural classes, on seeing a boy throwing a Btone, might well

identify two participants - a boy and a stone, linked by the

circumstance of •throwing1.

If the two participants are designated and Pg and the
circumstance C then the representation of this event may be

said to have the forms-

(P^PgiC) ... 1
More generally, save for the ill-definedaess condition, any

representation can be said to have at least the form:-

( {pisP2i..,Pn} : C) ...2
The first problem is to define more closely what is intended

by the term •participant•• If a •boy' is properly so regarded,

what about a *small boy1? Then, what is the status in the theory

of representations of •sraallnese1 and other attributes ?

In one sense the answer is very straightforward. In accord¬

ance with the instrumentalist philosophy mentioned above we

might treat this pair in any way that suited our immediate

convenience. If we were concerned only with English we might

prefer to envisage Just the one participant - the boy, and modify

expression 2 to incorporate the possibility of attribution of one

kind or another.

If however we were to approach the matter from the point of

view of Arabic we would very likely opt for a rather different
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solution for, in addition to a form walad which would ultimately

express the sane participant as 'boy*, and waladun saglrun

equivalent to 'smallboy' we may also encounter the form saglr

by itself with in certain contexts much the same denotatum as

•small boy*.

In this case it might be more illuminating to set up two

participants, the one denoted by walad and the other either by

waladun aaglrun or by saglr alone, according to context, etc.

Either solution is to some extent arbitrary. If in this

case one were to opt for a single participant plus attributes it

is only because boys approximate fairly closely to a natural class.

However in discussing 'smallness* as applied to boys it will

be noted that we are dealing with what is, to all intents and

purposes an 'inalien able* attribute, and that many instances of

lexical aMsomorpism, insofar as it concerns the 'substantive'

portion of the lexicon, can be traced precisely to differing

groupings of these.

Let us then, for the purposes of this study, draw a distinct¬

ion between 'alienable* and 'inalienable' attribution and set up

as participants classes of objects viewed as the sua of their

inalienable attributes. This again is rather arbitrary but may

prove satisfactory.

In choosing to distinguish alienable and inalienable

attributes we must then incorporate a mechanism for describing

the former in the representation.

Any utterance containing an attribute of whatever type may

be paraphrased by a relative clause. Thus 'small boy' is roughly

equivalent to 'boy who is small'. Theoreticians in the T-G

tradition have made such paraphrase relationships the basis of



their study of what they term "deep structure". That is, the

string "who is small" is taken to derive from the same deep struct¬

ure as say "the boy is small".

Now it is evident that, according to the definition given in

1.2 above, the string "the boy is small" is the expression of a

representation complete in itself - that is, it contains at least

one participant and a circumstance.

This suggests therefore that the process of attribution in

some representation be seen as the introduction of a further

representation 'subordinate' to the first. (The linguist will note

the similarity of this structure to that of the base component in

Chomsky, 1965 oh.3).

Thus, if our attributes be designated A, expression 2 will be

modified as follows

({(P.A.)1x P.A)2i...(P.A)n } : C) ...3
where the assignment of a value to some A is taken to be optional.

A discussion of attribution leads to the question of abstract nouns.

Should these be regarded as expressing participants or not ?

For ithere ia no doubt, as early T-G work showed (see

especially Lees, 1960)that one could construct these from rather

more general representations in which the abstraction takes the

role of circumstance. The question rather is whether this is

likely to prove a particularly illuminating approach.

The indications are that it would not, for there can be few

if any languages which have not the capacity for forming "abstract

nouns". If this is the case and if in effect abstractions are

regarded in all languages as 'pseudo-pax*ticipants' then there seems

little purpose (given our 'instrumentalist' approach) in imposing

a representation structure whose complexity would not be matched
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by a comparable enhancing of the description.

This of course does not prevent ua from showing the appropriate

paraphrase relationships should we so desire; we merely wish to

avoid the necessity of deriving all abstract nouns from subordinate

representations in all circumstances, as the generative semantic-

ist is obliged to do.

In 1.2 we spoke of participants being "bound" or "linked" by

some circumstance. How it is obvious that the precise way in

which a group of participants are bound to a circumstance is not

invariable. A participant who is the agent of an event in one

case may well be the patient in another, to offer the simplest

example.

Since the nature of the linkage is variable it follows that

we require some device to indioate exactly what the relationship

is between some pair or more of participants.

The most satisfactory theory of relational universals avail¬

able at the moment is that developed by Fillmore (see especially

1968 and para. 0.2 of chapter 8). From our assumption of the

ill-definedness of natural phenomena it is clear that we oannot

agree with Fillmore in envisaging a "set" of relational elements.

However it is equally clear that this approach offers the possib¬

ility of a satisfying description of the way in which linguistic

structures reflect the real world.

Leaving aside for the moment the question of what values we

might wish to assign to the relational components of the

representation, let us modify the form of representation given in

expression 3. If the various relationships be designated R then

we will have an expression of the forsaj-

( { IL, (P.A)» (P.A)...Rn (P.A) \ ic) ...4
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However since more than one participant nay stand in some relation¬

ship with the rest of the representation we must envisage the

possibility of assigning more than one value to a participant. But,

since a •sub-participant' may well have its own attribute expression

4 should be modified thusi-

({^(x^s Rg ( x^...Rn ( x.)| iC) ...5
wherei-

x «« | (P.A),j t (P.A)g :»«,(P.A)n^ •••6
We turn next to the particular values which may be assigned

to the symbols of expressions 5 and 6, and of these the values

of participants are considered first.

In 1*1 we aesiimed that there can be no set of natural classes.

A stronger assumption might be that there can be no natural

classes at all. It is not necessary however to go as far as

this for, even on the weaker assumption it follows that we can

specify precisely neither the 'extension* nor the 'intension* of

any class we care to set up (For theBe terras see Lyons, 1968, p454)«

Alternatively, if one adopts a "Structuralist" approach to

semantic analysis (see Lyons, 1963 and 1968 chap. 9) there can be

no set of "referents" of any linguistic form (1968 9»4»1) nor any

set of "sense" relationships (ibid 9«4«2).

Thus it seems that we are obliged to recognize from the

outset that it is not possible to assign precise values either to

participants or - and more especially, to circumstances. That

is, the 'content' of our representation is taken to be ill-defined

(see again 1.1).

Hence the way in which we choose to oast the values of the

participants is bound to be a compromise, and to contain elements

of the arbitrary.
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In 1.2 we suggested that an object and its inalienable

attributes might be encoded variously in different languages, or

even within the one language, according to contextual and stylistic

factors. Now if we are to examine this process we require to know

which facets of the participant in question are encoded and in

what way.

If for instance we decide that a •small boy' shall constitute

one participant only, rather than a participant plus attribute,

and if we agree that this same participant may on some occasion

be encoded without reference to his sniallness we would like to

have a formal indication of whether and how hl& smallness is

encoded.

Given this requirement it seems reasonably olear that

participant-values cast in the form of a •componential analysis*

are likely to provide the most revealing description of the ways

in which various forms and structures are used.

This is not to deny the force of the criticisms advanced

in particular by Lyons against this approach (see especially 1968

10.5.2) - indeed, as our assumption of ill-definedness implies, we

agree entirely with them. R-.ther, it is merely that, for present

purposes, there is nothing better.

As to the precise structure of any participant we must take

refuge in the instrumentalist philosophy mentioned earlier. The

coraponential structure of any participant will be that which

permits predictions most in accordance with the intuitions of native

speakers. The structure so evolved will be presumed to say nothing

about the 'real* structure of the object in question.

The sane is true when we come to consider the values of the

circumstance - if not more so, For it will be noted that the



majority of componential analyses are of substantives rather

than predicates. As Lyons notes, the "universality of semantic

components" "...is an assumption which is commonly made by

philosophers and linguists on the basis of their anecdotal

discussion of a few well-chosen examples from a handful of the

world's languages".

This is no accident for, events and states not manifesting

defining attributes in the relatively clear way that many discrete

and semi-discrete objects do, they axe least readily grouped

into classes.

The question of attributes of the circumstance is also very

difficult since we have not, as in the case of participants, the

possibility of distinguishing those which are alienable and

inalienable. The resolution of such problems must once again

it seems be left to the description itself.

Little need he said about the values of the relational

components. These, it will be obvious, are but a particular

form of circumstance, and all that has been said above is

applicable here also.

Before proceeding to offer one or two examples in illustr¬

ation of the topics discussed above, we should consider the quest¬

ion of what kind of information the representation should

contain over and above the 'components* of participant and

circumstance and the value of relational elements.

Do we for instance wish to incorporate information about

•definiteness' and 'time' and other similar notions ?

That certain of these have no place in the representation

seems fairly clear. For instance it is obvious that any state

or event is neutral with respect to the 'definiteness* of its
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participants. Such distinctions where applicable are dependent

upon the structure of discourse and, in the absence of a formal

model of discourse we can do no more than note the fact and

introduce these notions into the encoding by what are essentially

ad hoc means.

TTuch the same is true of "voice". "Activeness" and

"passiveness" are judgements imposed on the representation and

are not inherent to it.

"That then of 'time' or 'aspect' ? Are these inherent to

the representation or judgeraents imposed upon it ? One might

for instance say that the *completeness* or 'incompleteness*

of some event is a matter of fact and should therefore be included

in the representation. On the other hand if, as seens to be the

case, there is no end to the number of aspectual distinctions

one can make is the whole notion of 'real' rather than 'imposed'

aspect not vacuous ?

'Time* seems to be a rather better candidate for inclusion

since if we are making temporal distinctions there appear to

be some at least on which there might be fairly general agreement.

A possible solution - and the one which is adopted in

chapter 14» is to employ temporal and aspectual distinctions

contrastively.

That is, if - as is the case in Arabic, the verbal system

is in essence aspect based a more illuminating description might

ensue if we contrast the internal logical category of aspect with

the external logical category of time, and to study how the former

is employed to express the latter. This of course is precisely

what grammarians do when they make statements of the type "The

perfect...indicates...an act completed at some past time" ( 7right2.1).
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Conversely if it may be assumed that the English verbal

system is essentially "tense" based, the more revealing procedure

might be to see how this system serves to express aspectual notions.

Consider first an event in space-time where a group of men

move - for some reason or another, a presumably large, black

stone. Let us further assume that there are five men involved.

The first step in constructing a representation of this

event is to note that there will be two participants - the men

and the otone, and a circumstance, namely "movement", ''oreover

the men are the agency by which the stone is moved and the stone

is the object against which this causation is directed.

Therefore from expressions 5 and 6 of 4*1»4 we construct

the representation-forms-

Hj ( x) t Rg (* ^ t C ...7
where x - {(P.A)j ...8
Hence the representation has the forms-

iLj (P.a) s n2 (P.A) I C ...9
Next, adopting in part the "case" categories of Fillmore 1968

(pp24»25) let Rj have the value 'agentive* and 71^ the value
•objecti v#.

From thin it will follow that the value of P(R^) is "five
men" and that of P (Rg) "black stone" or "large black stone".
Since neither of these participants is presumed to have any

alienable attribute the two symbols A of 9 are empty of content.

A provisional componential analysis of P(R^) might then be:-
object
ani ate
human
male
adult
five

and of P(lU)»-

object

"fflk
not Cffg|ous

large
one
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It will be noted that these * feature complexes* in contrasjr

to those of T-G theory are not cast in binary form (see for

instance the discussion in Chomsky, 1965). A decision not so

to construct the complexes is entailed by the assumption that

there can be no setftof natural, classes.

As urns noted in 1.5 an account of the content of any circum¬

stance is noi li$;t undertaking but the following analysis of

"movement" should Buffice for present purposes:-

motion
directed
rolling

past I time

Thus, assigning content as appropriate we will have the represent¬

ation of this event shown below:-

jagentive]; P

From this representation we may derive at the least the following

utterances of Arabic:-

i) harraka r-rijalu 1-hajara

ii) hurrlka 1-hajaru

iii) hurrika 1-hajqru *ala yadi kamsati rijalin

iv) taharraka 1- hajaru l-'aswadtx ^ ^
There aro of course many more.

(1) i) move (3ms-aet-com): the-men: the-stone. "The men moved
the stone"

ii) move (3fs-pass-com): the-stone. "The stone was moved",
iii) move (3f3-pass-con) s the-stones upon: handt five: men:
iv) move (3fa-incoah-cora): the-stone: the-black: "The bla ok

stone moved"
Note that the third of these examples ia not
acceptable to all speakers.

object
animate
human
male
adult
five

Rg [ob,1ectiv£] P object
Inanimate
natural
mineral
base
black
large
one

motion
directod
rolling
past time
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As a more complex example consider the case where five men

are moving a stone which has previously fallen (for some reason or

another) into a house -perhaps through the roof. Here of course

we are concerned with two distinct events, a more recent, where

men are moving a stone, and an earlier where a stone has fallen

into a house.

It should be clear that the representation-form of expression

9 is appropriate to the most recent event. The difference between

the two cases lies in the values assigned to the various elements.

For, the element A(Rg) which in the previous example was assigned
no value is here assigned the representation of the earlier event,

since its having fallen into the house is an attribute of the

stone and, in accordance with the discussion in 1.2 must be

regarded as an alienable attribute.

This second representation contains two participants, namely,

the stone, which once again is in the 'neutral• i.e. 'objective*

relationship with the remainder of the representation and the

house, in a 'directional-locative' relationship.

Since the representation-form of expression 9 is appropriate

to this event also, the representation-form for the pair of

events will be as shown below:-

B. (P.A)l R2(P.A)J C

'It,(P.A) i n2 (P.A) *cN
The value of P((A)) will of course be that of P(R^) of expression
9, while the value of P(Rg(A)) will be something likej-

object
inanimate
manufactured
brick

dwelling
one
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And the value of C^Rg)):-
motion
free
downward
past time

•

2» Encoding Rules

2.0 The encoding rules enable the assignment to any representation of an

array of lexemes and sememes adequate to the expression of that

representation and any judgements imposed thereon, whether

dictated by the structure of discourse or whatever.

At the simplest level the encoding rules may simply be

regarded as a species of rewrite rule, whereby one or more

♦features' of the representation are replaced by a content

element. Encoding is complete when all features have been

replaced by sememes or lexemes.

If a lexeme is assigned to some feature 'bundle' the matter

may become rather more complex for, in such cases we can either

simply rewrite the bundle as a lexeme or augment the description

by adding a breakdown of the feature bundle showing which features

are replaced by which 'included* sememes.

For instance let there be some participant P in a relation¬

ship R with the rest of the representation, and let ? have the

value/"f^, fg, where each f is a feature, and R the
value f .

x

Then, let us assume that /"f^, fg, f^ 7 are encoded as a
'substantive' sememe Cs(x), algebraicallyj-

p Z"fi» f>-7 —* Cs^ ***10
Moreover let f be a feature indicating the number of participants

(see 1.7)» then,
P [fl Cn(x) ...11
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where Cn(x) is a sememe of 'Number* (e.g. singular, dual).

Similarly if Cr(x) is a relational sememe we may also write the

expressions-^^
R J~fx~| > Cr(x) ...12

An encoding of any representation is taken to comprise a

number of 'segments' where, in the simplest case each segment is

the realisation of a participant, a circumstance, or an attribute.

Since however attributes are themselves representations,

consisting in their turn of participants, etc., a segment will

often comprise a number of sub-segments.

Each segment and sub-segment of an encoding is 'governed'

by a relational sememe or - very occasionally, lexeme, and any

encoding nust contain a statement of the patterns of government

of the segments, whether in Algebraic or Tabular form. iiince

the former requires a rather complex bracketed notation encodings

here and elsewhere will be given in table form.

Expressions 10-12 then give the following encoding segment

...13Cs( x) + Cn(x) Cr(x)

where the placing of Cr(x) in a separate box indicates that it

governs the elements to its left. Note that the segment is taken

to be an unordered concatenation of sememes (and lexemes).

Let us next consider the case where

t'nas a substantive sememe Cs(y) and If^

V f2] of P axe encoded

- which we will take to be

(1) Mote that if the content element assigned is a member of an
unstable system any rule involving that element is itself
to be understood as unstable.

In some cases this instability will have no effect on the
acceptability of the resulting expression. In others it
will give rise to utterances about which the native speaker
will have doubts - to say the least.
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some inalienable attribute, is encoded as a predicate sememe Cp(x).

Hence we will have the expressions:-

p [fi* f£| —* Ca^y) ,*'14
P [f3] > Cp(x) ,.,15

low it is argued elsewhere that there is in Arabic a semens whose

sole function is to indicate that certain strings of sememes are

in a relationship of attribution with others (see para. 3*2.1 of

chapter 8). Such a sememe may in a certain sense be termed

•grammatical* since - at least where an inalienable attribute is

concerned, it iB not a realisation of anything in the represent¬

ation.

If it does not encode some feature of the representation

a rewrite rule is not appropriate, since there can be no *input'.

To cover such case we require a rather different sort of rule, a

rule which, in some context or another, permits the 'addition*

of a further sememe. In the present instance the context is

that some participant^encoded as the sum of a substantive and
a predicate sememe, along with sundry others.

Let us then introduce a rule of the following type, namelyi-

[oj C(x)
> . .

which is to be read "in the context c add the sememe C(x)". In

the present case this will give an expression something like:-

E w —v CpJ Cr(y) ...16
>

That is, "in the context of an inalienable attribute encoded as

a predicate add the sememe Cr(y),w where the latter is taken to be

the sememe of attribution.

Thus from expressions 14-16, in conjunction with 11 and 12

introduced earlier, we have the encoding shown below:-
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Cs(y) + Cn(x)
Cr(x)

Cp(x) Cr(y)

Note that the portion governed by Cr(x) is a •segment* and that

governed by Cr(y) a *sub-segment'.

2.2 It was noted above (1.6) that in the absence of a formal

model of discourse certain *judgements' depending thereon must be

introduced into the encoding by essentially ad hoc means. -

notions of 'definiteness1 and •causal modality1 being prominent

among these. The •addition' rule seems fairly well suited to

this purpose also.

For, without the benefit of discourse analysis the most w©

can say is that any substantive sememe shall be marked for

definiteness and any predicate encoding the circumstance of a

representation, for causal modality - statements which do in

effect amount to little more than the traditional statements that

every noun is definite or indefinite and every verb is inflected

for voice.

The appropriate rules will then have something of the

following formj-

QcsJ Cd(x) ...18
(CP—c] co(x) ...19

>
That is, "where some Ce is assifpaed some Cd is also assigned" and,

"where some Cp being the encoding of some C is assigned, some

Cc is also assigned".

A further problem arising from the inadequacy of our extra-

linguistic foundation concerns the encoding of participants in

anaphoric form.

Patterns of anaphora, like those of definiteness etc. are
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informed by discourse structure and we are, therefore, obliged

once more to employ rather ad hoc devices.

The simplest solution to this problem is to introduce a

•context-sensitive' rewrite rule. If we may assume an anaphoric

encoding to require four sememes, namely, a member from each of

Cn and Cd (number and definiteness), commonly a sememe of 'gender'

(Cg) and of deixio (say Ce), we will have an expression of the

forraj-

Ppx» Cn(x) + cd(x) + Cg(x) + Ce(x)
... 20

where the context *x' remains unspecified.

2.3 As mentioned in 2.0 an encoding involving a lexeme nay

comprise two sub-components. Let there be a participant

P j^jfgtfyf^Jand a lexeme Cs/.../ along with the included
sememes /Cp(x) ~ Cx(x)/. Let us further assume thatt-

pjf^ffg.f-jj > Cs(x) ...21
P(fll * '"2P

Then, over and above this, it nay also be the case that:-

P[f1] ,#*23
P[f2J —'v /ckx)/ ...24

hotice that in the second part of the encoding it is not necessary

to 'exhaust* the feature bundle. Feature f^ we have assumed,
has no discrete realisation.

Such two-part encodings are of course more appropriate

to lexical rather than studies of the generative properties of

the linguistic system.

2.4 To conclude this section let us resume our examination

of the representation developed in 1.7 and assign a specimen

encoding thereto.
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It will be recalled that the first participant in that

representation, (K^)), I® a group of men, analysedi-
object
animate
human
male
adult
five

Let us now assume that for some reason unknown to us in the

structure of discourse, this participant in to be encoded without

reference to the fact that there are five men involved. Let us

further assume {which for Arabicjis true) that with the exception
of the feature 'five' all of this bundle is encoded by one sememe.

We will then have the following expressionss-

object
animate
human
male
adult

Ca (rajul: man) ...26

[five] Ca (Plural) ...27

Then, let us assume that, in accordance with the rule of expression

18, we also have the addition rule:-

[csj Cd (Definite) ...28
=>

Finally for this participant, and in conformity with the rule of

12 let us asBumej-

!L [agentive] —> Cr (Subject) ...29
Note that alternative outputs of 28 and 29 migrit be Cd (Indefinite)

and Cr (Agentive) respectively. Sememes such as (Subject) and

(Agentire) would not in actual fact form part of the same system,

but are merely assumed to do so here for simplicity.

The following will thus be a segment of our encoding:-

Cs (rajulj man) +■ Cn(Plural) + Cd (Definite) Cr (Subject) ...30
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Turning to the second participant we have, it will be

reoalled, the following feature complex:-

object
inanimate
natural
mineral
base
black
large
one

In this case let us assume that the blackness of the stone la to

be highlighted but not any other feature, and that it is some

particular stone known to the "speaker" and hi3 audience.

Given these parameters we may then write the following

expressions s-

p object
inanimate
natural
mineral
base
large

•

Cb (hajar : stone)

• • • 31

Cp (swdsblackness) ...32

...33

...34

Jp £f 3">gp] Gr (Attribute) ...35

p [black] >■

p [jone^ —•> Cn (Singular)

[CsJ Cd (Definite)

Then analogous to 29 let ub assumes-

1*2 fobjectivej —>Cr (Object) ...36
From 31-36 the second segment (and sub-segment) of the encoding

may be written down thus;-

Cs(foajar istone) + Cn(Singular) + Gd(Definite)
Cp( swd:blac liness) Cr(Attribute) Cr(Object) ...37

Finally the circumstance, which has the values-
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motion
directed

rolling
past time

#

Note here that the actual predicate we choose will depend on the

particular features of the event we wish to highlight. If

•rolling* is of special significance then a predicate is assigned

which will allow this to "be reflected in the expression. However

in the present instance let us assume that little more than

directed motion is involved. Therefore

C motion
directed
rolling ►Cp (2hrks movement) ...38

C [past time] —»Ca(Perfect)
Then in accordance with 19 we also require

[cp *—(TJ Cc(Active) ^'
»

Expressions 38-40 give the encoding segment

Cp(2hrki movement) + Ca(Perfect) + Cc(Active)

...39

...40

.. .41

Finally let us also assume that the utterance is to take the form

of a statement, rather than a question etc. Since sememes of this

kind might be said to 'modify* encodings as a whole let us provis¬

ionally term the system Cm. Hence we will have:-

[oj Cra(Declarative ...42
>

We now have a complete encoding of the representation of 1.1.7*

3 Rules of Association

3.0 Each encoding is 'expanded' to give an appropriate 'expression',

(1) Note that this is a pre-theoretical sememe. For an analysis
of the aspect of Arabic 3ee section 1 of chapter 10. For
an analysis of causal modality see section 2 of chapter 6.



The term 'expanded' is used because the number of morphemes
(•

simultaneously expressing some sememe is commonly more than one,

and because the 'direction* of generation, although presumed to

be reversible, is in this study taken to be representation —

expression.

As discussed in section 2 of chapter 2, the relationship bet¬

ween any one sememe and morpheme is assumed to be one of 'assoc¬

iation*, and hence, the rules of association provide an account

of the permissible associations of sememes and lexemes with

morphemes.

Deriving fro® the nature of their encodings the associations

between lexemes and their morphemes are rather more complex and

will be discussed separately. (For encodings see 2.3, for

associations, 3»8).

In the simplest case associations will be of the form:-

where the use of the double-headed arrow implies that the grammar

is neutral as to any precedence of content or expression. Each

code presupposes the other (Compare 2.1 of chapter 2).

In Arabic there are many cases where some association is

sememically constrained, and rather fewer (it would seem) where

the constraint is morphemic (see 3.2 of chapter 3)^^ To

accommodate such cases we require rules of the following type:-

TT5 The extent to" which this olaim is true is of course dependent
on the particular theory of Semitic morphology adhered to.
See 4*2 of Chapter 2.

(2) This is bo because on the one hand the language is agglutin¬
ating (in the sense of 0.1 of Chapter 3) and we must then
anticipate a certain independence in the way morphemes cluster!
on the other it is 'surjective' that is there is typically
more than one sememe per morpheme. In this case it is obvious
that the value of the morpheme will be constrained by the
values (jointly) of the sememes.

Cx(x) <—*Bx(x) ♦ • .43

Cx(x) [CyUS] Ex(x)
Cx(x) [py(x3 Ex(x)

»• #44

• ••45



In any particular expansion each sememe will be associate

typically with more than one morpheme. Therefore it is necessary

to draw a distinction between the set 6f morphemes with which each

sememe is associate and the sub-set of these which constitutes

its expansion in the context of a particular encoding.

In addition to their association with morphemes certain

sememes are also associate with syntactic, and morphological

templates (hee 4.2 of chapter 3 and 4*2.2 - 2.3 of chapter 2

respectively). Since syntactic templates are grouped into systems

the relevant rules will be oast in the forraj-

Cx(x) ^—> Esx(x) .. .46

where Sax is any system of syntactic templates.

Once again we may anticipate constraints on association

although in this case the constraints are, to all appearances,

entirely semetnic. Hence we also require rules of the formj-

Cx(x) [cy(x)j Esx(x) ...47
* =>

Associations between sememes and morphological templates are

rather different. There are many occasions - particularly in

the expansion of substantives, when the association is between the

sememe and a complete template, i.e. dummy symbols plus affixed

morphemes (See the discussion in 4.2.4 of chapter 2). In such

cases we are in effect dealing with a type of discontinuous

morpheme.

These rules will be of the forat-

Cx(x) *—► S(Ex(x) Jl)ai Ey(x)s Db» Ea(x)) ...48

where S is some morphological series (see para. 1.2 of ohapter 3)

and D a dummy symbol.

A more simple (and much more unusual) type of association is

that between a sememe and a dummy symbol. The instances noted
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all seem to involve gemination of one of the dummy symbols and rules

may hence be east in the forsa:-n

Cx(x) -f > (d) •••49

(7or the bracketed convention see 1.4 of chapter 3).

3.2 In any expansion there are several distinct stages

a) the assignment of morphemes, morphological templates, and
syntactic templates.

b) a process of •summing' the various morphemes and morphological

templates on the one hand, and the syntactic templates on the

other.

c) the •replacement1 of syntactic dummy symbols by morpheme

strings.

d) the introduction of any necessary morphemes not associate

(in the particular expansion) with a sememe.

e) phonemicJeisation, the rules of which will not concern us.

Let us work through the various stages of the expansion with

the aid of the specimen encoding assigned in 2.4* This it will

be recalled has the structure

1 Cs(rajul:aan) + Cn( Plural) -+ Cd(Definite) Cr( Subject")

Cm(Declar¬
ative)

a

2
b

Cs (hajar. t stone) + Cn(Singular) ■+ Cd(Definite)
Cr(Object)

Cp (swdsblackness) Cr(Attribute)

3 Cp (2hrk:movement) •+• Ca(Perfect) ■+■ Cc(Active)
Each segment will be expanded in turn.

3.3 The sememe Cs(rajulman) of the first segment is not merely

associate with the root rjl but also with a 'Nominal* template

(dee Chapter 12 for a discussion of nominal templates). This is

shown by the fact that there are such forms as rijl: foot, whence

it can be seen that the 'load' of Cs(rajuljman) cannot be borne

by the root alone, since the actual distinction of the two senses
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is made by the affixes attached thereto.

Now whether the sememe is expressed by the form ra.iul or

ri.lal depends upon the presence in the encoding of Cn(Plural) or

Cn (Singular). Since in this case we have the former the partic¬

ular associations involved will be assigning for the moment purely

arbitrary designations to the various expression systems

Cs(rajulxman) *—>• Ea(rjl) ...50

Cs (rajulxman) [c n(Plural)T| N (AsEb(i)s B:Ee(a):C) ...51
>

_

Pule 5®3 reflects expression 43 and rule 51 expressions 44 and 4°.

Hereafter the rule type involved will be added in brackets after

the rule number.

The next two semeries of this segment are expanded thuss-

Cn (Plural) [c s (rajulxraan)] Eb (i)i Ec (a) ...52(44)
>

Cd (Definite) *—* Ed(l) ...53(43)

The difference between the right hand side of rules 51 and

52 requires comment. If we consider a form which has been borrowed

from a non-Semitic language - as for instance film: film, we would

presumably wish to say of the English version that the concept is

expressed by the single morpheme film. By analogy we would wish

to say that in the Arabic version also the same concept is

expressed by the whole entity.

However since in the oase of the Arabio version it happens

that the form film can be regarded as an instance of the measure

Fi'L, and thus (regularly) has the plural •aflara, we assume that

the analogy would take the form of a statement that the concept

is expressed by the conjunction of the root flm and the template

AiBC. This we would suggest is exactly the case with the form

rijal and hence there is our warrant for rules 53 and 51•

But if this is so why is rule 52 not cast in similar form to
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51 ? Our argument for the latter rule rests in fact on the

notion 'functional load'. If in the case of a pair such as

mansaj vs rainsaj! weaving shed vs loom, where the load of express¬

ing 'place vs instrument' is borne entirely by the contrast a vs i

following the prefix m, then it 3ecms counter-intuitive to claim

that the contrast is borne by the templates maABaC and miABaC

(See para. 4*2.4 of chapter 2). If then we wish to analyse these

elements on a monophonemic basis it seems reasonable by analogy to

treat equivalent phenomena in rijal similarly.

Thus there seem to be two distinct ways 6f viewing the data

which as ever are not strictly alternatives. It may be objected -

and not unreasonably, that our approach is over-influenced by the

structure of Semitic verb morphology, and it may well be that a more

thoroughgoing examination of Semitic nominal morphology would show

the superiority of a more traditional form of analysis.

Cr(Subject) has two modes of expression, a morphological and

a syntactic. In the presence of the former the latter bears

little or no load. The morphological association is given by the

rule:-

Cr( Subject) «-+Se(u) ...54

There are in fact very few exceptions to this rule. For the

syntactic association let us assume a thematic structure such that

the order verb-subject is imposed, rather than the (equally likely)

reverse. Hence:-

This completes the expansion of the first segment. The result of

the expansion is best summarised in table form thus:-

Cr(Subject) • • • 55
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• A 1 i ' B i a i C J 51
• r 1 1 j | ll| 50
1 1 i I |I| | 52 Table

H 1 1 I || 53
II 1 1 1 I » 54

If then we •sura1 each column, replacing dummy symbols by radicals,

and counting each other morpheme only once, we get:-

1 r i j a 1 u ...56

Note that the expression code imposes a rigid ordering of eyeteas

with respect to each other, an order which for present purposes

we have merely assumed. Among other reasons this order is

important in the case where no template id assigned as an

associate. In such oases the expansion process is completed by

inserting dummy symbols in positions appropriate to the morphemes

assigned.

Expansion of the second segment proceeds similarly.

The sememe Cs(hajar:stone) differs from Cs(rajul: nan) in

that it is associate solely with the root hjr and not, in addit-
(1)

ion, with a Nominal template. ' Hence we have the associatiom-

Ca( hajar j stone) <■—Ea(hjr) ...57

Cn(Singular) has in this case the association:-

Cn(Singular) |cs(hajar»stone)J Eb(a)j Eo(a) ...5®
rf

The expansion of Cd(Definite) is as per 53.

Cr(Object) like Cr(Subject) lias a two part expansion. The

morphological part ist-

Cr(Object) ^ > Ee(a) ...59

and the syntactic

Cr(Object) £ x Osa(vb-oj) ...60
«• >

(1) This it must be conceded is a matter of judgement rather than
fact. YJhat we are really saying is that the root hjr is
•strongly associate* with the sememe (stone).(See 7ehr p157)
and the root rjl 'weakly associate* with the sememe man.
(Wehr 329). Since we have not attempted to quantify •strong*
and 'weak1 association, our assertions are not pai*ticularly
well-founded, but do at least serve the present purpose.
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The expansion of Cp(swd: blackness) has its peculiarities.

Colour terras in Arabic are associate with a particular group of

measures, namely *aF'aL (ms), Fa'La^Cfs), and. Fu'L(p). Since

Cp(swdjblackness) is one of these it will be associate both with

a particular root and an appropriate template. (Dee para. 2.1 of

Chapter 9)• Tbe first association will be:-

Cp(swds blackness) * > rCa(swd) ...61

On the second association there will be two constraints,

namely a semeraic - that is, the seraene belongs to a particular

class which is expressed by the above measures, and morphemic

(in this case), in that the particular one of these templates

actually assigned depends on the class of Nominal template.

Semitic Nominal templates are divisible into two large

classes, which are traditionally the category of "gender". Since

in the description we will posit content systems based on sex

distinctions this traditional terra, seems better avoided. Let

us then denote these classes 'x' ("masculine") and *y* (feminine).

Now since that associated with segment 2a is an x class

template our second association of Cp(swdsblackness) will bei-

Cp(swdsblackness) |^^XlN(Ef(»a)s AsB:Ec(a)s e ) ...62
where Cpx is presumed to be Xhe particular subset of 'colour'

sememes.

Finally in segment 2 there is Cr(Attribute).

In this the simplest case Cr(Attribute) has a two part

expansion. Morphologically its expansion mirrors those of the

Cd sememe and governing Cr sememe in the appropriate segment. In

traditional terms the adjective agrees with its noun in caBe and

determinacy. It is further constrained according to whether the

Nominal template associate with the Cs sememe belongs to class
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x or y. That is, it also agrees in gender with its noun.

Secondly Cr(Attribute) in this case is also associate with

a secondary syntactic template (Nn:Aj)(see 4»2 of chapter 3). If

the system of secondary syntactic templates be for the moment

designated Esb we will have the following associations:-

Cr(Attribute) [cd(Definite)] Ed(l) ...63
Cr(*\ttribute) "j^r(Object£) Ee(a) ...64
Cr(Attribute) ■* > 3sb(Nn:Aj) ...65
With these associations the expansion of the second segment

is complete. As before we may compile tables - one for each

sub-part of the segment. Thusj-

(1)

57
58
53
53

Table 2

Note that where a complete template is not associate with some

sememe, and assuming no duraray symbol to be an associate, dummy

symbols are assigned automatically at the conclusion of the

expansion. Buteing table 2 we get ;«

1 h a j a r a

And from the expansion of segment 2b:-

... 66

i 'a} A} B| ai ci
| | S| w. i di

1 ! 1 1 !
1 1 I 1

i
i

i
ia

62
61
63
64

Table 3

...67Hence:- 1 *a s w a d a

From a sync^&onic point of view Cp(2hrkmovement) is

associate both with the root hrk and with gemination of the

second dummy symbol. (See expression 49 above). We may therefore

(1) Note that this is not the only possible syntactic expansion.
It is however the commonest and most simple and may hence be
seen as unmarked and stated without context.
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write down the associationsj-

Cp(2hrk: movement) «?—Ea(hrk) •••68

Cp( 2hrk» movement) <t *■ (B) •••69

The sememes Ca(Perfect) and Cc(Active) are surjectively associate

with morphemes Eg(a) and Eh(a) of the verbal series. Hence we

may write:-

Ca(Perfect)
<

Cc(Active) ,

This expression states that whereas the terms on the left hand

side are subjectively associate with those on trie right, the

reverse is not the case. That is, Kg(a) for instance may

associate with the two sememes with or without Eh(a).

Since expansion of the third segment is exhausted we may

construct a further table:

!g(a): Ui(a) ...70

A a B 1 a 1 C
1
p ' 11 I 1 B 1 1

Ifti 1 r 1 y 1 1 k

70
69 Table 4
68

Once again summing the columns we haves-

& & T r a k ...71

Note that in the ease of gemination of some symbol, the appropriate

radical is merely copied onto it, as shown above.

Thus far we have four strings of morphemes, and what we

now require is a syntactic structure into which to insert them.

In essence the procedure for summing syntactic templates is the

same as that for summing morphemes. The major difference between

the two cases is that we cannot afford, in summing syntactic

templates, to ignore context - be it semeaic or morphemic.

For instance in expression 55 a template (VbsSuj) was

assigned and in 60 (VbsOj). It is obvious that both subject and

object follow the verb but which of these precedes the other ?
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Typically the object follows the subject but whether this is or

is not the case will depend on the thematic structure of the

utterance.

From this it clearly follows that a syntactic summation

cannot be completed without reference to this and other parameters,

and that the table should have something of the form:-

Vb, Suj 55

Vb| Oj 60 Table 5

Vb Suj Oj

65 Table 6
...72

That is, in table 5 expressions 55 and 60 are summed. The order

of subject and object is determined by the thematic sememe or

sememes x. To the result of this summing are attached any

secondary templates or summings of same, to give the structure

of 72.

The conclusion of summation marks the completion of stage b)

of the generative process detailed in 3.2. We now proceed to

examine stage c) - the replacement of dummy symbols by morpheme

strings.

It is at this stage that the notion 'government1 (see 2.0

above) becomes important. Fach relational sememe has been

associated with both morphemes and syntactic templates. The

process of 'replacement' is then thiB; a morpheme string being

the expansion of some concatenation of sememes under the

government of some relational sememe, replaces the appropriate

syntactic dummy symbol associate with that same relational

sememe.

Vb , Suj 1 Oj

1 I Nn AJ
Vb Suj Nn Aj
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Thus in the present oase we have the string (lrijalu)
as the expansion of segment 1. The relational sememe Cr(Subject)

governs the concatenation of sememes underlying this, and is

associate with the template Esa (Vb:Suj) (expression 55) • If

by convention we assume that such a string cannot replace the
(1)

symbol Vb it can only replace Suj. '

Replacement rules will then be of the forait-

aorpheme string j^^ntext^^J du2Bay sysil)ol •«.73
Hence strings 56» 66 and 67 will be inserted into the structure

72 through the following rulesj-

lrijalu jBr(Subject)] Suj •••74
1 h a j a r a |cr(0bject)j Nn(0j) •••75
1 'a s w a d a [Cr(Attribute)] Aj(0j) ,««76

[_Cr(Object) J
->

Since there is now only one unfilled position in 72 this must be

replaced by expression 71 (harrak). Therefore, closing up the

various components of the strings and inserting - purely for

convention, a dash between the initial morpheme _! of 56, 66, 67
and the second item we have the structures-

harrak 1-rijalu 1-hajara l-'aswada •••77

Save for one item this is an acceptable pre-phoneaicised

utterance of Arabic. To be fully acceptable we require a

suffix -a to be added to harrak.

(1) In the descriptive portion of the study this rather loose
formulation is made more precise on the basis of relationships
between relational sememes and the particular word classes
represented by dummy symbols. See Chapter 13*
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How when sone participant is assigned an ar^phoric encoding
the resulting sememe cluster may be surjactively associate with

this morpheme. In the present case and for present purposes we

will assume that this suffix has no functional load, and is merely

to be introduced subsequent to the expansion proper.

Its assignment to the expression depends on theone hand on

the class (x or y - see para. 3.4) to which the nominal template

belongs, and on the other to notions of •Animacy* which might be

present in the encoding, coupled with the position of the

subject relative to the verb.

Since in this case we are dealing with a form expressing a

substantive sememe belonging to the sub-class of human animate

substantives, and since the subject follows the verb, the suffix

-a is assigned. Hences-

where Csx is an appropriate sub-class of substantives. Since

this will be a morpheme of the Verbal series it will automatically

take its place at the end of the string harrak. Rule is of

course a form of addition rule. (Compare expression 16).

Hence following phonemicisation we will have the utterancei-

fcarraka r-rijalu 1-hajara l-»aswada •••79

- "the men moved the black stone".

Ju*t as the encoding of lexemes was a two-part process

(see 2.3) with the second part optional, and depending on the

focus - generative or lexical, of the study, so the expansion of

the lexeme may similarly comprise two parts.

By its very nature a lexeme will tend to associate with a

Horainal or Verbal template, in a way very much analogous to that

• # • 78
->
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of Cs(rajulxiaan) in paragraph 3-3. The difference between that

type of phenomenon and the lexeme is that the included sememes

of the latter may be separately associate with certain of the

morphemes of the template associate with the lexeme.

Consider for instance the form maktab: office. At the

generative level we would have a pair of rules something' likei-

Lsx(aaktab:office) *—Ha^ktb) ...80

Lsx( " " ) -—* H (Sf(ma)x A*3:Ec(a)tC) ...81
(compare expression 62)

However if Lax(aaktab) is assumed to have the semeraic structure

h/Cx(Place)Cp(ktbjwriting)/we should on the lexical level have

the expressions

/Cx(Place)/ *—* If(ma) ...82

/Cp(Ktb«writing)/ *—* Ea(ktb) ...83

Ho mention has ao far been raade of the question of ordering

within the rule system. However it will have been noted that

we have tacitly assumed an unordered system. V/hile this assumpt¬

ion has been made out of concern for simplicity of exposition

it rests ultimately on the fact that the theory of itself is

taken to require relatively little in the way of ordering.

This derives from the way in which the functioning of the

limitation rules is conceived. For instance let there be some

sememe C(x) associate only with a morpheme E(x), and a further

sememe C(y) which among others is associate with a morpheme (Ey)
which is not compatible with E(x).

If the expansion of C(x) occurs before that of C(y) the

associations of the latter are 'scanned* until one is found which

is compatible with the assignment of S(x). If the expansion

of C(y) occurs before that of C(x) and E(y) is assigned, then,
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on the expansion of the latter the associations of C(y) are

rescanned and a suitable alternative assigned.

On the other hand it can be shown that certain phenomena entail

at least a fairly gross ordering among rules. For instance in

this rather elementary exposition we have taken no account of the

thenatic structure of the utterances generated. As soon as this

is done however it becomes clear that the assignment of what will

be termed 'thematic sememes' must precede all others. (For this
and other classes of rule ordering see sections 2 and 3 of chapter

14).
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Chapter 5

Introduction to the Description

0 Soope of the Description

0.0 In the chapters which follow a part-description of the

grammar of Literary Arabic is offered, based on the hypothesis

evolved in chapters 2-4* ??hile no rigorous attempt has been

made to distinguish between the Classioal language and what
cs

Boooton has-termed (1970)-Modern Standard Arabic (hereafter

denoted respectively by the abbreviations CA and SA) our data for

the most part been drawn from the modern lexicon and from more or

less contemporary texts.

The description falls broadly into the following parts:

First, a description of a selection of the systems of the

content code, with particular reference to those of verbs, nouns

and prepositions. Certain other systems, the structure of

which is taken to be non-controversial (given the hypothesis) are

introduced where necessary without argument. Such is the content

of chapters 6-10.

Second, a description of certain of the systems of the express¬

ion code. In this case, particular attention is given to morpho¬

logical systems of the Verbal and nominal series (in chapter 11, -

see for these terms para.1.2 of chapter 3)» and the systems of

syntactic structures, in chapter 13-

Third, an account of some of the rules of association, in

chapter 12'. This is intended to be in part descriptive and partly

in justification of the approach to Arabic morphology adopted in

chapter 1,1.

Finally, an introduction to certain of the 'generative properties'
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of /arable, by which we mean the waya in which particular morpheme

strings are employed to express various types of representation.

This component, which forms the subject of chapter 14» also

contains a selection of association rules presented albeit in

fairly non-rigorous fashion, and in addition certain of the rules

by which encodings are assigned to representations.

1 Remarks on Methodology

1.0 The procedure used for the identification of morphemes is

founded in the main on standard Structuralist techniques. That

is, to take the simplest case, given two strings of phonemess

... a b x y c d ... *..(1

... a b p q c d ... ...(2

and given that ab is a morpheme and cd is a morpheme, then we

infer that and j3£L are also morphemes. Furthermore since we

have chosen to regard the structure of a Lealtic language as

consisting of two sets of syste s between whioh hold certain

patterns of association, we shall also infer that x%_ and £2. are

in addition members of the same system.

1.0.1 The requirement that morphemes should, insofar as is intuit¬

ively consistent, be grouped into systems demands that the

procedure of the previous paragraph be augmented by a further

whioh will be tensed •factorisation'.

Let there be two strings of phonetaess

... a b x y o d ... ... (3

... a b p q e f ... ...(4

where it has been established that ab ]3£ cd and ef are all

morphemes. Let it further be assumed that there are no strings

varying only on the assignment of xjr and pq. and none varying
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only on cd and ef.

In such cases we may (in theory if not always in practice)

set up a factorisation table, using the morpheme common to both

strings as 'base', thus:

We than assume that the •sum' of each column constitutes a part

or all of some system# Thus from the above we would derive the

two systems:

where the convention (—-) indicates that the set is finite and

may comprise more elements than those stated.

Since the setting up of these tables is a rather laborious

process the procedure - and certain variants thereon, are implicit

in chapter 11 rather than made explicit.

The procedure adopted for the identification of content

elements is somewhat different from that used for morphemes, and

rests on arguments of the following kind.

If we say, for instance, that the Arabic root hmr has the sense

'redness1, or expresses a concept (Redness) we do not necessarily

require that it should have this meaning in every context in

which it is encountered. Rather, such claims appear to rest on

the tacit assumption that, in a given sample of contexts, there

would occur what will be terniB a 'significant incidence' of a

putative association hmr*-*(Redness).

Within the framework presupposed here this assumption may be

generalised thus: we assume that, as a prerequisite for the

identification of some element in the content code, there shall be

a significant incidence of some sense in association with some

ab xy cd

ab pq ef
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morpheme or morpheme string.

This of course prompts the questionf what do we mean by

Significant incidence' ? If in a given sample of contexts each

containing some morpheme x we find that in every case x appears to

have the sense £ then we shall have no hestiation in concluding

first that jr is an element of the content code, and second that

among the associations of this grammar is x *—> jr.

Similarly if in some sample of strings each containing a

morpheme £ we find say 50^ where £ appears to have the sense £

and a further 50^ where £ has the quite distinct sense r then

here also we shall conclude that £ and r are both content

elements of the grammar, and that £«--» £ and £«—> r are assoc¬

iations. However if 50^ constitutes a significant incidence

what about Aff* or 2Off in other words what percentage constitutes

a reasonable lower limit ?

Traditional grammars of Semitio languages contain much

information about the patterns of meaning associated with the

various first degree verbal and nominal measures. (For these

terms see footnote 2 toohapter 2). Samples taken of these measures

suggest that the incidences of the senses associating with the

verbal measures in particular is rather low - say on the average

around bf> or 9^ of any sample. (See especially seotion 1 of

chapter 6 and Appendix A)).

Hence it follows th%tif these traditional statements are to

have any validity at all the figure for 'significant incidence'

must be set quite low.

C-ur opinion is that such information is a vital part of any

grammar of Arabio and therefore we conclude that the level for

significant incidence should be set provisionally at 5>'.
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It will have been noted that •significant' has not here been

used in its usual statistical sense. The principfr/ reason for

this is that it is difficult to understand how the notion of

• randomness• might be relevant to such samples.

Clearly if in some sample we detected say fifteen incidences

of 5u we should properly doubt that these conclusions were of any

interest. However since we have encountered no sample giving

such results the question will not be pursued further in this

study.

1.2 Were Arabic an unrecorded language our procedure would to some

extent entail the compilation of •context-based1 samples of

the morpheme or string under consideration and thereafter

attempting to isolate significant incidences of one or more senses.

As an alternative to this we might merely take one or two examples

of the item in question and 'project' any conclusions drawn onto a

larger corpus, assuming that they would be supported by a context-

based sample.

however where a lexicon exists these two procedures may in

many cases be dispensed with. For, if we wish to investigate the

sense patterns associated with some first degree nominal or verbal

measure we need only compile a sample of forms on that measure from

the lexicon.

Each of thdse procedures is employed in what follows but

in inverse proportion to the order of their introduction here.

Chapters 6, 7 and 9 are founded entirely on lexicon-based samples,

chapter 10 on the 'projective' technique for the most part, and

chapter 8 on a combination of all three.
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2. Notational Conventions

2.0.0 Bach content system will he designated by a code which is an

abbreviation of the narae of the system. Thus for instance, the

system which is named 'Aktionsart' will be referred to by the

code Ak.

Each of these systems is either dual or adherent (see para.4.0

of chapter 2). Lexical systems, the codes of which are prefaced

by L, are taken to be dual by nature. Otherwise, the code of each

system will be prefaced either by the letter D (dual), or A

(adherent), as for example DAk.

The relationship between a lexeme and its included sememes or

lexemes will be expressed through the formula:

Lx (y) h Aar(y) ~ My) —/

That is, the lexeme Lx(y) includes the lexeme Ly(y) and the dual

sememe Dx(y). (For the convention (—) see para. 1.0.1 above).

Each sememe or lexeme is given a name corresponding approximately

to its value, as for instance (Extensive). Generally speaking, any

oontent element will be referred to by the code of the system to

which it belongs and an abbreviation of its name. Thus since the

sememe (Tlxtensive) is a member of DAk it will be designated DAk (Exten).

(For a summary of these abbreviations and those of the systems see

part 1 of Appendix F) .

Every content system is either stable or unstable (see para.2.4

of chapter 2). Unstable systems are distinguished from the former

thus: Cx(y) va Cy(y). Thus for instance we will have DAk (Exten).

2.0.1 The designations of the morpheme systems of the expression code

and their members will be as per para. 1.2 of chapter 3* Systems

of syntactic templates are designated Sa, 3b, etc.
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2.1.0 In para. 2.4 of chapter 2 it was hinted that the concept of a

periodic stability and instability in systems might have consequences

for the kind of system structures which actually occur. In the

course of our investigation into the structure of the content and

expression codes of Arabic it did in fact become elear in partict&ar

that the notion of a unitary system either in a state of instability

or stability is in certain respects simplistic.

More precisely it seems that a collapse into instability and

reoonstitution of the members of a system commonly entails a

stage wherein the earlier and reconstituted versions of the same

system co-exist as sub-syatems of the same system.

Leaving aside the special case of the systems of predicates and

substantives discussed in chapter 9 the following types of

structure have been identified.

2.1.1 First there is the case v? ere two or sore sub-systems of the

same system 'overlap'f that is, sub-systems share one or more

members. Let such structures be termed 'type 1'.

There appear in fact to be two varieties of type 1 system,

namely, the one where each member of each sub-system stands in

stronger or weaker paradigmatic contrast with every other, and the

other where this is not the case. Systems of the former sort will

be designated 'type 1a' and those of the latter 'type 1b'.

The sub-systems of a type 1a system will be designated *x*

and 'y'. Thus if there be some system Sa, its sub-systems will be

Sax and Say. Each member of these which does not overlap is

referred to thus: Sax(y), 3ay(y). An element common to both sub¬

systems will simply be denoted Sa(s).
The sub-eystenn of a type 1b system are designated 'g* and «h'.

This notation is used analogously with that of the type 1a system.
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In diagram form such systems will be represented thus:

Type 1a Type 1b

1.2 Very similar to the type 1 systems are those where the sub¬

systems are non-overlapping. These we will term 'type 2'. The

algebraic representation of suoh systems will be as per that for

type 1, while the diagrammatic representations will be:

Type 2a Type 2b

> >Y h

1.3 Somewhat different from types 1 and 2 is the case where a

system changes not through internal modification but by the addition

of elements similar in nature but conoeived along rather different

internal logical principles. In such cases it appears that not

only may the sub-parts overlap and contrast, but also that in

certain elements may in addition enter into a 'configurations!'

relationship with each other. Such structures will be termed

•type 3'# and are taken to comprise:

First, a group of elements which do not have the possibility

of entering into configuration with others.

Second, two sub-sets which will be designated 'p' and 'q* the

members of which may contrast with the first group ar with each

other, and where in addition the members of branch p may enter into

configuration with those of q.

Analogous to those of type 1 and 2 systems, the members of
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the sub-sets p and q will be referred to thus: Sbp(y), Sbq(y), and

the system will be represented in diagrammatic form as shown below:

Note that the intrusion of one system into another need not necess¬

arily take this form, but may for example give rise to a type 1

structure.

systems stands in contrast with one or sore single elements. Such

a structure is attested only for certain of the morpheme systems of

the expression code. In diagram fora this structure, which we

will terra type 4* may be represented thus:

The sub-systems designated by *1' and *ra' are given algebraically

in the form i Sol and Genu

2.1.5.0 Hot© that certain of the morpheme systems are 'compound' in

that they combine two or more of the types introduced above.

2.1.5.1 In the description the structure of these systems may be given

either diagrammatically or algebraically or both. Where over¬

lapping sub-systems are to be given algebraically their statement

will take the following form.

Let there be a system Sa having the overlapping sub-systems

Sax and Say, and let the system comprise the three elements a, b.

SmJ.

2.1.4 Finally there is the case where what is in effect a series of

4

1 a



'

and e, where b is coaaon to both sub-systems. Then we will writes
.

Sax-{a, £$\ Say -ftJ o]
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Chapter 6

Verbal systems In the Dual component of the
Content code

0 Introduction

0,0 We have already referred in several places to the rather

striking; way that verbal measures are formed in Semitic by the

associating of a typically triradicalfroot with a template of

affixes. Moreover the evolution of the hypothesis on which

this description is based derived in the first place from the

recognition that certain distinct patterns of sense are assoc¬

iated with each measure. (Gee section 1 of chapter 2).

0.1 The types of .sense expressed by verbal measures of the first

degree appear to be two. First, we find a series of seueraes

some of which at least can be seen as essentially "adverbial" in

that one way or another they give additional information about

the predicate with which they are in configuration.

These sememes, which on the whole are of rather spasmodic

incidence, have been much discussed in the literature and for

the most part the acoount given in section 1 differs from those

previous only in the degree of importance attached to the various

elements.

The * dual' nature of the system should become apparent

fairly readily from an examination of the relevant parts of

appendix A, and its instability from the discussion in Section 1.

With a membership of ten the system is the largest in the Dual

component with the exception of the systems of predicates and

substantives. In structure the system is taken to be of type

3 (Gee para. 2.1.3 of chapter 5)»
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0.2 Along the second dimension of analysis the Arabic verbal

system manifests two types of form by which Western grammarians

are cotrjaonly termed "active" and "passive". (Gee for example

Wright 1. 73-76 and compare 13eeston pp82,83, where the same

distinctions are drawn using different terms). In this respect

Arabic is in conformity with a goodly number of the Indo-European

languages.

However between Arabic and many of these latter there is an

important difference in this regard - namely that an Arabic verb

having the "passive" form may not normally be conjoined with a

noun phrase expressing the agent of the event (say). This is

particularly true for CA. and not markedly less so foj? SA.

The relative paucity of these constructions is of importance

for a description of the Arabic verbal system since in the first

place, verbs having a "passive" form may enter into exactly

the same sort of syntactic structure as certain other measures

which are termed "active", as for example:-

ia) hurrika 1-hajaru
(1^ib) taharraka 1-hajaru '

These syntactic correspondences are paralleled by a certaifl

amount of morphological evidence tending to suggest that the

dichotomy "active vs passive" has been somewhat exaggerated in

(1) a) Move (3ms - pass - comp): Gtone (njsn)
"The stone was moved"

b) Move (3ms - incoah - comp): Stone (msn)
"The stone moved"
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the tradition, for, as has been pointed out in several places not

all "active" measures have a "passive" counterpart - or if in

theory they have, these latter are seldom if ever encountered.

Of such measures we may instance Fa'iL, Fa'uL, and the 7th

measure. An inspection of any sample of these will quickly

show that - in consequence of their meaning, the vast majority

can have no "passive" counterpart.

Moreover SA. provides a not inconsiderable number of

instances w ;ero a "passive" form has lost all sense of 'implic¬

ation of source' (For this term see para. 2.3) and may be seen as

functionally equivalent to say Fa'iL or Fa'uL.

These factors would then seem to suggest that it is not

sufficient for a description of Arabic that contrasts Bhould be

made solely along an axis comprising the terns "active" and

"passive"^ ^
bather, there is a larger and more fundamental set of

contrasting elements which may be seen to include "active" and

"passive", given a suitable semantic reinterpretation.

In sum, the pre-eminence for the content code of a contrast

along the lines of "active vs. passive" is disputed. Fven where -

semantically, some "passive" form may occur it will typically do

so but rarely. This should occasion little surprise in fact,

since the "passive" form is very much a rarity in Semitic, and the

languages possess wnat are for the most part perfectly satia-
(2)

factory alternatives. '
(1) Keeping in mind the conceptual shift from the notion

"grammatical category"to that of'content' element. This is
of course possible because the terras "active and "passive"
contain a'semantic trace'. Gee 4*1 of chapter 1.

(2) Nor should one under-estimate the restraining influence of a
defective orthography on measures which in genered vary only
on short vowels.
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The second system also is taken to be unstable and to have

a type 3 structure. The relevant sections of appendix A provide

evidence for its inclusion among the dual systems.

1 The system Mk (tionsart)

1.0 Typical of traditional grammars of Arabic is the statement in

Wright (1.40) that the 2nd measure servies to express an 'intensive'

sense. That this claim has been well criticised by Beeston

(1979 p75nl) is supported by the fact that our sample failed to

bring to light any convincing instance of this function.

However there are certain nominal measures, having in common

gemination of the second radical, in which an intensive - or

more appropriate perhaps, 'extensive* (see Wright loc. cit),

function may be detected. The sample of forms on the measure

Fa"aL for instance produced a 39.5^ incidence, while Fa"aLa gave

11.3f. (see parts 4 and 5 of Appendix B).

Of the former measure we may instance natta£: riven to
butting and on the latter

bahhata: eminent scholar
• • «■» —— I II ' II

The sense of certain of these forms seems to shade off into

"habituation" rather than "intensity", but this apparent incon¬

sistency perhaps reflects the internal logic of English rather

than that of Arabic.

In the light of the foregoing then we posit as the first term

in our system the sememe DAk (Fxten)sive.

1.1 Also in the sample on Fa"aL was detected a 4°»?''' incidence

of forms indicating 'occupations' of various kinds, as for instances

1abban: brickntaker

As is noted in the discussion of the sample in part 4 of Appendix B
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It is in some oases difficult if not impossible to distinguish

between forms expressing 'extensiveness' and those indicating an

occupation, as for instance:

n&ssabt cheat
• • wm-m—mmmmmm.

which constitutes part of our evidence for the unstable nature of

the system DAk.

As the second term in the system we then posit TiAk (Cocpn).

The primary function of the third measure is of all the verb

forms of Arabic the most difficult to understand. (See the

discussion in part 8 of Appendix A). It does however appear to

be the case that a sense of 'directionality' lies behind many of
Q.

these forms, which has the principle syntactic consequence of

creating a 'direct object' where English say would require

government by a preposition, or where an alternative Arabic

encoding might result in a similar construction.

The apparent commonness of this sense in the sample

(73.6 ') is perhaps the greatest weakness of the analysis, for it

suggests that we are treating of an element so amorphous as to

be almost without descriptive value.

Yery much secondary to 'directionality* in the third measure

again in contrast to the impression given by traditional accounts

(see once taore part 8. of Appendix A), is a sense of 'trying*

or 'seeking* to achieve something, which is represented by two

examples only in the sample (3-4"')• Yor example:

(3nfs): try to obtain ^ ^
By itself this incidence cannot be regarded as significant.

(1) Tn this study verbs will be cited as here, where the numeral
indicates the first degree measure on which it is based,and
the letters the relevant root.
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However better support for the sememe is provided by the sample

on the tenth measure, (see part 14 of Appendix A) where seven

forms (12.2;') having this function were detected, of which we may-

instance:

(lOdnw).- try to be nearer

It is assumed that the notions 'seeking* and 'trying', manifest

in the English translations of these forms reflect the internal

logic of English, and that Arabic envisages a unitary concept

embracing both of these. (That is, the range of nuances embraced

by the sememe is similar to that expressed by the verb (Itlb).

Thus the third measure is taken to provide evidence for a

sei.ieneDAk(Directionality, and the third and tenth measures Jointly

evidence for an element EAk (beek)ing.

1.4 The 3ample of verbs on the tenth measure also contains seven

forms taken to express an 'estimative' sense in addition to the

predicate, as for instance:

(I0hqr): consider contemptible
Hence we posit as the fifth term of the system a sememe

Mk( Est) imative.

1.5 Significant also for the tenth measure is a 'reflexive'

sense which is discernible in 10.5 of the sample, as fof

instance:

(lOdf): warm one's self

However the strongest evidence for this sememe cones from the

fifth measure, in the sample of which we detect a 20.5';' incidence,

as for example:

(5zyn): adorn one's self

In part 10 of Appendix A it is argued that 'reflexiveness' is in

Arabic secondary and deriving from the sense 'oncoming effect'
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(on which see para. 2.3 of this chapter). It thus comes as no

surprise to find two other 'effective1 measures - namely the

seventh and eighth, showing significant incidences of this same

reflexive sense, although - at 15-2' and 8.8- respectively, in

neither case is the percentage so striking as for the fifth measure.

(Against this however we find no instances of this sense in the

samples on Fa'IL and Pa'uL - see parts 2 and 3 of Appendix A).

The sample on the fifth and sixth measures each contain a

number of fomas (3 and 6 respectively) where the sense augmenting

the predicate aiay be glossed "behave in such and such a manner".

In translation tnese fall into two distinct types, namely,

those requiring a rendering "show one's self to be x", aa for

instances

(5rzn)s show one's self calm

and those requiring "feign or pretend to be x", as:

(6jhl): fei,~n ignorance

Logically speaxing, these types are distinct in that the former

in effect concedes the quality ascribed to the person concerned,

while the latter denies it. The question arises then whether,

despite the external logical distinction between the two groups,

we should not, in the light of the similarity between them, treat

them as instances of one sememe rather than two, in internal

logical terms.

The most persuasive kind of evidence would be a verb where

both interpretations are admissible, but such unfortunately does

not occur in our samples. On the other hand if we do not adopt

the unitary analysis the two forms constituting our warrant for

a separate sememe "showing" or the like are not significant for

the sample on the fifth mnasure in which they occur.
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Tentatively then we will assume that we are dealing with hut

one element, which may he designated DAk (Evin)oive, assigned

variant interpretations in context.

1.7 In the sample of forms on the sixth measure was also detected

a 10.2$ incidence of a sense 'iteration', as for instance:

(6th•): follow in succession

Given the significance of this result we assume as further element

of the system a sememe DAk(Itn). ("0
1.8 The most important sense attaching to the 6th measure is

'reciprocity' which is detected in 50*8f of the sample (See part 'H

of Appendix A) as for instance:

(6wkl): trust o -oh other

Hence we assume as the ninth member of the system DAk (Reciprocity.

As is pointed out in .'/right 1.43h this sense is on occasion

detectable among forms on the third measure, However on the basis

of our sample reciprocity cannot he regarded as significant for the

measure since it appears to furnish only one example (See Table D

of part 3 of Appendix A).

1.9 Turning aside from the verbal measures proper we consider the

many "adjectives" on the measure 'aF'aL which express an 'elative'

sense.

Since this sense can he seen to augment a predicate in a way

analogous to those discussed in the preceding paragraphs it would

seem that its proper place is within this system - and indeed,

at least one instance can be seen to form part of the configur¬

ation underlying a token of a verbal measure. (See Table G of

part 14 of Appendix A).

Hence we assume an element DAk(El)ative for the system.

1.10 These then comprise at least the most commonly encountered
(1) Note that on the basis of the sample studied the statement

in Beeston 1970 p75 apropos this measure is not strictly
correct. First the sample produced only one instance of a
form which could he said to express a "gradually phased process",
namely: (6bkl): give grudgingly.
Moreover Beeston's example tasaqa^a d-dammu: the blood dripped
can clearly be understood as an instance of BAk(ltn).
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elements of DAk. The findings do not diverge much - save in

emphasis, from those of more traditional accounts.

However on the evidence of certain configurations underlying

forms on the sixth measure (part II of Appendix A) it seems that

we are here dealing with a type 3 system (see para.2,1.3 of

chapter 5) having the structure shown in the accompanying figure.

2Ak
r

Veo
Exten
Occpn
Evin
Itn

This structure will, on the evidence taken into consideration,

entail the following limitation rules:-

PAfo(Est) « Mkq(Becip^ ... 61.1

MkPi Pir)). DAkq(Refl) ... 61.2
(SeekJ

2 The system G( ausal) m(odality)

0 The sememes DCm (Gausn) and DCm (Eff)

2.0.0 Inspection of the samples on the measures Ih'iL and Fa'uL (see

parts 2 and 3 of Appendix A) shows a preponderance of what, in

traditional terms, would be "stative" verbs - 86.9?' and 97

respectively.

An indication of the nature of the configurations underlying

these forms is best given if they are contrasted with the set of

forms on thesecond and fourth measures (see parts 7 and 9 of
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Appendix A). For among these we find many instances where the

sense of the form relates to the simple bringing about of some

state or process.

For many predicates these two types of sense stand in para>-

digmatic contrast, as for example

kaSun: be rough vs. ]£a§San: make rough

'alim: suffer vs. »allam: cause to suffer

Pairs such as these, of which there are many, suggest that we

should envisage pairs of configurations differing only on the

assignment of a sememe which will be designated 'causation' versus

an element 'effect'. Since, as the appendices show that 'caus¬

ation* in particular may either be included or adherent, the

system of which they are members - and which will be termed

C(ausal) m(odality), is to be regarded as dual. These sememes

will then be designated DCm (Causn) and DCffl (Eff).

2.0.1 In traditional grammars of Arabic it has been customary to

claim that forms on the measure Fa'iL express "a temporary state

or condition, or a merely accidental quality in persons or

things", whereas the measure Fa'uL "indicates a permanent state,

or a naturally inherent quality" (2.0.0).

In the absence of any explication of these notions it is

difficult to evaluate such a claim. However, on the evidence of

the samples in parts 2 and 3 of Appendix A, it does not seem

possible to find any satisfactory basis for a distinction of this

type. For on the one hand it will be noted that not a few

concepts may be expressed in either measure. On the other hand,

certain antonymous concepts are not expressed consistently, ass-

baSi': be ugly vs. hasun: be beautiful

This is not to deny that there is at least some substance in the
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claim. For it will be seen that far fewer forms on Fa'uL are

in traditional teios "transitive" than are forms on Fa'iL. Now

while it will be argued in the following paragraphs that "trans-

ivity" is a category of 'secondary* rather than 'primary'

description in Arabic, it is nonetheless true in general that

a tendency towards "tran^Lvity" is inconsistent with a tendency

towards "stativeness". Given that Fa'uL does not manifest the

former trait overmuch it would seem to follow that its predicates

oust in some way be more "stative" than those of Fa'iL, but the

precise basis for the distinction remains obscure.

2.0.2 .'right observes (ibid) "the vowel i. in the same (i.e.medial)

position has generally an intransitive signification, u invariably

so".

On the basis of our samples this statement appears to be
it"

almost entirely correct - and yet is "trar^ivity" to be regarded
as a primary category of the verb (with Wright etc.) or as a

secondary (whioh is implied by our 'causation vs. effect'

analysis in 2.Q.0)? In general, given two possible analyses

of the data how .cay we decide whioh of the two is to be preferred?

In the case of Fa'iL soue 89.2 of the sample may be

analysed as "intransitive" and 10.8 ' as "transitive". Against

this, there is a 91*3 incidence of 'effective' (i.e. "stative")

senses. Luoh figures clearly provide no basis for the evaluation

of competing analyses and warrant for our description must be

sought elsewhere.

2.1.0 The sememe PCia (dyn)

Part 1 of Appendix A comprises a sample on the measure Fa'aL.

An analysis of these forms on the basis of the contrast "transitive

vs intransitive" gives an incidence of 7S.2 ' for the former and
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28.8"* for the latter. (Certain verbs may be either).

While these results are strongly significant in terras of

our methodological assumptions, and provide a certain degree of

formal support for the statement in bright, 1.37» a rather more

impressive result is obtained if we analyse the forms in terms of

the 'activeness* or •dynamioity1 of their predicates, or otherwise.

Along this dimension the sample furnishes a positive incidence

of 91 and a negative incidence of

Now the more significant the incidence of so e sense the

more genei-al will be the ensuing description -which is of course

at least one of the desiderata for a satisfactory grammar. On

this basis the latter analysis with its positive incidence of

91 .Ty as against 78.2' is clearly to be preferred.
t.

It does then seem likely that "transljvity" is a category
of secondary rather than prinary description in Arabic, and should

not be regarded as a system of the content oode. The very high

incidence provided by an analysis along the axis "transitive

vs. intransitive" comes as no surprise for, if some predicate is

viewed "actively* or 'dynamically* there la, in the nature of

things, a strong likelihood that this dynamicity will be directed

against some second object - or what by internal logic is

specified as an object for the language.

.1 It is in this light that our account of Fa*iL and Fa'uL may

be understood. For if Pa*aL serves principally to express

'dynamicity* of some sort it does not seem inherently improbable -

given the strong morphological co^esspondences between the three

measures, that the former pair should function as the counterpart
i.

of the latter. That is, "intransi^vity" may be viewed as
secondary to 'effectiveness*, where the latter term is, as we have
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argued, approximately equivalent to "stative".

Aside from the independently detected contrast 'causation vs

effect' our position finds support in such pairs ass

hazans saddened vs hazin: was sad
• 1 1 •

where the morphological contrast may be understood to reflect a

pair of configurations varying only on the assignment of a dynamic

sememe versus Dcm(Bff).^^
2.1.2 Thus far we have identified three distinct elements which -

potentially at least, may stand in paradigmatic contrast with each

other and may be set in configuration with predicates - and less

commonly with substantives, in various ways. The nature of the

elements 'causation' and 'effect' seems reasonably clear, but what

of the 'dynamic' element typically expressed by Fa'aL ?

We may note first of all that it can in many cases be seen

to overlap 'causation' - and there are indeed many forms on the

second measure which are interchangeable with a cognate in Fa'aL

as for examples-

kazan-kazzan: stock kafaiv&affar: protect

kamas-kammas: scratch

In similar fashion this sense may on occasion overlap with
number

'effective' senses, since we find a considerable/of forms Fa'aL

which may be substituted by Fa'iL, as for example

hadaa-hadia: was skilful haras-haris: desired
• mmt » • ■ 1 • • • • ■■■ ■»

(1) It may well be asked how, if Fa'iL is to be seen as a
counterpart of Fa'aL, it can also be said to be the
counterpart (say) of the second measure.

In syncrhonic terms we argue that such a position is
justifiable. The diachrony giving rise to this situation
is a different question which cannot concern us here.
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The dilemma may be resolved through examination of the notion

•action'. An action may on the one hand be seen as something

which begins and ends in a relatively short space of time, as

is instanced by such forms as qatal: killed and darab: beat.

On the other hand an action may persist for no small length of

time - of which katab: wrote might be an example.

Now an action of this latter kind is susceptible of being

regarded as a state. That is, whether the 'activeness' of some

event is stressed or what may be termed its 'ongoingness1 is

largely a matter for the internal logic to decide- and internal

logics may be expected to differ and to be internally inconsist¬

ent as to which aspect is emphasised. Viewed in this light it

becomes possible to understand these apparently contradictory

patterns of overlap.

Let us posit then as the third element of the system the

sememe DCm(Lyn^amlc. which is to be understood as a concept

neutral between the more "process" type of state and "agency".

From the discussion of the relationship between these three

sememes it seems fairly clear that the system should be regarded

as unstable.

Evidence for paradigmatic contrast between LCm( hyn) and

DCm( Causn) is provided by such pairs as

(idkr)s remember vs (4dkr): remind

(Ibrz): emerge vs (4brz): cause to emerge

2.2 The sememe DCm (O^E)

An examination of the lexicon shows that two term contrasts

between forms on Fa'iL and the second measure are not infrequently

accompanied by a third form on the fifth measure. In addition

there are many more "defective" paradigms where the contrast is
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between forms on the second and fifth measures only.

As an example of a three way contrast we may cite the root rtb

which gives the formes

ratibs be moist vs rattab: moisten vs tarattabs become moist
• ' ■ * « ■■■' • • ■

Given such instances, and the fact that the sample of forms on the

fifth measure (part 10 of Appendix A) shows a 27.7^ incidence of

this same "inchoative" sense, we conclude that we are here dealing

with a further member of Kim.

This element has of course both a dynamic and a stative aspect,

of which the "entering" into a state is the former and the "state"

which is entered the latter. It is therefore not too surprising

to find many forms in this same sample whose meaning appears to

have polarised on one aspect or the other, giving in particular

significant incidences of both DCm (Eff) and DAk(Refl).

That this potentiality may be the more readily kept in mind

the sememe is given a two-terra designation, intended to reflect

both of these aspects. Hence the naae *oncoming-effect• is

assigned, abbreviated to DCa (0-E).

Certain verbs on the measure Fa*iL are rendered in Wehr's

dictionary "be or become x". The nature of these is discussed in

paras. 1.0 - 1.3 of chapter 10 - see especially para. 1.3.1.

2.3*0 The sememe DCa (E-I-S)

Save where they have acquired a distinct sense forms whose

measures are based on the vowel pattern (*.u..1) are not lir,ted in

the lexicon. This however is somewhat of a concession to Western

grammatical theory, since one cannot but doubt that if, as was

the case, Wehr's dictionary was compiled from running text the

incidence of forms on these measures was rather slender. We

have already argued (para. 0.2 above) on the basis of pairs auoh
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as:~

taharraka 1-hajaru and hurrika 1-hajaru

and other evidence, that these measures should not be regarded as

one of the pillars of our account of the Arabic (and Semitic)

verbal system.

This is not to say that our problems are solved by rejecting

the primacy of the dichotomy "active vs passive"; as the following

discussion shows, this is far from being the case. It is suggested

merely that a satisfactory synchronic account of the verbal system

cannot be constructed unless this particular contrast is dislodged

from its plinth, so that other equally ifnot more important contrasts

are allowed to oob* to light.

There are then two questions relating to measures on the

vowel pattern (..u..i). First, what is the nature of the particular

sememe they express, and second, what is its systemic relationship

to the other elements so far discussed.

.1 If it be accepted that taharraka expresses *oncoming-effect'

then it will immediately be apparent that hurrika also must express

an 'effective' sense of some kind.

The difference between them resides in that hurrika directly

expresses the fact that some 'agent* or 'source* is involved in

this 'motion*. That is, in the former case the 'agency','source'

or 'instrumentality' is of no consequence to the user whereas in the

latter case it is - if only peripherally.

The sense of the element expressed by 'jurrika can then be

understood as 'effect-with-iraplication-of-source' - to employ the

most neutral designation, and the one applicable to the widest

number of cases. This designation will be abbreviatednto DCm (S-I-S).
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2.3.2 The analysis offered above, while adequate for those forms in

paradigmatic contrast with a form on 7a1aL expressing DCm(Dyn) is

not entirely appropriate to those forms whose counterpart expresses

DCm (Causn). Consider for example the following set:-

iia) ka&una 1-kasabu: the wood was rough

iib) kaSSana l-ka8aba: (he) roughened the wood

iio) kus&ina 1-kasabu: the wood was roughened

Provisionally these forms may be analysed

a) P (fcfint roughness) + DCm(Eff)

b) " " " + DCm (Causn)

c) " " " + DCm (Causn) + DCm (B-I-S)

How if - as is the case, 'causation' may contrast with 'dynaaicity*

and the latter may contrast with DCm (E-I-S), then it clearly

follows that first and third of these may also be in contrast.

However in example iic) we have an instance where DCm( Causn) and

DCm (E-I-S)supplement each other.

2.3.3 Rather different however are such forms as 'akrajj expelled

whioh iB taken to express the configuration:

L(4krj: expel)/.../ + DCm (Dyn)

h/P (ikrj: go out) « DCm (Causn)/
Note firstly that since the concept 'expel' is taken not to be

equivalent to 'cause to go out' - in that there is an element of

force implicit in the former in respect of which the latter is

neutral, the sememes P(Ikrj: go out) and DCM (Causn) are set in an

included relationship.

Now we clearly desire only one structure for L,(4krj:expel) and
/

yet the form 1akraj: expelled contrasts with *ukrij: was expelled.

If the composition of the lexeme is to be held constant the
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configurations underlying these two forms can be differentiated

only if we assume that they vary on the assignment of DCm (Dyn)

vs DCm (E-I-S). That is 'ukrij should be analysed:

L(4krj: expel)/.../ ■+ DCm (E-I-S)

h/P (Ikrj: go out) " DCm (Causn)/

However, since in these examples DCa (Causn) stands in an included

relationship it can be said to enter into configuration with

DCm(Dyn.B-I-S) only indirectly,they should not be interpreted as

an argument for a syntagmatic relationship between DCm (Causn)

and DCm(Dyn) also.

2.4*0 In addition to those used to postulate the various sememes

Introduced above there are other measures which also furnish

significant incidences of the elements concerned. The most

prominent among these are:

i) For DCm (Eff) aFiLL - 74.2/ (Part 6 of Appendix A)

Vth - 29*6/ (Part 10 of Appendix A)

Vlllth- 35*5/ (Part 13 of Appendix A)

Xth - 19.3/ (Part 14 of Appendix A)

(il) Fog DCm (Causn) Xth - 21/

iii) For DCm (Dyn) aFuLL - 94*4?' (Part 5 of Appendix A)

Ilnd - 24.4'"' (Part 7 of Appendix A)

Vlllth- 42.2/

iv) For DCm (0-E) Tilth - 71*7/ (Part 12 of Appendix A)

2.4*1 To a large extent the measures FaL and FaLL (on these

measures see para. 1.1. h- of chapter 11) are unable to form

morphological contrasts analogous to Fa'aL vs Fa'iL/Fa'uL.

However in respect of the latter sub-group of first degree measures

this function is fulfilled - as the above list shows,by the mudari*
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measures aFuLL and aPiLL (and also, but infrequently, by aPaLL).

This is particularly interesting when it is noted that the

medial vowel of the measures aPDL and aFIL, which are cognate with

FaL, do not have this function to anything like the same extent,

and in this they parallel the measures aP'uL and aF'iL oognate

with Fa'aL. (See part 4 of Appendix A for aPuL and aFIL and part 1

for aP'uL and aP'iL). If our samples are not atypical the implic¬

ation for the diachrony of FaL and PaLL is clear.

2.5*0 The structure of the system

Given the nature of the relationship between DCra(Causn) and

DCm( E-I-S) it becomes dear that we are dealing with a type 3

system (see para. 2.1.3 of chapter 5) having the structure:

DCm

0-E
Eff

Dyn

Causn E-I-S

Among limitation rules attaching to
DCm are the following:-

f ( Itn
( Evin

DCm »DAk ' ( Ocopn ) )...62.1
( Refl
( Recip )

'DAk (Exten) ...62.2
(Eff) |

DCmMCausn)/«
(0-E) J

2.5*1 An examination of the sample on the fifth measure will show

that the incidence of DAkq (Refl ) Is much the same as that for

DCm (0-E) —25.as against 31.57'^ see part 10 of the appendix).

Furthermore we have noted there the problem of trying to distinguish
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instances of the one sense from the other.

Now if these senses do tend to overlap why do we assign them to

different systems, and why in fact do we posit two different systems

rather than one?

This question is all the more relevant if, instead of beginning

as we have with the structure of the content code we had first

considered that of the expression code - which is, in effect the

approach of traditional grammarians. Had we adopted the latter

oourse the very strong morphological parallelism among the various

verbal measures might well have suggested an analogous single system

for the content code - an approach which might well find support

from the fact that certain of the elements of DAk and DCm may not

stand in syntagnatic relationship.

It does not in fact seem that ^ejsje can be any real answer to
the question. The elements DCm And DCm (e-I-s) do not contrast

paradigmatically with those of DAk, but if as we have argued the

former are closely related to DCm(0-e) etc., then the structure

posited in this chapter will seem most natural. If not, then

although two systems would still be required their structure would

differ considerably from those outlined in this section and

section 1.
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Chapter 7

?ne systems fog substantivization

Introductory

.0 Among the more striking characteristics of Arabic is the way

in which senantically complex substantives are created either out

of a base or complex predicate, or out of a base substantive.

This process may be understood as the adding one or more

augnentive elements to the concept serving as foundation, the

configuration so created being either adherent or more commonly,

included within the complex substantive so created.

In this chapter the nature of these elements is discussed,

along with the systems which they comprise.

The system Substantivization^

0 !DSu(Place)

Arabic has a great many nouns on the first degree measure

ma?' (v) L(a) whose instances are raaF'aL, maF'lL, oaF'aLa and

maP'iLa. An examination of any sample of their forms will show

that they most commonly express the •place' either where some

event occurs or state obtains, or where numbers of some object

exist. For instance, of the sample of forms raaP'aL listed in the

appendix to this chapter, 54.2f> express this sense, as do 57*8^ of

the sample of forms ma?1!! (See parts 7 and 8 of Appendix B).

A conjunction of formal and semantic criteria of this

significance clearly warrants our positing 'place' as one of the

elements which serve as substantivizing augments.

While these are the most common measures used to express

this sense, they are by no means the only ones. In particular,
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significant incidences underlie the *asraa'u 1-mafthe

expanded verbal measures. For instance, the sample of forms

muFa''aL (See part 12 of Appendix B) exhibits a 19*4$ incidence -

again clearly significant. Although the other measures have not

been investigated in any detail, there is no reason to suppose that

the situation there is markedly different.

DSu(Locus)

By Eastern and Western grammarians alike forms on the measure

maF* (v) L( a) are known as the ' asmS'u 1-makani waz-zamln: nouns

of time and place. What seems not to have received much attention

is the fact that while many of these forms express only a sense of
fg)

'place*, very few appear to express only a sense of 'time's % '

On the other hand there is a significant number of forms which may

express either 'time* or 'place' according to one's interpretations

that is, they are essentially neutral with respect to these notions.

Another point which appears to have received little attention

is the semantic relationship between the magdar mlml (that is, a
(3)

magdar^which conforms to the general measure maF'(v)L(a)) and the
nouns of time and place. 7'any of the former - as is commonly the

case with the raagdar, have both predicative and substantive senses

and, in the latter case, the substantive is - reasonably enough,

indifferent to notions of time and place.

It is however possible to argue that 'indifference* to time

and place and 'neutrality' thereto are not entirely unrelated

concepts, and while we do not wish to suggest that substantives

cognate with a masdar mlral should be regarded as nouns of time
#

and place, looking at the matter in this way does enable us to

(1) Approximately equivalent to the traditional "passive participle"

(2) Of the 54 forms maF'aL and listed in the appendix only
one - inahill: due date expresses 'time' only.

(3) 'Source'. IWolV) WnsUW of vertcArvo^'.
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understand more clearly the nature of those substantives which,

while not syncgjJionically related to the masdar mim? are neither very

clearly related to the notions •time* and 'place* - as for example

matma': coveted object and raabhat: field of investigation.

That is, we would prefer to envisage a continuum, at one end

of which stands the unique signifying of 'place', and at the other

a total indifference thereto. Between these poles stands, we

suggest, a group of substantives - including matma', mabhat, maw'Id:

appointment, majlis: gathering, which while not entirely indifferent

to the notion 'place' yet express it only vaguely. That is, they

indicate only the 'locus' of some event, state, or set of objects,

without nearer definition. This sense 'locus' we posit as the

second term of the system.^^
1.2 DSu( Inst) rument

Commonly encountered is the first degree measure miP'(a/a)L(a),

of which the instances are miF'aL, miF'aLa, and raiP'aL. Examin¬

ation of these measures shows that they frequently express the

'instrument* through which some event or state is brought about, or

an instrument which is in some non-specific relationship with a

base substantive or predicate. Of this latter type we may

instance mihjan: crooked staff that is "an instrument character¬

ised by being bent".

In particular, this function is extremely common among forms

miF'aL and comprises 92.4/' of the sample (See part 9 of Appendix B).

(1) From the construction of the argument it will be clear that
we are disposed to regard the masdar mlml as a creation from
a cognate substantive - contrary to the usual direction of
development and what seems to be the traditional view.
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Suoh evidence clearly warrantB our positing this sense as the

third element of the system.

The incidence of 'instrument* in the measures miF'aLa and

miF'aL, while perhaps not so great as that for raiF'aL is nonethe¬

less substantial.

Other significant incidences of 'instrument' occur in Fa"aLa

(47«7/0» Fa'ila (15*4/9» and muFa"iL (8®s)(see parts 5*2 and 11

respectively of Appendix B. On Fa''§Jha compare Monteil 1960 p1l8
and on muFa''iL p1l6). Certain other measures, while not

investigated in any detail, do furnish evidence suggesting a

potential significance, as for example, ousawwira:camera, raudammidat

corn-press, on the measure of muFa"iLa.

Although the sense 'locus' is rarely if ever in paradigmatic

contrast with 'place', the sense 'instrument' may contrast with

the other two, and in so doing provides formal justification for

our system Substantivization).

For example, from the predicate_2Bp(nsjsweave) are created

mansaj: weaving mill and minsaj j loom - being respectively the

•place where weaving is done' and the 'instrument through which

weaving is done'.

There is a variety of evidence for instability in the system.

First, certain substantives may be expressed by either of the

general measures raaF'(v)L(a) and miF'(a/a)L(a) as for example

mi'dana, ma'dana: minaret - 'instrument for* or 'place of*

summoning.

Second, insofar as it is proper to analyse forms on the

measure Fa'iLa as expressing this sense, the boundaiy between

'instrument' and certain members of the system DCm is in the

li it illusory (See part A of the appendix).
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Thirdly, in 1.1 above we presented arguments for an element

•locus*. Since the burden of this argument was to suggest that

between clear cases of *plaoe' and clear caees of non-specific

substantivization liee a continuum, somewhere along which the

sense •locus* is set, it follows that between 'place1 and 'locus*

also, there can be no definable boundary.

DSu (Veh)icle

The range of objects deemed by the internal logic of Arabic

to be * instruments • is such that a more fortunate terra might be

•device*.

The advisability of this opening remark is suggested by

the fact that among the sample of forms Fa*'aLa we have chosen to

detect an incidence of 11.3^ for a sense which has been termed

•vehicle1 (Part 5 of the appendix). Sinoe the sense •device*

is rather more general than 'instrument* - which latter tendB to

have certain indications for the size of the object in question,
this group of forms could well be included with those discussed

in para. 1.2 if the former term were to be adopted.

On the positive side our analysis receives support from

the fact that, of the forms miF'aL listed in the appendix, none

can be said to denote a vehicle of any kind, and this is true

equally of the more modern innovations, as the list given in

Monteil shows (pH8). Hence, if somewliat tentatively albeit

in at least partial agreement with Monteil's classification (P118),
we include DSu(Veh) as the fourth element of the system.

DSu (Individuation
It is perhaps the case that the majority of the de-predicative

substantives of Arabic are net distinguished by expansion into a

distinct expression mode.
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Being1 commonly derived from the masdar or from participial

forms they are typically assigned the same expansion as their base,

and differ only in their capacity for pluralisation.

That is, on the one hand this capacity is not available to

the masdar viewed from a strictly verbal standpointi on the

ether hand, although partioipial forms have a distinct pattern of

pluralisation when functioning predicatively, certain of them

exhibit different patterns when having substantive function.

Contrast for exaraple:-

katib(un) - katib(una): writing

katib(un) - kuttab(un)j writer

Nov/ while the capacity for forming a plural is a defining

characteristic of all depredicative substantives, this is in many

instances supplemented by the distinguishing of a substantive from

its related predicate by the addition of the ta) marbuta (The

"bound (letter) ?" - i.e., the "feminine" of traditional Western

grammarians) •

Inspection of a number of measures does in fact suggest that

this marking of •individuation* - the denoting of an instance

of some predioate, is the primary function of this morpheme.

For example, of the forms on Fa'iLa listed in the appendix

(part 2) y?f have this function, as do 61p' of forms on Fa'iLa

(parti 3).

The 'instance of a predicate* thus created may be either

'concrete* or 'abstract*i there is no evidence to suggest that

the internal logic of Arabic draws any distinction between the two

types unless, in addition to being concrete, the uhbstantive is

also animate (Gee 2.0 below).

Further light may be shed on the nature of this sememe by
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observing- that it can be regarded as the foundation upon which the

"personal pronouns" are constructed. That is, DSu(Indlv) is in

effect taken to be a neutral deictic - a deictic element not defined

as 'nearer' or 'further'.

6 The structure of the system

1.6 These elements then are considered to comprise the system DSu.

With the exception of D3u(Place) and DSu(Locus) each sememe is taken

in principle at least to have the oapacity for standing in para¬

digmatic contrast with the others. That is - the system can be

seen to conform to the type designated 1b in para. 2.1.1 of chapter

5, and will hence have the structure

DSu

T

Place

Instrument
Vehicle
Individuation

Locus

viL
2 The system fT(uman) a(niraacy)

2.0 The case for a sytem of 'human aniina te' concepts rests upon

three points, of which two are morphological and the other syntactic.

The morpheme ta* raarbuta which, we argue above, most

commonly serves to express the element DSu (indiv), is tradition¬

ally regarded as the "feminine" morpheme. Now while "feminine"

in this sense is presumably to be regarded as a "grammatical"

rather than as a "semantic" category there are indeed many cases

where the ta/ marbGta serves to distinguish a naturally masculine

concept from its feminine counterpart, as for example:-
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baaail-bancala:maie-fenale greengrocer

kayyat-kayyata: tailozvsemstress

In the second place, pluralised depredicative substantives

referring to human animates tend to be assigned distinctive morpheme

patterns. Compare for examples-

katib-kuttab: writer-writers

dasir-dawasirs propellor-propellors

Both of these are derived from similar predicate configurations

and the difference in plural forms must be attributed to the fact

that katib has come to refer to a male person.

These morphological criteria may be supplemented by the

evidence provided by agreement patterns between subject and verb,

where certain idiosyncracies are best understood in certain cases

on the assumption of sememes of 'human animacy*. (For a more

detailed discussion see para. 1.1 of chapter 9)»

The first point then demands a means for distinguishing

natural gender, while the second and third are most elegantly

described on the assumption of such a system.

On a first viewing it might be anticipated that this system

would form part of the adherent rather than the dual component.

That this is not the case is suggested by the pairs of examples

cited above.

The pair baqqal-baqqala may be analysed as follows:-

L_ (baqqal: greengrocer)/.../ + ( Ha(Male))
W £ (baqli vegetables) ~ BSu (Indiv) A DAk(Occpn)/

and

L (baqqal: greengrocer)/.../ + ( IIa(Fem))
etc.

That is, the latter is merely the female counterpart of the
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former. However, in contrast to this the pair kayyat-kayyata

seems he*J analysed as followsj-

L (taayyat: tailor) /.../
h/ £ (kaytithread) ~ DAk( Cccpn) ~ I£>u( IndlvWIlaillale)/

and

h/ £ { kayt: thread) ~ Occpn) ~ DSu( Indiv) " (Ha(Fem))/
That is, kayyata is regarded not merely as the female counterpart

of kayyat, hut as something else besides.

If the foregoing analysis is acceptable it follows that the

system is dual in nature* Then, since it is clearly to be

regarded as stable, it will simply have the structure:

DBa
Hale v
Female
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Chapter 8

Tno network of Relational systems

0 Introductory

0.0 A relational sememe - or exceptionally, lexeme - may he

defined as that sememe:

First, which is assigned as the encoding of some terra R

in a representation (see para. 1.4 of chapter 4)♦

Second, which is assigned by 'rule of addition* (see

para. 2.1 of chapter 4) to indicate an 'attributive* relation¬

ship between two sub-segments of an encoding.

0.1 Evidence for this network is provided in the. main by

prepositions, supplemented in certain places by reference to

sundry particles, some of which - as for instance li'anna and

likay, in any case share a morpheme with the prepositions.

The method of analysis adopted for the description combines

both 'projective' and 'statistical' techniques (see para.1.1.1 of

chapter 5)* The former is necessary on the one hand because,

unlike say the prefixes of the measures naF'al and miF'al,

eac preposition is, broadly speaking, listed only once in the

lexicon.

On the other hand it does occur that many verbs tend to

associate rather more strongly with certain prepositions than

with others, and the particular associations and any peculiarities

in sense arising from their conjunction are listed separately

in the lexicon, and from these listings we may compile samples

and interpret them just as in chapters 6 and 7»

Since such a sample is concerned in the main with exceptions

it might be thought that our analysis will be somewhat distorted

by failing to take into account the (presumably) not inconsiderable
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number of strictly •local' instances. However to judge from

the one oase where we have compiled both lexicon - and context-

based samples (for the preposition li - see parts 2 and 3 of
c

Appendix X)» the reverse appears to be the case. That is the

number of •local* - or quasi-local, uses occurring in the former

is markedly greater than in the latter.

Particular portions of the description are approached either

from the projective or from the statistical angle as simplicity

dictates.

0.2 The relationship between the relational sememe and Fillmore's

"deep case" is taken to be somewhat analogous to that between the

sememe and the Heo-Bloomfieldian morpheme. (For discussion of this

latter see paras. 2.2 of chapter 3)*

That is, we understand by Fillmore's "case" a grammatical

(or "syntactic") abstraction which accounts for the acceptability,

and hence to some extent the distribution, of syntactic structures.

For instance of the pairs-

i) John ruined the table

ii) John built the table

Fillmore argues that "Our ability to give distinct interpretations

to the verb-object relation in these two sentences" "...does have

syntactic relevance..."in that "...one might relate (i), but not

(ii), to the question..."t-

iii) Vshat did John do to the table ? (1968 p4)

In other words the question he is asking of this pair is why the

distribution of iia) is other than that of iib). However just

as the unit of distribution set up by Structuralists - the

morpheme, is quasi-semantic in that many of the distributions for
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which it purports to account are in the limit founded on semantic

distinctions, so also with the "case". Indeed in the latter cause

the closeness of the parallel is such that Fillmore's work lias

been criticized for being "...too strongly motivated by semantic

considerations".(ibid p88)

By contrast the present study asks two rather different

questions:

First, how does Arabic express a relationship which is in

external logical terms 'factitive' - that is a representation

containing an R term having the value[factitive].
Second, does the internal logic of Arabic recognise a

sememe (Factitive).

Thus if our understanding of the nature of Fillmore's "case"

is correct it becomes clear that he is, in (effect, supplying an

answer to the first of these. The second question remains

unanswered and indeed, given his "universalist" standpoint, would

be regarded as irrelevant.

1 The Systems of Local ielationahips

1.00 The lys-tem G( tatic) 1( ocal) r( elations)

Given the relatively non-controversial nature of what follows

argument is for the most part presented in projective fashion,

supported here and there by evidence from various lexicon-based

samples.

Consider the following strings:

iva) jalasa 1-waladu fl s-sunduqi

ivb) " " 'ala »

ivc) " " fawqa "

ivd) " " tahta " (1)

ive) " " 'inda "
IT) Sit (3m's-act-cotn): the-boy: : the-box

"The boy sat — the box."
For the abbreviations used here see part 2 of Appendix F
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No one of these is synonymous with any other and the difference

in meaning is in each case taken to be a function of the

differences in meaning among the various prepositions. Prom this

we infer that each of these expresses a distinct sememe of

•static* local relationship and further, that these sememes form

part of a system which we will term Sir.

Examples iva-d are evidence respectively for the members (In),

(Upon), (Above), (Below) and (By) of this system, while the forms

•araaraa, wara1a, dakila, and ^Sxija which may also be substituted

in the same environment, are evidence for the further members

(Before), (Behind), (inside), and (Outside) respectively.

Moreover, while in terms of external logic the concept

"likeness** is difficult to comprehend in 'local* terms, the
!5fH- <5T

preposition ka:like nay also be substituted in this/frame and is
therefore perhaps best regarded as a member of Sir.

1.01 Particularly elusive is the local sense of bi. Whereas

each of the examples va-d has a fairly precise local sense,

that of:-

v) jalasa 1-waladu bis-sunduqi

is vague to an extent where, given the nature of the two

participants, the string tends to be unacceptable. The accept¬

ability of spatial expressions containing bi seems in fact to be

confined to those cases where no precise relationship exists, or

where a precise specification is felt to be unnecessary, as for

instance:

vi) walagda laria t-tawafu bil-hadTq ati ^
(1) and-pieasing (3ms-act-com): to-ust the-going about: in-the-

garden: "We found it pleasant to wander about in the garden."
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In certain older studies of case systems it was argued that

one oase often expresses those senses not assigned to other

members of the system - that is, it bears an essentially neutral

sense. (See Hjelmslev 1935* especially plllff, and also Fillmore

1968 p10).

Such an analysis seems not inappropriate to the local

function of bi. That is, it can be understood to express a

sense which is neutral with respect to the other members of Sir,

serving merely to express the locus of some circumstance without

nearer definition.

Such an analysis also allows ue to understand the wide range

of "secondary" functions attaching to this preposition. (See

para. 1.3*2 and section 2 below). Tentatively then, let us

assume this neutrality to be the value of the sememe, and design¬

ate it (At), which English preposition seems not dissimilar in

function.

1.02 Prepositions having a basically local sense some by analogy

to be used in more abstract constructions, as for instance in

the string:

vii) ...wara'a l-'ilmi wafawqa t-taqafati (1)

where the elements underlying wara'a and fawqa can in no sense

be regarded as a class (in the sense of para. 5*0 of chapter 2)

of spatial or temporal locations.

Now although we have not attempted to compute the incidence

of this type of construction two things seem intuitively to be

fairly olear:

First, that the external logical features expressed by the

(1) ...behind: the-soience: and-above: the-culture
"...behind science and above culture."
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preposition in suoh strings are varied and rather random. Second,

that the particular feature expressed in any given case can be

identified only by reference to the accompanying environment -

and especially the noun "governed". Thus the probability of

a preposition bearing a specific sense in such environments is

high.

If this is so it would appear that we should regard the

senses of the prepositions in vii not as a distinct sememe but

as quasi-abstract instances of those of Sir, thus assuming for the

latter a rather more abstract nature than initially seemed to be

the case.

Among other instances of the same phenomenon are taken to be:

viii a) faHnnama na'ril bihadihi n-nisbati...

viii b) la tusl*u biqiswati z-zanni »ila 1- qarabati

viii c) *a nuqlmu tsqafatana 'ala l-fir'awiilyati (1)

Example viii b) is of interest since it demonstrates that it is

not necessary for the preposition to govern an "abstract" noun in

order to receive a quasi-local interpretation.

While in external logical terms these relationships would

doubtless be regarded as abstract, for present purposes they are

to be distinguished from the type of sememe discussed in section

2 below.

It may however be worth pointing out that thebrather loose

type of local relationship discussed here seems to be a necessary

(1) a) for-only: mean (ip-act-incoia): by-this: the-attribution:
"We merely mean by this attribution..."

b) (neg): err(2mp-apoc): by-harshness: the-opinion: to: the-
relatives: "Do not make the mistake of thinking harshly of
your relatives."

o) (int): establish(lp-act-incom): culture-our: on: Pharaoism
"Do we base our culture on Pharaoism..."
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precondition for the evolution of abstract sememes proper. For,

on the basis of our hypothesis of a periodicity in system stabil¬

ity (see para. 2.4 of chapter 2) we might envisage quasi-local

relations as a decline from stability - or more pla&ibly a

decline into further instability, which is partly relieved by the

resolution of certain local sememes into a system of abstract

sememes.

1.03 We find several instances where a uniquely spatial or temporal

interpretation of the sense of some preposition is possible only

on the basis of the senses of the accompanying nouns. Consider

for instance the examples:-

ix a) fakadabu wa'dahura...wa'a'adu, fl 1-qarni l-i&rlna,sirata

l-qur&ni l^ula

ix b) ijtanib darana bin-nahari

ix c) ji*tuka *inda tulu'i 8-6amsi ^^
If we compare the phrases containing the prepositions fl,bi,

and 'inda with those of iva, ivc, v, we find that their interpret¬

ation in temporal or spatial terras is determined not from the

prepositions themselves, but from the physical or temporal nature

of the phrases they govern. This suggests that in such cases we

are dealing - in internal logical terms, with elements the senses

of which are in essence neutral between time and space.

then-lie (3mp-act-com) i promise-them:...and-resurae(3mp-act-
com): in: the-century: the-twenty: path: the-centuries: the-
first: "They promised falsely ...and resumed in the twentieth
the attitudes of earlier centuries."

b) avoid (ms-imp): house-us: by-the-day: "Avoid our house
by day"

c) come (is-act-com)-you at: rising: the-sun: "Icarne to you
at sunrise."

I5xamples ixb and ixc are cited from Wright
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On the other hand just as there are certain prepositions

having only spatial senses so there are others expressing

purely temporal senses, as for instance:-

x a) zurtu 1- qahirata qabla yawmayni

x b) kuntu 'auru 1-qahirata mundu yawiaayni

x c) sawfa 'azuru 1-qahirata ba'da yawmayni '

which are taken respectively to be evidence for the elements:

(Before), (Since), and (After).

1.04 On the basis of the rather restricted amount of evidence

considered and the argument derived therefrom the following

tentative conclusions are offered on the structure of this system.

Several of the elements posited above are attested also in the

lexicon-based samples given in the appendix. However, the

most interesting point raised by these is that they provide a

certain amount of evidence to suggest that Sir be seen as a dual

system.

For instance the predicate element lying behind the verb

(ihbb): rebel against can plausibly be analysed thus:

L (Ihbb: rebel agst) h/ P (Ihbb.: move) Sir (Upon) /

and (Iwsy): betray as:
vlero-Anc.o-

L (Iway: betray) h/ P(lwsy: slander) ~ Sir (At)/

(See parts 1 and 5 of Appendix C).

Noting in particular the imprecise sense of bi it seems that

the system should further be regarded as unstable.

(1) a) visit (is-act-com): Cairo: before: two days
"I visited Cairo two days ago",

b) be (is-act-com): visit (Is-act-incom): Cairo: since:
two days "I have been visiting Cairo for two days."

o) (future): visit (Is-act-incom): Cairo: after: two days
"I shall visit Cairo in two days time."
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On the basis of those sememes which are neutral between

space and time it is dear that the system is of type 1 (see

para. 2.1.1 of chapter 5)» In addition, while it is conceded

that the possibilities for direct paradigmatic contrast between
nature

sememes of a spatial and a temporal,/are few, the two sub-systems

are token to be 'contrasting' rather than 'non-contrasting',

and hence of type 1a. (It is possible to envisage contrast between

the two types of sememe when dominating an encoding segment which

contains a lexeme including DSuh (Locus) - see para. 1.1 of

chapter 7)•

Hence we conclude that the system DSlr comprisesj

A sub-system DSlrx »jAbove, Below, Upon, Inside, — jjn,By,At,—
A sub-system DSlry By, At, —3 Since, Before, After — j
Bote finally that certain of these should perhaps be regarded as

lexemes - as for instance I'llr (Dakila: inside) which can reason¬

ably be said to include the sememe P (dkls entering). This

point has been ignored in order to simplify the description.

(See however para. 1.3-1 below).

• 1*0 The System X)(yna mlc) l(ocal) rCelations)

Consider the strings}

xi a) safara s-sa'ihu Jila 1-qahirati

xi b) " ** mina "

xi c) " " hatta "' *

xi d) " " nahwa " (1)

Example xib differs from the others:

First in the assignment of the morpheme rain (the final -a

is added by rule of phoneinicisation).

Second in that it indicates motion away from a point whereas

(1) a~d) travel (3ras-act-com)t the-tourist: i Cairo
"The tourist travelled Cairo."
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broadly speaking, the others indicate action towards a point.

From this we infer that nin is the expansion of a sememe (From).

The relationship between the remaining examples is rather

morecomplex. The morphemic contrast "hatta vs nahwa" corresp¬

onds to a semantic contrast "as far as vs towards". More

generally, as spatial translations of hatta Wehr gives "up to, as

far sis", and as those of nahwa "in the direction of, toward, to".

From this it seems fairly clear that the former indicates

motion up to a point where the latter, typically, is less specific.

Let us then assume that among the sememes of Dlr are (Up to) and

a second which we shall term (To), and by which we intend a concept

neutral between those expressed by the English 'to* and 'towards*.

(See also the samples of li in parts 2 and 3 of the appendix).

How the sense of xia is ambiguous between those of xic and

xid. Moreover the set of spatial renderings given by Wehr is

almost the sum of the sub-sets assigned to hatta and nahwa -

namely, "to, toward} up to, as far as". That is, there is no

rendering of »ila which is not also a rendering of one of the

other two.

From this we conclude that *ila expresses no distinct sememe

but may equally express either of (Up to) and (To). In other

words we would argue that the three-way internal logical distinct¬

ion drawn by English, and expressed in the strings "as far as - t® -

towards", is in Arabic reduced to two by the conflation of the

second and third terms.

1.1.1 As with the members of DSlr bo also these sememeB appear in

essence to be neutral with respect to space and time. For example,

deriving in the first instance from the differing ways in which

maw'idiplace/time of a meeting may be interpreted, the string!-
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xii safara s-sa'ihu hatta l-maw'idi
» • • •

is ambiguous between "the tourist travelled as far as the meeting

place" and "the tourist travelled until the time of the appointment".

1.1.2 Prom the evidence considered in these paragraphs the system

Dlr is assumed:

First, on the basis of certain forms listed in the appendix,

as for instance (Hid* + 'an): stop doing at where •an is taken to

be broadly equivalent in local function to min, which may be

analysed:

L (Ihd' + 'an): stop doing) h / P (IM1: calmness) ~ Dlr (Prom) /

We conclude that, like DSlr the system should be seen as dual.

Second, bearing in mind that (Up to) implies (To) but not

vice versa, to be stable.

Hence it is taken to have the structure:

DDlr « [prom, Up to, To, —• ]
1.2.0 The system T(ertiary) 1 (ocal) r (elations)

By 'tertiary local relational element' we will understand such

concepts as "agency", "instrumentality", etc.

In contrast to that adopted for the discussion of DSlr and

DDlr our procedure in this case will for the most part be to rely

on the lexicon-based samples given in the appendix. However the

element Tlr (Ag), which is discussed in the next paragraph, poses

rather special problems, for the resolution of which a particular

and not entirely satisfactory form of argumentation is adopted.

1.2.1 It is well known that Classical Arabic has no direct means

of indicating the (external) logical agent of some event. In

consequence of this we find on the one hand that the incidence
HoflLerv*

of such constructions in^Standard Arabic is rather sporadic, and
on the other that on those occasions when the agent is expressed
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the devices vised to signal this are various. Certain investigat¬

ors indeed are inclined to doubt that they are agentivo construct¬

ions at all. (See for instance Monteil 1960 p237 aiid 3eeston

1970 p82 fn2).

Therefore, although we have not attempted to compile a sample

of "passive" constructions with agent expressed it does not seeia

unlikely that significant incidences would not be forthcoming,

which would ipply that SA like CA has no 'agentive* element in

its content code.

However an examination of the lexicoh brings to light the

phenomenon of relationships which may be expressed by two or more

prepositions, to all appearances in free variation. Certain

of these merely reflect the assignment to the encoding of differ¬

ent, but in the context equally appropriate members of DSlr and

or DDlr, as for instance the conjoining of bi and fi with the

verb (iqrri remain), which are taken to reflect instances of the

assignment of DSlr (in) .and DSlr (At) respectively.

More interesting however are those cases where the relation¬

ship between the verb and its object cannot be regarded as

•statically' or 'dynamically* local. In these it seems prefer¬

able to assume (notwithstanding the fact that in the previous

paragraphs we have argued for a fairly liberal interpretation of

the term 'local') that the prepositions concerned express some

third sense. Consider for instance the verb (Ihlm)idream. The

noun indicating the subject matter of the dream is governed

either by the morpheme bi or by 'an which elsewhere may express

Sir (At) and Dlr (?lrom) respectively.

Now it is clear that these sememes are not appropriate to
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the present case and this being so we assume that some third

content element is involved - perhaps having the value 'concern¬

ing1 or suchlike, which might then be 'projected' onto other

instances of these two morphemes when they are not in free

variation.

Consider then the strings:

xiii a) tamraa l-mafiru*u liSarikatin muktalifatin

xiii b) hamalati 1-mar' atu min gayri zawjiha ^
In each case it is clear that in external logical terms at least

the phrases "fiarikatin muktalifatin" and "gayri zawjiha" refer to

the agents of the respective events. The question then arises,

can li and rain in the absence of 'significant incidences' be

said to express a sememe 'agentive' ?

Now the li of xiii a) may, we suggest, be replaced by the

phrase min qibali without change of meaning, and similarly the

min of xiii b) may be replaced by 'ala yadi. Hence on the basis

of the argument offered above we conclude that neither li or rain

in this context expresses a member of Sir or Dir. If this is

so they may then be considered to express a further sememe

*agentive', both in these examples and In others where an

external logical agent is concerned.

In this particular case there is however a further complic¬

ation. Given the relatively infrequent incidence of this

element it seems preferable to regard the strings min qibali

and 'ala yadi as semantlcally 'complex' (See para. 0.0 of

chapter 9)«

(1) a) complete (3as-act-com): the-project: by-company: different
"The project was completed by a different company".

( b) become pregnant (3fs-act-com): the-woman: by: other:
husband-her "The woman becaue pregnant by other than
her husband."
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That is, the "original" senses of rain, qibal, 'ala and yad

are taken to he included in the element 'agentive'. In other words

it is to be understood either as a lexeme or as a sememe depending

on its internal constitution.

Hence it follows that we are here dealing with two elements

rather than one, namely:

LTlr (Ag) h / s(yad: hand) "*> DSlrx (Upon) /

or

h / P(qibal: power) ~ DDlr (Prom) /

and of course the sememe Tlr (Ag).

Note that the existence of LTlr(Ag) constitutes a formal

argument for the incorporation of Sir and Dlr within the dual

component of the content code.

1.2.2 The Sememe Inst (rument)

In contrast to the elements LTlr (Ag) and Tlr (Ag) discussed

in the previous paragraph, the isolation of this sememe is a

fairly straightforward matter in that our sample of verbs

closely associating with the preposition bi is taken to provide

an 18?* incidence of an •instrumental* sense. (See part 1 of the

appendix).

This sememe is assumed to be identical to that introduced in

para. 1.2 of chapter 7* In this respect the system Tlr may be

understood to •overlap1 DSu and, in the terminology of para. 1.1.1

of chapter 3» is taken to be •arbitrary1 rather than •motivated1.

1.2.3 The Sememe Ben( efaction)

Evidence for this sememe is provided by the samples listed

in parts 2 and 3 of the appendix. Part 2 is a sample of verbs

closely associating with the preposition li and furnishes a barely

significant incidence of 6;' for a 'benefactive' sense. Part 3
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on the other hand, which is a contest based sample of the same

preposition, gives an incidence of 8f-.

Hence we assume Tlr (3en) an the third member of our system.

1.2.4 The Seaeae FosCsession)

Certain limitations in our procedure of relying on samples

of associations of verb and preposition are exposed by this element.

For the verb based sample of the preposition li in part 2 of the

appendix produced no evidence for a 'possessive* sense, a result

clearly inconsistent with traditional accounts (see Wright II.53b)

and intuition.

On the other hand, the context based sample of paid: C offers

an incidence of 16', an altogether more satisfactory result.

1.2.5 Of particular interest among the items listed in part A of

the appendix is the verb (3hdy)j take as a model. This verb may

quiteplausibly be understood as a lexeme, comprising the sememes:

/(hdy: guide) ~ DCta (Eff) ~ Tlr(lnst) /
That is the sense 'take as a model' is assumed to be derived

from 'be rightly guided by'. (See the entry in Wehr).

If this is a reasonable analysis it follows that the system

Tlr should be seen as dual - even though we have at the moment no

evidence for the duality of any other of its members.

An examination of parts 1 and 2 of the appendix will also

show the rather tentative nature of certain of our analyses in¬

volving these sememes. This being the case it seems fairly

clear that we should regard the system as unstable.

Thus on the basis of our rather limited investigation we

posit a system:
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2 The System Abstract) rfelatlona

2.0 By 'abstract relations' we intend a system of elements dist¬

inct from those abstract relationships encoded and expressed by

analogy with those of local relations, and discussed in para. 1.0.2.

Once again the evidence on which the analysis is based is

mainly statistical, although supplemented here and there by

argument of the 'projective' kind. This statistical approach

tends to mask the fact that to a certain extent we are dealing

with 'weak' rather than 'strong' paradigmatic contrast. That is,

despite their conceptual similarity, which is taken to justify

their inclusion within the one system, the extent to which these

elements may contrast is restricted by the senses of the elements

with which they stand in configuration, the assignment of whioh

is in turn governed by the possible forms whioh may be taken by

the representation.

2.1 The Sememe (Reason1}

Significant incidences of an element indicating the 'reason*

for some event or state are given by the samples of verbs

associating with the prepositions bi and rain - 8K. and 10f

respectively, (see parts 1 and 4 of the appendix), and also by the

sample of strings containing li in part 3 (10ff). (Note that here

again the lexicon- based sample for li gives no examples).

This same sememe is also taken to be expressed by the string

li'an(na). Selection of either bi, rain, or li on the one hand,

and li'an(na) on the other, and the various syntactic consequences

following therefrom, is taken to be constrained commonly by the

value of the 'thematic' sememes assigned to the encoding. (See

the discussion in para. 2.0 of chapter 14 and the references given

there). For instance the string:
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xiv a) waqad tanabbaha daka'uha katlran li*$ktilatiha biha'ula'i

d-duyufi
• •

where Ar (Reason) is expressed by li, presupposes that the lady's

'mixing* with the guests has already been referred to, while:

xiv b) waqad tanabbaha daka'uha li' annaha qadi ktalatat biha'ula'i

d-duyufi
• •

does not.

2.2 The Sememe l(n) R(espect) 0(f)

Evidence for this element is provided by the following

prepositions:

bi (6$, li (12/) (part 3), 'ala (2fi?Q,fI (46/),'an (34/0
As typical instances of the sememe the following may be cited:

xv a) 'annanl najawtu mimma lam yanju minhu l-misrlylna fl

t-tasmlyati

xv b) famina 1- mustaqbUi 'an natahaddata 'an hubbina wabaytina

xv c) wahadihi 1-kutubu tu'addu mina t-tala'i'i lihadihi

d-dirasati^
2.3 The Sememe Purp(ose)

The only statistical evidence available for this element is

provided by the context-based sample of li in part 3 of the

appendix, where a 16/ incidence is detected. (This should be

compared with the 4/ given by the lexicon-based sample in part 2).

As an instance of this function we may cite:

xvi a) wahlna ja'ati 1-bayta 'akira marratin liqada'i 'utlati

l-'Idi ^

(1) a) and-displ: become aware (3ms-incoh-cora): intellect-her:much:
by reason of-mixing-her: with-these: the-guests
"Her intellect became considerably sharpened as a result
of mixing with these guests."

b) First three items as per a): because-lthe: displ: mix (3fs-act-
com): remainder as per a).
"Her intellect was sharpened because she had mixed..."

(2) a) ...that-I: escape (is-act-com): from-what: neg: escape
(3ms-apoc): from-it: the-Egyptians: in regard to: the-

(footnote continued
on p.164)
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When expressing Ar(Purp) li may in certain contexts be

replaced by the particles kay and likay, and also by the prepos¬

ition hatta without change in meaning, as is shown by the setj

xvi b) jalasna linasma'ahu/ kay nasma'ahu/likay nasma'ahu/
(4)

hatta nasma'ahu v/
e

In other oontexts however - as for instance that of xvi a), the

selection of li plus raasdar rather than the other three plus a
00

mansub form or li plus a raansub form, appears to be constrained -

as was the case in respect of Ar (Reason), by the pattern of

thematic sememes assigned to the encoding.

2.4 Especially in the case where DCm (Eff) or DCia (0-S) is

assigned to the encoding there is a tendency to confusion between

the sememes Ar (Reason) and Ar (IRO), as for instance (lha*):

jeer at.

However it does not seem correct to infer from this that

we are in fact dealing with one sememe rather than two, for

there are many contexts in which they are not interchangeable.

Footnotes continued from p.l63t-

(2) (a) continued -
naming! "...that I escaped what (other) Egyptians did not in
regard to the giving of names."

(b) for-froms the-futures that: discuss (Ip-subj): about: love-our:
and-house-our:
"...for part of (discussing) the future was that we should talk
of our love and our home."

(c) and-this(fs): the-books: consider (3fs-pass-incom): of: the-
precursors: in respect of-this (fs): the-studies:
"These books are considered among the earliest studies of
their kind".

(3) and-when: come (3fs-act-com)t the-housei last: time: to-spend holiday:
the-festival:
"When she came to the house for the last time, to spend the
festival holiday..."

(4) Each of these may be parsdd:
sit (ip-act-coa): in order to: hear (is-act-incora)-himi
"•fire sat down to listen to him."

(iO Iuc o"i" Vje^Ves n C^<Tirr\ormric^r\S. I. t4er<5t.\\-j} <i csv^ )^\c e.rve-loi^j
Ike nevsb eu.c uVfcVlvC. <£- ■
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For example It is clear that the latter is not appropriate to

example xiv a), where we have detected an Instance of Ar ( eason).

On the other hand this latter in its turn would not be appropriate

to the representation underlying xva).

Hence we conclude, on the basis of such verbs as (Iha')

that the system as a whole should be regarded as unstable, even

though Ar (Purp) does not appear to participate in this instability*

The sample of verbs olosely associating with the preposition

'an is of particular interest in that 417*' of the examples

considered to instance Ar (IRO) appear to exhibit inclusion of

this sememe within a lexeme. From this we conclude that the

system is dual in nature.

Thus in the light of these considerations and on the basis

of the elements discussed in the foregoing paragraphs we posit

a eystems

Mr - | Reason, IRO, Purp, — ]

3 The System G(ramnatical) Relatione)

3.0 If we were to compile a sample of 'subject-verb' constructions

of various kinds and then in our usual manner attempt to detect

significant incidences of sense patterns, we would very likely

find a significant incidence of an •agentive' relationship. On

the basis of our methodological presuppositions we would then be

obliged to conclude that by the "nominative" case endings and

say the syntaga (verb-subject) is expressed the sememe STlr (Ag)

(See para. 1.3.1).

But this to all appearances would be a counter-intuitive

conclusion in that the possibility of suoh strictly "grammatical"

notions as 'subject' and 'object' seems to depend on an awareness
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that the external logical relationships between say a pair of

participants and some circumstance can often be inferred from

their nature, and need not therefore be encoded and expressed dir¬

ectly.

For instance if we are given the "English" string (kick-

ball-boy) and are told that it is meaningful, then in the

typical instance we can only conclude that we are concerned with

a boy kicking a ball. No other conclusion is possible and no

additional relational markers are necessary to enable y,a to draw

this conclusion.

In other words we suggest that such notions as 'subject'

and 'object' are a device whereby language 'minimalizes redund¬

ant encoding'. But the question then arises, how can we reconcile

this intuitive interpretation of the nature of these grammatical

concepts with the analysis entailed by our methodology ?

First of all our basio assumption that similar methods of

analysis are appropriate both to what are traditionally "lexical"

and "grammatical" items does not entail that content elements of

both types are equally meaningful. That is, certain elements are

taken to be contextually more predictable than others. (See

Lyons 1968 para. 2.4.2).

Now this appears to be particularly true of the various

relational sememes introduced in the previous paragraphs, so

much so that one is tempted to see their role as reinforcing the

information given by other components of the string, rather than

the direct conveying of information.

To the extent that they serve merely to reinforce information

given elsewhere prepositions are redundant, and it is therefore

to be anticipated that there will be certain contexts where one

has the option of dispensing with them entirely, particularly
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when •local* sememes are assigned to more abstract relation¬

ships. (See para. 1.0.2). Fhere this is the case it commonly

happens that say a preposition plus noun is replaced by the noun

alone functioning as the direct object of a verb, (nee in

particular parts 4 and 7 of the appendix).

This evidence we suggest supports our contention that

•subject1, •object*, etcetera are best understood as devices

whereby relationships may be encoded with a minimum of redund¬

ancy.

From the foregoing it appears that we should envisage

gradations of information-content among the various content

elements, where lexemes, 'base substantives' and 'base predicates*

(on which see section 1 of chapter 9) would be taken on average

to be the least predictable. This in turn requires that the

identification of a content element "proper" - rather than an

element such as 'subject*, should be a function both of the

statistical method assumed thus far and also of the information

content of the elements thus identified in relation to the place

in the encoding where they are assigned.

Fence to return to our initial example we argue that the

sememe DTlr (Ag) is not expressed by the nominative oase morphemes

or the various subject-verb syntagma because the probability of

its occurring in the various places where it might be assigned

is high.

This of course begs the question of what probability we would

regard as the cut-of$x>int and in what proportion of instances

we would require such a figure. Fowever since the problem is

peripheral to our main concern in thiB study and is anyway of a

very complex nature it must be left unresolved.
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.0 The Sememes Gr(5u(b)j)ective and Gr(O(b)j)active

Given the foregoing discussion we assxune without further

argument that among the elements of the system Gr are •subject¬

ive* - abbreviated to Gr(Suj)t and 'objective*, abbreviated to

Gr(0j).

These sememes are expressed jointly by morphemes and syntactic

structure. If however a 'non-augmented* - i.e. "unvocaliced",

graphemicisation is assigned the whole of the functional load

is in many cases borne solely by the syntax.

Consider for example the strings:

xvii a) dakala 1-rau'allimu 1- madrasata

xvii b) dakala 1-mu'allimuna 1-raadrasata v '

In xvii a) Gr(ouj) is associate both with the syntagm (v:npl)

and the "nominative" case morpheme u, while Gr(0j) is associate

with the syntagm (v:np2) and the "accusative" case morpheme a.

The respective associations are the same for xvii b) (Note that

the u of mu'allirauna is taken to comprise the case morpheme u

and a morpheme of length assumed to be an associate of a

sememe (Plural).

If however a non-augmented graphemlcisation is assigned to

the 'primary (i.e. morphephonemic ) expansions' of xvii a) and

xvii b) (on this terra see para. 2.4 of chapter 3) we get:

xviii a) dkl xlaUm xlmdrsh

xviii b) dkl xlm'lrawn xlradrsh

where the symbols x and h represent the *alif and taJ raarbuta

respectively.

In xviii a) the case morphemes are absent and both sememes

have only syntactic associated. In xviii b) however the

functional load borne by the syntax is rather less, since the

a) enter (3ma-act-com): the-teacher (man): the-school (fsa)
"The teacher entered the school".

b) as (a): the-teachers(mpn): as (b)
"The teachers entered the school".
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grapheme w Is the realisation of the morphemes u of xvil b).

3.1.1 There is in Arabic a group of clause types introduced by the

particles 'an, 'anna, and 'inna, which broadly correspond to

English subordinate clauses introduced by •that1, and which in

the typical instance provide further specification of some

emotional or mental state, or the content of some message. For

instancei

xix a) wamina 1-aufldi 'an nukarriraha tanwlran lil-'adhani

xix b) fall nadrl 'anna l-'ihtirama 1-ladI nubdlhu 1-yawma...

xix c) qala 'Inna s-saflnata qad wa§alat
Wow there are certain verbs - as for instance (3'lj)i try hard

to where the complement may either have the "accusative" ending,

and as such reflect the assignment of Gr(Oj) to the encoding, or

one of these particles. Thus for instance we might haves

xx a) 'alaja 1-kuruja

xx b) 'alaja 'an yakruja ^
The differing assignment of the forms kuruja and yakruj^ is

initially to be explained by the non-assignment of an aspectual

sememe to the encoding in the former case (see Bection 1 of

chapter 10), and the assignment of •duratlve' aspect in the

latter (see paras. 1.2 and 1.5 of chapter 10). This difference

(1) a) and-fromi the-usefuls that: repeat (Ip-act-incora)-itt
enlightenment} to-the-minds.
"It is useful for us to repeat it by way of enlightenment
to the mind".

b) for-negt know (ip-act-incom): that: the-respectj that: show
(Ip-act-incom)-its the-day
"And we do not realize that the respect we show today..."

c) say (3ms-act-com): that: the-ship; displs arrive(3fs+act-com):
"He said that the ship had arrived".

(2) a) try hard (3ras-act-cora): the-go out
b) as a): that: go out (3ms-act-incom)

Both: "He tried hard to go out".
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is in its turn to be explained most probably on the assumption

that the pattern of assignment of thematic sememes is different

in the two cases.

Much the same also appears to be the case where a verb has

a complement introduced either by a preposition or by one of

these particles, as for instance:

xxi a) saraaha lahu bil-kurEji
( 1 }

xxi b) saeaaha lahu Jan yakrujav

On the basis of such evidence it seems reasonable to conclude

that these particles are merely alternative modes of expressing

Gr(0j) in the context of certain patterns of assignment of

thematic sememes.

3.2.0 The Sememes Ann(exation) and Att(rlbution)

Among the commonest syntagma in Arabic is that instanced by:
(2)

xxii waalru z-zira'ativ '

In such structures the juxtaposing of two (or more) nouns

indicates only that a relationship of some kind exists between

them. The final term in the string has the article and the

"genitive" case morpheme unless it refer to a proper name, when

the article is commonly omitted.

The external logical relationships so expressed are various

(see for example Beeston 1970 p45ff) and are usually predictable

on the basis of the nouns comprising the construction. The

similarity between this device and those of 'subject' and 'object'

(1) a) allow(3ms-act-com)j to-hira: the-gc out
b) as a): as a): that: go out (3as-act-incon)

Both: "He allowed him to leave".

(2) minister (msni): the-agriculture (fsg)
"The minister of agriculture"
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will be obvious, a parallel which leads us to suggest that it

should be analysed in much the same way.

That is, we may conclude that we are here treating of a

sememe, which will be designated Gr( Annexation, assigned as

the encoding of a number of relational features in the

representation, in the case where the probability of such a

relationship obtaining is high.

3.2.1 In nature distinct from the first three but otherwise similar

in certain ways is the sememe Gr(Attribution, which we take to

be expressed in such constructions as:

xxiii) wazlrun jadldun ^
Cnce again the mode of expression is both syntactic - i.e.

through the syntagm (matt), and morphological, through agree¬

ment of the adjective with the head noun in respect of definite-

ness, case, and - albeit with certain complications, number and

gender.

The sememe 0r(Att) differs from the others in that there

is in this case no variety of external logical relations lying

behind its assignment to the encoding; it indicates merely

the attribution of some characteristic to some participant. (See

especially para. 1.2 of chapter 4).

Note that this same sememe is taken to lie behind such

traditionally "adverbial" constructions as:

xxiv) dakala dahikan ^
and also the various forms introducing relative clauses.

(1) rainister(meni): new(asni) "A new minister".
(2) enter (3ms-act-com): laugh(ap-ms-ai) "He entered laughing".
(3) Note that this is a strictly synchronic interpretation and does

not overlook the deictic origin of the morphemes d and t of the
relative pronoun, nor such "substantive" uses as:
l-ladlna yunfiquna 'amwalahum (those: spend(3mp-act-incom):
wealth-them: "Those who srend their wealth..." Cited from
Nright 2.172)
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Since it is difficult to conceive of any circumstance where

these elements could be included in a lexeme it seems clear that

Gr should be seen as an adherent system, and one which is moreover

stable in nature.

Note also that our incorporating these four elements in the

one system is conventional, rather than motivated by consideration®

of paradigmatic contrast.

The system may then be stated thus:

Agr - [Suj, OJ, Ann, Att, |
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Chapter 9

Base and Lexical Systerna of Predicates and Substantives

0 Introductory

0.0 Every segment or sub-segment of an encoding (see para.2.0

of chapter 4) contains an element which, speaking in traditional

terms, can be said to be of a more strictly "lexical" nature.

Typical examples might be the sememes (nsj: weaving) (see para.

1.2 of chapter 2) and Cs(rajul5iaan) (see 2.4 of chapter 4)-

These lexical elements are of two types. On the one hand we

find systems of 'simplex* predicates and substantives whose

members are setaeaes, of which the pair given above are instances.

On the other hand there are the systems of lexemes (see 4»0 and

4.1 of chapter 2) which are 'complex' in that they are in

various ways further analysable into included sememes or lexemes.

Our purpose in this chapter is to investigate the structure

of these systems -albeit in a very preliminary way. This last

remark is necessary since it will be self-evident that a

comprehensive account of the lexical structure of Arabic is

beyond the scope of this study, even assuming that such a descript¬

ion is in any real sense practicable. Therefore in what follows

we confine ourselves merely to suggesting the structure of a

possible description.

0.1 The first point to note about these systems is that they may

be analysed into sub-systems along at least two dimensions.

Firstly there is the dimension which concerns us most immediately

which, again in accordance with traditional usage, might be

termed "grammatical". This would comprise a grouping of

elements on morphological and syntactic criteria; as for instance
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the bringing together of elements expressed in a common measure.

The second dimension is more properly "semantic", and consists in

the grouping together of elements on the basis of various

conceptual fields.

The grammarian will object that the latter is not at all a

proper activity for the grammarian, but such an approach can

certainly be defended on the ground that the structure of

conceptual fields provides some of the clearest evidence for

•internal logic1. Since the content code is taken to reflect

a part of the internal logic of the language (see 4*1 of chapter

2) there seems no reason inprinciple not to include all suoh

distinctions within the one framework.

1 The system D B(ase) s( ubstantlve)

1.0 This system comprises the set of what will be termed

•primitive substantives* (compare Wright 1.191) embracing such

concepts as those expressed by »ab: father, hajar: stone. Sams:

sun, etc. etc.

While the system as a whole must be regarded as unstable,

certain sub-parts - whether analysed along the grammatical or

the semantic dimension, should without question be seen as

stable. The field of kinship terms (see Lyons 1968 2.2.1,p54)

for instance, would seem to be such a one on the semantic dimenrijon.

1.1 One of the differences between natural or external logic and

internal logic is made clear by this system.

Consider for instance the forms *ab:father and rajultaan.

Now whereas it is possible to perform a componential analysis on

these forms there is no evidence to suggest that this analysis

would be congruent with the structuring imposed on these forms

by Arabic itself.
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For example there is no reason to analyse then along the

axis "male vs female" since the morpheme -at, which typically

expresses the latter never occurs with either of these forms, in

contrast say to the pair mu'allim vs mu'allinatt male vs female

teacher, where the morphological contrast is best understood as

the reflex of the contrasting sememes DHa(Male) and 3Ha(Female)

(see section 2 of chapter 7)•

Slightly different are such sememes as (,unm: mother) where,

notwithstanding the fact that in componential terms it incorpor¬

ates the feature "female", the sememe D!!a(Female) is not assigned

(as is shown by the absence of -at) simply because the sememe

can only refer to a female.

How although we have argued above that a form such as

ra.lul;man does not express the sememe "BFTa (Hale), certain

patterns of agreement between verb and subject are encountered

which suggest that some natural logical categories are indeed of

importance in the grammar, despite not being assigned a sememe

in the encoding. Consider for instance the following:

ia) daraba 1- 'a wladu 1-jauala

ib) qala 1 inn^, l-'awlada qad darabu l-jamala

ic) darabati 1-jiirtalu 1-walada

id) qala *inna 1-jiaala qad darabati 1-walada ^

(1) la) Strike(3ms-act-comp):the-boys(nom):the-earael(acc)
"The boys struck the camel"

ib Say:that: the-boys(ace): strike(3mp-act-comp):-he
the-caviel (acc ) ( pp )
"He said that the boys had struck the camel"

ic) Strike (3fe-act-comp): the-canels (noa): the-boy(acc)
"The cartels struck the boy"

id) Say-he:that: the-camels(acc): (pp): strike(3fs-act-comp)
the-boy(acc)
"He said that the camels had struck the boy"
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It will be seen that the verb forms whose subject is »awl5d

differ from those whose subject is jlraal. The rules governing

these patterns may be stated somewhat as follows:-

a) If the subject is a noun denoting or referring to more

than one human animate, and follows the verb, then the third

person singular verb form is used - masouline or feminine accordtag

to the sex of the person, (example ia).

b) If this same subject precedes the verb then the latter has

an appropriate third person plural form, (example ib).

c) If the subject is other than that of a) and follows the verb

then the latter has an appropriate third person singular form.

(example ic).

d) If the subject of c) precedes the verb the form of the verb

is that of c). (example id).

>Tow in the case where some form expresses a configuration

having some member of DTIa a statement of the above rules in

algebraic form presents relatively few problems. However since

in the case of such sememes as ('ab:father) we have decided that

no member of DHa is assigned, rules a) and b) can only be applied

if we group all such sememes together as a distinct sub-system

within DBs.

Thus, taking the sememe (*ab:father) as a paradigm, we have

the following situation. We may envisage on the one hand a

subset of kinship terms including the above and also such

sememes as ('ak: brother) and ('amm: paternal uncle). Let this

sub-system be designated DBsa. Over against this there will be

two further sub-sets, in this case along the grammatical dimension,

namely, one sub-system comprising male human animate concepts -

let this be DBsxa, which will include (*ab:father) and (rajulsman),
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and. the second similarly comprising female human animate concepts.

If we project this structure onto the system of base

substantives in general, we will derive two sets, namely:-

DBsA » ^, a2»...an| of conceptual fields, ands-
DBsX = ^ , Xg,...| of grammatical sub-systems, where

each a and x may or may not itself be a set of further sub-systems.

2 The system D B( ase) p(redicate)

2.0 The structure of this system is analogous to that of DBs in

various respects. First, just as the members of 133 are the

set of primitive substantives so those of BBp comprise the set of

primitive predicates. That is, it comprises elements which are

taken to classify events and states in the perceived real world,

and which resist further analysis into sememes.

Secondly, as before we must envisage a two-dimensional analy¬

sis along semantic and grammatical axes.

2.1 To illustrate this two-dimensionality let us consider the

conceptual fields of colour and physical characteristics. The

majority, if not all, of these sememes are expressed by the

measure >aF'aL when assigned in configuration with DCm (Eff).

In traditional terras this measure is used in "adjectival"

contexts.

Then, several but not all of the colour sememes are expressed

by the I5fth measure when in configuration with DCm(0-E). (See

Appendix D).

Thus we have the following situations along the semantic

dimension there will be a pair of sub-systems corresponding to

the conceptual fields of colour and physical characteristics.

Let these be designated DBpa^ and I'Bpa^ respectively. Over
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against these will be a grammatical sub-system comprising all

those sememes expressed by JaF'aL in the context mentioned. Let

this sub-system, which will include the sememes of HBpa^ and
be denoted DBpx.

The latter will itself comprise at least two sub-systems,

namely, a set DBpxa (possibly stable) of those sememes expressed

by the IXth measure, and the remainder.

Assuming that similar dichotomies may be imposed on the

remainder of BBp it follows that, in outline at least, the

organisation of this system will be similar to that of BBs.

2.2 Implicit in our discussion of both of these systems has been

the assumption there is only one sense associated with any one

form, and that there is necessarily a semantic relationship

between two forms having the same root. Both of these assumpt¬

ions - made for simplicity of exposition, are of course false.

The force of semantic drift (see Ullnar£l962 p193ff) is such

that many forms acquire senses quite distinct from their original

and, become additional primitives. Thus both of these systems

will contain sememes expressed either by a form morphologically

complex, or by a root shared with other items in the same system.

Among the former for instance is the form maerahlyas play,

where the semantic development appeal's to have been:-

flrhs roam freely > masrah: place of sarae>pasture > scene > masrahlya;

Clearly it wluld be ludicrous to suggest that there is any

synchronic link between the senses play and roam freely. As an

instance of the latter type we may cite the verb ,1arra:pull which

has acquired the secondary grammatical sense of put a word into

the genitive.

Bach of these will then be listed separately as I)Ba
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(ma^rahryas play) and DBp (jrr:"gentivize").
3.0.0 The creation of lexemes can be understood as successive

processes of substantivization or predicatisation. Although

in theory there is no limit to the number of times this may

occur — and therefore no 'most complex lexeme', their structure

is in practice constrained by two factors.

Firstly the morphological resources of the language are

limited and complexity of content is, broadly speaking, paralleled

by complexity of expression, which in turn restricts lexeme complexity.

Second, a lexeme of whatever complexity must by definition

be semantical.1.7 transparent to greater or lesser degree. How

it is the case that the greater the complexity of some lexeme,

the more nearly it Inclines to opaqueness and hence, rather than

the formation of exceedingly complex lexemes, we tend instead to

find replenishment of the stock of base elements (as for

instance masrahlya discussed in para. 2.2 above).

Within the rather limited scope of our investigation we

have in fact encountered no lexeme of complexity greater than

the '4th degree' — and very few of these. By 'lexeme of the

nth degree' we intend one which is formed by *n* successive

processes of substantivisation or predicatisation.

3*0.1 In this section we present an overview of the structure of

the lexical systems to which end illustrative examples have been

cited from the appendices. (In view of the fact that these

samples have been compiled on a rather impressionistic basis -

consequent upon the assumption cf ill-definedness, and have not

been tested against the intuition of native speakers, it should

be understood that the following analyses are for the most

part tentative.) After each example is noted first the appendix,
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followed by the particular part in which the example is to be

found. Thus for instance *A7' would indicate a form listed in

part 7 of appendix A.

3.1.0 Lexemes of the first degree

Lexemes of the first degree either derive from base elements

by simple semantic shift — while including the sense of the base

predicate or substantive, or include not the sense of a base

element but merely an element from one of the •augmentive'

systems — that is, a system whose members are 'included* with a

sememe from D3s or I)Bp, or with a lexeme, to give either a lexeme

or, in the latter case, a more complex lexeme. Lexemes of the

former sort will be termed type A and those of the latter type B.

Type B lexemes tend to be expressed by measures which

typically express the same augment in configuration with a base

element, as the examples will make clear.

3.1.1.0 The system La

Lexemes of type A are backed by the configuration /DBb(x)/ asj-

Ls (Sahnsraeal)/.../
h/DBs (Sahns dish)/ ...B10

3.1.1.1 Lexemes of type B fall into the following sub-types:-

Type Baj having a configuration in DSu

Type Bb; " " ** M BAk

Cf type Ba the following are attested so fars-

i) DSu (Inst) as Ls (mitrassbolt) ...B9

ii) DSug (Place) as Ls (manjamimine) ...B7
See also B5

iii) DSu(Veh) as Lb (karraka:dredge) ...B5

Of type Bb only BAk (Occpn) is attested:-

Ls (rShibs monastic) ...B1
See also B4
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3.1.2.0 The Lp system

Type A lexemes are backed by a configuration in EBp, as:-

Lp (10df't stave off).../
h/DBp(Idf•:push away) / ...A14

See also: A10, B1» B3

3*1.2.1 Predicates of type B may be subdivided as follows

Type Ba those backed by a configuration DAk

Type Bb " '» " " " BSlr ^
Of type Ba the following elements are attested:-

i) BAkp(Bir) as Ljj (3nzr: compete) ...A8
See also: A11, A13

ii) PAk (Exten) as Lj> (qahhar: conquering). .B4
Of type Bb only PSlr (warn'a:behind) is thus far attested, as:-

Lp (3wry: concealing) ...A8

3.2.0 Lexemes of the second degree

Prom lexemes of the first degree, or from base elements,

may be formed lexemes of the second degree, commonly by the

attachment of an augment to these former, more rarely by multiple

semantic shift.

Prom each base or first degree substantive say be formed

a second degree substantive and a second degree predicate, and

similarly for a base or first degree predicate.

The second degree substantive element-systems are

Ls(ubetantivized) p(redicate) and Ls(ubstantivized) s(ubstantive).

The second degree predicate systems are Lp(redicatised)

p(redicate) and Lp(redicatised) s(ubstantive).

Possible expansions are then as given in Pig. 1 below.

Bp
Lp

Bs
Ls

—lLaPl

Pig. 1

(1) On DSlr see / of chapter 8 .
section I
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3.2.1.0 The lap system

The configurations attested for this lexeme comprise

either two terms (Type A) or three (Type B). Each lexeme of

type A has an augment in DSu. of which the following are so far

attested:-

i) DSu (Inst) as Isp (mi£qab: drill) ...B9

See alsos 32, B5» B11

ii) DSug (Place) as Lsp (fawwSra: fountain)...35

See alsoi B7. B8, B12

iii) DSu (indiv) as Lsp (.jumna*: aggregate)...36

See also : B2, B4-7

iv) DSuh(Loc) as Lsp (mabha£: field of invest¬
igation) ...B7

See also: B8

v) DSu (Veh) as Lsp (gawwasa: submarine)..B5

3.2.1.1 Each type B lexeme comprises as part of its configuration

the element DSu (indiv). On the basis of second augment types

we may make the following sub-divisions:-

Type Ba configurations having augment in DAk

Type Bb " " " " DCm

Of type Ba the following are attested:-

i) DAk (hxten) as Lsp (zafSfs ostrich) ...B3

See also: B2, 34-6, B11

ii) DAk(Occpn) as Lsp (qawwam: manager) ...B4

See also: 32, B4, 35, B11

Of type Bb the following are attested:-

i) DCm (Eff) as Lsp (rakSb:mount) ...B3

See also: B2, B10, B13

ii) DCin^ 3»3 Lb|) ^ rssul sni6SBGii^6r) •••33
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iii) DCmp (Causn) as Lsn( fazzS* a: one who
inspires fear) ...A7

See alsos B11

iv) DCm(Pyn) as Lap (dSairj propeller)••.B1

See also: 32, 311

2.0 The Ipp system

The configurations attested for this type are all of two

terms. These may be broadly sub-divided as follows;-

Type At configurations with an augment in BAk

Type Bs " " " DCa

Type C» " « >» h from the relational
network.

Type C comprises the sub-types;

Ca: configurations with an augment in DSlr

Cbs " " " " " DDlr

Ccs " " " " " BTlr

Cd. » » <« « » Mr

2.1 Of type A the following elements are attesteds-

i) IiAkq( 'tecip) as Lpp (6jldsfight w/-swords)

h/Lp (3jlds fighting)//...//«
DAkq (Pecip)/ ...A11

ii) I)Ak( Exten) as;-

rakftd;swift)/.• ./
)Bp (rkd; racing) ~ I)Ak (Txten)/ ...B3

iii) DAkp (Dir) a3j-

' "*■"* ivoidance)/.../
flight) ~ DAkp (Dir)/

See also; B4» B10

iv) DAk(Itn) as;-

'"ollowing at regular intervals)
distance) *• DAk (Itn)/ ...A11

as;-

SU3 *"•

• • •
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v) DAkq( 3efl) as:-

I,pp(6ctry: taking refuge)/.../ ...A11
h/fiBp (dry: scattering) * Mkq(llefl)/

Dee alsoj A13

vi) DAk(Decl) as:-

Lpp(2kt*i declare guilty)/.#./ ...A?
h/DBp(kt*: guilt) « DAk( Peel)/

vii) BAkp( Geek) ass-

Lpp(3h,1,1: disputing)/.../ ...AS
h/IBp (hj.j: confuting) * Mkp (Seek)/

3.2.2.2 Of type B the following tire at tested

i) BCiap (Causa) ass-

Lvvi 10byy: letting live)/.../ ...A14
h/DBp(hyy: live) ~ BCa£(Causn)/

See also: A7» A9» B11, B12

ii) DCtn( Ttyn) as:-

Lgn (nshi advising sincerely)/.../ ...B13
h/BBp(nsh: sincerity) « DCmo( pyn)/

iii) BCatEff) as:-

LpwCS'mdi depending)/,,*/ ...A13
h/K3p (*md: support ing) ~ BCa(Bff) /

3.2.2.3.0 Of type Ca are attested:-

i) 1)31 r(Upon) as:- VaxiIhbb-*ala: rebel against)/.../
h/I)Bp( Ihbb: move « JSlr(Upon)/

* ...C5

ii) I?Slr(In) as:- Lpp(Iwq*-fi: divide into)/.../
"h/DBp(Iwq'i fall) ~ BSJLr (In)/

...C6

iii) DSlr (At) as:-

Lpp(Ihss-bi: smile at)/.../
h/j)3p(Xhss: cheerfulness) « BSlrCAt)/ ...C1

3*2.2.3.1 Of type Cb are attested:-

i) BDlr(From) as:-
Lpp(lOnkf-mlm scorn)/.../
h/J?.3p (10rikf: proudness) ~ TI)lr(Brora)/. . .04
see also: 07

ii) BDlr(To) as:-
Lpp{Inzr-li: take care of)/.../
h/HBpC'lnzr: look) ~ SDlrlTo)/ ...02
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3.2.2.3.2 Of type Cc is attested:-

i) DTlr (Inst) ass-

Lpp (8hdyebi: take as a model)/...)
h/DBp (8hdy: guide rightly) DTlr (Inst)/ ...C1

3.2.2.3.3 Of type Cd is attested:-

i) Mr (I-H-O) as:

Lpp (ijbrv-'an: be too cowardly for)/.../
h/DBp (I.jbn; cowardliness) ^ Mr (i-E-O) / ...07

3.2.3.0 The Lsa system

The configurations attested for this type comprise either

two terms (Type A) or three (Type B).

3.2.3.1 Of type A the following elements are attested:-

i) Doug (Place) ass-

has(matban: strawstack)/.../
h/DBs(tibnt straw) « DSug (Place)/ ...B7

See also: B12

ii) DSu (Inst) asj-

Lss (mi ' bar: needlecase)/.../
h/DBs (*ibra: needle) DSu (Inst)/ ...B9

iii) DSu (Yeh) as:-

Lss (b&kira:steamboat)//
h/DBe (bukkar: steam) DSu(Yeh)/ ...B2

iv) DSu (indiv) as:-

Lsb(aS'ida: tributary)/.../
h/SBs (sa'id: forearm) ** DSu (indiv)/ ...B2

3.2.3.2 All type B configurations have as one of their augments

DSu (Indiv). The second augment is drawn from DAk. of which the

following are attested:-

i) DAk (Exten) as:-

Lss(talla.ja: iceberg)/.../
h/DBs (talj: bxiov/ice) DAk (Ibcten) " DSu( Indiv) /.. .B5
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ii) Mk(Occpn) ass-

Lss ( qawwSa: boy/maker) /... /
"Ti7dBs(Qawsi bow) ^ BAk((jccpn) DSu(Indiv)/ ...B4

3.2.4.0 The Lps system

The configurations attested for this type comprise either

one term (Type A) or two (Type B).

3.2.4.1 Of type A we may instance 2-

Lpa (darnu ♦: watering) /... /
h/EBs (dam't tears)/ ...B3

See also: A7» A14» B12

3.2.4.2 Of type B the following elements are attested:-

i) PAkq(Recip) as:-

Lps (6*kwt fraternise)/.../
h/EBs (>ak: brother) « EAkq(Becip)f ...A11

ii) Mk (Fvin) as2-

Lps(6bdw: pose as a bedu)/.../
h/EBs(badu) DAk(Evln)/ ...A11

iii) EAkp(Dir) as:-

Lps (3wjh: facing)/.../
h/D3s(wa.jh: face) r. DAkp(Eir)/ ...A8

iv) BAkq(TRefl) as:-

Lps (TOdbr: turning the baok)/ . ./
h/DBs (dubr: back) n DAkq (Refl)/ ...A14

Lexemes of the third degree

3.3.0 From each lexeme of the second degree may be formed

substantives and predicates of the third degree. The possible

range of third degree lexeme types is shown in fig. 2, with

which fig. 1 should be compared.

|Lpp|
Fig. 2
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3.3.1 The Lpsp system

The configurations attested for this lexeme are of one terra

only, as for inatance:-

Lpsp (3haw: giving a present)/.../
h/Lsp (hadlyas gift)//...// / ...A8

See also: A7, A10. A14

3.3.2.0 The Issp system

The configurations attested for this lexeme comprise either

two terns (Type A)or three (Type B).

3.3.2.1 Of type A we may instance:-

LsspCmidfa*!: artilleryman)/.../ ...
h/Lap (midfa'i gun)//...// « DSu (Indlv)/

3.3.2.2 Of type B we may instance:-

Lsa^waSSai seller of embroidered fabrics)/.../ .. ...B4
h/lsp(wa6y; embroidered fabric)//...//*

BAk (Cccpn) « DSu (Indiv)/

3.3.3 The Lppp system

Only one instance of this lexeme is so far attested,nar.ely:-

Lppp(musarrad:neglect)/.../
h/Lpp(28rd; driving away)//...// /
h//I>Bp (Srd: fleeing) « DCmp (Cansn) // ...B12

3.3.4 The Lapp system

The two examples attested for this lexeme have identical

configuration types, as instanced by:-

Lspp(naslha:sincere advice)/.../ ...B13
h/l,pp(nah; advising sincerely) « DCm( hff) " BSu (Indiv)/

See also: B12

From the example given it will be apparent that a further

possible configuration set might be:-

Lspp(x)/.../
h/Lpp(x) a DSu (x)/

where BSu would have (say) the values (Inst) or (Place).
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3.3.5 The Ipss and Lses systems

Although no instances of either of these lexemes have thus

far been attested, the type is not excluded, even if rather

improbable.

Consider for example a lexeme Lss expressed on raaP'aL or

mi "P'aL (see parts 7 and 9 of Appendix B). From maP'aL we

might find a verb ta'TaP•al^ ^which would express the configur¬

ation set:-

Lpss (2raf«l)/.../
h/lsa (maF'aL)//.••// /
h/7Fs(x) * T>Su (Place)//

Prom mi. ~P*aL we might form a substantive miP'aLr having the

configuration set:-

Isbb (miF'all)/.../ + DTTa(v'ale)
"h7Tss(taiF'aL)//...// ~ DSu (indiv)/ , *

h/PBs (x) BSu (Inst) f] KC)

3.3*6 The Ipps system

In each attested instance this lexeme is backed only by a

one terra configuration, ass¬

igns (2snf: composing)/.../
h/lps(2snf; classifying)//...// /
h/DBs (sinf:sort)// ...B11

See also: A10, B12

3.3.7*0 The Lsps system

The configurations attested for this lexeme comprise either

two terms (Type A) or three (Type B). These latter may be sub¬

divided as follows:-

Ba: configurations having an augment in DCm

Bb: " " " " " Mk
3.3.7.1

Type A configurations have an augment in DSu of which the follow¬

ing are attested:-

(1)Compare the not entirely unrelated tamadhab: adhere to a

religion — an example in fact of Lpsp.
(2)Coiapare raidfa'I in 3.3*2.1 above.
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i) DSu(lnst) asi-

Laps( talla.ia;fridge)/.../ ...B5
h/Lps (2tl.j); freezing)//...// -> DSu (Inst)/
i//DBa (taljsice/snow)//

See also: B9

ii) DSug (Place) as:-

Lspa (muSattan: winter residence)/.../
h/Lps (2Stw: passing the winter)//...//-4

DSug (Place)/
h//DBs (Slta>; winter)// ...B12

3.3.7.2 Of configuration type Ba we may instance

Laps(sahur: meal before daybreak)/.../
h/lp8 (5shr: eating before daybreak)//...//"4

*'
DCm( Fff) « BBu( Ind iv) /, 1

h//JBs (sahaxj early morning)//... ' ...B3

Of type Bb is attesteds-

Lsps (musawwir: creator)/.../ ...B11
h/Lps (2swr: fashion)//...//^ T>Ak (0ccpn)r4

DSu(Indiv)/
)i//tSBe (sura: form)//

4 Lexemes of the fouxbh degree

3*4*0 From lexemes of the third degree may be formed substant¬

ives and predicates of the fourth degree. The 3et of possible

expansions is as a own in the diagram below, which should be

compared with figs. 1 and 2. (For Fig. 3 please see p.190)

(1) A doubtful example since it is possible that tasahhar is
derived from jsahur rather than aahar. *
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Pig. 3

Lpsp

| Lssp

LPPP

'BPP

Lpss

d

a
d
d

LPPBPl

Lapsp[
pssp|

88Sp|

Lppppl

Lsppp!

Lpapp|

Tssppl

T,ppas[

Lsss

! LPPP

Lspsaj

—I Lpssal

—I Lssssl

—Jhpppsl

—|L3ppsl

|Lsps[- q
I.papo|

Lnspsj

Although many if not all of these types say occur in theory,

only two have been attested so far — namely, hppps and hspps.

3.4.1 The Lppps system

Only one instance of this type is so far attesteds-

Lopps (mugawwar: illustrated)/... /
h/Lpps(2gwr; representing)//...//° DGm(Kff)/
h/lps (2swr: fashioning)///...///
h//71s (sura: form)///

...B12

3.4.2.0,The Lapps system

The configurations attested for this lexeme comprise either

one terra {Type A) or two (Type B). These latter raay be sub¬

divided as follows:-
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Ba: configurations having an augment in DAk

Bb: " « n t» « pea

3*4*2.1 Of type A we may instancet-

Lspps (musawwar: photographer's studio)/.../
h/Lpps (2swr: representing)//...//'*

BSug (Place)/ / ...312

3*4*2.2 Of type Ba we may instance:-

I,spps(mu§annif: author) /... / .. .311
h/Lpps (2snfs composing)//...//DAk(Occpn)<o

BSu (indivJT"
h/AjPa (2snfs classifying^//.../// //
h///OBs (sinf:sort)///
Of type Bb is attesteds-

Ispps(nusannaf: literary work)/.../ ...311
h/Lpps (2snf: composing)//...// * DCm (Eff)->

BSu (IndiTf/

3.5 Little need be said of the structure of these systems. The

only point to note is that, in addition to the two dimens¬

ions of analysis envisaged for the Base systems, we will here

have a third which will reflect the different types of configur¬

ation giving some particular set of lexemes.
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Chapter 10

Verbal systems of the Adherent component

0 Introductory

0.0 Within the context of the present study an examination of the

system of Aspect and systems related thereto presents considerable

difficulties, in that the variety of second degree verbal measures

(with which we are here mainly concerned), and the variety of

syntactic structures into which they enter, are such as to merit

a separate study in themselves.

While not wishing to minimise the difficulties attendant on a

satisfactory description of the verbal system this inherent complex¬

ity has in the case of Arabic - and similarly in respect of other

Semitic languages, been compounded by a certain inadequacy of

treatment, both among Eastern and Western grammarians, older and

more modem.

These inadequacies fall broadly into three typesj

First, there is the failure in the Pastern tradition to recog¬

nize that the primary basis for contrast in the Arabic system is

aspectual rather than temporal. (See for instance Howell, paras.

403 and 404» Wright, 1. 77Hem a).

Second, the failure of the Western tradition - while indeed

tending to recognize the non-temporal basis of the system, to

abandon more completely the categories of "classical" grammatical

theory. We would in particular draw attention to their treatment

of the so-called "jussive" measures, and their neglect of the

crucial question of the aorpho-syntax of "stative" verbs.

Thirdly, the failure of the more modern grammars of the liter¬

ary language to point out certain differences in contemporary usage
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when contracted say with those of the Qur'an. (See for instance

the relevant sections of Cowan, Nahmad-Haywood, TTECAS.)

Two simple examples should suffice to demonstrate this last point:

Common in the Qur'an is the use of a raadl measure to express a

state in a context such that the English present tense is required in

translation. For instance

i) ma 'alimtu lakum min ' ilahin gayrl ^'
This use is much diminished in modern texts.

Also common in classical texts but rare in more modern is

the use of an apocopate: majzum verb form in positive conditional

clauses, although there is evidence for its use in such clauses

with a more strictly future significance. (See Beeston op.cit.

p105 and MECAS Ch.XXIV).

0.1 Western grammarians are in fair measure agreed that, whatever

modifications may have appeared subsequently in the various

languages, there has been at least one stage in Semitic when the

primary contrast has been between completed event or state and

incomplete. (See for instance IToscati 1969, paras. 16.28-32 and

bibliography, Gray 1934* paras. 358-65) and for Arabic in partic¬

ular Fleis£i 1957, p170ff).
An internal logic of this nature seems on first sight rather

similar to that found in the Slavonic languages. Further

examination, however, suggests that the differences between the
(2)

two systems are more important than their similarities.N

Characteristic of the Russian system is that "stative" verbs

do not occur save in configuration with "iraperfective" aspect.

(1) neg: know(Is-act-comp): for-you(rap): of:god(sg):other than-me
I know of no god for you other than myself. (Qur'an 2839)

(2) For a contrastive account see Kurylowicz 1973
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For the Semitist this is of interest in two respects!

First, in certain Semitic languages - as for instance Biblical

Hebrew, and to a lesser extent CA (for the abbreviations CA and

SA see para. 0.0 of chapter 5), stative verbs incline to configur¬

ation with the "perfective" or "complete" aspect to the exclusion

of "incomplete". This is instanced by example i) above and by

the Biblical Hebrews-

ii) wayyoraer yhwh 'el-qain 'e hebel 'ahlka wayyoraer lo yada'tl

haSomer 'ahl 'anokl ^
However in SA many stative verbs occur both in mad! and raudari'

measures, whioh suggests that, whatever the internal logic of the

SA system may be it is other than that of Russian and, perhaps,

(since we have not gone into the question in any detail) different

from that of CA.

Moreover if stative verbs may occur in either measure - when

not having the sense of "entering into a state", then it would

seem that a contrast "complete vs incomplete", if understood as

analogous to the Russian system, cannot constitute an entirely

adequate theory of the internal logio of the verbal system of SA.

1 The system As(pect)

1.0.0 An interesting exception to the customary claim that the

verbal system of Arabic (and Semitic) is founded on the contrast

"complete vs incomplete" is Beeston 1970 who notes that(p76)

"the semantic contrast between suffix and prefix set (of the verb)...

depends on whether the predicate is envisaged dynamically as

depicting a change from one situation to another, or statically

as depicting a single, ideally 'frozen' situation."

(1) and-said(3ms-incorap): the Lords to-Cainswhere:Abelsbrother-
you: and-said->he:neg:know(ls)comp)lint-keepers brother-me: I
The Lord said to Cain "Where is Abel your brother". He answered
"I know not, am I my brother's keeper ?" (Gen. 4 )
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As an instance of this duality contrast the two forms

•araftu in the following examplesj

iiia) waqad yastagribu qawlT 'arml •araftu biwasitati 1-katibi
l-*injil"lzlyi sayyida l-'arabi 1-'akbara
re\o-i«C U.b>-Yk ©o/ci"- C\n <- kcvtto,

iiib) wa--a*riahu fI daMka '-anna jama'atan -miaaan' araftu fi
ylna (1)

In the first of these the form might be rendered into English by
%

"Igot to know" (dynamic), and in the latter simply by "I knew"

(static).

1.0.1 However it will be noted that the verbs cited by Beeston

in support of his analysis aire either atative (i.e. (9har)»

be red and (I*lm)sknow). or verbs which may be seen as depicting

an ongoing process (i.e. (Irkb)s ride. (4qwm): reside, and (Ihkm)s

govern). Moreover the verb (I'rf) of examples (iii) is also

stative.

If however we sat up a similar contrast using a verb which

is neither stative nor indicates a process, a somewhat different

pattern results, as for instances

iva)...fagarasa 1-fallahu l-'a&jara ...

ivb)...fa'a^qa.'!-'afijara 1-latT garasaha 1-fallahu..

As with examples (iii) we have the sane verb garasa occurring

both in a main clause and a relative clause. In (iva) we would

translate "the farmer pianted..."(dynamic), but the latter (from

the context in which it occurs) requires "...which the farmer had

planted."

(1) a) and-raay: be strange(3aa-act-incora):saying-ays that-Isknow
(is-com):through-mediums the-writers the-English:1ord s the
Arabs s the-great "My saying that I got to know the great
lord of the Arabs through the medium of the English
writer may seem strange"

of-thoses know (Is-oora)s ins
disturbed him in that raspeot was-that a group of those—
_*ho-*sgs-4» ^position were Goman." ^ , not . Urrj (W~V-co™)

(2) Footnote continued on p.196 s fcmoc-o C 3> vr^p) -c%cV 'Cfi7Yv^) - rnc,
U-Y-\\ IL JOYTXL <X IjpSSc. Cjko b-ntw '"t
Uv\ "

ivpe. ^
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Thus, while there is a sense in which one might regard the

Englisi?fplu%>erfect as indicating a "static" aspect as well as paat-

in-past this would not seem to he the •unmarked* interpretation

(see for instance Leech 1971 pp42,43). Rather one would he

inclined to interpret hoth events as "dynamic", with the latter

merely sited in the more remote past.

1.0.2 The question then arises, is it better to envisage - with

Beeaton, a pair of aspeotual contrasts "dynamic" and "static" or,

given that there seems, on the basis of example (iv) and many

others, to he some blending of the two notions, and given that

hoth are expressed in a unitary expression mode, would it he more

satisfactory to envisage hut one aspectual concept admitting of

varying interpretation according to context ?

1.1.0 A note on Semitic verbal dlachrony

Some light may he shed on the problem posed in para.1.0.2

by considering the question of what diachronic processes could

have given rise to this duality.

A number of Semitists are of the opinion that common Semitic

possessed a prefix conjugation of the measure yaF'uL, having

a "preterite" or "completive" sense, and a suffix conjugation

on the measure Fa'iL having a "stative" or "peraansive" sense

(see T'osoati 1969* para. 16.31). The question of what if any

conjugations accompanied these may he ignored for present purposes.

Footnote (2) continued from previous page 195 s
a) then-plant( 3ni8-act-coni) ithe-farmer:the-trees "Then the

farmer planted the trees",
h) then-water( 3fs-act-coo)+shes the-trees:which:plant( 3ras-act-coni):

the-farmer "...and then they(the olouds) watered the trees
which the farmer had planted."
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Scholars who are of this opinion then assume that in some

Semitic dialects - including Arabic and Hebrew, the suffixed

measure later spread and ii^rarying degrees came to supplant yaP'uL.
.1 In distinction to Arabic and Hebrew, Akkadian retains both of

these putative common Semitic measures with something1 like their

"original" function, and certain of the syntactic structures into

which forms on these measures enter provide interesting evidence

as to how the changes in Hebrew and Arabic might have occurred.

(See particularly Rowton, 1962).

Consider for instances

v) eqel bit abiya 8a iStu uml madutim sabtanu FN. ••
ibqurannima

( field:house»fatheivmy:which:since:days smany :hold( Ip-pena):
PN:claim(3ms-pret)-me. "The field of my family's house,
which we have held for a long time, PN has claimed
from ae")

Note first of all that the "permansive" verb sabtanu which occurs

in a relative clause, and which is essentially tireless, tends to

require translation into English through the perfect tense. The

same is frequently true of Arabic nidi forms in relative clauses,

as for instance:

vi) ...l-ladlna 1ajazati a-zira'atu 'am ^fstikdamlhim ^
On Beeston's analysis this latter verb would be said to express

"static" aspect.

How the form ibqur - which is also translated by the perfect

tense, can, within Beeston's framework, be regarded as expressing

"dynamic" aspect, and such seems commonly to be the case with

who(rap): unable(3fs-act-com): the-agriculture:in regard to:
employing-them "...whoa agriculture has been unable to employ"
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verbs on this measure. Let us then hypothesise that this, rather

than the expression of "completion", was the primary function of

the common Semitic ya?,uL, and that the diachronic process in

Arabic consisted of the spread of raadl forms - perhaps from

subordinate clauses since the •static" interpretation seems more

common there, especially in relative clauses, supplanting for the

most part the earlier yaF*uL. (Gee parts 1 and 2 of Appendix E).

For such a process to occur it would seem to be a necessary

precondition that the hitherto distinct aspectual contrasts

"dynamic" and "static" should become unstable and be replaced by

some concept more or less embracing the two. If this is so

then there is a strong likelihood that on a synchronic basis we

Bhould regard "dynamic" and "static" in the madl measures as

variant interpretations and not distinct internal logical concepts.

1*2.0 The Apocopate verbal measures

Semitists who take the position stated in para. 1.1.0 tend

to regard certain of the apocopate verb measures as remnants of

the common Semitic yaF'uL etcetera. This is commonly held to

be true of measures occurring with the negative particle lam,

and those - more particularly in Classical Arabic, appearing in

hypothetical constructions introduced by the particle law, as for

instance:

viia) lam yajlisi s-Sayku fl 1-gurfati
1
<n

viib) 1war yajlisi M-Sayku fl l-gurfqti...

The same measures also occur in "jxissive" and negative imperative

clauses, as:

vile) liyajlisi s-sayku...

viid) IS tajlisi fl 1-gurfati
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However it is usually denied that there is a diachronic link

between the verbs in the first pair and those of the second, on

the ground that (to quote Driver) "...it is inconceivable that a

preterite and a jussive form...can have a common origin or indeed

be in any way connected with one another...since the description

of a part event differs in kind toto caelo from a command which in

its very essence relates to future time". (1936, pp19»20).

But if for "preterite" or "completion" we substitute the

notion "change from one state to another" (Beeston) a quite

different picture emerges since the "jussive" and "imperative"

functions are by no means incompatible with the latter concept.

Thus:

(a) The old man not (cause a change of state in regard to Bitting)

b) If the old man had (cause a change of state in regard to
sitting)

c) Let the old man (cause a change of state in regard to sitting)

d) Do not (cause a change of state in regard to sitting)

1.2.1 From the foregoing two inferences may be drawn. First, we

argue that the examples (vii) support our hy .othesis that the common

Semitic measures yaF'uL and Fa'iL served to express a contrast

along the dimension "dynamic vs static", and hence supports our

argument for a unitary concept behind the madI measures.

Secondly we may infer - albeit rather tentatively, that this

"dynamic" element is eynchronically relevant for the apocopate

measures. This claim must be made with reservation since it is

clearly possible to argue that the notion "jussive" say is

synchronically a concept of internal rather than external logic.

1.3*0 A part structure for the system

On the basis of the discussion thus far we will make the
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following assumptions about the system As. First we assume that

the madl measures express only one concept embracing both dynamic

and static facets. The differences between classical and later

usage mentioned in para. 0.0 suggest that the range of this

concept has become somewhat narrower. (Beeston, on the basis of

his examples of qad 'alimna in 1970, p78, would presumably not

agree - see his example (iil). Our samples, although limited in

depth, produced no examples of stative verbs functioning thus,

with the exception of those noted below).

Let us then on the analogy of the Bussian system term the

sememe of classical Arabic 'Perfective1, and, to differentiate,

that of SA 'Completive*. Note that certain verbs, as for

instance lays: negative and *asa: perhaps, are taken to express

trie former element, which entails that all three elements form

part of our synchronic system. These verbs are exceptional in

having no mudari' form.

Since the term 'dynamic' has already been used fdjr a

sememe offeCm. the change of state taken to be expressed by the

apocopate forms will be termed 'Translative'.

Since As(Trans)lative is taken not to stand in paradigmatic

contrast with As(Comp)letive and As(Perf)ective - assignment of the

former being conditional upon the assignment of other elements,

it is assumed that we are here dealing with a system of type

1b (see para. 2.1.1 of chapter 5)» and the system tfcus far will
(11

therefore have the structure: v '

8

Translative

Completive

(1) Please see p201 for footnote
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1.3.1 From the foregoing discussion it should be apparent why verbs on

the measure Fa*iL listed in Wehr as having the sense "be or beoome

x" are analysed as expressing SCmq(Fff ) rather than DCm( 0-E) or

both. The "be" and "become" are taken to reflect the two

interpretations of Ash(Coap).

1.4 The sememe As(Sur)ative

The verbs of examples (iv) should be compared with:
(2)

(viii) wayagrusu 1-fallahu 1-aSjara fl loilli sanatin v '
Whereas in the former case we are concerned with an event which

is complete, in the latter the event is iterated.

If on the other hand the verbs of examples (iii) are

compared with:

(ix) 'a'rifu *an 'amanati hada £-sa*bi ma qara>tuhu fl
1-kutubi (3)

we find that the contrast is between completion and the existence

of a state.

Given that in both (viii) and (ix) we have a verb on a

mutjari measure expressing differing modes of duration we might

conclude that once again we are dealing with a unitary concept

interpreted variously - although this time perhaps more according

(1) Footnote from p.200 previous:

Note that it might be preferable to regard verbs such as
lays as caressing the common Semitic "stative" aspect, in
which case the system would be presumed to have the structure:

Stative

®*Translat .ve

S
Completive

h—"
where the verbs would be taken to be incompatible with
A8i(Trans) concerned.

(2) and-plant(3ms-act-incom):the-farmer:the-trees:in:every:year
"The farmer plants the trees every year"

(3) know(ls-act-incoffi):in regard to: trustworthiness:this:people:
what: read(ls-act-com):in:the-books "I know, of the trustworth¬
iness of these people, what I have read in books"
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to the value of the particular circumstance expressed.

Let us then posit as the fourth member of the system the

element As(Dur)ative. Since this sememe is taken to stand in

paradigmatic contrast with each of the first three the system will

now have the structures

i— Perfective

The sememe As(Pro#)ressive

The pair of exampless

xa) wabayna kana sakiran lis-§ayki...

xb) wafl kulli yawmin kana yaskuru li§-Sayki ^ ^
are congruant in that each has the form kana which we take to

indicate an event occurring in past time (see para.2.2.0).

Against this we have the form Bakiran contrasting with ya&kuru

where the latter is isomorphic with yagrusu of (viii). This last

being taken to express Als(Dur), from the context of xb) we may

assume that yaskuru functions similarly.

The context of xa) differs from that of xb) in that the

former relates to an event actually in progress, as against the

iteration of the latter, which allows U3 to conclude that the

contrast "Sakiran vs yaBkuru" corresponds to a semantic contrast

"progressive vs durative", and therefore that As(Prog)ressive is

a fifth member of the system.

(1) and-while:be(3ms-act-com)ithank(ap-ms)sto-the-old man:
(a) "Whilehe.was thanking the old man"
(b) and-in:everyiday:be(3ms-act-com):thank(Is-act-incom):

to-the-old man: "Every dayiie would thank the old man."
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It is well known that stative verbs in English may not occur

in configuration with the progressive aspect. That is, the

syntagms "I am knowing" or "I am believing" etc. are not accept¬

able. This restriction seems to be founded on the external logical

principle that a state is of its essence "in progress" and hence,

a further sememe indicating precisely this can only be redundant.

Therefore, while it does not necessarily follow that internal

logic will be in conformity with external, we might anticipate

that, if we are correct in identifying a sememe 'progressive*, it

will not occur with stative predicates.

This prediction appears to be fulfilled, in that the "active

participle" and mudari'measures (of which feakiran and ya&kuru are

instances) are to some extent interchangeable when the predicate

is a true state, as for instances-

xi a) 'innaka'alimun 'an satanama...
( 1 ^

xi b) 'innaka ta'lamu'an satanama v 1

Note that the raasdar, when expressing a 'circumstance' (i.e.

when not expressing DSu (indiv) - see 1.5 of chapter 7) is taken

to be the case of non-assignment of aspect, as for instance the

form 'Imini ins

xii) ta'ajjabtu min'lmani hada 1-jTli bihurrTyati
r-ra'yi ^

1*6.0 Adjectives

Characteristic of stative verbs when an "active participle"

is employed to express As(Dur) is that their syntax is identical

with that of "adjectives" when occurring in a "predicative" rather

(1) (a) nf-you: know(ap-ras): that: fut-sleep(2ms-act-incom)
(b) " know(2ms-act-incom): (as above):
Both: "You know that you will sleep"

(2) surprise(Is-incoah-com)sat: belief(mas): (remainder as per
iiib) "I was surprised at that generation's belief in freedom
of opinion".
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than an "attributive" construction. Compare for instance

xlii a) kSEna r-rajulu jahilan

xiii b) kSna r-rajulu za^lana

Furthermore, examination of the lexicon shows that certain stative

verbs will have a form of the "participial" measure FS'iL which is

synonymous with a further form on the measure Fa'lL. For example

•Slim vs •allm: knowing nSsih vs naslht sincere

Of this latter measure several remarks may be made. First, there

are certain verbs whose "passive participle" on the measure maF'uL

is in some contexts interchangeable with a form on Fa'lL.

Among these ares-

maqtvil vs qatlls killed maznun vs zanln:suspect( ed)

From a diachrcnic point of view this latter usage is unremarkable

since the measure Fa ^IL is regular for the passive participle

on the first measure in Aramaic. (See Moscati 19^9 paras. 16.68/9

and Rosenthal 1961 para.40).

Thirdly, Fa'lL is a common - if not the most common measure

for adjectives in Arabic.

The burden of this argument is then to suggest that, since

the correspondences between participial forms of stative verbs

and adjectives are so striking, and since the former tend to be

interchangeable in predicative contexts with their raudari' counter¬

parts (as per examples xi), there seems no reason in such contexts

to analyse adjectives as other than stative verbs expressing a

particular type of configuration.

(1) a) be( 3ms-act-cora) sthe-raan: ignorant(ap-ras)
"The man was ignorant"

b) be(3ms-act-com): the-nans angry
"The man was angry"
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Hence both jahilan of xiii a) (by analogy with 'aliiaun of

xi a), and hence za'lana of xiii b) are taken to express As(Dur).^
1.6.1 This analysis does however appear to entail that an adjective

when functioning attributively must also express this sememe,

which intuitively as least does not seem at all satisfactory.

One solution to the problem may be had by appeal to the

dictum "meaningfulness implies choice" (See Lyons 1968 9«3»3)» That

is, the assignment of Aa(Dur) in such contexts must presuppose the

possible assignment of some other sememe in As. But since such

assignment does not seem admissible we must conclude that no

member of As is present in encodings of this type.

The difficulty with this argument is that it entails in

such contorts a configurations I)Bpx(y) + DCroq(Eff), where DBpx(y)

is some state, which configuration is also taken to underlie the

masdar on the measure Fa'aL, as for instance za'al:annoyance

(see xiii b) and compare taz'Il; causing annoyance).

Of course it is not in principle difficult to arrange the

rule schema so as to select each form in the appropriate environ¬

ment, but one is still left with the suspicion that something has

been overlooked. Thus the analysis proposed above must remain

rather tentative.

1*7 The structure of the system

Since the sememe As( Prog) is taken to have the possibility

of contrast with each of Asg(Trans) Ash(Comp) and Asi(Perf) it

will form part of all three sub-systems.

(1) Compare also such forms as aunbat'ihj level and rau&ayyin:
dishonourable.
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In addition we assume first that the system is adherent,

since none of its elements appears to have the capacity for

inolusion in a lexeme and second, that it is stable.

Hence the sub-systems may be stated thusj

Msg «* ( Trans, [bur, Prog]] Msi - { Perf, [bur, Progj }
Msh » [ Comp [bur, Prog] }

2 ?fodificatlon of Aspect

2.0.0 There is in Arabic a series of morphemes which indicate

the temporal relationships between two or more clauses. For

instance in the example»-

xiv) waqaftu marratan bibabi maktabatin...fa' akadat
•aynl kutayyiban ^

the morpheme fa of fa'akadat indicates that the event of the

second clause occurred subsequently to that of the first, and

moreover occurred fairly closely upon it.

In imposing a temporal ordering on events or states these

elements can be understood to modify aspectual sememes which

merely note the incidence or persistence of some circumstance.

Since a discussion of the structure of this particular system

is not our immediate concern, we will for the purpose of what

follows simplyaassume that among the adherent content systems

is one A M(odifier of) a(a3pect)a, which is taken to be stable

and one of whose members is AMaa(Next) expressed by fa, and it

will also be assumed that the elements of AMaa may be determined

by the usual techniques of substitution etc.

(1) stop( Is-act-coia) s occasion( fs-acc) :at-doori bookshop.. •
then-take(3fs-act-com): eye-my: bookletj
"I once stopped by the door of a bookshop...and my eye
was caught by a booklet..."
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2.0.1 The type of structure instanced by xiv) can be regarded as

unmarked, in that the sequence in which the events happened

corresponds to the sequence in which they are reported on the page.

However, the particular thematic structure imposed on the encoding

may entail that the sequence on the page is the inverse of that in

which the events occurred.

•Then the verbs express AAsg(Coap) a displacement of this kind

is commonly indicated by the morpheme qad. Compare for instance

example xv) below with xiv)

xv) waqaftu marratan bibabi maktabatan waqad 'akadat •ayril^
kutayyiban

2.0.2 Beeston (op.cit.p78) notes that the "modifying functional

qad transforms a suffix set item with dynamic aspect into one with

static aspectual value". Within the framework evolved in the

previous section this might be restated thus; the morpheme qad

resolves the ambiguity inherent in the senone AAsh(Coop) by

imposing a static, pluperfect, or perfect interpretation accord¬

ing to the particular predicate involved and the context in which

it occurs. (Compare for instance examples iii b) and iv b).

This alternative explanation is of interest when we consider

that it is not necessarily the case that qad is preposed to the

second or subsequent of a string of clauses - whether main or

subordinate. For instance:

xvi a) walaysa mina l-'s&li 'an naluma d-dlna 'ala dalika,

faqad haqqaqa^ ldislamu lil-mar' ati raakanatan

fadilatan....waqad 'ataarat hada 1-makSnatu tiraaraha

f 1 lAihudi d-dahably&ti...

(1) As per footnote (1) on p.206 except for waqad. "I once stopped
by the door of a bookshop, my eye having been caa$vt by a booklet..."
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xvi b) lagad 'a'lanna aina 1-bidayati 5 agrada harakatiria^ ^
On an analysis based on the notion ♦displacement of sequence1

the use of qad in these examples can only be understood as analogic

extension - whioh is of course quite plausible. On the other

hand 3eeston's account is simpler and more general, and on that

account is to be preferred. The difference between them is

anyway not very great since in both cases we are dealing with

essentially temporal modifications.

Let us then assume a second system of aspect modifiers,

designated AMab, one of the members of which is ANab(Displacement.

.0 Hie "emene AHab(Non-definite)

The second use of qad. to which we draw attention is that when

proposed to a mudari' form, as for instance:-

xvii ...yashddu bi* anna s-suarata qad tak~nu'aktara jadibly-
(2)

atan aina 1-bayadi v

In such clauses the morpheme indicates that something or other

tends to be, or may be, or is sometimes the case. The sememe

expressed by qad will be termed (Non-definite) - abbreviated to

(N-D).

a) and-neg(3ms-com): from: the-justice: that: blame(Ip-act-incora):
the-religion: on account of: that: for: verify (3ms-act-com):
the-Ielaa: to-the-woman:status:meritorious,•.•:and-displ:
bear fruit ( 3fs-act-cora) :this;the-statue:fruit-her:in:
the-epochs:the-golden.. ."It is not fair to blaxae this on
religion, for Islam assigned to women a worthy status,...
This status had borne its fruit in the golden age...M

b) displ:announce(Ip-act-coa):from:the-beginning: goals:
raoveraent-our "We have made the goals of our movement clear
from the outset..."

...testify( Bias-act-incom)jthat: the-brownness: raaytbe(3fs-
act-incora): greater: attractiveness: than: the-whiteness
"...it testifies that brownness (of complexion) raay be more
attractive than whiteness."
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Although the diachronic link between this function of qad and

that of expressing AMab(Mspl) is clear they are synchronically

quite distinct, for the two sememes have quite different conseq-

ences for the encoding and hence for the expansion in that the

former appears to entail the assignment of AAs(l)ur).

2.1.1 Consideration of the sense of qad in xvii suggests that there

may be more than a passing resemblance between this construction

and the measures termed by Western grammarians "subjunctive".

These mansub measures (i.e. inflected on the analogy of the

accusative (nasb)) occur more particularly in clauses following a

small group of morphemes expressing a variety of subordinate

relationships, as for instance;-

xviii) la nurldu 'an nuhajjahum bima qarrarahu l-'ulama'u^^
However in constructions of this type a mansPb form never has the

possibility of contrast with a mudari' or majzum form. Hence we

conclude, on the basis of the dictum "meaningfulness implies

choice", that the former can bear no independent functional load

in such contexts, and is therefore not to be understood as

functionally analogous to qad when expressing (N-D). (Compare

however the rather different use of the mansTb measures discussed

in Beeston 1970 P98).

2.1.2 The sememes AMab(Displ) and (N-B) are not in paradigmatic

contrast since the former presupposes the assignment of AAsh(Comp)

and the latter AAs(Bur). However since both are clearly modifiers

of aspect and since they share the same expression mode it seems

best to regard the latter also as a member of ATiab.

(1) negs wish(Ip-act-incora): that: dispute with(lp-act-subj)-thems
with-what: decide(3ms-act-com)s the learned:
"We do not wish to question what the learned have decided."
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However since these two do not have the possibility of contr¬

asting paradigmatically it is clear that, for present purposes at

least, we are dealing with a system of type 2b (see para. 2.1.2 of

chapter 5)» which will therefore have the structure:

AMab

2.2.0 The system AMac

Example (viii) of para. 1.4 contrasts with:

(1)xix) wakana 1-fallahu yagrusu l-'a&jara fi kulli sanatin^ '

first, in that (xix) has in addition the form kana and second,

that the subject 1-fallahu now precedes yagrusu. Since this

latter is taken to be syntactically conditioned it may for

present purposes be ignored.

Semantically the two examples are similar in that both

express an event which is iterated - and are therefore taken to

encode instances of AAs(Bur); they differ in that (xix) refers to

an event iterated in the past.

In similar fashion example (ix) of para. 1.4 may be

contrasted with:

xx) kuntu 'a'rifu 'anV aiaanati hada S-'Aa'bi ma qara'tuhu fl/
1-kutubi ^ '

(1) and-be (3ms-act-com): remainder as per example (viii). "The
farmer used to plant the trees every year".

(2) be(Is-act-com): remainder as per (ix) "I knew of the
trustworthiness of these people what I had read in books".
This example serves to show the near equivalence of certain
of these sememes, since one might suppose that 'araftu -
expressing AAsh(Corap), would also be acceptable here. With

true stative verbs there does appear to be a tendency to use
(Ikwn) plus the mudarl' rather than the madl, when the latter

(continued on p.211)
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Here again we have a string with a member of the verb (ikwn) and

one without.

Semanticaliy they are similar in that both indicate a state

in existence but differ in that in (xx) this state exists in the

past.

Proa t! ese two pairs wc infer that among the functions of

(Ikwn) is the expressing of a sememe (past) which, since it also

can be understood to modify sememes of aspect, is taken to be a

member of a system Abac.

2.2.1 The relationship between the sememes AJ'abg(Displ) and.

AMac(Past) is rather complex. First of all, it will have been

noted (see para. 2.0.2) that this 'displacement' is in essence

neutral as to direction. For instance the clause:-

xxi) waqad sa'altu 'am s-sababi fl diya'i tilka llatari^
may be translated into English - if context is ignored, by either

of the followingi-

a) "I have enquired..." or b) "I had enquired..."

Let the first of these be termed 'forward* displacement and Hie

other 'backward'.

If the context is not adequate to the resolution of this

ambiguity, backward displacement may be marked by adding A?*ac(Past)

to the appropriate segment of the encoding, expressed once again

by some raadl form of (Ikwn), as for inatancei-

xxii) kanati l-'umamu 1-muttahidatu qadi ataratat 'ala
'isra'lla 'an tataqayyada biqirari t-taqslmi ^

(1) and-diepli ask(Is-act-coa)s about: the-reason: fori destruction:
those: the-re; ;ains:
"I have asked the reason for the destruction of those remains"

(2) be(3fs-act-com)t the-nations: the-united: displ: oblige(3fs-
act-com)i Israeli thats bind(3fs-incoah-incom): by-decisioni
the-partitioni "The United Nations had obliged Israel to be
bound by the resolution on partition."

Footnote (2)continued from p.210:
...is interpretable as expressing a simple past time - presumably
to minimise the risk of ambiguity.
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2.2 On the other hand, while there would seem to be no

universally applicable means of indicating 'forward' displacement

unambiguously, the string laqad when preposed tc the verb of the

first of a string of clauses seems to entail such an interpretation,

as for instance:

xxiii) laqadi fetaratati l-'umamu 1-muttahidu 'ala 'isra^lla

The obvious exception to this generalisation is the case where laqad

is preposed to a "passive" verb, where it appears to have no

function. (See part 3 of appendix E). Thus we would not agree

with Beeston (1970 P103) that the string laqud is "wholly otiose".

2.3 The case of forward displacement should he distinguished from

that where we have in effect a displacement into the 'future', as

instanced by:-

xxiv) wafl hadihi l-'atna'i yakunu 1-atfalu qad 'ahatu

bil-masjidi^^
Since this clause varies fromt-

xxv) wafi hadihi 1-atna'i kana 1-atfalu.

only on the assignment of yakunu vs kana, where the latter

expresses Amac(Past) we may infer that the former expresses a

further temporal seraerae AMac(Future).

If however AAs("Dur) is assigned to the encoding rather than

AA.sh(Comp) (as in xxiv)) then (Future) if assigned at all, will be

expressed by either sawfa or sa, as for instance:-

perf-displ: (remainder mostly as per footnote (2) on p.211) "The
United Uations has obliged Israel..."
and-in: this:(during): be(3ms-act-incom): the-children: displ:
surround(3mp-act-com): the-mosque: "Meanwhile the children will
have gathered round the mosque",
kana: be(3ms-act-com). "Meanwhile the children had gathered..."
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xxvi) . •.sawfa yahubbu iaata 'azifati s-sa'atu^^
A third variant occurs when Ms(Dur) is accompanied by the

sememe (Negative) - not discussed in this study, in which case

A?!ac(Future) is expressed by the morpheme lan and a mansub form

(see 2.2.1). Thusj-

xxvii) walakinna tafawwuqahu...tafawwuqun waqtlyun, lan yaduma

tawilan.^^
2.2.4 3trictly speaking the assignment of AMao(Past) specifying

backward displacement renders AMab(Displ) redundant, and we do

in fact encounter cases where the latter is not assigned.

Note that Western grammarians (Beeston 1970 pp78-8l being

an exception) have tended to regard qad as an optional extra in

such clauses as xxii ). So far as SA is concerned the reverse

is more nearly the case.

2.2.5 The system AMac is taken then to have the structure

AMac = [Past, Future]

2.3.0 Limitation Rules

In the following paragraphs we draw together certain of the

restrictions on collocation of sememes either implicit or made

explicit in the course of the preceding discussion.

2.3.1 Let the set of state predicates say in DBp be denoted by
«

DBpx, thent-

DBpx . o AAs (Prog) 9.l(see para.1.5)

Next, let there be a subset DBpxa of DBpx comprising those

(1) ...(future)s rise up(3ms-act-incom): when! draw near(3fs-act-com)s
the-hour: "... which will rise when the hour draws near".

(2) and-buts superior!ty-his:...superioritys temporary:(neg-fut)
endure (3ms-act-incom): longs "But (their) superiority is
temporary and will not endure for long".
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predicates entering into configuration with AAsi(Perf). Them

DBpxa AAsg, AAsh 9.2(see para.1.3.0)

Moreover since this appears to be a rather restricted group

having no mudari1 form we must also writes

"DBpxa ° AAsi(Bur,Prog) 9*3

.2 From the discussion in 2.0.1 we infer that assignment of

AMab(Pispl) entails the assignment of AAsh(Comp). Hences-

AMab(Diapl) > AAslXCorap) 9-4

Again from 2.0.1 it is assumed that AMab(Pispl) is not compatible

with AHaa(Next) . Hence:-

A!fab(J>ispl) • AMaa(Next) 9*5

It also appears that AMab(Diepi) is not compatible with AAsi(Perf)

given the restricted range of predicates with which the latter

is compatible. Hencei-

AMab(Displ) • AAai(Perf) 9*6

From 2.2.0 we infer that AFab(N-B) may be assigned only in

conjunction with AAb(Bur). Hencej-

AHab(H-B) =2^ AAs(Bur) 9.7

Finally, AMab(lf-D) is taken not to be compatible with any

member of AMac. Thus:-

AMab(N-B) • Aldac 9.3
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Chapter 11

The Verbal and Nominal series of the expression code

Introduction

0 This chapter constitutes the descriptive complement to the

theoretical discussion in sections 1-3 of chapter 3»

It is not to be understood as an attempt to provide a

comprehensive account of the Verbal and Nominal morphology of

literary Arabic but rather, as a description which while not too

fragmentary to permit evaluation omits more peripheral phenomena.

Thus for example the description of the Verbal series in

section 1 confines itself to measures I-X, despite the fact that

odd references to other measures occur elsewhere in the study.

(See for instance appendix D).

Note that all the systems discussed in this chapter are

assumed to be stable.

The Series of Verbal Systems

0.0 This aeries can be defined broadly along the following two

dimensions. First, it will comprise those systems which can be

inferred as the basis for the various verbal measures. It is

therefore taken not to include the systems through which case
where

suffixes are assigned. However/a certain measure is inflected for

case, and yet in other respects corresponds closely to the verbal

measures proper; that portion relating to these latter is

presumed to be generated from the verbal series. This of course

particularly pertains to participial measures.^
Aside from what may or raay not be regarded as a "close correspond¬
ence", this formulation also fails to take account of the evident
overlapping among the systems of verbal suffixes and case suffixes.

For instance, there is clearly some relationship between the
suffixes of raattalunas sculptors and yumatt iluna: they sculpt or
between kitabani: two books and yaktubSnii they (two) write.
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0.1 Discussion will be based on the sets of 2nd degree measures

listed below. The first degree measures to which they belong air©

given in brackets.

)et 1 Set 3

1 Fa'aL I(I)
2 Fa'iL IA Fu'iL (I) Pa'iL 2
3 Fa'uL I(i)
4 Fa"aL I ii) Fu"iL I(II) muFa''iL 4
5 Fa'aL I HI) Pu'iL I HI) rauFa'iL 5
6 »aF'aL I IV) 'uF'iL (17) muF'iL 6
7 ta?a"aL I(V) tuFu"IL 1(v) mutaFa'*iL 7
8 taFa'aL Ia tuPu'iL 1(VI) mutaFa'iL 8
9 nFa'aL I nFu'iL 1(VII) munFa'iL 9
10 Fta'aL I(VIII) Ftu'iL 1(VIII) MuFta'iL 10
11 F'aLL ((IX) muF'aLL 11
12 staF'aL Iix) BtuF'iL (X) austaF'iL 12

Set 4 Set 5

1 aF'aL I
2 aF'iL I i) uF'aL
3 aF'uL I I)
4 uFa"iL I II) uFa''aL
5 uFa'iL I(III) uM'aL
6 uF'iL I(IV) uF'aL
7 ataFa''aL ((V) utaFa'&L
8 ataFa'aL <;vx) utaFS'aL
9 anFa'iL I VII) unFa'aL
10 aFta'iL ((VIII) uFta'aL
11 aF'aLL ((IX)
12 astaF'iL <(X) ustaF'aL

(I)

kIIIj
(IV)

a
SB>
(X)

>et 7

Set 6

taF'lL {(II) 4
auFa'aLat I III) 5
' il'aL ( IV) 6
taFa' *uL (!v) 7
taFa'uL ((VI)

N
8

'inFi'aL I VII)) 9
'iFti* aL ( Till) 10
'iF'ilaL I ix) 11
'istiF'aL ((X) 12

(I)

;ix\hi)
[TO

a
(VII)
(VIII)
IX)
,X)

maP'uL 2 (I)

rauFa''aL 4 (II)
muPa'aL 5 (III)
rauF'aL 6 (IV)
mutaPa' 'aL 7 (V)
rautaFa'aL 8 (VI)
smnFa'aL 9 VII)
niuFta'aL 10 (vni)

raustaF'aL 12 (x)

•0 Infixed systems - The system Via

The structure posited for this system is based on an examination

of sets 1,2, and 7«
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Set 1t 1-5, 7-10 differ from set 2:2-5, 7-10. Among other

things, in the alternation of the elements a and u between first

and second radicals. Note that the alternation between Fa'aL and

Fu*iL(1:5 and 2:5) is strictly speaking between a and u. However

the parallelism between this and other pairs cannot be denied, and

it does therefore seem more satisfactory to treat these vowels as

a combination of a and u with a third morpheme : (Compare the

discussion in 4»2.0 of chapter 2).

Also, the measures Fta'aL and Ftu'iL (1.1.0 and 2.1.0)stand

apart from the main group to some extent. However, on the analysis

of the morpheme t see 3.1 of chapter 3*

Sets 1: 9»10 and 2: 9,10 should also be contrasted with 7*

9,10. In these examples we have a three-way alternation between

first and second radicals, namely, between a,i, and u. Since, with

the exception of sukun, there are no other possibilities we posit

a system Vias{a,u,i«] Sukun is regarded as the oase of non-

assignment from this system in particular, and other systems in

general, (sukun: quiescence, i.e. the case of a consonant having no

following vowel).

The cognate measures of sets 3 to 6 are presumed to have more

restricted selectional possibilities within Via — being confined in

fact to Via(a) or zero.

1.1.1 The system Vib

The analysis of the first vowel of the measure Pa'aL into the

two morphemes a and :, and that of Fu'iL , into u and :, entails a

further system to accommodate the morpheme :• Since the various

measures u ider examination do not exhibit any other phenomena of

(1) If the scope of our study were to embrace such measures as F'aw'aL
as for instance grawraq be bathed in tears, the w component of
the measure would be included in Vib.

a similar nature we posit as the second system Vib ■>
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.2 The system Vic

We turn now to the systems which, broadly speaking, are infixed

between the second and third radicals.

Consider once again the sets 1 and 2. Measures 4-12 of set 1

each have a morpheme a between the second and third radicals. The

corresponding members of set 2 each have i in the same position.

(There is of course no equivalent of F'aLL (1.11 )).

More striking, this alternation of a and i is the sole feature

distinguishing the pairs 4*4-6 and 5*4-6.

The importance of the alternation is however seen most clearly

among the participial forms of sets 3 and 6. Here we find a

whole series of measures, 3* 4-10, 12 and 4*4-10,12 differing only

on the assignment of one or other of this pair. This suggests

that we are dealing with at least a system Vic * {a, i)
There are however two factors which render its analysis rather

more complex. Cori&ider first the masdar measures listed in set

7. Leaving aside 7*4» which, it will be seen bears no partial

resemblance to its cognates (1-6:4)» each measure has either a, a,

or u between the second and third radicals. The a of muFa,aJ,ftt oea

clearly be related to that of muPa'aL (6:5) while the a of 7*6,

9-12 is perhaps best understood as an amalgamation of two morphemes

and and :, in which case the a may be regarded as an instance of

Vic(a).

The structural similarity between taFa'*uL and taFa'uL on the

one hand, and taFa''aL and taFa'al on the other, suggests that the

jporpheme u of the former pair should also be regarded a a member of

Vic.

2.1 Isolation of the systemic structure presumed to lie behind the

measures of sets 1,4*1-3 is not without difficulty.
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Consider first of all set 1:1-3. Each of these measures

varies from the others on the value of the vowel inserted between

the second and third radicals. Fe may assume therefore that

these are generated from some system having at least the membership

{a,u,i ] . However, each of the three also contrasts with the
measure Fu'iL (set 2:2). Now since this latter is oognate in

structure with the remainder of set 2, t he morpheme i between

its second and third radicals must represent an assignment of

Vic(i).

The situation is similar with regard to the measures of

set 4:1-3 and 5*2. By a parallel form of argument the a of

TiF'aL is taken to be an assignment of Vic(a).

"/e therefore have the situation where the three morphemes

a,u, and i of sets 1,4:1-3 not only contrast among themselves

but contrast also with Vic(a,i).

This then entails a two-part structure for Vic. Moreover,

since there is no reason not to regard the second a of Fa'aL

as identical to that of Fa'*aL we conclude that the two sub¬

systems overlap and hence that the system is of type la since,

for example, the i of Fa'iL is taken to contrast with the a of

FaMaL. (See para. 2.0.0 of chapter6 ).

Thus we have the sub-systems:-

Vicx « [u,i, [a]] Vicy - { [a»3 u» ij
where the former corresponds to our initial system Vio.

3 The system Vid

The analysis adopted above, whereby the a of the masdar measures

of set 7:6,10-12 was presumed to be an amalgamation of two morphemes

a and :, necessitates a fourth infixed system to accommodate the

latter. ?.'e therefore set up the Vid = { : )
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1.1,4 With Vid we conclude our outline of the infixed verbal systeins.

We must now relate to these systems dummy radicals appropriate to

the generation of the required templates. The first dummy, desig¬

nated A, will obviously precede the first infixed system Via.

Similarly, the third dummy, designated C will succeed the final

system Vid. However in this case the structure of the measures of

sets 1,3,4*11 (P'aLL eta) necessitates an optional second dummy.

The pattern will therefore be of the form C(C) (see para. 1,4» of

chapter 3)•

The second will also be an optional two-place dummy, designated

B(B), and will be located between Vib and Vic.

Particularly awkward - and foreshadowing a pattern more common

among the nominal measures (see 2.2.2 of this chapter), is the

nasdar'iF*iLaL (7:11)* The distribution of vowels in this

measure is clearly analogous to that of the measures >inPi'aL and

'iPti*aL (7:9,10) and the dummies should obviously be positioned

so as to take this into account.

Of the two appearances of the third radical the penultimate -

which is presumed to be the optional repeat, must be located with

the dummy B, that is between Vib and Vic. Generation of this

measure will then entail selection of both of these.

However, having concluded that the i of 'ihPi'aL is an instance

of Via(i) we must either introduce a further instance of B before

the system Via or, following tye discussion in para. 3*1 of chapter 3»

apply the ♦starred1 convention to the original symbol B. (Note

moreover that if the ultimate appearance of the third radical in

'iP'iLaL is taken as the optional, the starred convention must also

be applied to C). Since among the verbal measures this kind of

phenomenon is very much the exception it is on balance perhaps
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preferable to opt for the latter.

Thus we infer the following part-structure for the series:

Via Vic

[13

a

u

i

Vib
N

Vid

B* (B)
(C)

\

/

UN /y
a

/ \
*

u

C(C)

i /

Among the limitation roles pertaining to this segment of the

series are:-

111:1 Via(%)r—.Vicx (u)
(Vib(:)J
( (B) )

111:2 Via(u)«—.Vicx( a ,u)

111:3 Via(u>—Vicy

111:4 Via(i)—-Vib(:)

111:5 Via(i>—(B)

Permits the generation of Fa^uL
and Fa'uL (set 7*7»8) but not Fa'uL.

Permits Fu'iLa etc. but not Pu'aLa
or Fu'uLa etc.

3roadly as perl11:2, but see also
the discussion in 1.1.3 above.

Prohibits 'inFl'aLun etc.

Prohibits 'inFi"aLun etc.

1.1.4 It should be noted that the question of whether or not some

set of forms is to be generated in this series of infixed systems

must be decided empirically.

Thus for instance while verbs on the first measure whose third

radical is w or y are taken to be generated in the series developed

in the foregoing paragraphs those medial w and y, by virtue of their

more sharply differentiated paradigm, are assumed to be generated

in a separate series of infixed systems.

For simplicity we have omitted any consideration of this and

analogous variants.

1.2.0 The Prefixed systems

Relevant to this discussion is set 9 of the paradigms of
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third degree measures given belows-

Set 8 Set 9 Set 10

1 Fa* ala 3sm yuFa* iLu -iLa 1

2 Fa* aLat 3sf tuFa* iLu -La 2

3 Fa' aLta 2sra tu?a* iLu -iLa 3

4 Fa* aLti 2sf tuFa' iLlna -iLl 4

5 Fa* aLtu 1s 'uFa* iLu -iLa 5

6 Fa* aLa 3dia yuFa* ilani -iLa 6

7 Fa* aLata 3df tuFa* iLani -iLa 7

8 Fa* aLu 3pm yuFa* iLuna -iLu 8

9 Fa* aLna 3pf yuFa* Una -iLna 9

10 Fa* aLtura 2pm tuFa* iLuna -iLu 10

11 Fa' aLtunna 2pf tuFa* iLna -iLna 11

12 Fa' aLtuna 2d tuFa* iLani -iLa 12

13 Fa* *alna 1P nuFa* iLu -iLa 13

Each of the measures listed in sets 1 and 2 is inflected with

pronorrdnal suffixes according to the paradigm given in set 8, while

each of those listed in sets 4 and 5 is inflected in accordance

with the paradigms given in sets 9 and 10. (The inflection of

the raajzura measures is omitted, since these comprise a subset of

those of the mansub given in set 10).

1.2.1 The system Vpa

The composition of the first prefixed system, Vpa, may larg . a

inferred from set 9* Consider for instance 9*1-3* 5*13» These

five vary only on the assignment of initial y, t,' , or n, and it

is clear that the remaining plural and dual forms merely utilise

a Bubeet y and t of these.

The similarity between the forms of set 9 and the participial

forms of set 3 (especially) and set 6 will be obvious. In

particular the plural form of 3*4 -muFa'*iLuna, differs from 9*9*10
(1)

cnly on the assignment of m rather than y or t. From this we

(1) It is true that in the view of Testern grammatical theory at least
the former is an instance of inflection for nominative oase and
plural number, while the latter signal plurality only.
This however is to overlook the fact that there is in Semitic a

much °l°8er " nonetheless elusive relationship between nominal
(continued on p.223)
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may infer that m should, likewise be regarded as a member of Vpa,

although in a less close relationship with the first four morphemes

than they aire with each other.

Thirdly, a comparison of, say, the measure yastaF'iL (4*12) with

iistiP,aL (7*12) shows that although they have no vowel in common,

the relative distribution of consonants and vowels is the same.

That is, a factorization of these two measures would suggest that

the initial a of asta?1iL should be regarded as a member of the

same system as the initial i of 'istiF'aL, and the y of yaataP'iL

as a member of the same system as the 5 of 'istiP'aL.

Thus it seams tliat in Vpa we are dealing with a type 2a system

(para. 2.1.2 of chapter 5)» whose sub-systems have the structure*

Vpax - [ y,t, * , n ] and Vpay » [ m," ]
Note that because Vpay (5 ) forms part of a surjective association

the paradigmatic contrast between it and the elements of Vpax

is markedly weaker than that between Vpay(m) and Vpax. Our

notation does not of course permit the quantification of degrees

of paradigmatic oontrast - even assuming that Buch quantification

is possible in any real sense.

1.2.1 The system Vpb

Evidence for this system is provided principally by sets 4,5,7*

9,10,12.

Footnote (1) continued from previous p.222*

...and verbal inflections than appears to be the case in Indo-
European.
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Contrast for instance the measures yanPa'iLu and yunPa'aLu,

and then these with 'inFi'aLun. In addition to the assignment of

Yicx(i) versus Yicx(a) the former two vary on the assignment of a

morpheme a versus u immediately succeeding Vpax(y). Then, as was

pointed out in tlie previous paragraph, save for the material after

the third radical each of these three measures has the same

distribution of consonants and vowels - that is, CvCCvCvC. This

suggests that the morpheme i, although like Vpay(») not in direct
(1}

contrast with the other two v 'nonetheless forms part of the same

system. Therefore, we assume that Vpb is also a type 2a system

comprising the two sub-systemsi

Vpbx « {a, vl\ and Ypby "={11
•2 The systems Vpc and J£d

The composition of these systems is not particularly clear and

the description offered is somewhat tentative.

Cn the basis of astaP'iL and ustaF'aL (4,5*12) where the

morpheme s immediately succeeds Vpbx(a,u) it is clear that s e

Vpe, and that the morpheme t, which immediately succeeds Vpc(s),

is a member of Ypd.

How it is possible to regard the t of astaF'iL as the same as

that say of ataFa*'aL (see for instance bright Ii65Hen. and

especially the Akkadian data in Mosoati 1969# 16.21). If so it

entails that the t of the latter and that of ataFa'ah etc. (1-7*8)

are members of Ypd and not, as might appear at first sight, members

of Ypc.

<1 > '«iengm^81«MftecS!l!Sfe8ti?n0SSn8faftir«!te ti§°St8lr.
in at least two particulars.
The measures yataPa* *aLu and yutaPa**aLu (sets 4»5*8)
provide the best instance of the oontrast a vs u in second
prefixed position - but of course the masdar is in this case
inappropriate.
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It was argued in 3.1 of chapter 3 that this morpheme Vpd(t) is

also instanced by Fta'aL. This being so, and in accordance with

the discussion there, the element should also have a starred version.

This leaves the of >aP,aL etc. (1,2:6) and the n of nFa'aL etc.

(1-7:9).

Since £ is immediately succeeded by a in 'aF'aL and Vpd(t) in
taFa''aL is also succeeded immediately by a, there is a prima facie

case for including with the latter in Ypd. On the other hand

there is evidence to suggest that the relationsliip between 'aF'aL and

staF'aL was originally analogous to that between Fa'aL and Fta'aL.

Moreover, in classical Arabic there are a few forms on >aF'aL

contrasting with forms on a measure saF'aL - which is clearly to be

related to staF'aL (Wright loc.cit). In other words thex'e is a

case for viewing £ and as standing in weak paradigmatic contrast.

Hence it seems more satisfactory to posit Vpc = although

in strict syncrhonic terms an analysis ' e Vpd would be equally

admissible.

The measures Fta'aL etc. and nFa'aL etc. are traditionally

related to Fa'aL and the former two are indeed to some extent

functionally interchangeable (see Wright 1:113 for instance). This

view is supported by evidence from other Semitic languages where

one measure or the other tends to be found but not both.^^
This being the case it is not unreasonable to see morpheme n

also as a member of Vpd. Since these two stand neither in strong

nor weak paradigmatic contrast it follows that we should envisage

a non-contrastive two part system of type 2b comprising Vpdg*= ft]
and Vpdh =*{n.]
(l) Akkadian being an exception.

Hebrew for instance has nip'ah = nPa'aL, while Biblical Aramaic
has hitF'eL s Fta'aL.
See Gesenius-Kautzsch Sec.51 and Rosenthal 1961 Sec.99ff«
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1.2.3 The system Tpe

The structure of the final prefixed system may be inferred from

set 1:7,8,12 as contrasted with 2:7,8,12. Here we find an alterr*.

ation of a and u immediately succeeding Vpdg(t). A further but more

limited contrast is found between (7s12) *istiF'aL and the measures

1,2:12. The same alternation of a-u-i may be detected across

1,2,7:6.

Given that (i) stands in weaker paradigmatic contrast with (a,u)

than the latter two do with each other it follows that Tpe is a

type 2a system identical in composition to Ypb.

1.2.4 The structure of the prefixed component of the series is then

taken to have the form shown below:

Tpa Vpb Ypc Vpd Ype

' \ ~ T ~ 7T
\ \

» u ^
n v

> — r'
*s

1.2.5 There will be a rather large set of limitation rules determining

the possible collocations of the members of these systems with

with each other, and with the infixed systems introduced in sub¬

section 1. Instances of these are given below.

First, restrictions among the prefixed systems themselves:-

111.6 Vpax Vpby Prohibits yiFa* 'iLu etc.

111.7 Vpay(m) ——o Vpb(a,i) " maFa' 'iLun,miFa' •iL'un etc.

111.8 Vpay(') o_ Ypbx(a,u) " *uhFi,aLun etc.

111.9 Ypb Ypa Ho measure nay begin with a vowel.

111.10 Vpc(') * » Vpa,Ypb Nothing may stand before the * of
»aF'aL
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1 .3*0 T..e suffixed systems

Consider the paradigms given in sets 8 and 9* In the former

we have a stem Fa'*aL - to which are attached a series of suffixes,

being the inflections for person, number and gender. The cognate

forms of set 9 comprise a stem -uFa"iL- to which are attached

prefixes from the system Vpax, and a further series of suffixes.

Set 10 differs from set 9 in two respects. First, certain forms

are reduced versions of counterparts in set 9 (4t6,8,10,12) and

second, certain others (10:1-3, 5»13) differ from their counter¬

parts 9:1-3, 5,13 only on the assignment of a final a rather than

u.

Certain of the suffixes in eaoh series resemble others in one

or more particulars and certain of the suffixes in sets 8 and 9

show resemblances across the series. This latter point suggests

that some of these suffix morphemes may be drawn from the same

systems, notwithstanding their participation in different paradigms.

1.3*1*0 The system aVs

Inspection of the morphemes suffixed to the stem Fa* *aL- in

set 8 will show that this is a more diverse group than are the

systems of prefixes discussed above.

In particular, whereas the morphemes of the latter — and

also those of the infixed systems, are without exception

•monophonemic *, this is not nearly so true of suff ixed morphemes.

In consequence although the number of phonemes suffixed to any stem

may well equal or exceed the number of those prefixed, the number

of distinct systems into which they are analysed will be fewer.

Fowever these suffixes are not totally irreducible and we shall

be obliged to envisage sub-systems within the major systems.
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Consider first set 8:2, 6,7» 9-12.

The item Fa"aLat (8:2) varies from TVaLtum (8:10) on the assign¬

ment of a suffix -at versus -turn. Taken in isolation this pair

are not further reducible and we might therefore provisionally

posit a morpheme at and a second turn.

Contrasting with these two is the pair Pa''aLata (8:7) and

Fa' 'ahtuiria (8:12). This latter pair vary from the former on the
(1)

assignment of a final a. These two both express a sememe ANu(Dual)*

and a distributional analysis would show beyond doubt that this

sememe is associated with the element a. How the suffix -a of

8:6 also associates, among others, with AHu(Bual) and this being

the case it is reasonable to infer that the element a of 8:6,7»12

is one and the same.

Therefore we have the situation where the suffixes -turn and

-at contrast both paradigmatically and syntagmatieally with the

morpheme a and hence it follows that we are dealing with part of

a type 3 system, having the structure:

/\_
3,t cl

turn \. q

1.3.1.1 The circumstance is similar in regard to the suffix -na of

8:9 and -tunna of 8:11. The latter is best understood as being

composed of tumna at the morphemic level followed by phonemicis-

ation to tunna, since the morpheme na can in each case be analysed

as an associate of the sememes Aifu(Plural) and DHa(Female) (For

the latter see para. 2.0 of chapter 7)* Once again then we have

(1) We assume without argument an adherent and stable system of
number, ANu = f Sing(ular), Dual, Plural.]
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a situation where the morpheme turn stands in both syntagniatic and

paradigmatic contrast with some other — in this case na» Cur

structure nay therefore be modified thusx-

at a

. / N
turn na

'p V
1*3*1>2 In contrast to -turn and -at, the suffixes -a (8x1), -u (8x8)*

and -na (8i13) do not enter into more complex suffix strings. ICach

of then merely contrasts with the other morphemes in the paradigm*

The system may then be expanded to taice the form shown belows-
1
a

u

na

at a

turn na

P/ q\
1*3*1*3 Consider next the suffixes -ta (8x3)« -ti (8x4)* -tu (8x5)$ ia

conjunction with -tun already discussed above.

Common to all of these is an element t* In the case of

8x3*4 and 8x10 (Fa* •aLtum) jfc is an associate of a sememe APe

(S econd)^ ^which nay therefore be tinderstood as different

instances of the same morpheme.

Moreover, although APe(Second) is not an associate of -tu,

and the item Pa*'aLtu thereby stands apart from the others to some

extent, there is at least some agreement among Semitists that the

element t of this suffix is a further instance of the same morpheme

t, derived by analogy with these latter (See Moscati "\963 16x45)*

(1) Similarly to Al!u we assume without formal argument a system of
•person* which is taken to be stable and adherent and to have
the structure!

APe - ( First, Second j
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It becomes apparent then that this group of suffixes may be

reduced to the following systems

a

t: u t m

i

However since the other suffixes are not further analysable

(or only doubtfully so) the present group can contrast with these

others only as a unit. That is -at for instance contrasts say

only with the string t:u:m, and not with some individual morpheme

within it. Thus the above systems must be understood as a

type 4 unit (see para.2.1.4 of chapter 5) forming a part of the

dominant type 3 system.

1.3*1*4 The elements introduced above ai'e all those necessary to the

generation of the suffixes of set 8. Since the paradigms of sete

9 and 10 are largely distinct from those of set 8 their suffixes

are taken to be drawn from a different system to those of the

latter.

However there is a sense in which both of these systems are

serially equivalent, in that both sets of suffixes are located

in immediate succession to the third radical. Therefore, if both

syste.is be designated Vs we may distinguish that introduced in

the foregoing paragraphs from that to be discussed below by the

prefix a. Hence this first suffix system is taken to have the

form: „aVs

I H

i
a

u

na

at \ a
^ na

ii m
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1.3«2.0 The system bVs

Consider first of all sets 9f10:9»11 (items having a suffix

-na) in conjunction with 9»10:1-3»5»13 (items having a suffix

in -u (set 9) or -a (set 10).

In set 9 the items in -u contrast with the items in -na; in

set 10 the items in -a similarly contrast with those in -na.

Furthermore set 9*1-3, 5* 13 vary from their equivalents in set 10

only on the assignment of -u or -a.

Prom this we may inferj-

a) that there is a morpheme u which contrasts paradigmatically

with a morpheme a.

b) that both of these contrast with a further morpheme na.

c) that the system from which they are drawn will be of type 2a

and have the part-strueture shown below.

\
u

y

1•3-2.1 The morphemes u and na of set 9 also contrast with the suffixes

-Ina (9*4) -ani (9*6,7,12) and -una (9*8,10). These latter aire

paralleled by the suffixes -I (10*4) (10*6,7,12) and -u

(10:8,10) which clearly shows that -Ina should be analysed into

the morphemes I:na, and -ani, -una into a:ni a nd 3: aa respectively.

The group of morphemes: a ni

I t na

u

must then be understood as a type 4 unit inserted into the *y*

arm of the type 2a system. Since these elements are adequate to

the generation of all the suffixes of sets 9 and 10 and the system
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is serially equivalent to aVs, it is taken to have the structure:

bYs

x

T na
i i

y

3 Further observations

Certain of the morphemes of bVs are both formally and

functionally similar to others in aVs. The most obvious instances

are aYsq(na) and bVsy(na), aVs(u) and bYsyl(u), aVsq(a) and

bVsyl(a) and it might be asked why the two systems aYs and bVs

have not been incorporated into a unified system - especially as

they are serially equivalent.

The difficulties attaching to the construction of a unified

system should, however, be fairly obvious. The most important of

these is that the relationships among the morphemes in the two

systems differ - if only in fairly subtle ways. If the analysis

underlying these systems is tenable, then in the case of those

morphemes which appear in both systems two designations will be

required, the first of which will specify their relationship to

tie one set of morphemes, and the second their relationship to

the other.

For instance the relationship of na to the other morphemes

is indicated by the designations Ysq and Ysy. If our analysis is

sound there is no way of avoiding a statement of the fact that in

the one case na stands in a 'q' relationship with the other
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morphemes of its paradigm on the one hand, and in a *y' relation¬

ship on the other.

If this is necessary it is then more readily achieved by

positing two systems rather than one, and if this is so we are

dealing simply with a case of strongly 'motivated' overlapping

(for this term see 1.1.1 of chapter 3).

It may be noted that there is perhaps a rather similar

motivated overlapping between certain members of aVs and members

of Vpa (see 1.2.1 above).

For instance both aVspl(t) and Vpax(t) are associates of

APe(Second), while aVs(na) and Vpax(n) are both associates of

ANu(Plural) and APe(First). In this case of course the eyntag-

mat ic correspondences are quite unlike those between aVs and bVs.^^
1.3.4 Excluded from this discussion are the suffixes attached to

participial and raasdar measures (sets 3*6,7). These suffixes are

identical with those attached to nominal measures and are therefore

discussed along with other components of the Nominal series of

systems in section 2 (see in particular para.2.4).

Given below is a selection of the limitation rules relating to

the suffix systems outlined above.

111.111 Vpa,Vpb . aVs Prohibits *tuFa"iLta etc.

111.12 Vpayc—obVs " mu?a"iLna etc.

111.13 Vpax (' ,n).—obVsy M *nuFa"iLna etc.

111.14 Ypax(y). ebVsyl(i) " yuFa"iLina etc.

111.15 aVs. Vicx(u) " *Fa• 'uLtu etc •

(1) Note that the evidence of Vpax(n) might terapt one to analyse
the morpheme na as nsa, rather than as we have done.
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2 The Series of Nominal uyotens

2.0,0 Introductory

The Nominal series is defined as that series of systems which

permits the generation of all measures declined for "case", except

the participial ami masdar measures which, save for their "case"

suffixes, are generated in the verbal series.

Hxcluded by this definition are anaphoric elements, particles,

and roots, and of course all verbal measures other than participles

and masdars.

2,0.1 The simple notion of sets of systems prefixed, infixed, or

suffixed to radicals exemplified by the Verbal series in section 1

of this chapter, becomes in the present case somewhat blurred.

There is in particular a snail number of measures associate with

ANu(Plural) for which the vowel pattern is dominant and the radical

dummies and consonants are disposed in various ways to interlock

with these. For instance the measures oaFa'iL and Fawa'iL both

have a structure CaCaCic. But whereas in the case of maFa•iL the

first radical is located in the second consonant position, the

first radical of Fawa'iL locates in the first consonant position.

This situation is somewhat analogous to that of 'IF'iLaL

discussed in para. 1.1.4*

2.0.2 Since the great majority of nominal measures are radical based,
with

rather tha$ as is the case/Fawa1iL, vowel (or consonant) based,

analysis will be most conveniently conducted along the following

1ines.

First the measures without prefixes will be examined, and on

this basis a preliminary structure for the infixed systems evolved.

Then measures with prefixes are considered and from these a
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set of prefixed systems will be posited. This array of infixed

and prefixed systems is then taken to be adequate to the generation

of the 1 radical based' measures from which it is inferred. Given

this we may then incorporate an analysis of 'vowel/consonant based*

measures, making any necessary modifications to previously

postulated systems.

This is then followed by an analysis of the suffixed systems.

2.1.0 /.'ensures without prefixes

Consider first the set of measures listed below:-
(1)

Get 1. Fa'aL(un) Pa'L Fu'aL

Pa*iL Fi'L Fu'uL

Fa'uL Fu'L Fi'aL

Only two points need be noted in connection with this list j-

a) between the first and second radicals may appear the morphemes

a,u,i, but not sukun (see para.1.1.0)

b) between the second and third radicals may appear a,u,l, or

sukln.

From tliis we may infer that there will be at leant two infixed

systems and that they will have at least the membership fa,u,i].
2.1.1 Next there is a group of measures characterised by augment¬

ation of the first vowel - either by lengthening or by dipthong-

isation. These ares-

Set 2. Fa'iL 1 Faw'aL 2 Fay'aL 3

Item 2s2 varies from 2:3 only on the assignment of w rather than

y. Item 2:1 does not contrast directly with the other two, but does

on the other hand contrast with Fa'iL (1:2). The latter contrasts

with Fa'aL (1:1) which in turn contrasts with 2:2 and 2:3 above.

On this evidence therefore we may posit a third infixed system

which will have at least the membership fj, w,y]and which stands in

(l) For simplicity case endings are omitted at this stage.
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Immediate succession to the first system { a,u,i.}
However, since w and y contrast more strongly with each other

than they do with i_ it seems that we are here treatirt? of a type

2a system, comprising the sub-systems s

x « { w, y ]
y - [« j

2.1.2 Let the first system [a,u,i| be temporarily designated Nil,

the system w, y}of 2.1.1 be designated Hi2 and the second

system {a,u,i]lTi3. Then, inserting the first and second radical

dummies as appropriate, we will hive the part structure for the

series shown belows-

Ni1 Ni2 Ni3

A

a

u

i

x\
w

\

:>L1

a

u

i

Pig. 1

2.1.3 The members of Ni3 may also be augmented similarly to those of

Nit, as the following list of measures showss-

Set 3. Fu'uL 1 Fay'aL 4

Fa'aL 5
Fa'uL 6

Fa'lL 7

Fay'uL 8
Fi'aL 9Pu'aL 3

From those measures it will be seen that each member of !?i3 may be

augmented by a morpheme j_,

We therefore posit as a fourth infixed system a 1114 » { i ]
2.1.4 Gemination may be applied to either the second or third

radical, as the following lists of measures shows-

Get 4- Fi"uL 1

Fa' 'uL 2

Fa"aL 3

Fu''aL 4

Fu"aL 5

Fi"iL 6

Fi''aL 7

Fi"lL 8
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Set 5. Fu'aLL 1 Fu'uLL 2

Since the infixed, systems developed thus far are adequate to

the generation of all of these we need only locate optional radical

dummies as appropriate. Therefore, incorporating the system

Ni4 of 2.1.3, the part structure of Fig. 1 may be expanded to

that given below.

Nil

a

u

i

Ni2

\

ML

a

u

i

m

i

Pig. 2

0 B (B) 0 (C)

2.2.0 Measures with prefixes

Among the measures with prefixes are those with two vowels

and those with three. A set of these having two vowels is listed

below.

Set 5» maF'aL 1 oiF'aL 5

maF'uL 2 'aF'aL 6

maF'iL 3 ' aF'uL 7

miF'aL 4 'aF'aL 8

'aF'lL 9

'aF'uL 10

taF'aL 11

taF'lL 12

taF'iL 13

The measures aaF'al and 'aF'aL vary only on the assignment of an

initial morpheme m or as do also maF'uL and aF'uL. Similarly,

the measure maF'iL varies from taF'iL only on the assignment of

initialm versus t.

Since the other measures have no morpheme except these in

first position we may assume a first prefixed system Npa = jm, ' , t]
Similarly,on the basis of such pairs as 5*1 and 5*4» a further

system having the membership [a,i]may be assumed in immediate

succession to Npa. Let this system be temporarily designated lis.
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An inspection of the infixes of Set 5 will show that the systems

Nil-4 outlined above are adequate to their generation.

2.2.1 Consider next the measures:

Set 6. raaFa'iL 1 maFa'lL 2 'aFa'iL 3 ,aFa,lL4

The measure maFa'iL is cognate both semantically and morphologically

with set 5 s1» 3-5» and the measure raaFa'iL is similarly cognate with

raaF'uL (5:2).

Since 6:1,2 vary from 6:3,4 only on the assignment of initial m

versus and since the former two are taken to instance the various

elements introduced thus far, we assume - noting the presence of

Npa (»), that the existing set of elements are also adequate to the

generation of 6:3,4*

2.2.2 The measures of set 6 have the vowel/consonant patterns

C.aC» aC0iC. and C,aC0aC~3.C, *1 2 3 4 2 3 4
These same patterns also occur in the measures :

Set 7* Fawa'iL 1 Fawa'iL 2 Fa'a'iL 3

In 7:1,2 the morpheme w fills the slot C^t a position which, in
6:1,3 is filled by the first radical. Thus this morpheme may be

said to 'factorise' (see para. 1 .0.1 of chapter 5) with the dummy

radical A of Fig. 2.

Similarly, the initial radical of set 7 measures factorises with

Npa(m) and Npa (') of set 6 measures, while the second radical of

7:3 factorises with the first of set 6.

Thirdly, the morpheme of 7:3 factorises with the second

radical of the set 6 measures.

Therefore, in addition to the systems introduced in 2.2.0 we

require the following modifications to the part-structure of

Figure 2:



l) a system { w ] which in a sense contrasts paradigaaticaliy with

the first dummy radical. This will he an infixed system and

will immediately precede system Nil of Fig. 2,

ii) a second appearance of tht d swy radical A to 'contrast' with

the system Npa. Let this new appearance he termed and that

of Figure 2 A^.
iii) on the hasis of item 7s 3 we require a further appearance of

the second dummy radical, which contrasts with and the

system { w ] . Let this appearance be designated and that
of Figure 2 3 (B^

iv) again on the basis of 7i3 we require a system{']which contrasts

with B(B)g. This will also be an infixed system and is
inserted between H12 and Ni3«

3 Given these modifications we may now assign permanent designations

to our systems.

The system ITpa = {ia, » , t ] retains its existing designation.

The system The *{a,u,i} is ambivalent, in that it is a prefixed

system in respect of sets 5 and 6 and an infixed system in respect

of set 7. Such systems will be termed 'joint* and this particular

instance will be designated Nj «{a,ui]
The infixed system {w} introduced above thus becomes the first

infixed system and is designated Nia « } w.] Following this the

systems Nil and Ni2 are redesignated Nib and Nic. The infixed

system also introduced above then becomes Hid ={'}while the

systems Ni3 and !<i4 are redesignated hie and Nif.

The part-structure for the series now has the forms

Npa Nj.
m a

u

Jfc _i_

GU

,xa

w

A„
B

Nib

a

u

i

*s"
Nic

\

Nid
»

B(B)
ci

Nie

a

u

i

Nif

C(C),
Fig. 3
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2.3.0 Rules for prefixed and infixed systems

The following is a selection of rules relating to the infixed

systems.

112:1 V A2
112:2 B1 B(B)2
112:3 A1 Nj,Nia

112:4 A2H"Nj
Nib

112*5

112i6

112:7

112:8

112:9

Nib(u).—oKie(i)

Hie=* Nie

Nic(:).—.Nie(a)

I
Nib(u, i)<—oNic

Prohibit initial consonant
clusters.

Prohibits Fu'iL etc.

" Pa' L etc.

" Fa'aL etc.

" Fa'ul but admits Fa'uL

" Fu'aL etc.

2.3.1 Among the limitation rules relating to the prefixed system are

the followirg:-

112:10 Kpa(» ).- i) Prohibits 'iP'aL etc.

112:11 Npa i, Nia ft
*

maw- etc.

112:12 Npa o—,B Nib(u,i) »t
*
raaPu'iL etc.

112:13 Npa o—o Nicx It
*
raaFaw'iL etc.

112:14 Npa «—o Kid

112:15 Kpa ,. Nie (a,u) ft
*

maFa'uL etc.

2.4.0 The suffixed systems

The Nominal series manifests two types of suffixed system.

Pirst there are those suffixes which form part of the measure

proper, and second, those suffixes which are the associates of

sememes of aniraacy, number, and relation.

2.4.1.0 Suffixes forming part of the measure

Consider the set of measures:-
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Set 8. Fu'La 1 Fa'aLa* 6

Fu'Lan 2 Fa'La 7

Fu'aLa* 3 Fa'aLa 8

Fi'Lan 4 'aF'iLa 9

Fa'La* 5 'iF'iLa' 10

Ea ch of these has an element a in immediate succession to the

third radical. Note further that Fa*La (8:7) varies from Fa•La*

(8:5) only on the assignment of a final versus its absence.

Similarly, Fu'Lan (8:2) varies from Fu'La (8:1) only on the

assignment of final n.

Therefore, hearing in mind that our data provides no varrant

for the separation of a into the elements a and : we infer that

these suffixes are assignments from two systems.

The first of these is designated Nsa » (a) and the seoond

Nsb = {' ,n j .

2.4*1.1 Also among the suffixes forming a part of the measure is the

morphen^y through which th^felative adjective: al-ismu l-mansSbu
is created.

Let the system of wliich this is the member be designated

Nsc = [lyj
2.4.1.2 The folloiving is a selection of limitation rules associated with

systems Nsa and Nsb.

112:16 Npa(m,t). uNsa, Nsb Prohibits *maF'iLa> etc.

112:17 A1 .—.Hsa, Nsb
112:18 Nia •—»Nsa, Nsb

(1) As usual the representation given here is 'morphemic' —
Structuralist 'morphophoneraic'. Treasures such as 8:1
give rise to a rather unusual — for literary Arabic,
divergence of phonemic and graphemic representation.
Fu'La is phonemicised /Fu'La/, but is graphemicised Fu'Lay ,

being an instance of alif maqsura: abbreviated alif. (See
Wright 1:7 Remb.)
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112119 Nic.—„ NaafNab

112;20 (B)2 .Nsa.Nsb
•2*0 Suffixes not forming part of the measure

The sets of items listed below are paradigms of the various

suffixes attached to the Nominal series which are not part of the

measure. (Note that this is only partly true of the suffix -at)t-

Set 2 Set 10 Set 11

1 Fa'»aLun asna 1- -u msnd -u rasnc

2 Fa1'ILan nsai -a ntsad msac

3 Fa*'aLin msgi -i msgd -i laoge

4 ''aLahi mdn -and. radn -a mdnc

5 Fa'*aLayni ado -ayni mdo -ay adoc

6 Fa1'aLuna npn -una mpn -u rapno

7 Fa*'allna npo -ina mpo -I apoo

Set 12 Set 13 Set 14
1 Fa''aLatun fsni 1- -atu fsnd -atu fsnc

2 Fa''aLatan fsai -ata fsad -ata fsao

3 Fa''aLatin fsgi -ati fsgd -ati fsgc

4 Fa''aLatahi fdn -atani fdn -ata fdno

5 Fa' 'aLatayni fdo -atayni fdo -atay fdoc

6 Fa* *aLatun fpn -Stu fpn -atu fpnc
7 Fa* 'aLatin fpc -ati fpo -ati fpoc

(1) The code appended to each item is to he interpreted thust

1st letter
m nasculine
f feminine

2nd letter
s singular
d dual
p plural

3rd letter
n nominative
a accusative

g genitive
0 oblique
4th letter
1 indefinite
d definite
c construct All of these terms are to be understood as

pre-theoret ical.
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4.2.1 Contrast first of all items 9:1-3. These three vary only on

the assignment of u, a, or i in penultimate position.

If now 9:1-3 are contrasted with 10:1-3 and 11:1-3, it will

he seen that they vary on the assignment of final n versus its

absence, and in the case of 10:1-3 on the assignment of initial 1.

Prom this we infer that there will be one system having at

least the membership { a,u,i ] , and a second system in immediate

succession to the first having at least the membership { n].

Contrast next 9:1-3 with 12:1-3. These vary only on the

assignment of at immediately behind the final radical. Then,

between 12:1-3 and 13:1—3» 14:1-3 is a relationship exactly

similar to that between 9:1-3 and 10|11:1-3. Since there is no

evidence to suggest that the material at comprises other than one

morpheme we infer that there is a further suffix system having at

least the membership fat^ , located immediately in front of our

putative system {a,u,i} .

The following part-structure for these systems may therefore

be set down. The system designations are temporary.

Hb1 NB2 NS3

at a n Pig. 4
u

i

.2.2 Consider next items 9:6,7 and their equivalents 10,11:6,7*

Set 11:6,7 vary from 9:6,7 only on the assignment of final na.

(1) This morpheme overlaps with aVsp(at) discussed in 1.3.1.0 of
this chapter. This overlapping is motivated since both
are associates of DHa(Fem). (See .2.0 of chapter?).
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Since this situation is partly although not fully analogous

to that obtaining in respect of 9*1—3 and 10, 1111—3 we may infer that

the n of 9t10:6,7 is an instance of Ns3(n). This being so we must

therefore envisage a further system in immediate succession to

Ns3 having at least the membership fa]. This system is temporarily

designated ITs4»

Items 11:1-3 vary from 11:6,7 in two respects. First,

11:1,3 vary from the latter only on the assignment of ^ versus its

absence. Second, there is no equivalent to Fa1*aLa (11:2).

Since members of the system Ss2 are associates of those of

AGr (see section 3 of chapter 3), and since the elements u and i

of 11:6,7 are also associates of this content system, we infer that

they form a subset of I.rs2 which is then taken to have a type 2a

structure. The element £ is then assumed to be a member of a farther

system Us5 which stands in issnediate succession to Na2.

The part structure of figure 4 is then modified to Irnve

the form shown in figure 5 J-

Ks1 Ns2 Na5 Fs3 "s4
*
\

Si » mJmm Fig. 5
>

u

/
i

/
y

Further examination of 11:6,7 and contrast with 11:1,3 shows that

the morpheme IIs5(:) is an associate of A2Su(Plural) (see the footnote

to para. 1.3.1.0), since this sole variation across the two groups

of expressions is paralleled by a variation of encoding only in

respect of the assignment of AIfu(Sing) versus ANu(Plural).

A oomparison of the equivalent items of set 14 shows a

similar state of affairs. Items 14:1,3 vary from 14:6,7 only on



the assignment of an element } the encodings underlying them

vary only on the assignment of ANu(Sing) versus ANu(Plural). From

this we infer that the final element of 14:6,7 and cognate items

is an associate of ANu(Plural) and hence in a further instance of

N»5(0.
Now since as items 12:6,7 show there are expression encodings

which involve all of the systems Ns1,Ns2 and Ils5 at the one tirae

it follows that if in such a case Ns5(0 is to be located in its

correct position we require a •starred* morpheme, in conformity

with the discussion in para, 3.1 of chapter 3«

.2.3 The "dual" forms - items 9-14:4,5 are unusual ir^bertain
respects. Consider the first iteras 11,14:4»5 in contrast with

9,12:4,5.

The former group vary from the latter on the assignment of

a final element ni. Since this situation almost exactly parallels

that relating to 9:6,7 and 11:6,7, and since we established that

the n of the former is an instance of Ns3(n), it seams reasonable

to assume that the ni of the dual items is composed of an instance

of Ns3(n) plus a further morpheme i.

A factorisation of say, ?a"alani (9:4) and?a"aLuna (9:6)

then suggests that the morpheme i of the former should be viewed as

a member of the system Ns4« Tliis then will have the composition

{a»i ] •

Again applying the technique of factorisation we find that the

a of 9-14:4 is best analysed as an instance of :isx2(a):!fs5(»)•

Then, since 9-14:4 vary from 9-14:5 solely on the assignment of

Ns5(0 versus an element y, we may assume that this latter is also

a member of Ns5»
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♦2.4 A final point concerns the so-called "diptote" nominal

measures,for which a typical paradigm is set out below

Set 15 Set 16

1 maP'aLun msni 1- -u msnd

2 maP'aLan msai -a msad

3 ma^'aLin msgi -i rasgd

4 raaPa'iLu rnpni -u mpnd

5 maPa'iLa mpoi -a mpad

6 -i mpgd (1)

The rather idiosyncratic behaviour of the plural items in these

paradigms prevents us from setting up direct contrasts. However

a factorisation of the items in set 15 suggests that the final

u and a of 15:4,5 are instances of Ks2(u,a), an analysis which

is borne out by the fact that these like the morphemes of Ns2

are associates of the system AGr.

Prom this it follows that we must envisage a further sub¬

system within T?b2 comprising the morphemes and a. This sub¬

system is analogous to Ns2y of 2.4.2.2 above in that both relate

to classes of measures declined (in some sense) for only two

"cases". System i?s2 is now seen to be of type 1a.

(1) Codes as per the footnote to para. 2.4«2.0, The codes of
15? 16*4~6 omit, for the sake of simplicity, to point out
that these measures form part of class 'y' (see para. 3»4
of chapter 4)*
The term "diptote" used by Western grammarians is unsatisfact¬
ory on two grounds. On the one hand it does not correspond
to the Arabic term gayru munsarif which refers to measures
not having tanwln, rather than, as the English term would
imply, measures inflected for two cases, (see '/right 11308fn).

Secondly, the set of measures declined for only two oases
is not co-extensive with the set embraced by the term diptote
(see Wright 1t309). For clearly, the 'sound' plurals have only
two cases as sets 9-14 show, and yet are classed as trfcptote.

Moreover, certain of the measures olassed by Wright as
diptote are undeclinable, as for instance dikra:memory (ibid 309b )-
although they are gayru munsarif.
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In the light of the discussion in 2.4*2.3 and 2.4*2.4 a

final structure may be assigned to this series, along with permanent

designations for the systems. Tills segment of the suffix series

has then the form shown below.

Nad Use Ilsf !Tsg

at \l : * n

\ ^ -X-
u

i x

l?sh

a

i
Pig. 6

/
7

(Ns1) (Ns2)(Ns5) (lls3) (Ns4)

2.4.2.5 Among the limitation rules relating to these systems are the

following!-

Nsd( at)o—»Hoex

.—»iTsey

112: 21

112: 22 Ksd(at) ~
(Nsf(O)

In traditional terms these
rules state:-

a) that measures hawing the
feminine ending are not diptote

b) the plural feminine ending
has the restricted declension
u-i.

112:23

112:24

112:25

112:26

llsex •—

TTs©(u,i).

!7se(u,i)«

Msg

.ITsf(y)

.JTsh(i)

I7sf(x*)—» /hsd(a-t)/ (3ee the discussion in 2.4«2.2)

2.4.2.6 The "plural" items listed in sets 15 and 16 (15|16:4~6) 3X9

apparently subject to a rather odd set of limitation rules.

Let us first of all introduce terminology to replace (or

rather to combine) the traditional terras "triptote" "diptote"

"raunsarif" and "gayru munsarif".

As was hinted in the footnote to 2.4.2.4, nominal measures

may in this regard be classified along two dimensions. First

they roay be classified in respect of the number of cases for which

they are declined, Measures declined for two cases will be termed

•bicasal• and those declined for three •tricasal1.
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Secondly, they may be classified along a dimension of 'presence

of tanwln vs absence of tarwrin' (On tanWin: nunnatlon see Beeeton,

1970, chapter 7)« "casures having tanwln will be termed * nunnat-

ing* and others 1non-nunnating'. This latter pair of terras are

taken to be equivalent to the Arabic terms rtraunsarifH and "gayru

munsarif"1 the terms triptote and diptote are abandoned.

Thus the following discussion and rules relate to non-

nunnat ing bicasal measures.

Tlae striking feature of non-nunnating bicasality is that it

is morphologically conditioned. An examination of the list of

measures given in Wright 1:309 shows this. Vhereas the oontent

encodings underlying them have little or nothing in common -

except in the most trivial sense, it is possible to predict that

particular measures will exhibit non-nunnating bicasality -

although to this generalisation there are, as ever, exceptions.

In contrast to this, however, when a oemene ADt(Def) is

assigned to the encoding'^' these measures are trica3al, a clear

instance of semantic conditioning.

The relevant rules will then be roughly as follows (for the

form of these rules see para. 3.0 of chapter 4)*

When ADt(Def) is not assigned

112*27 AGr(x) ADt(lndef)
fT(x)

Nsex(x)

where N(x) is any measure configuring with non-nunnating

bi-casality (Note that in this and other cases of morphologically

conditioned assignment of suffix elements Petra&sk's concept of

vrr An adherent, stable system of 'isterminacy' is assumed
without argument, and is taken to have the structure:
ADt «flndef(inite), I)ef(inite)}
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the notion *discontinuous morpheme1 is definitely valid. See

paras, 4*2,0 and 4*2.4 of chapter 2),

When ADt(Def) is assignedi-

112:28 AGr(x) Qu)t(Def)J Na@(x)
4 ¥

A further variant on this pattern occurs among those

measures selecting in Nsey. In this case also, association is

semantically constrained - by the assignment of DHa(Pem) and

ANu(Plural). Thus we would require the further rule:-

112:29 AGr(x) ri)Ha(Fem) 1 Hssy(x)
|_ANu(Plural )J

*■

The ■ "oroheme Npp(l')

Implicit in the discussion in the previous paragraph was the

assumption that, in synchronic terms, the morpheme Nsg(n) is

an associate of ADt(lndef).

Now since the morpheme 1_which commonly precedes Nominal

forms is an associate of ADt(Def) there seems to be no good reason

for not treating it also as an element in the Nominal series.

Let us then, in recognition of its somewhat individual status,

regard it as a system of pre-prefixes, located immediately in

front of Npa, having the designation Npp and the structure:

Npp B { 1]
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Chanter 12

Some Association rales of Arabic

0 Introductory

0.0 In this cliapter we propose to investigate in rather more

detail a subset of the association rules of Arabic.

0,1 This investigation has an additional aim to show that, in

the verbal system at least, a statement of association is

rendered the more elcyant by the rejection of a rigid conception

of the notion "discontinuous morpheme". The chapter is thus

intended as a partial justification for the approach discussed in

paras. 4»2 of chapter 2, and also of the morphological systems of

the expression code identified in chapter 11.

The particular subset of association rules is that pertaining

to the verbal measures, excluding measures of the 'third degree*

(see the footnote to para. 1.0 of chapter 2). The content systems

concerned are SAk. DC.ii and AAs, while the expression systems are

those of series 7. (For these content systems see sections1 and

2 of chapter 6 and section 1 of chapter 10 respectively).

It would seen that the study of any grammatical rule system

in any detail is a most complex undertaking and it has become

apparent that for present purposes the profitability of an analysis

of the association rules for these measures is to some extent

inversely proportional to its length.

It is considered therefore that the more illuminating

description will result if only a subset of these measures is

examined, and to this end we have selected measures 2T,IY,V and X.
These four are chosen for a variety of reasons but principally

because:-
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a) between them they express almost all the sememes under

consideration.

b) measures IV and X, and IT with V, are raorpheraically connate.

c) many of the rules derived from these four should be relevant

also to the remaining measures. (For instance certain of the

ruler, governing the contrast between measures II and 7 should

be appropriate to the very similar III and VI).

The analysis ir carried out in the following way. Faoh

second degree measure is contrasted with others, either within

the same measure or without. Material which is common to all

measures is left out of consideration - that is, selections from

systems Vpax, aVs, and bVs, even t ough these may on occasion have

associates in the relevant sememic systems.

Any second degree measure selected for contrast with the

one under consideration must fulfil two conditions:-

i) the configuration it expresses should vary from that of the

measure being examined on only one sememe.

ii) If there is more than one measure conforming to i) the one

chosen is that bearing the closer morphemic resemblance to

tiie object measure.

It sometimes arises that there is no measure fulfilling

condition i). In such cases associations are derived by analogy

with those of the second degree measure in the same first degree

measure bearing the closest morphemic resemblance to that under

consideration.

The realisation that there may be two measures fulfilling

condition i) leads us to recognize that in some cases we will be

dealing with degrees of association, along a scale from •strong*

to 'weak1. Given our assumption of the ill-definedneBS of the
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graiaraatical device this should occasion no surprise.

Associations derived on the basis of conditions i) and ii)

will be the strongest available. ;Whether any one is stronger or

weaker than any other will not concern us, since we must al3o

assume that strength and weakness in t is context are in the

limit inquantifiable.

The procedure assumes that any morphemic distinction between

the two measures is to be attributed tc the value of the sememes

on which they vary, and therefore that an association exists

between the particular sememe and the morphemic material which is

peculiar to the measure in question.

The results of each analysis of this type are set down in the

form of one or more bijective associations.

This process is repeated until each sememe in the configur¬

ation - save the predicate, has been separately contrasted and

its associations stated.

The sot of tentative bijective associations for the measttre

under investigation is then examined for surjectivity and the

result of the analysis -a group of bijective and/or surjective

association rules, is stated.

Aside from the question of raonophonemic versus discontinuous

morphemes, there are two possible ways of presenting the results

of the analysis.

(1) Note that in this analysis we are to some extent presupposing
the outcome. That is, in certain cases we might - in the
absence of other evidence, assume an association between a sememe
and a discontinuous morpheme, rather than two or more associations
of monophonemic morphemes. However since as the analysis
shows there are many purely bijective associations among the
rules it seems preferable to adopt a realistic approach at
the outset.
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The approach adopted here - of listing rules as bijeetive or

subjective as appropriate, is one possibility, or alternatively

all associations may be stated bijectively.

On the face of it this latter approach appears to have

certain advantages since several of the bijective smiles deduced

may be seen to forts a sub-part of other, subjective rules.

In either case the total number of rules is in fact much the

sane, as is their complexity. Per in the former case the rules

themselves are commonly more complex and the contextual constraints

more simple, and in the latter the rules are more simple but the

statement of constraining context more complex!

The argument against the second approach is tipped by the

fact that in a purely bijective rule system the essential subject¬

ivity of many of these associations can only be inferior. For

instance let there be some sememe 5x associate with a morpheme

Ktx in the context of a semens Sy. (Hence*- Sx jjSyJ MX). Now if
^ >•

Sy and Sx are subjectively associate with Mx then we shall require a

further rulet-

Sy [sx] ISk
•*

and the fact that these sememes mutually presuppose each other is

recovered only with difficulty.

0.4 The contents of this chapter are as follows:-

section 1 Analysis of the IVth measure

n 2 « « » xtii measure
TTnA

"3 " " " -Jffth- measure

" 4 " « « yth measure

1 The IVth measure

1.0 If wo ignore morphemes contributing to measures of the third

degree the IVth measure nay be defined as follows*—
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V((pay(m)): (pbx(u))s (pc(1 )): (pex)s AB: icx(a,i): C)
where the systems in brackets do not participate in all second

degree measures.

The principal second degree measures of IV are:-

pay pbx PC pex AB icx C

IVa * a F« a L

rvb I u pt i L

IVc u pi i L

IVd pt a L

IVe m u pi i L

IVf m u pi a L

The masdar measures - 'ilfEL etc., are not taken into consideration.

The following is the most common configuration expressed

by IVaj-

AAflh(Comp) + DCmu(Gausn) (See part 9 of Appendix A)

The associations of AAsh(Comp) are given bys-

L where IVc varies from IVa only on

j 1 the assignment of AAs(hur).
Hence we gets- AAsh(Comp) * > pc(*) ... 1

" * * pex(a) ... 2

" * »- icx (a) ... 3

The associations of DCmp(Causn) are best given by contrasting the

second degree measure Fa'aL of 1, as for instancej-

damaj: enter(fT) something
vs

'admaj;enter something
(fl) something

where the former varies only on the assignment of DC:a( Dyn).

Hence

F' a L
2

Pa' a L

*
a pi a

u pi 1
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which rives:- 7Xh?ro( Causn) <- * pc(')

4 > r>ex( a)

• • «4

...5

"Prom 1-5 the following rules nay be written:-

AAsh(Coep) "J C pc( *)
hCmvC Causn)) [ pex( a) ... 500

AAsh(Conp) 4—> icx(a) ...501 (1)

The most common configuration expressed by TVfe ia:-
QSee as per IVa and

AAsh(Corap) + hCmp( Cansn) + T)Cnq(H-I-C) para.2.3.3
(of chapter 6 )

Associations of AAah(Comp) are given by contrasting IVd

which varies only on the assignment of AA»(Dur). Ilenoe:-

L
3

L

♦
u p * i

u p '

which gives:-

AAsh(Conp) 4—t pc(')

4—* pex(u)

■*—> icx(i)

.«.6

...7

.. .8

Arscciations of )Cnp(Causn) are given by contrasting Pu'iL of

1 which varies in not being assigned this sememe. For instance

dukir: st. ..as rem :bercd vs

'udkir: : . c . ho rggae o.

Hence

which gives

DCnp (Cnusn)

'u F • i L

.3 i L

»PoC)

■y pox(u)

...9

...10

(1) Interim or 'working1 associations are numbered in a series
1-200. Association rules proper are numbered 500 - 5xx.
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Associations of "HCnqfE-T-H) are given by contrasting TVa which

varies only on the non-assignment of the above. Hencet-

Lu F 1 i

a V « a_ L
5

which givess-

SCmafB-I-S) *-* pex(u) ...11

" *-^icx(i) ...12

From 6-12 the following rules nay be derived:-

AAah(Comp)^
DCnp(Causn)U*pex(u)
DCracu E-I-S )j
AAsh(Comp)\ x

f*~*pc('
DCmn( Causn))
AAsh(Comp)'

1

SCmafS-I-G)
«-*lcx( i)

...502

...503

...504

1.3 T- e most common configuration expressed by IVx iss-

A.As (Dur) + DCrap( Causn)

Associations of AAs(Dur) ax-e given by contrasting IVa» which varies

only on the assignment of AAsh(Conp). Hence from figure 1 we geti-

AAs^Dur) <4—*• pbx(u) ... 13
" *_». icx(i) ...14

Associations of DCraj>( Causn) are given by contrasting (y)a?*uL of

1 which varies only on the assignment of DCn(Dyn). as instanced

by yadrauj vs yudrnij (see para. 1.1). Hencej-

Lu F » i

a F * u

which gives

DCnp( Causn) «<-»pbx(u)
" <—*icx(i)

...15

...16

From 13-16 the following role may be derived:-

AAs(Dur) I Jpbx(u)
DCmp( Causn a [icx( i)

...505



The most common configuration expressed by TYd ias-

AAs(Dur) + DCmpC Cauan) + DCmq(B-I-S)
Associations of Aas(Dur) are given by contrasting Ivb which varies

only on the assignment of AAsh(Conp). Hence

u F ' L

»
u P ♦ _i L 7

which gives

AAs(Dur) *—% icx(a) ... 17

Associations of PCap(Causn) are given by contrasting (y)uF,aL of 1f

which varies only on the assignment of DCn(Dyn). Hence:-

u P » a L
8

u ? ' a L

These measures it will be noted are identical and therefore

DCmp(Gausn) here has no associates.

Associations of SCxaq( E-I-S) are given by contrasting lYc, whioh

varies only on the non-assignment of this sememe. Irenes

u P ' falL
9

u F ' Jij L
which gives:-

DCraq (K-I-g )<—» icx(a)

From 17 and 18 we derive

AAs(Dur)

The most common confiruration expressed by IVe ist-

AAs( Frog) + J)Ccm( Gauen)

In the case of the associations of AAs(Prog) there are at least

two configurations fulfilling condition i) of 0.1, namely, IYa

and IYc. However since Ivc clearly bears the closer morphological

resemblance to IYe by condition ii) of 0.1 it is the one chosen

_3|«icx(a)

,..18

...506
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for contrast. TTence:-

[ralu 7 ' i L0 10
u ? 1 i I

which givess-

AA»(Prog)f-*pay(ni) ...19

Associations of TXhnp(Cau3n) are given by contrasting 7a*iL of 1,

which varies only on the assignment of I)Cm(liyn), and is instanced

by the pair danij vs mudmij. Hences-

m~v\ 7 ' i L

Jin 11
which gives

DCap( Causn)**pay(m) ... 20

f-^pbx(u) ...21

*♦ <->iarc(i) ...22

Prom 19-2? we derive

AAs(Prog) ")
r^payCm) ...507

SCnm Causnl

DCmp( Causn) ,.. 508
^icx(i)

The most common configuration expressed by IVf is:-

AAa(Prog) + DCmp(Gausn) + DCrag(T>-I-3)

Associations of Ma(Prog) are given by contrasting IVd which

varies on the non-assignment of DCmq(S-I-S). Hences-

m u 7 * a L
12

_Ju 7 • a L

which gives:-

AAa(Prog)<—>pay(m) ...23

Condition i) for the aniilysis of this measure is fulfilled by

maP'uL which is closely associated with measure 1 although taken
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not to be in the Verbal series on account of its quite distinct

morphology. For the same reason it is not a suitable vehicle for

contrast in the present case. Therefore, in accordance with

the discussion in 0.1 associations of PCmp(Causn) should be

inferred by analogy with those of some closely cognate measure.

In this oase the closest measure is IVd which, as was noted

in 1.4 above, gives no associates for this sememe. Hence we

assume the same to be the cane in the present instance.

Associations of DC.nq( I3-T-S) are given by contrasting IVe

which varies only on the non-assignment of tide oenerae. Hence:-

m u F •

m u F *

which gives:-

BCmof -3-1-3)<—>icx( a) ... 24

From 23 and 24 we derive:-

Ma(Prog) *—+pay(ra) ...509

DCng(T3-I-3)t->icx(a) ...510

The Xth . easure

The tenth measure may be defined thus:-

V(pay(ra): (pbx): pc(s)s pdg: pex: A3: icx(a,i): c)

As part 14 of appendix A shows, this measure expresses

perhaps the widest range of sememes of any of the Verbal measures,

and its analysis is therefore correspondingly more complex. The

relevant second degree measures are:-

pay pbx PC pdg pex A3 icx C

Xa s t a F* a L

Xb s t u F* i L

Xc a s t a pi i L

Xd u s t a F» a L

Xe m u s t a pi i L

Xf m u s t a pi a L

12
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The most common configurations expressed "by X* are:-

i) AAsh(Comp) + DCm(]!lff)

ii) AAsh(Comp) + Mkp(Est) + DCm(Eff)

iii) AAsh(Comp) + Mk^Seek) + DCia(l)yn)

iv) Msh(Comp) + Mkc^Hefl)

v) AAsh(Comp) + DCmp( Gausn)

Associations of AAsh(Cornp) are given "by contrasting Xc, which

varies on the assignment of AAs(l)ur). Hence s-

L
13

a s t a F • i L

which gives

AAsh(Comp) ^-icx(a) ...25

Associations of DCmC Sff) are given hy contrasting Xb, which varies

only on the assignment of DCnq(S-I-S'). as for instance stahaqqj
(1)

he entitled vs stuhiqq: have so's entitlement unon.v '

s t a F * a

a s t a F • i_

Eences-

s t

s t

which gives:-

DCa(Eff)

u

V *

V t
14

.. .26

...27

pex(a)
" —>-icx(a)

Thus for configuration i) we derive the following:-

icx(a) ...511

DCm(Eff) pex(a) ...512

Associations of DAkp(Est) are given hy contrasting Fa'iL of 1,

which varies only on the non-assignment of this sememe as for

instance hamiq: be stupid vs stahmaq: consider stupid. Hence

(1) This example is of course slightly irregular in consequence
of having a root with geminate second and third radicals.
The paralellism between the two measures is anyway not common
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s t a P * a

i
15

which gives :-

BAkj)( Hgt)#—>oc( g)

4—»?dg(t)

«—*pex(a)

«—»icx(a)

...28

...29

...30

...31

Thus from 25-31 we derive the following rules for configuration ii)i-

AAsh(Coinpj
«—>icx(a) ...513

,<—VPc c(a) ...514

...515pc(s)
pdg(t)

Associations of Mkp(lieek) are given by contrasting Fa'al, of 1,

which varies only on the non-assignraent of this sememet as for

instance gafar: forgive vs stagfar: aok forgiveness. Hence:-

s t a1 P ' a L
16

a L

which gives s-

Mkp( 3eek)t-»pc( s) ... 32

■»pdg(t) ...33

>pex( a) ... 34

Associations of DCtn(Dyn) are given by figure 14» where Xb varies

only on the assignment of DCmo(B-I-S). Hence we writet-

DCn( Hyn) t—>nex( a) ... 35

■4icx(a) ...36

Thus from 25» 32-36 we derive the following rules for configur¬

ation iii)»-



AAsh(Comp))
Wicx(a) ...516

2Ca (r»yn) \

^^LpexCa) ...517
JDCa yn) J

..,(instance of 514)

Associations of BAkaCllefl) are given by contrasting Pa'iL of 1,

varying only on the assignment of DCm(75ff) as instanced by

dafi>: be warm vs stailfa' warm onself. Hence from figure 15 we get:

DAkaf heflV»T)c( s) ... 37
" ^»pdg(t) ...38
" <•—»pex(a) ...39
" <r»-icx(a) ...40

Thus from 25» 38-40 we get the following rules for configuration

iv)

Msh(0mpi.ox(a) ___51S
BAkg.(r;efl)j

HJ)0 ^ s^)Pdg(t) ...519
pex(a)

Associations of DCap( Causn) are given by contrasting Fa*aL of 1

which varies only on the assignment of 33Cn(l)yn) as instanced by

halaf 5 swear vs stahlaf: make swear. Hence from figure 16 we geti-

DCm2.(Gausn)*—^.po(s) ...41

" «—=»pdg(t) ...42

n «-^»pex(a) ...43

Thus from 25» 41-43 we derive the following rules for configur¬

ation v)

AAsh(Comp)«-»icx(a) ...(in 501)
(pc(s)

DCan( CausnWpdgf t) ... 520
[pex(a)
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2.2 The most coraaon configurations expressed "by Xb are:-

i) AAsh(Comp) + DAkpfBst) + DCmq(E-I-S)

ii) AAsh(Comp) + DAkp( Seek) + DCmg_(B-I-S)

iii) A.lsh(Comp) + DCrnp(Causn)* DCmq(B-I-S)

Associations of AAsh(Comp) are given by contrasting Xd

when varying only on the assignment of AAs(Dur). Hence:-

L
17

which gives:-

AAsh(CorapV*pex(u) ...44

'* ♦Hricx(i) ...45

Associations of DAkp(Est) are given by analogy with those in Xa

(2o-31 above) since there seems to be no form fulfilling

condition i) of 0.1. Ilence we get:-

BAlcn( Est'l«-»pc( s) ...46

" »pdg(t) ...47
" *-*>pex(u) ...48

This group contains no equivalent to expression 31, since that

association is warranted only by the fact that the particular

measure used for contrast is Pa'iL. If there were to be a

suitable measure in the present case the likeliest candidate

would be Fu'iL which would of course not be in contrast with Xb

in that particular respect.

Associations of DSbiq(E-I-S) are given by contrasting Xa,

when varying only on the non-assignment of this sememe. Ilence

from figure 14 vre gets-

DCmq(B-I-S) <*—»-pex( u) ...49

«-*iox(i) ...50

Thus from 44-50 we have the following rules for configuration i)i«



AAsh(Consp)!
'Eat) m—»pex(u)

5Cmq(T>I-S))
AAA(Comp)f lcl{1)

...521

...(in 504)

Associations of Mkp(-ieQk) are given by contrasting Fu'iL of 1

when varying only on the non-assignment of this sememe, as

instanced byx-

gufirati 1-jarimatu
the crime was forgiven

VE

stugfirati 1- jarlraatu
forgiveness was asked for the crine

..once:*

s t u i L

© 1 L
13

which gives t-

BAkp( 3eek)f-ypc( s)

«__»pdg(t)

*—»pex(u)

...51

•. . 52

...53

Thus from 44t45« 49-53 we have the following riles for

configuration ii)

MshCGonp)^
i—»pex (u)D0rnq(B-I-3)

BAkp(heek) ;

AAsh(Conp) j
DCaa(E-I-S))
DAkp(Seek)

...522

..4n 504)

...(in 515)

jeicx(i)

rpc(s)

(pdg(t)
Associations of ]DCsap(Cauan) are also given by contrasting Fu'iL

of 1, when varying only on tle non-assignment of this sememe,

as for instance hulifi was sworn vs stuhlif: was made to be sworn.

Hence from figure 1B we get:
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DCmpfCausn)
•r

po(s)

Pdg(t)

pex(ti)

• • *54

...55

...56

Thus from 44»45» 49»50» 54—5^ we have the following rules for

configuration iii)s-

Msli(Comp) ^
DOmofB-I-S)

DCrnpCGausn)J

AAsh(Comp)

bCmq(E-I-S)

DCnmfGausn)

pex(u) ...(in502)

e—»- icx(i)

'pc(s)

\pdg(t)V.

The most common configurations attaching to Xc are:-

...(in 504)

...523

i) Ms (Dur) + .uAkpf Geek) + DCm(byn)

ii) Ms (bur) + DAkq(!tefl)

iii) AAs(bur) + DCmp(Causn)

iv) AAs(Prog) + DCm(Eff)

▼) AAs(Dur) + bAkp( Gst) + bCm(Eff)

The associates of AAs(Bur) are given by contrasting Xa when

varying only on the assignment of Msh(Comp). Hence from figure

13 we get:-

AAs(bur) *—=* pbx(a) ...57

icx(i) ...50

The associates of DAkp(Seek) are given by contrasting (say)

ap'uL of 1f when varying only on the non-assignment of this sememe.

Hence

(D

a s t a P » i

a P i u

19

(1) Since the choice of u or i between the second and third radicals
of these measures is arbitrary, it is of no import whether we
use aF'uL of aF'iL for contrast. As it happens, in the present
case the former gives a stronger association than the latter,
but this may be neglected for our purposes (see part 1 of

appendix A).
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which gives t-

Mko( Seek) •pc(s)

-Pdg(t)

-pex(a)

►icx(i)

...59

.. .60

...61

• • .62

The associates of SCmfDvn) axe given by contrasting Xd, when

varying only on the assignment of DCmg_(E-I-S) ♦ Hence j-

La s t a F • i

u s t a F i a

20

which gives

DCm(Bvn) ...63

...64

-=»■ pbx(a)
"

*—=»■ icx(i)

Thus from 57-64 we have the following rules for configuration i)

Ms(Dur)
BCm(l)yn)

Ms(llur)
hAkpf Seek)^
DCnf pyn)

BMr2.(Seek).

pbx( a)

'icx(i)

fpc(s)
Jpdg(t)
(pex(a)

...524

.525

...526

The associates of DAkq(Refl) are given by contrasting aF'aL of 1,

when varying only on the assignment of DCm(Eff), as for instance

yadfa*: (shall) be warm vs yastadfi': warms himself. Hence from

figure 19 by substituting a for u we get:-

BAicq(Refl) —»pc(s) ...65
" *—»-pdg(t) ...66
" •*—»pex(a) ...67
" *-^icx(i) ...68

Thus from 57» 58, 65-68 we derive the following rules for

configuration ii)
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AA.a(Dux) ) icx( l) .*.527
Mkg(Refl))
AAs(Dur) —=?> pbx(a) ...528

(Po(»)
SAlcq(Refl)^—»jpdg(t) ...(in 519)lpex(a)

The associates of SCrWCausn) are given by contrasting (say)

aF'ul of 1, when varying only on the assignment of IXhn( hyn).

Hence from figure 19 we get:-

DCanCCauBn)^*-^nc( s) ...69

^_^pdg(t) ...70

" <*—=»pex(a) ...71
« -*-^icx(i) ...72

Thus from 57» 58, 69-72 we derive the following rules for

configuration iii)

AAs(Hur) ")

DCnrq(Causn))
-icx(i) ...529

AAs(Dur) v > pbx(a) ...(in 528)

DCanfCansn)...(in 52&)
(pex(a)

The associates of Ms(Prog) are given by contrasting Xa, when

varying only on the assignment of AAsh(Comp). Hence from

figure 13 we get:-

AAs(Prog) «<—rr pbx(a) ...73

" icx(i) ...74

The associates of HCra(Sff) are given by contrasting Xd, when varying

only on the assignment of DCniq(S-I-S). as for instance yastahiqq:

is entitled to vs yustahaqq: his an entitlenent upon. Hence

from figure 20 we gets-

DCm(Sff) <—=»• pbx(a) ...75
" *—=> icx(i) ...76
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Thus from 73-76 we derive the following rule for configuration iv)i-

Ms(Proff)\ . fpbx( a) r,n
DCm(Eff) J^(iex(i) ' *' JU

The associates of SAkp(Eat) are given by contrasting aP'aL of 1,

when varying only on assignment of this sememe, as for instance

yahraaq: a. t vs yaatahiuiq: considers stupid. Hence from

figure 19 with appropriate modification we get:-

3Akp(r:-t) *■—» pc(s) ...77

^ pdg(t) ...78

^ pex(a) ...79

^—*■ icx(i) ...80

Thus from 73-30 we derive the following rules for configuration v)

AAs(Prog)}
3Cn( iff) j
.\As(Prog)

ff)
3Ak]2.( ft)

pbx(a) ...531

■icx(i) ...532

("pc(s)
IV0CT)( :*t)^jpdKt) ...533

(pex(a)
The principal configurations attaching to Xd are:-

i) AAa(Pur) + PAV.pC Seek) + DCiaq( h-l-S)

ii) AAs(Pur) + DCnp( Causn) + PGnq(h-I-S)

iii) AAe(Prog) + DCm( -1-3)

iv) AAs(Prog) + Mkp( Est) + BCnq(D-I-O)

The associates of AAa(Dur) are given by contrasting Xb, when varying

only on the assignment of AAsh(Conp). Hence f3*0111 figure 17 we

get:-

AAs(Cur) *—=» pbx(u) ...81

—=> pox(a) ...82

-*—=» icx(a) ...83

The associates of Bi x>( Seek) are given by contrasting uF'aL of 1,
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•when varying only on the non-assignment of this sememe, as for

instance yugfartis forgiven vs yustagfar: is asked forgiveness

for. Hence:-

Pal
21

P » a 1

which gives

DAkp( Seek) ■pc(s)

-pdg(t)

■pex(a)

• • .84

...85

. • .86

Associates of DCmq( B-I-S) are given by contrasting Xc when

varying only on the assignment of HCm(Hyn). Hence fron

figure 20 we get:-

DGmq( B-I-S) «^-pbx( u) ... 87
" ^-*icx(a) ...88

Thus frora 81-88 we derive the following rules for configuration i)i-

AAs(Dur) ^

DCmq(Q-I-S)

AAs(Dur) ,

I)Akp( Geek)

pbx(u)

icx( a)

pex(a)

...534

...535

I)Akp( Seek) ...(in515)
"pc(s)

J5dg(t)

Associates of DCmp( Gausn) are given by contrasting uP'aX of 1

when varying only on the non-assignment of this sememe, as for

instance yuhlaf: is sworn vs yustahlaf: is made to be sworn. Hence

from figure 21 we get:-

PCaT>( Causn) »pe( s)

■pdg(t)
• pex(a)

...89

.. .90

...91
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Thus from 81-83,87-91 we derive the following rules for

configuration ii)

Ms( Dur) | |phx(u)
DCmq( 13—I—5)j licx( a) ...(in534)
AAa(Dur) ") pex(a) .,.536
DCmp( CausnM

3X?mp(Causn)^ jpc( s) ,
lpdg(t) "*Un 523)

Associates of AAs(Prog) are given by contrasting Xb, when

varying only on the assignment of AAsh(Comp). Hence from

figure 17 we get:-

AAs(Prog) v 5> pbx(uj ...92
"

-* ■> pex(a) ...93
" icx(a) ...94

Thus from 87, 88, 92-94 we derive the following rules for

configuration iii)s-

AAs(Prog) | jpbx(u) ...537
DGmq(E-I-S)}\icx(a)
AAs(Prog) pex(a) ...538

Associates of Mkp( ~st) are given by analogy with those of Xc»

in the absence of any measure fulfilling condition i) of 0.1.

That is, the proportion:-

yahmaq: is stuuid i yastahmiq: considers stupid

cannot be paralleled by a second based on

yustahmaq: is considered stupid.

Hence expressions 77-79 are considered good for this measure also.

Expression 80 is omitted since if a suitable contrasting form were

to be found it would most likely be on the measure uF*aIi of 1,

which would not of course give 80.

Thus from 77-79, 87, 88, 92-94, we derive the following

rules for configuration iv)
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AAs(Prog) 1 £pbx(u)
DCraa(E-I-S)) licx(a) ...(in534)

AAs(Prog)}
BAkp(l!st) j
Akpfltet^ (P°(s) ...(in515)

pex(a) ...539

(Pds(t)
2.5 The principal configurations attaching to Xe are:-

i) AAs(Prog) + DCn( Eff)

ii) AAs(Prog) + Mkq(Refl)

iii) A As (Prog) + DAkp( Seek1) + HCm( Syn)

iv) AAs(Prog) + BAkpfPst) + BCm ^Tiff)

v) AAfl(Prog) + DCnvpC Causn)

Associates of AAs(Prog) are given by contrasting Xc when varying

only on the assignment of Ms(Dur). Hence t-

m u

a

s t a F * i 1
22

s t a F • i 1

which gives

AAs(Prog) =*—-» pay(m) ...95
< pbx(u) ...96

Associates of DCm(Eff) are given by contrasting Xf when varying

only on the assignment of SCtaq( B-I-S). Hence

T L
23

m u s t a F *

m u s t a F '

which gives

DCm(Eff) icx(i) ...97

Thus from 95-97 we derive the following rules for configuiv

ation i)

AAs(Prog)
^ fpay(ia) ...540
lpbx(u)

DCm(Eff) icx(i) ...541
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Associates of 2Akq(?.efl) are given by contrasting Fa'iL of 1,

■when varying only on tfee assignment of DCm(Bff), as for instance i-

kafin: hidden vs mustakfin: hiding oneself (D

Hence

T * i L

ra« i l
24

which givest-

{ReflW—*-?ay(n)

—^-pbx(u)

—^po(s)

-s_»pd(t)

^pex(a)

...98

...99

..100

..101

..102

Thus fro?a 95» 9&» 98-102 we derive the following rules for

configuration ii):-

..542

...(in 519)

_ pay(ra)
pbx(u)

'pc(a)
3Akg.( Refl) pdg( t)

j)cx(a)

Associates of Mkp( Seek) are given by contrasting Fa*iL of 1

when varying only on the non-assignraent of this sememe, as for

instance»-

gafir: forgiving (so) vs mustagfir: ashing forgiveness

Hence from figure 24 we gets-

DAkp( Seek) —> pay(n) .. .103
"

«*—> pbx(u) ...104
" ^-pc(s) ...105

pdg(t)

pex(a)

...106

...107

(1) Note that the root is kfy; nunnation is purely for
convenience.
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Associates of TCm(Pyn) are given by contrasting Xf when varying

only on the assignment of "DCraq( . Hence from figure 23 we

get:-

DCm(lyn) < *icx (i) ...108

Thus fron 95. 96, 103-108 we derive the following rules for

configuration iii):~

AAs(nrog) (

Mkp( Bee". )l

DAkp( v^eex) 4—^

fpay(ra)
pbx(u)

^PcCs)
Pd«(t)
pex(a)

icx(i)

...543

...(in526)

DCm(Dyn) < » icx(i) ...544

Associates of DAkp(Fst) are given by contrasting P&'iL of 1 when

varying only on the non-assignment of this sememe, as for instancet-

ka'in: treacherous vs nustakwin:di"trusting
(considering treacherous)

Hence from 24 we get:-

DAkp( Est) <i—> pay(m)

<—* pbx(u)

*—» pc(s)

C > pd(t)

<—> pcx(a)

.109

.110

.111

.112

.113

Thus from 95-97. 109-113 we derive the following rules for

configuration iv)

A\s( Prog)]
DAkp(Hst)j
PCmQ'ff) «_

0Akp(T:st) <e

pay(m)
pbx(u)

icx(i)

pc(s)
pdg(t)
ptx(a)

...545

...(in 541)

• • • ^in533)

Associates of DCinp(Causn) are given by contrasting FS'iL of 1
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when varying ojily on the assignment of DCm(Dyn), as for instancet-

halifs swearing vs mustahlif: making to swear

Hence from figure 24 we gett-

DCmp(Causn) ~a» pay(m) ...114

pbx(u)
pc(s)
pdg(t)
pex( a)

.115

.116

.117

.118

Thus from 95* 96, 114-118 we derive the following rules for

configuration v)

{pay(m) ...546pbx(u)

pc( s)
—^ ...(in 520)

pex(a)

AAs( Prog) ")
I)Cmp( Causn)

DCap(Causn)

The principal configurations attaching to Xf ares-

i) AAs(Prog) + DAkpfSeek) + DCmq( E-I-S)
ii) AAs(Prog) + BAkp(Pst) + DCmq(S-I-S)
iii) AAs(Prog) + SCmp( Causn') + DCmq( E-I-S)

Associates of AAs(Prog) are given by contrasting Xd when Varying

only on the assignment of AAs(Dur). Hence

u s t a P • a Lm

25
u s t a F ' a L

which gives:-

AAs(Prog) -*—». pay(ra) ...119

Condition i) for the investigation of HAkpfSeek) is fulfilled

by maF'uL, but since the latter is regarded as unsuitable (compare

1.6) the associates of t' is sememe are best inferred by analogy

with the equivalent associations of Xd, this being the measure

closest in structure to Xf. Hence expressions 84-86 of 2.4 are

taken to be valid here also.
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Associates of DCaq(E-T-S) are given by contrasting Xe, when

varying only on the assignment of HCm( Dyn). Trence from

figure 23 we gets-

DCmq(E-I-O) -*—> iox(a) ...120

Thus from 84-86, 119» 120 we derive the following rules for

configuration i)

{pc(s)pdg(t) ...(in 526)
pex(a)

AAs(Prog) •* > pay(m) ...(in 509)
DCmqC'P-I-S) 4—» icx(a) ...(in 510)

The situation in respect of Mkp(Sst) is similar to that of

BAkpfSeek), and its associates are hence inferred by analogy with

those of Xd in 2.4. Hence expressions 77-79 are taken to be valid

for Xf.

Thus from 77-79» 119*120 we derive the following rules

for configuration ii):-

{pc(s)pdg(t) ...(in 533)
pex(a)

AAs(Prog) » pay(m) ...(in 509)
DCmcn Pl-I-S) -fe—* icx(a) ...(in 510)

The associates of HCmpi.' Causn) are also to be inferred by analogy

with Xd and therefore expressions 89-91 are appropriate here.

Thus from 89-91* 119*120 we derive the following rules for

configuration iii)s-

fpc(s)
DCmp( Causn) ■<—*- <pdg(t) ...(in 520)

[pex (a)
AAs(Prog) •<—» pay(m) ...(in 509)

DCmqfE-I-S) —> icx(a) ...(in 510)
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3 The ITnd measure

3.0 The second "leisure may be defined thuss-

V(pay(m))s (pbx(u)): Aj ia(a,u): BB» icx(a,i): C)
The relevant second degree measures arej-

pay pbx A ia BB icx C

TIa P a «• a L

lib P u «• i L

lie u P a • • i L

lid u P a 11 a L

He m u P a i • i L

ITf m u P a t • i L

The configurations to be studied are based on those given in

part 7 of appendix A.

The principal configurations attaching to Ila are:-

i) AAsh(Comp) + DCmpfCausn)
ii) Msh(Comp) + DCra( Dyn)

Associates of AAsh(Coiap) fire given by contrasting lie, when

varying only on t e assignment of AAs(Dur). Hence:-

P a » i a L

u TP
A' a 1 t i L

which gives

AAsh(Corap) —» icx(a) ..121

Associates of DCmn(Causn) are given by contrasting Fa'iL of I,

when varying only on the assignment of DCm( Sff). as for instancei-
'

1)
kadir: was preen vs kaddar: made green ^ '

Hence

P a »

P a •

which gives s-

(1) It would also be possible to use Fa'aL for contrast, as for
instance kaSa': was humble vs ka&ka': made humble, but Fa'iL
gives the stronger set of associations.
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DCmp(Causn) *—^(b) ...122v

t—»icx(a) ...123

Thus from 121-123 we derive the following rules for

configuration i)*-

AAsh(Comp)}
DCmp(Cauan|
DCmp(Causn)<—>(fi) ...548

Associates of DCm(Byn) are given by contrasting lib, when

varying only on the assignment of DCmq(E-I-S). Hence:-

F

F

icx(a) ...547

a « 1 a

u • t i
—— —-

28

which gives

DCm(Dyn) ia(a)
icx( a)

...124

...125

Thus from 121, 124, 125 we derive the following rules for

configuration ii)j-

AAsli (CompX icx(a)
DCm( I)yn) J
DCm( I!yn) <—» ia( a)

...(in 516)

.549

The principal configurations attaching to lib are:

i) AAsh(Comp) + DCmp(Causn) + DCmq(B-I-S)
ii) AAsh(Comp) + DCmq(E-I-S)

Associates of AAsh(Comp) are given by contrasting lid, when

varying only on the assignment of AAs(Dur). Hence:-

L
29

F u « 1 i

u F a » 1 a

which gives

AAsh(Comp) ia(u)

icx(i)

...126

...127

(1) That is, the optional dummy symbol. See para. 1.1.4 of
chapter 11.
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Associates of DCmp(Gausn) must be inferred by analogy with

those of Ila, since there is no configuration fulfilling oondition

i) of 0.1.Of expressions 122 and 123 of 3.1 only the former is

valid here.

Associates of DCmq(E-I-S) are given by contrasting Ila, when

varying only on the non-assignment of this sememe. Hence from

figure 28 we get:-

HCmq(E-I-S)la(u) ...128

-e—icx(i) ...129

Thus from 122, 126-129 we derive the following rules for

configuration i)»-

AAsh(Comp)^l fia(u)
BCma(S-I-S)j licx(i)
DCmpfCausn) (B) ...(in 548)

And for configuration ii) from 126-129 we have:-

U.h(Co.p)l fU(u) ...(In 550)
DCmq(E-I-S )) jicx(i)

The principal configurations attaching to lie are:-

.3 AAs(Dur) + DCmp(Causn)
ii) AAs (Dur)+ DGia(Dyn)

Associates of AAs(Dur) are given by contrasting Ila, when

varying only on the assignment of AAsh(Comp). Hence from

figure 26 we get:-

AAs(Dur) ^pbx(u) ...130
"

» icx(i) ...131

Associates of DCmp(Causn) are given by contrasting aF*aL of I

when varying only on the assignment of DCm(Dyn), as for instance:-
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aksar: loses vs ukassir: causes loss (D

Hences-

p a t t i

a F 1 a
u—

—

30

which givest-

SCmp(Causn) *—»pbx(u)
n <—>ia(a)

—4 (B)
w <•—»icx(a)

...132

...133

...134

...135

Thus from 130-135 we derive the following rules for

configuration i)»-

AAs(Dur)
DCmp(Causn

HCrap( Caasn)

phx(u)
icx(i)
'ia(a)
(B)

...(in 505)

...551

Associates of DCm(Byn) are given by contrasting lid, when varying

only on the assignment of BCmq(E-I*s).Hence:-

31
u F a • •

u F a • •

which givest«

BCn(Byn) t—> iox(i) ...136

Thus from 13Qf 131® and 136 we derive the following rules

for configuration ii):-

AAa(Bur)l
DCm(Hyn)j
AAa(Dur) <—» pbx(u) ...553

icx(i) ...552

The principal configurations attaching to lid are:-

ii! AAe( Bur} +
AAs(Dur)

+ DCrap(Gau
+ DCmq\E—I—

(Causn) + DCmq(B-I-S)
S)

(1) This configuration is perhaps more commonly expressed by
aF'uL of I, but since the result of the analysis is the
same in either case it is of no import ii nee.
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Associates of AAs(Dur) are given by contrasting lib, when varying

only on the assignment of AAsh(Comp). hence from figure 29 we get:-

AAah(Comp) m—> pbx(u) •. • 137

ia(a) ...138
M •*—> iox(a) ...139

Associates of DCmp(Cauan) are given by contrasting uf'aL of I, when

varying only on the non-assignment of this sememe, as for instancex-

uksar: ia lost vs ukassars is paused to be lost

Hencex-

u F

u P

which givesx-

a a L

32
a L

DCmp(Causn) ia(a) ...140
(B) ...141

Associates of DCmq(I3-I-S) are given by contrasting lie when

varying only on the non-assignment of this sememe. Hence from

figure 31 we getx-

DCmq(E-I-S) ^-^icx(a) ... 142

Thus from 137-142 we derive the following rules for

configuration i)x-

AAb(3ur) „.554
DCmp( Cauanh

AAe(Dur) V t0l(a) ...(in 506)
BCaqfE-I-S) \

AAs(Dur) Mr-pbx(u) ...(in 553)
BCmp(Cau8n) (B) ...(in 548)

From 137-139» and 142 we derive the following rules for

configuration ii)x-

AAs(Bur) ,..(in506)
BCmq(E-I-S)|

AA»(Dur) — {£$> ...555
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3.5 The principal configurations attaching to He are:-

i) AAs(Prog) DCrap( Causn)
ii) AAs(Prog) + DCm(Dyn)

Associates of AAs(Prog) are given by contrasting lie, when varying

only on the assignment of AAs(Dur). Hences-

33
m u F a * ' i L

uFa" 1L

which gives:-

AAs(lTog) » pay(m) ...143

Associates of I)Cnip(Causn) are given by contrasting Fa'iL of I,

as for instances*

ka&i's humble vs ntukafefei': making humble

Hence:*

m u F a • * i L

F a • i L
34

...144

...145

which givess-

DCmp( Causn) -<—=»- pay(m)
n pbx(u)

Thus from 143*145 we derive the following rules for configuration i)i-

AAs(Prog) |^pay(m) 507)DCrap(Cauanh

DCmp( Causn)-.—»pbx(u) . • • ( in508)

Associates of DCm( Dyn) are given by contrasting Ilf when varying

only on the assignment of DCmq(S-I-S). Hence:-

35
m u F a • * i

m u F a 1 ' _a

which gives:-

DCa(Dyn) < > icx(i) ...146

Thus from 143 and 146 we derive the following rules for

configuration ii):-
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AAs(Prog) <■ *pay(m) ...(in 509)

DCm(l)yn) * *icx(i) ...(in 544)

The principal configurations attaching to Ilf ares-

i) AAs(Prog) + BCap( Causn) + DCmq(S-I-S)
ii) Ms(Prog) + DCmq( H-I-S)

Associates of Ms(Prog) are given by contrasting lid, when

varying only on the assignment of AAs(Dur). Hencet-

m u F a • • a L
36

u P a • * a L

which givesj-

Aas(Prog) < >pay(m) ...147

Associates of DCmp(Causn) must be inferred by analogy with those

of lid. (compare 1.6 and 2.6). Hence, expressions 140 and 141

are taken to be valid for this measure also.

Associates of DCmq(E-I-S) are given by contrasting He, when

varying only on the non-assignment of this sememe. Hence from

figure 35 we get:-

DCmq(E-I-S) » icx(a) ... 148

Thus from 140, 141» 147 and 148 we derive the following

rules for configuration i):-

AAs(Prog) i—* pay(m) ...(in 509)

HCmp(Causn) ia(a) ...(in 551)
(B)

DCmq(B-I-S) <-»icx(a) ...(in 510)

Prom 147 and 148 we derive the following rules for configuration

ii)i-

Ms(Prog) * vpay(m) ...(in 509)

DCma(E-I-S)*—-*icx(a) ...(in 510)
The Vth measure

The fifth measure may be defined thus:-
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V (pay(m)): (pbx): pdgi pex: A: ia(a,u): BB: icx(a,i)t C)

The relevant second degree measures ares-

pay pbx Pdg pex A ia BB icx C

Va t a P a * • a L

Vb t u P u * * i L

Vc a t a P a ** a L

Vd u t a P a " a L

Ve m u t a P a *• i L

Vf m u t a F a * * a L

The configurations to be studied are based on those given in

part ICof appendix A .

The principal configurations attaohing to Va ares-

i) AAsh(Comp) + DCm(0-E)

ii) AAs. h(Coop) + DCa(Eff)

iii) AAa h(Goap) + BAkq(Hefl)

Associates of AAsh(Comp) are given by contrasting Vo, when

varying oxily on the assignment of AAs(Dur). Hence:-

t a F a * 1 a L
37

t a F a * * a L

It will be seen that the second degree measure gives no associates

for this sememe. Functional load in this case is borne entirely

by the (pronominal) morphemes of system aVe.

Associates of DCm(0-S) are given by contrasting Pa**aL of II,

when varying airily on the assignment of DCmp(Causn), as for

instancet-

tarattab: was moistened vs rattab: moistened

Hence:-
t a Fa* • a L

Pa* » a L
38

which gives:-
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DGm(C~E) ■pdg(t)

pex( a)

...149

...150

BCm(0-E) ...556

Thus from 149 and 150 we derive the following rules for

configuration i) t-

fpdg(t)

[pex (a)

Associates of DCm(Eff) are given by contrasting either Vb, when

varying only on the assignment of PCmg.(l3-I-S), or Fa"aL of II,

when varying on the assignment of DCmp( Gausn)» Since both of

these give associates of equivalent strength both analyses are

included - which in most respects overlap. Hence1-

a F a t 1 a

u F u i 1 _i
39

which givesj-

3Cm(Eff) —»• pex(a) ...151

ia(a) ...152

icx(a) ...153

From figure 38 we also gets-

DCm(Eff) —> pdg(t) ...154

Thus from 151-154 we derive the following rules for

configuration ii):9

DCm(Eff)

pex(a)
Pdg(t)
ia(a)
icx(a)

...557

Associates of HAkq(Refl) are given by contrasting Fa''aL of

II when varying only on the assignment of DCmp(Causn), as for

instancej-

saamaxni poisoned vs tasammam: poisoned himself

Hence from figure 38 we get:-
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DAkq(Refl) <—-» pdg(t) •••155

n *—> pex(a) ...156

Thus from 155 and 156 we derive the following rules for

configuration iii)i-

DAkq(Refl) ...558

The principal configuration attaching to measure Vb is:-

AABh(Coap) + 3X?ao(B-I-S)

Associates of AAsh(Comp) are given by contrasting Vd, when

varying only on the assignment of AAs(Bur). Hence1-

L

L

t u P u t t i

u t a P a t t a

40

which givest-

AAsh(Comp) pex(u)

ia(u)

icx(i)

...157

...158

...159

Associates of DCmq(E-I-S) are given by contrasting Va, when

varying only on the assignment of DCm(Eff)• Hence from

figure 39 we geti-

HCmq(E-I-S)*—t pex(u) • • •160
" <—»ia(u) ...161

<—»iex(i) ...162

Thus from 157-162 we derive the following rules for the

configurationt-

AAah(Cornp)!^!£!$#) ...559
DCa^B-I-SJ \icx(i)

The principal configurations attaching to Vc are:-

i) AAs(Dur)+ BCm(O-E)

ii) AAs(Pur)+ BAkq(Refl)

iii) AAs(Prog) «■ DCm(Eff)
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Associates of AAs(Bur) are given by contrasting Va, when

varying only on the assignment of AAsh(Comp). Hence from

figure 37 we geti-

AAs(Dur) *—♦ pbx(a) •••163

Associates of PCa(O-E) are given by contrasting uFa'*iL of II

when varying only on the assignment of DCmp(Causn) • Hencet-

a t a ? a • 1 a

u F a * t i

whioh gives

SCm(0-E) < > pbx(a) •••164

* > pdg(t) •••165
M < » pex(a) •••166
" * * icx(a) ...167

Thus from 163-167 we derive the following rules for

configuration i)j-

AAs(Bur)l
(< * pbx(a) ...560

DSm(0-E)j
fpdg(t)

SCra(0-E) *—»<pex(a} ...561
[icx(a)

Associates of DAkq(Kefl) are given by contrasting uFa**iL of II,

when varying only on the assignment of SCmp(Causn), as for

instancet-

usammim: poisons vs atasammams poisons himself

Hence from figure 41 we get:-

Mkq(ltefl) *—"pbxfa) •••168
f—* pdg\t) • •»169

w <—»pex(a) ...170
" <—»icx(a) ...171

Thus from 163, 168-171 we derive the following rules for

configuration ii)t-
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AAs(Dur) ^
DAkqfRe.fl

Mkq(Refl)

){■ pbx(a) ...562

pdg(t)
...563

iex(a)

Associates of AAa(Prog) are given by contrasting Va, when

varying only on the assignment of AAsh(Comp). Henoe from

figure 37 we get:-

AAa( Prog) pbx( a) . • .172

Associates of DCra(Fff) are given by contrasting Vdf when varying

only on the assignment of BCaq( 5-I-S) . Hences-

a t a ? a * • a L
42

utaPa* 1 a L

which gives:~

DCm(Eff) —» pbx( a) ...173

Thus from 172 and 173 we derive the following rule for

configuration iii) 1-

AAs(Prog}
pbx(a) ...(in 531)

DCa(Eff)

The principal configuration attaching to Vd las*

AAa(Dur) + SCaq(S-I-S)

Associates of AAs(Dur) are given by contrasting Vb, when varying

only on the assignment of AAsh(Comp). Hence from figure 40 we

get: -

AAs(Dur) —=*■ pbx(u) ...174
« per(a) ...175
> ia(a) ...176
icx(a) ...177

Associates of DCmq(B-I~3) are given by contrasting Vcf when

varying only on the assignment of PCm(Eff). Hence from
figure 42 we geti-

PCmo( 5~I-S)«t—»pbx(u) ...178
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Thus from 174-178 we derive the following rules for the

configuration:-

...564AAs(Dur) L^pte(u)
DCmq(E-I-Sn

pex(a)
AAs(Dur) ( ^ is(a)

icx(a)
...565

4*5 The principal configurations attaching to Ve are:-

i) AAs(Prog) + DCm(O-E)
ii) AAs(Prog) + BCm(Sff)
iii) AAs(Prog) + DAkq(Refl)

Associates of AAs(Prog) are given by contrasting Vc, when

varying only on the assignment of AAs(Dur). Hence:-

t a P a » •m u

a t a P a * *
43

which gives t-

AAs(Prog) pay(m)

pbx(u)

icx(i)

...179

...180

...181

Associates of JDCm(0-E) are given by contrasting muFa**iL of II,

when varying only on the assignment of DCmp(Cauan). Hencet-

m u

m u

t a

which gives»-

DCm(O-E) <—> pdg( t)

i »pex(a)

Pa* • i L

Pa* • i L

...182

...183

44

Thus from 179-183 we derive the following rules for

configuration i)i-
pay (m)

•••566AAs(Prog) (—■

DCm( 0-E) <—>

pay (m)
pbx(u)
icx(i)
pdg(t)

pex(a)
...(in 556)
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Associates of DCm(Eff) are given by contrasting Vf, when

varying only on the assignment of DCmq(B-I-S). Hence:-

mutfPa* *

a u t a P a • *

which gives

L
45

L

SCra(Eff) <= » icx(i) ...184

Thus from 179—1S1 and 184 we derive the following rules for

configuration ii)t-

icx(i) ...567
AAs(Progl

f<
DCa(Bff)

pay(a)
AAs(Prog)< * ...(in 540)

pbx(u)

Associates of DAkq(Hefl) are given by contrasting muFaMiL of

II, when varying only on the assignment of SCap(Causn). Hence

from 44 we geti-

<—*pdg(t) ...185
Mkq(Hefl)

« »pex(a) ...186

Thus from 179-181 and 185, 186 we derive the following rules

for configuration iii)1-

Hpay(m)pbx|uj (in 566)
(pdg(t)

Mkq(Hefl) <—>| ...(in558)(pex(a)
The principal configuration attaching to Vf isi-

AAs(Prog) + DCraq(E-I-S)

Associates of Ms(Prog) are given by contrasting Vd, when varying

only on the assignment of AAs(Dur). Hence:-

a u t a P a * 1 a L
46

u t a F a ' 1 a L

which gives:-
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AAs( Prog )*-»pay(m) • • •187

Associates of DCrnqfE-I-S) are given by contrasting Ve, when

varying only on the assignment of DCm(Bft)« Hence from figure 45

we gett-

DCmq(E-I-S ) -<->icx(a) ...188

Thus from 187 and 188 we derive the following rules for the

configuratiom-

AAs(Prog)—»pay(m) ...(in 509)

"DCmq(B-I-S)<—»iox(a) ...(in 510)
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Chapter 13

The SyateaB of Syntaetlo Templates

0 Introduotory

0.0 This chapter complements the theoretical discussion in

section 4 of chapter 3*

As an account of the syntactic systems it is for the most

part rather less precise than are the accounts of the majority

of systems discussed in this study.

It is less precise for this reason. Our analysis of the

morphological component of the expression code was for the most

part taxonomic. That this is so is evident from the largely

Structuralist methodology employed in setting up the various

systems and series.

The situation in respect of the systems of syntactic templates

is rather different. By relying on substitution and other

essentially classificatory techniques we may identify a

perfectly respectable set of templates, bearing a fairly close

resemblance to those which might be isolated by other phrase

structure models.

However it seems not unlikely that the acceptance of these more

traditional analyses would lead to unnecessary complexity in the

rule scheme, and perhaps - although this cannot be ascertained at

the present time, a diminution of predictive power in the grammar.

Wow in this study no attempt has been made to provide an

exhaustive account of the rule system - even assuming that such a

thing were possible, and it follows therefore that the classific¬

ation of syntactic templates provided in the following pages

cannot be but highly tentative, since we lack the apparatus
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(i.e. rule system) necessary to justify or invalidate our analysis.

1 Form classes

1.0 In para. 4*2 of chapter 3 we distinguished two types of

syntactic template to which were attached the designations 'primary*

and 'secondary* • Secondary templates are taken to be permiss¬

ible combinations of form classes without exception, being composed

as they are of units below the size of the phrase. Primary

templates are rather different. Certain of their dummy symbols

are found to be replaced directly by forms generated in the

morphological component, while the majority are replaced by

secondary templates and the forms inserted into them.

It will be apparent therefore that prior to giving an account

of the templates if Arabic we must offer some characterisation

of the set of form classes.

Each of these classes would in a more thoroughgoing analysis

be set up on strict distributional criteria (see Lyons 1968

4.2.8 and 4*2.9) but it will suffice for our present purposes

to rely on intuition, in the belief that the classification so

produced would be validated b^i formal distributional analysis.
1.1.0 First we identify a classs-

F » [rajul,nisa*, kabar, wuzara',aadlna,hujra,...walad j
Translated, these are respectively*- man, women, news,

minister®, city, room, boy.

Note that in Arabic, "singular", "plural", "masculine" and

"feminine" nouns may appear in the same substitution frame far

more readily than in English. Moreover for the limited purpose

of setting up syntactic templates a broader rather than narrower

classification is to be desired.

1.1.1 Totally distinct in all environments from class F is the
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classs-

G • [ sami^at, labisna, hazinna, kana, ' akada,.. .takunu ]
Trarvslatedi- she heard, they(f) dressed, they(f) were sad,

he was, he took, you will (ms)

C»nce again the Structuralist would require a narrower

classification.

Classes P and G do of course correspond to the traditional

classes of "noun" and "verb". A dummy symbol P may be replaced

either by a form generated in series N (see section 2 of chapter 11)

or, less commonly, out of series V (see section 1 of chapter 11),

in traditional terms these latter sure "participles" become "nouns".

A dummy symbol G may be replaced only by a form generated in

series V.

1.1.2 Having a distribution partly overlapping those of classes

P and. G is the olass:-

H - {katlra, jadlda, duwallya, tabit,...,sawda*
Translated!- many(f), new(f), international (f), firm (m),

black (f).

The members of this class are in the limit distinguishable from

those of classes P and G by their appearing in an attributive

position, as for instance:-

i) waqa*a 1-hajaru t-taqHu

where no member of P or G could substitute for taqil .

A dummy symbol H may - as is the case with P, be replaced

by forms generated in series N and V. More or less exactly the

same range of measures is found in both classes, which is of

course one of the reasons that prompted the Eastern grammarians

(1) fall (3fs-act-comp)i the - stonei the - heavy: "The
heavy stone fell".



to place both types under the one classification. (Note that each

of the classes F, G and H are olosed sets (Lyons 1968 9*5*2). The

number of forms - both actual and theoretical, is finite).

1.1.3 Also having a distribution partly overlapping that of F

is the classt-

I « | 'ana, *anta, ...hunna ]
They are distinct from F in that they cannot be substituted for

the F-olass form in such constructions as:

1-babu t-talitu: the chapter the third

1.1.4 Assooiate with more or less exactly the same set of sememes

as the forms of I but diBtrlbutionally distinct from them is the

classt-

J « [hu, ha,...hunna \
Class I is the set of independent pronominal forms associate

with AGr(Suj) while class J associate with Agr(Oj) (On both of

these sememes see section 3 of chapter 8. Traditionally the

"subjeot" and "object" pronouns).

1.1.5 Next we have the class which is in tradition that of

"demonstrative pronouns". This we designate

K » { hada, hadih ;i, . . . *ula* ika j
The distinctness of their distribution derives from the existence

of such constructions as

iia) hadlhi 1-buyuti ^
lib) buyutu l-wazlri hagihi

1.1.6 Finally we set up the classes

a) L ■ [man, law, l-ladl,...halj

(1) a) this (fs): the-houees. "These houses".
b) houses: the-minister: this(fs) "The houses of the

minister".
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In terms of their associations this is a rather eclectic

set. They are defined by their capacity for substitution in

frames such as:-

'asdara man&uran

For instance:-

iiia) man 'asdara manSuran:

iiib) law 'asdara manSuran:

iiic) hal 'asdara manMran: (1)

b) M « |fl, 'ala, bi,...min^ of prepositions
1.1.7 Siven this reasonably complete classification we next

consider the templates into which they may be foamed- in the

case of secondary templates, and those in which these secondary

templates may be set.

2. The System of Primary Templates

2.0 Among the simplest and unmarked syntactic structures of

Arabic is that instanced by:-
(2)iv) 'asdara l-wazlru nanBuran v '

In terms of the classification introduced above it has the

structure

(GjFIF)

Note first that the F-form l-wazlru may be interchanged not only

with another F-form but also say, with such constructions as:-

va) l-wazlru 1- jadldui

vb) wazlru z-zira'ati: ^
(1) a) who tissue(3ms-act-com): circular, leaning either "Tho

issued a circular" or "Whoever issues a circular"
b) If(hyp): (remainder as above), leaning either "If he were

to issue..." or "If he had issued..."
c) (int)i (remainder as for a)). "Did he issue..."

(2) Issue(3ms-act-com): the-ininister:circular. "The minister
issued a circular".

(3) a) the-minister: the-new. "The new minister".
b; minister:the-agriculture. "The minister of agriculture".
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Much the name is true for the second F-form manfehran. It is

obvious therefore that the template into which these forms are

replaced is rather more abstract than is suggested by the above

formula. Expressed more traditionally, the relationship is not

merely between the noun-subject and the verb, but between the

noun-phrase-subject and verb.

Let the noun-phrase dummy symbol be then designated A. The

structure given above is now rewrittenj- (GiAtA)

The majority of 'constituent structure' analyses would agree

in complementing the noun-phrase dummy or "slot" by a corresponding

verb-phrase dummy. Such an analysis is not adopted here for the

following reasons.

First, in the light of the (unmarked) ordering! Verb-Subject-

Object the distinction "subject vs predicate" is taken to be,

grammatically if not philosophically, irrelevant to Arabic.

Second, such a dummy even so might be (Justified on the

grounds that "adverbial" phrases should be seen as more closely

associated with the verb. Seraantioally this is of course true.

However against this is the fact that Arabic is for the most part

devoid of adverbs as the term is usually understood. Adverbial

notions are expressed - in pre-theoretical terms, either by

placing some indefinite abstract noun in the "accusative" case or

by prefixing td it an appropriate preposition.

For instance the English "The minister issued a circular

quickly" might be rendered in either of the following ways:-

via) 'asdara l-wazlru nanfiuran but'aton sa>-7 V* >v.
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On the evidence of such pairs (vi) we might then argue that

approximately "adverbial" constructions in Arabic have - once

again on a 'broad' analysis, a distribution much the same as that

of preposition-phrases, and so long as the latter are not

incorporated in a "verb-phrase" neither should the former.

In "interpretative" T-G studies it lias been customary to

develop preposition phrases from the VP symbol, a procedure which

is talcen to have certain advantages for the sub-categorisation of

verbs, (see Chomsky 1965 p101 ff). However since this sub-

categorisation is conceived on the prermase of a "syntactic" or

"grannatical"1evel of description, and since we have assumed from the

outset that this is not to be our concern, it is clear that it cannot

constitute a sufficient argument for the adoption of a "verb phrase"

dummy in the present case.

Therefore, given our first point and the fact that the

"subject-predicate" dichotomy has also been rejected by such

grammarians as Fillmore(l968) we assume that there will be no

dummy symbol of this nature.

The necessity for a dummy symbol equivalent to the traditional

preposition-phrase has not been in question in the foregoing

discussion, rather, we have been concerned merely to decide whether

it should be incorporated as a component of a primary template.

Having decided that it should form part of primary templates

it must now be established what form its incorporation should take.

Let the dummy symbol corresponding to"preposition-phrase" be

denoted by B. Then, sinoe the number of preposition phrases in

any utterance is fairly flexible, it follows that we must make

provision for recursive assignment of B to various primary

templates.
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Purthemore, not only is the number of such appearances

liable to quite wide variation but so also is the position in the

template in which they occur, these being in practice determined

by a variety of factors including thematic structure, style and

anaphora.

There are thus two descriptive possibilities open to us. On

the one hand we might attempt to state every possible combination

of B symbols. Alternatively we might introduce a generalised

B symbol, with recursive properties and capable of being inserted

at various points in the template.

Since we assume that there can be no "longest representation",

and hence no longest sentence, it follows that there can be no

set of primary templates since, for example, there is no limit

to the number of preposition phrases which can occur. Moreover,

even if the reverse were to be shown it is to be doubted that a

mere listing of all possible templates woxild prove particularly

illuminating.

Thus it would appear that the second solution offered is to

be preferred, even though in adopting it we rather tend to breach

the notion 'syntactic template' and incline somewhat to a

'transformational* solution.

Let us therefore introduce two further conventions. Let any

dummy symbol having the property of reoursion be denoted thus:- B...

Further, let any symbol - recursive or otherwise, which is

variable as to position be placed behind the brackets enclosing

the 'kernel* template.

Hence our tentative template (GtAiA) will be modified thus:-

(G:AjA)B...
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The number of appearances of B will be governed by the

composition of the encoding. Their position will be dictated by

a variety of parameters such as thematic structure and style.

Examples (vi) then are taken to be based on an actual

template (G:A:AiB), while an expression such as:-

vii) talaba minhum) l-wazlru aanSuran ^'
would be based on:- (G:B:A:As)

2.2 Example (iv) may be contrasted with:

viii) ha^asdara l-waziru man&uran

which varies from the former only on the assignment of the

initial interrogative morpheme hal. Syntactically there are two

ways of viewing (viii). First we may assume that it instances

a primary template distinct from that of (iv) or cn the other hard,

we might choose to regard them as instances of the one template

where the latter reflects the assignment of an optional dummy

symbol into which are inserted such particles as hal, law, etc.

Since the former solution appears to offer no advantage over

the latter it will not be adopted.

However since it would appear that any dummy symbol, or

template may in certain contexts be replaced by a member of the

appropriate form class plus a particle of some kind, rather than

assign optional dummy symbols to all of these, it will be assumed

by convention that any such particle will appear as the first

item in the replacement of some template or individual symbol.

2»3 As a final modification to our notation any two or more

instances of the same dummy symbol in some template are disting¬

uished by attaching subscripts.

Therefore the template standing behind example (iv) has the

form:- (G:Aa:Ab)B...
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Given an appropriate descriptive apparatus we may now

proceed to enumerate other primary templates.

Consider the following examples

ixa) karaja

ixb) karaja 1 -wazTru

ixc) *a3dara mansuran

ixd) 'asdarahu 1-wazXru ^ ^
That standing "behind (ixa) is the simplest primary template, and

is presumed to have the structure

(G)B... (a)

Notwithstanding the fact that the nouns of (ixb) and (ixc) are

functionally distinct both are taken to instance the one template:

(G:A)B... (b)

Similarly, although the order of subject and object in (ixd) is

the reverse of that of (iv) the template instanced by both is

taken to be:

(G:A:A)B...(c)

However note that from a formal point of view template (c) can

be regarded as the 'sum1 of tv70 instances of template (b), since

the latter is taken to be valid both for the verb-subject and for

the verb-object relationship, and the former is incorporated in a

string comprising both of these.

In addition to the reduction in the number of templates

permitted by this assumption it has the additional advantage that

the statement of associations between the sememes AGr(Suj,0j) and

syntactic templates is somewhat simplified. (See for instance

para. 3*1*0 of chapter 14)*

The ordering of the strings inserted into these dummy symbols

A will then be constrained principally by considerations of
IT) a) go out (3ms-act-com). "He went out".

b) " " " ": the-minister."The minister went out",
c; issue " " : circular. "He issued a circular",
d) " " " - hiaithe-minister."The minister issued it.
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thematic structure (See table 7 in para. 3.1*6 of chapter 14).

2.5 Slightly more complex are the templates lying behind the

following

xa) kana l-wazlru yuadiru raansuran

xb) kana yakruju (1)
Behind (xa) and by analogy with templates (b) and (c) above, we

take to be the two templates

m(GatA:G)B... ...(d)

and

m(GasGsA)B... ...(e)

Similarly behind example (xb) we assume a template

m(Ga:G)B... ...(f)

2.6 Parallel to the templates listed above is a further group

characterised in general by the setting of symbol A as the first

element in the template. The commonest of these are instanced by

the following examples:-

xia) *inna l-wazlra yusdiru mansuran

xib) 'inna 1-wazlra yakruju

xic) al-wazlru marldun ^
Example (xia) may be analysed as an instance of the template

(GsA)B... introduced above plus a further having the structure!

(AiG)B...

By inspection it will be seen that examples (xib) and frio)

are also based on this latter template. Arguments for the equiv¬

alence of these last two will be found in1.6 of chapter 10.

(1) a) be(3ms-act-comp): the-minister: issue(3ms-act-incom):circular.
"The minister used to issue a circular",

b) be( 3ms-act-comp) i go out(3nss-act-incom). "He used to go out"
(2) a) (n-f):the-minister: issue(3nis-act-incom) icircular. "The

minister issues a circular".
b) (n-f)» the-minister: go out (3ms-act-incom) "The minister

goes out".
c) the-minister:sick. "The minister is sick".
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Analogous both to the examples given above and those
discussed in para. 2.5 are the following*-

xiia) 'inna l-waalra lan yaJcun yakru,1u
(1%

xiib) 'inna 1-wazlra lam yakun yaaduiu manfturan v '

Behind both of these is presumed to lie a template (AsGa:0)B...,

where (xiib) also instance® template (o) of 2.5-

2.7 The series of templates introduced above is not intended to

be ccsaprehensive but rather as illustrative of the form a more

thoroughgoing syntax might take.

Let this set of primary templates be denoted Sa. Then,

aneuzaing for the system a stable structure it will have a

exposition something after that shown Below.

3a

(0)B...
(GiA)B*..

Gas As G)B..•
Gas Gs A)B... Pig. 1
(0asG)B. ..
(ASG)B»..

iiAl, Pfi 5.f.

3 Secondary Templates

3.0 Secondary templates are those which, with their accompanying

strings of morphemes replace the dummy symbols of priiaary

templates. They are apparently rather fewer in number than the

latter (See the discussion in 4*2 of chapter 3).

3*1*0 Consider the following exampless-

xi&a) 'asdara 1-v.usXru l-jadldu mansuran

xilib)' aadara waalru z-zira'ati manSruraan (2)

(1) a(n-f)the-ministerj(neg) s be( 3ms-apx) sgo-out( 3ms-act-incora).
"The minister did not use to go out",
b(n-f) the-rainister:(neg) ibc( 3ms-apx): issue ( i"is-aot-inoom) *
circulars "The minister did not use to issue a circular".

(2) a) iasue( 3cia-act-com) s the-rainister: the-newi circular*
"The new minister issued a circular".
(b)issue(3ras-act-coin): minister* the-agriculture: circular
"The minister of agriculture issued a circular"•
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Behind both of these stand a summation of two instances of the

primary template Sa(G:A)B....(See para. 2.3 above). The first

symbol A is replaced by the strings l-wazlru l-jadldu and wazlru

z-zira'ati.

These latter have an internal structure of extremely common

occurrence (compare paras. 3.2 of ohapter 8). In the first the

item 1-wazlru is an example of form class F, arid l-jadldu of form

class H. In the second both items are of class F.

From this we may infer that among the secondary templates

of Arabic are (FjH) and (Fa:Fb).

3.1.1 These formulae as they atand are in no way adequate for the

reason that there is no theoretical restriction either on the

number of H forms wlxich may appear in the first template, or in

the number of F forms which may occur in the second.

Among constructions of the former kind we might for instance

find

xiva) l-wazlru 1-jadldu l-'atraSu

and of the latter:-

xivb) tamaa wad'u maSru'i tanzlmi wizarati l-'idarati
1-mahalllyati ^ ^

llote in passing that constructions involving extension of the first

term of these templates are not permitted.

Examples (xiv) make it clear then that we must allow the second

symbol in each of the above templates to be recursive. However

since they are restricted as to position of occurrence they may be

kept within the bracket, unlike the B symbol of the primary

templates.

(1) (a) the-minister: the-new: the-deaf; "The deaf new minister"
(b; coraplete(3ms-act-com)j set up(mas): project: organise(mas)

ministry: the-administration: the-local. "The setting up of
the project for organising the ministry of local administrat¬
ion has been completed".
Example (xivb) is cited in Nahnad,s grammar out of al-'ahrara
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Thus our two templates will have the form:- (?:H.«.) and (?a:Fb..,)

3.1.2 As is the case with primary templates the secondary templates

say be combined into the one structure, as for instance:-

xv) karaja l-wazlru l-qalllu l-'aqli

But the distinguishing feature of this particular construction is

that the two templates are not strictly speaking combined, Bather,

the construction containing the template (Fa:Fb.,,) stands in its

entirety as an "attribute" of the string l-waalru.

This suggests that it is not correct merely to see the first

template as a combination of F and B classes, but that the second

component should be understood as something more abstract - as a

general dummy symbol of attribution that is, for which the form

class H is only one possible replacement (Compare the discussion

of the A symbol in para, 2,0 above).

If then this more abstract symbol be designated C our first

secondary template will have the structure (F:C.,.). The symbol

of recursion remains because it is the attribution rather than

the actual mode of attribution which i3 recursive.

3.1»3 Kxaaples (iv) and. (xiiia) should be contrasted with:

xvi) 'asdara hada l-wazlru l-jadldu manSuran

The string hida is a member of class K (see para. 1,1,5) the

distinctness of which resides precisely in the ability of its

elements to occur in the position occupied by hada in this example.

Gince (xvi) also contrasts with:

xvii) 'aadara hada l-wazlru nan§uran

we infer that the subject phrase of (xvi) reflects a summation

of (P:C,,«) and a further template (KiF), giving in this case

the compound template (K:F:C).

(1) go out(3ms-act-comp):the-;ainister:the-little:the-intellitfence.
"The minister of little intellect went out"
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3*2*0 On the basis of the foregoing discussion let us then set up a

system 3b of secondary templates. Like those of 3a each member

of Sb may either stand in direct paradigmatic contrast with the

others or may blend with them to form a compound template.

In view of the fact that (FatFb)..) is taken to replace the

symbol C of (FiC.».) in (xv) one might argue that the relation¬

ship between them should be seen as 'secondary' to 'tertiary*.

However the situation is not quite the same as that of primary

and secondary templates since the former in all other respects

behavea like the remaining templates.

The system therefore is understood to have the structure shown

below»-

3b

(P:C...)
(Fa:Fb...) Pig. 2

(KjF)

3.2.1 Ibcample (xiiia) should be contrasted withs-

xviii) 'asdara l-wazlru 1-1adl *alqa kitaban man&uran^^
%

In this case the symbol C is replaced by the primary template

Sa( (GtA)B...). The overall structure of this particular syntax

will then be as shown belowj-

[Sa(GsA)3...) -Sa( (G»A)B..O]
_(GiA^jAb)

Sb((F:_________
Sa( (GsA)B...)

where the structure (G:Aa:Ab) is the sum of the pair of structures

listed immediately above.

(1) issue(3ma-act-comp:the-.ninister: who: give(3n»-act-ooap)t
speech: circular "The minister who gave a speech issued a
circular".
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To this extent then our dichotomy of pritary and secondary

structures is somewhat misleading. However since recursion of

this kind has received attention from T-G theoreticians there seems

little need to discuss the question in depth.

4 An Illustrative example

4.0 By way of complementing the discussion in sections 2 and 3

the structure of a rather more complex and more typical utterance

is given below.

The example is:-
h

1 'a'lana waatlru l-karijlyati fl l-sau'tamari s-st$iflyi 1-ladI
8 'aqadahu 1-yawraa bil-'ibtIraki ma*a waziri l-karijlyati l-*almanlyi

15 ha*da tawql'i l-*ittifaqiyati 1-latI 'aq^dat bayna raisra

22 wa'alraanlya 1-garbfyati 'anna raisra ta'raalu min 'ajli s-salami

30 l-rausarrifi(^} wal-'adill wa'anna misra lam tataraddad fx d-dahabi
38 *ila Geneve...

The following is a word by word analysis of this sentence.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

announce (3ms-act-comtmain verb)

minister (part subject)

the-external affairs (part suj)

in

the-conference (governed by 4)

the-press (qualifying 4)

which (governed by 4)

give (here) (3ms-aet~cora)x verb of illative clause,
plus; it{object of verb)

to-day

in-unison (comprising a preposition bi and a raasdar 'ifetirak)
with

minister
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13) as 3)

14) the-Gerraan (qualifying 12 and 13)

15) after

16) signing

17) the-coamuniques (logical object of 16)

18) which

19) agre©(here)(3fs-act-com)

20) between 1

21) Egypt

22) and Germany

23) the-.Veat (qualifying 22)

24) that (introducing complement of 1)

26) work (3fs-act-incoa)

27) from (literally)

28) sake

29) the-peace

30) the-honourable (qualifying 29)

31) and-the-just (qualifying 29)

32) and-that (second part of complement)

34) neg

35) hesitate ( 3fs-ap: )

36) in

37) the-going(macdar)

38) to

That is:- "The minister of foreign affairs announced in the news

conference which he held to-day jointly with the German foreign

minister, after the signing of agreements concluded between Egypt

and 'Vest Germany, that Egypt would work for an honourable

and just peace, and that she had not hesitated in going to Geneva.•
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There are four main components of this sentence, namely,

the main verb (item-!), the subject (items 2) and 3)» a prepositional

phrase (items 4 to 23) and a two-part complement (items 24 to 31) and

32 to 39).

Since the ordering of the first, second and fourth of these

is verb-subject-coraplement it is apparent that the sentence is based

on two occurrences of the primary template 3a( (GsA)B...

As we remarked above at para. 2.1 the factors governing the

location of any B-symbol in a structure are varied. Certain of

these (e.g. thematic structuring) are presumed to be sememically

governed, others are taken to be syntactically constrained. A

third factor, namely location dictated by stylistic criteria is

of influence only late in the generative process.

Now in the present instance what we are concerned to

illustrate is syntactic structure prior to phonemicicisation

and omitting the complexities of syntactic and stylistically

governed postioning. Thus for present purposes we will assume

that the location of every 3-symbol is thematically - i.e.

s©memically, conditioned.

Therefore, •summing* the two templates given, above and

inserting the B-symbol appropriately between the two A symbols we

have:

(G:Aa:B:Ab) •••(&)
Each of the constructions replacing the symbols Aa,B, and Ab is

complex and therefore is based on one or more secondary templates.

Consider first the Aa-symbol. The unit wazlru 1-karijlyati is

clearly based on Sb ( (Fa:Fb..«)) (compare xiiib above) in thfce

precise form:

(Fa: Fb)
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The construction replacing the B-symbol is the most complex
in terms of length but has a comparatively simple basic structure,

comprising in fact an F and two C-symbols. It is therefore

an instance ofSb(F:C...) in the precise form

(FsCasCb) ...(c)

(Compare examples (xiiia) and (xviii).

As was noted above the Ab-symbol is replaced by a two-part

structure. An inspection of these (items 24 to 31 and 32 to 39)

shows that at this level they each have exactly the same structure,

which derives from the template Sa( (AsG)B..» (compare example

(xib). The first of these has the precise form:

(A:GiB) ...(<!)

and the seconds

(AsGsBasBb) »..(e)

The complexity of the 3-symbol in a derives from the

structure of the consHtutents of the Cb-symbol of c. The

construction replacing this symbol is based on Sa( (GsA) B...)

and in the precise forms

(GsAsBasBbsBcsBd) • ••(■£)

Beplacing Bo of f is the construction "raa'a wazlri 1-

karijlyati l-'almanlyl" which derives from the pair of secondary

templates 3b( (FasFb...) and Sb( (FsC...) in the precise forms-

(FasFbsC) ...(g)

Replacing Bd of f are items 15 to 23 which are also based

on the templates Sb( (PasPb) and Sb( (PsC...), a: d once again in

the precise forms-

(PasFbsG) ...(h)

The C-symbol of h is constituted by the "relative clause"

comprising items 18 to 23 which is based on Sa ( (G)B.••) in the
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4.3

4.4

precise forms-

(G:B) ...(i)
The B-syrabol of i is constituted "by a simple F-form (item 21)

and a further structure based on Sb( ( FiC...) in the precise form:-

The 3-symbol of d (constituted by items 27 to 31) is replaced

by a construction deriving from Sb (FasFb...) plus Sb ( (FjC...)
in the precise form:-

(Fa; Fb: Ca: Cb) ...(k)

Diagrammatically this structure will have the fonas-

[(G: A) B... - (G:A)B..7]
(G:Aa:3:Abl(a)

[(~Fa:Fb..,)j ^FjC...7| [£A:G)B... - (AjG)B..£|
(FasFb) (b) (F:Ca»Cb) (c) (A:G:3: (AsG«Ba:Bb) (d,e)

[(FajFb) - (F:C..._)]
(Fa:Fb:Ca:Cb) (k)

[JG:A)B..7]
(GtAt3a:BbtBctBd) (f)

[(FatFbi..)- (FiC...j] |XFa!Fb.«.)-(F:C.,»JJ
(FajFbsC) (g) (Fa:Fb:C) (h)

[(G)B..r|(.i
(G:B)

[(FrC...^
(FsC) (j)
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Chapter 14

Some Generative Properties of Arabic

Introductory

In this chapter we examine, albeit in preliminary fashion,

some of the different ways Arabic may express a given represent¬

ation.

The sum of these different modes of expression taken

together will be termed the 'generative properties' of the

language with respect to the representation concerned.

Such a concept does of co-arse broadly correspond to the

notion of the various "uses" of forms and constructions identified

by the traditional grammarian. (Bee briefly 4*0 of chapter 3).

It will be obvious that the study of the generative properties

of any language is an enormous if not endleso task, and that the

few observations offered below do not even scratch th> surface of

the topic. Our justification for its inclusion is laerely that

any model of description - whether in the final analysis adequate

or inadequate, shoiild at least be shown able to describe the

limited corpus to whioh it has been exposed, and from which it

has been developed.

The ohapter comprises the folio-wing components. In section

1 we outline the representation, and then, in section 2 we assign

various encodings to this. Finally in section 3 these encodings

are expanded to give a selection of utterances appropriate to the

representation.

The representation

The situation envisaged is of a hungry man - by profession a

perhaps not very successful beggar, picking up the remains of a
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,, loaf of bread which a woman has thrown away, and eating it.

There are thus two main components of the situation - a woman

throwing away a loaf of bread, and a man eating same. The

representation of this event will therefore comprise two main

components - a more recent event and an earlier event which stands

as an attribute of a participant in the later.

Let us further assume that - not having occasion to observe

the manners of polite society, he is inclined to gnaw at this loaf

and to ei&ploy in doing so a set of teeth rather the worse for

wear.

Thus as participants in the •superordinate' representation

we have a man, a loaf and the teeth viewed separately from the

man. As attribute to the loaf stands a subordinate represent¬

ation whose participants are this same loaf and a woman.

Hence the fix'st representation will be of the forta:-

H1(P.A): BgC&A)! R3 ( P.A) : C ...1
and the seconds-

Rt (P.A.)j H2 (P.A)t C ...2
Then since being a beggar is an alienable attribute (see para.1.2

of chapter 4) we should envisage a second subordinate represent¬

ation of the forms-

ILjC P.A.): C ...3
Taken together we will have the composite representation*-

also 1.7)*

To these elements are assigned the following values*-
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p(a,)

"man"

f(K,>

object
aniw&te
male
adult
one

*
«

"teeth"

^aCI^)

woman"

object
inanimate
mineral
natural
in mouth
worn down
twelve (say)
belonging to
as per P(R.)

object
animate
human
female
adult
one
♦

action
directed
eating1
gnawing
past time

"gnaw"

«Hj) object
inanimate
vegetable
manufactured
bread
stale
one

"stale loaf"

P(A(R )
and

F(A(R2)

cCAdt,)

as

Kn,)

action
directed
asking
habit
not employed
timeless

"beg"

The relationships of these participants to their circumstances

are as followsi-

Since the man is gnawing the loaf he is the agent of the event

and hence R^ of the superordinate representation will have the
value (agentiveT] Since the loaf is the locus of the action and
tlie teeth the instrument through which the action is carried out

R^ of this representation will have the value [objective] and Rg
instrument.

In tee larger subordinate representation the woman is the

agent and the loaf once again the locus of the event. R^ of (2)
therefore has tee value [agentiv<0 and Rg [objective4

In representation (3) the man is again the agent and hence

R.j has the value Jagentive]
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As was mentioned in para. 1.5 of chapter 4 it is not

claimed that these feature bundles constitute an adequate represent¬

ation of the objects and events they purport to describe. They

should however be adequate to our grammatical concerns.

2 Some 00133 ible encodings

2*0 The structure of any encoding assigned to this representation

will be a function of two variables, namely, the particular

features of the bundles seleoted #or encoding, and any 'judgements*

imposed on the representation as a whole. The range of possible

judgements is taken to be constrained by the nature of the

particular systems of content available to the user and their

membership.

The typos of judgement which will be taken into consideration

in this chapter are those made available by the systems ADt (see

the footnote to para. 2.4.2.6 of c'nappter 11), DCm and the

system(s) of thematic sememes.

This latter is a most important system for our present

purposes. However since the determination of its structure is a

patter of much complexity, the better course seemed to be to omit

it completely from a study of this kind. Therefore for present

purposes only we will assure without argument that, save for the

case where AAs(Prog) is assigned as part of the encoding of the

circumstance, (i.e. where the verb is a participle having

'progressive• function - see para. 1.5 of Chapter 10) the

•unmarked theme' (iM?) of any utterance will be that component

which immediately follows the verb. Any component which precedes

the verb when the latter does not express AAs(Prog) - be it

subject or no, will be termed the 'marked theme' (l-f-T). In our

terms sruch structures will be understood to express the sememes

(TJ-T) and (?4-T)/1^

(1) On 'them' generally see Balliday 1967 section 5 • especially
p213. On these in Arabic see Beeston 1970 chapters 9 and
15, and 1974.



We will further assume that any participant of a superordinate

representation may exnress (ll-f), although it is not clear that

any participant may express (TT-T). (neither is it clear Whether

the verb may be the theme).

let us now investigate the consequences of assigning to one

or other of the participants of expression 1 the sememes (TV?)

and (TWP).

2.1.0 If P(R.) is selected - i.e. the beggar, there are no problems.

If (?VT) is aer igned the expression of P(R^) will precede that of
the ciroumstance "gnawing". If (TV?) the reverse will be the case.

Thus we might have in the former case:

ia) 'ima 1-autanawwila qadana r-raglfa bi'aenanihi

and in the latter:

(1)
ib) qadana 1-mutasawwilu ivraglfa v '

2.1.1 The most complicated case is that where P^R^) is assigned
(?VP). A t^ical expression night then be:

iiia) 'arena 'asnanuhii fasta'mlaha liqadmi r-raglfi

If assigned (TJ-T) we might have:
f 2)

iiib) stu'nilat 'aanarrahu liqadmi ivrauglfi^ '

The following points should be noted in regard to these:

a) The assignment of a thematic sememe to a participant

having R[instrument]requires the addition to the encoding
of the lexeme L£ (10'ml: use) or none similar.

b) The encoding of the feature [past time] of C is assigned
to this element rather than to the segment encoding C.

(1) a) (n-P)t the-beggar: gnaw(3as-act-coa): the-lcaf: with-
teeth-.'iira. "The beggar gnawed the loaf with his teeth."

b) "The beggar gnawed the loaf".
(2) a) as for: teeth-liia: use(3ms- act-coa)-them: to-gnaw(raaB):

the-loaf: "Ilia teeth he useu to gnaw the loaf",
b) us©(3fs-pass-com): (as a). "His teeth were used to gnaw

the loaf".
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o) Causal modality is in general assigned to any predicate

in configuration with a sememe from AAs and hence also

attaches to Lp(lO'ffll).

d) This lexeme is compatible only with DCm(Dyn) and

DCmq(E-I-S).

e) The circumstance and the participant having R £ objective]
are encoded under the government of BAr(Purp).

f) [objective] is encoded by AGr(Ann).
2.1,2 If P(R^) - the loaf, is assigned (M-T) the ensuing

construction is much the same as (ia), the only difference being

that it will have an anaphoric "copy" suffixed to the verb. The

beggar is assumed to be assigned (U-T). Thust

iia) 'inna r-raglfa qadamahu 1-mutasawwilu

If on the other hand this participant is assigned (U-T' ) the

consequences are rather different. Let us assume that the

predicate sememe assigned to C is DBp (qdia: gnaw) then, within

the system SCm it is compatible only with DCm(Dyn) and DCmq(E-I-S).

In traditional terms the verb may be active or passive but not for

instance inchoative.

If (U-T) is assigned the circumstance C will be assigned,

by rule of addition, I)Cmq(B-I-S) However if this latter is

present any participant having Rjagentive] - i.e. P(R^), is
commonly given no encoding. Thus we might have the string:

iib) qudima r-raglfu ^
This implies that there must be at least some ordering of the

encoding rules (compare para. 3.9 of chapter 4)* I" particular,

the assignment of thematic sememes should precede all other , and

that of members of 2Cm should precede the encoding of participants.

(1) gnaw(3ms~pass«com): the-loaf. "The loaf was gnawed".
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This latter entails that the circumstance should also be enccdod

before the participants.

2,2.0 Let us now work through thc3e various possibilities in rather

more detail, beginning with r(li^). Thematic sememes are assigned
by the rules:

((P.A)^ [ y 2 (^) —5
((P.A)Rx) [ y ] (TJ-T) ...6

That is, in sons (discourse) context *y' thematic sememes are

added to the item given on the left.

2*2,1 Assignment of either of these to (P.A)H^ gives the expressions:
R(agentivej

iTVT
AGr(3uj) ...7

R[objective} |r [ag3-»Tj AGr(oj) ,.,8
RUnstromentjjR [ag]-*T DTlr(lnst) ...9

That is, if a participant in an agentive relationship is assigned

a thematic sememe it ia encoded as AGr(3uj) and eventually becomes

the subject of the sentence. Expressions 8 and 9 not ih fact

the only possibilities but they are the ones which will be considered

here. (T « them©)*

2*2*2 The assignment of thematic sememes to an agentive participant

also has consequences for the value of the element assigned from

the system of causal modality. However since this value depends

in addition on the predicate assigned to the circumstance the

latter should be dealt with first.

Maintaining the assumption that it is the gnawing of the loaf

rather titan its mere consumption that is highlighted we will have:

C [re"3* "fcArnej—»-PBp (qdm: gnaw) ,«,10
That is, all features of C except past time are encoded fey

KBp(qdm), Then:

C [past time] ->Msh(Comp) ...11
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Since BBp (qdm) is compatible only with PCm( Byn) and DCmq( E-I-S)

of the system *causal modality* we now gets

(C) 0'] BCm(Byn) ,..12

That is, in the context of an agentive participant as theme

(expressions 5 and 6) and the predicate Dtp(qdm)(expn.10) the

sememe DCm (Byn) is added to the encoding of C.

Since this predicate is but one of many that would impose

the same restriction, 12 could clearly be made more general*

Expressions 10-12 then give the encoding segment*

• ••13gRp(qdm) + BCm( Dyn) + AAsh(Cc*mp)

The next case is that where (P.A)t?2 is assigned thematic
sememes. If assigned (IMP) we havet

R [instruraen£l j(M-T)j 0 ,, .14
*•

That is, an * instrument* participant assigned (l.T-T) will appear

first In the sentence, typically preceded by the particle *arama, and

is taken to be neither subject nor object.^
If (U~T) is assigned we get*

R [instrument] [(U-T)J AGr(Suj) ...15
It was noted above (para. 2*1*2 point a) that where an instrumental

participant is theraatised a predicate such as L£ (10*mli use) must
be added. Hence*

[k [inJ —^ t] L£(10*ml) ...16
Then (point b) the feature C [past time | is encoded as per expn. 11
but is assigned to the segment of the encoding containing Ln(10*ml)

by*

(Lp(10*ml)) [eM-^t] AAsh(Coap) »..17
>-

As in the case of DBp{ qdm), only BCm(Byn) and PCmq(E-I-S) of system

(1) In this respect we may perhaps be accused of inconsistency. If (M-T)
is assigned to (P.A)R1 (expn.7) either of the constructions *inna
1-mutasawwila...or al-mutasawwilu,..is possible. By analogy with the
latter it seems better to regard the former as subject - despite being
in the "accusative case". Since the latter construction seems

inappropriate in the present case ,asnanuhu... or »inna *asnanahu...
are not regarded as subject.
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BCm are compatible with L^(10'rnl). If (?M) is assigned either

of those sememes may bo added, ('That is, we may have either *arana

•'a^nanuhu fasta'malaha...(active) or *inna 'asnBnahu stu,milat...

(passive). If (U~T) is assigned then only the latter sememe is

admissible (i.e. stu'milat 'asnanuliu...). Hencej

(C)

(C)

R [in] —»-(?*-?)
Lp(10hnl)

R [inj (U-T)
LpQOhal)

hCa(lyn)

BCnq(E-I-S)

DCroq(E-I-S)

...IB

...19

If DCm( Tom) is assigned then, in trie case where the agentive

participant becoae^tminarked theme, we haves

R [agentive| R [in] —» (IMP)
DCm(]^rn)

R [agl —(U-?)
= 1 =$>

AGr(3uj)...20

If DCaq( lv-I-S) is assigned!

(P.Ajilj QoCiaqC B-I«»s7j 0 ...21

That is, if axpn. 20 applies we would get MfaTrsna 'aerianuhu

fastahmalaHa 1-rautasawwilu. • •", but if expn. 21 the agentive

participant receives no encoding (compare para. 2.1.1).

If expru 17 applies then, to take the simplest case, we will haves

(Cs(P.A) R_) £lp( 10*ml)j DAr(Purp) ...22
—— *■

Then:

R ^objective] |(P.A)r^ —»RAr(Piirp)j AGr(Ann) ...23
v

See points (e) and (f) of para. 2.1.2. In other words we will get

something of the order of "...liqadmi r-raglfi''.

The third case is where (P.A)R^ is assigned thematic sememes.
This part of the encoding differs from that of (F.a)^ Principally
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in the non-assignaent of LpQO'al). If therefore in expna. 14, 15»

18-20 we substitute 'objective' for 'instrument* and 3Bp(odm) for

Lj?(l0'ral)# expressions for the encoding of (P.A)R^ will be given.
To these should then be addedi

R (instrument) JjB l_o£|-^ .] ms(lnst) .•.24
>

(See the remark in 2.2.1 regarding expn. 9)•

In summary there will be (in addition to that of expn.13) the

following encodings of C and Lp(l0'ml):

ESp(qdm) + DCmofS-I-S) + AAsh(Comp)
EBP(Qdn) I Mr(Purp' I
IpCIO'ml) + BCmiISm} ■+ AAshlComp} I
JiE(10'ial) ♦ BCmq(E-I-S) + AAsh(Camp)

...25

. . .26

...27

. . .28

Note finally that to the whole of this network of relational

and thematic sememes will be added - in the present case, the

sememe Cra(Dec);(See expression 42 of chapter 4» para. 2.4)•

6.0 '.Ye turn next to the encoding of the three participants of this

representation and we will assume first of all that none of these

receives an anaphoric encoding.

6.1 Consider first the items (P.A)P^. If in the judgement of
the user the attribute of some participant is 'habitual' or in the

nature of an 'occupation* - and yet cannot properly be regarded

as inalienable, the attribute is encoded by a sememe which is

commonly included within a lexeme. If he does not so judge then

participant and attribute are encoded separately.

If we assume that the former is the case we have*

"one "|
where*

(P.A)p^ Ijg&j —»Lap (mutasawwiLi beggar) ...29
P(V —»/D5u( Indiv) / ...30
P(A(R1)) ~/HBv(5swlt beg)/
C(A(Rj)) /DAk( Occpn)/ ...31^

(1) H) For lexemes of this type Wee para. 3.2.1.1 of chapter 9
ii) The verb (5swl) is diaohronioally related to (5s*l) but

for present purposes is presumed to be synchfeonically distinct,
(iii) For rules of the type of 30 and 31 see para.2.3 of chapter 4«
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'There the above encoding is applied so also will bet

P(R.,) [«i.3 [W DHa ("ale)
>.

p(H1) £one] —*■ ANu( Sing)
By rale of addition we will have:

...32

... 33

'POU
[hep] ABt(Def) ...34

->•

Ignoring relational seraeiaes we now have t.He following encoding

segment:

...35hsi (mutasawwil) + DHa(liale) + AHu(Sing) + ADt(Def)

•2 (P.A)Rg may be encoded in a variety of ways. Let us assume
first of all that its ultimate expression mode will be those of

examples iii) and iva). Hence:

P(RJ

P(lO

belonging to

(as per P(ltj)]
-D3s(sinn:tooth)

animate
human
adult

QxJ DSu(lndiv)

male] QxJ DBa (Hale)

p(r2) t°neD Lx3 *** (sine)

...36

...37

...38

...39

(D

Since rules 37-9 relate to features encoded outside the main

bundle, and since rule 37 assigns a member of BSu, the feature

[belonging to] is encoded as 'annexation' (Compare expression

35 of chapter 4» para. 2.4). Hence:

P(R2) belonging to] £p £f]]—►BSuj AGr(Ann) ...40
Since DSu(lndiv) is a substantive senene there will be the

rule of addition:

[uSu ABt(Def) ...41
(2)

(1) A consideration of the oircurastances governing the annigmaent
of anaphorio encodings is omitted f on this study.

(2) Expressions 37-9» 41 constitute an anaphoric encoding -
and in particular one having expansion as a "personal pronoun"•
These are considered to comprise a deictifi element (DSu(Indiv))
a sememe of determination (ADt), of human aninaoy (DHa) -
here, and one of number (Ailu).
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Finally for the participants

?(%) [twelve] *- AETu(Plural) ...42

(Kh2)) [eBs]] ADt(Bef) ...43
>.

Rules 3'5-43 then give the following encoding segments - once again

omitti.ng relational sememes (with the exception of ACr(Ann)).

PBofsinn) + A?7u(Plural) + AEt(Pef)

D3u(lndiv) + DHa(h!ale) +■ ANu(Sing) + ARt(Det) AGr(Ann)
,44

2.6.3

2.7.0

Participant P(P^) may also bo encoded in a variety of ways.
Assuming the simplest of these we will have:

Hn3) [one] —v IBs (rag! f: loaf) ...45
P( P_3) [one ] ** ATTu( Cing) .. .46
(P(H3)) ADt(Bef) ...47
We now have materials adequate to the construction of complete

encodings for the expressions of examples i) to iii) of para.2.1.

Consider first that of example la), where the agentive particip¬

ant is assigned (SMF), Prom 5*7 and 35 comes the segment1

1 Ism (nutasawwll) + PHa(?!ale) + AIfu(Sing) + ASt(Pef) AGr(3uj)+(ll-T)
. • .48

Prom 9 and 44 comes:

2a I)Rs( sinn) 4- ANh^Plural) 4- Ao)t(:Qef)
I/flr( Inst)2b Su( Indiv) + DHa(Male) + ANu(Stng) + ADt(Def) AGr( Ann)

...49

Expressions 8, 45-7 give:

TBs frarxf) + ARu(Sing) 4- ADt(Bef) AGr(oj) ...50

2.7.1

Encoding of the circumstance will be as per 13.

The encoding underlying example ib) is exactly the sane aa

that &iven above save that sememe (?M?) of segment 1 is replaced

by (TT-T).

The next encoding is that underlying example iia)# namely:

1 hsp(mutasawwil) + DHaO'ale) 4- AIiu(Sing) + Al)t(l)ef) AGr(Suj 14-(U-T)
2 MnaglfJ + AKu(,3ing) 4- ASt(Def) | (iWP) V

3 III3p( qdra) + AAsh(Comp) 4- DCra( Tiyn)

cv

ID

►51
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Segment 1 derives from 20 and 35* segment 2 from 5* 45-7* aad segment

3 from 10, 11 and 18.

2.7.2 Next, the encoding underlying example iiia) - that is, the

case where (P.A)R- of expression 4 is assigned (H-T).

1a DRs( slnn) + ANu(Plural) 4- APt(l)ef) (:J-T)
1b Btiu(lndiv)+ DHa(Uale) + ANu(Sing) + ARt(Def) AGr(Ann) Cm(l)ec)
2 hsp(mutasawwil) + DBa(Male) + ASfu(Sing) + ADt(Def) AGr(Suj)+(lW]
3 IpQOhr:!) + Msh(Comp) -f BCmf. lam)
4a I)Bp( qdm) II V/ • ..52
4b BBs( ragSf) + AHn(Sing) + ADt(Def) ACr(Ann)

2.7« 3 Finally, the encoding which underlies the expression:

(iv) qudima r-raglfu bi'asnanihi ^
This of course is the case where (P.A)R^ of expression 4 is assigned
(U-T). Hence

1 BRa(ra~If) + AHu(Sing) 4 ADt(Ref) AG*(Suj) + (IT—T)
2 (as per 49) Cm(Dec)
3 BBp (Qdm) + AAsh(Cosp) + BCqq (B-I-■S)

• ..53

Segment 1 derives froa 6, 15, 45-7, and segment 3 from 10,11, and 19«

Segments 1a and. 1b derive from 5 and 44 (in&um deriving from

expressions 36-43)* segment 2 from 24 (see para.2.4) and 35* segment

3 instances 27* and segments 4a and 4b from 26 and 45-7 respectively.

2.S.0 In tliis paragraph certain other anaphoric encodings are

examined. First, however, it is necessary to repeat that the

simple pattern of thenatisation assumed for the purposes of this

chapter is not claimed as a satisfactory account of the phenomena.

(Consider again example ilia) (para. 2.1.2):

•acaaa 'asnanuhu fasta'malaKa liqadmi r-ragl.fi

What we appear to have here is a marked theme 'aananuhu and as

unmarked theme the third masculine singular pronoun incorporated

in tie verb sta'mala. The question then arises, since the

(1) gnav/( 3n!S-pas3-conp): the-loafi with-toeth-him. "The loaf was/
had been gnawed by his teeth".
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referent of the pronoun of the verb and of the -hu of 'asnanuhu

is the same does it make sense to regard the relevant participant

as assigned (M-T) and (U-T) in the one utterance ?

The nature of suoh phenomena being not at all clear the

following discussion will be confined to those cases where as

single theme is encoded anaphorically. (The pronoun -ha of

sta'malaha we take to be syntactically conditioned and hence

without functional load).

2.8.1.0 Let us then consider the encodings underlying the following

expressions:

Example va) should be compared with iv) of para. 2.7.3 and vb)

with ib) of para. 2.1.0.

2.8.1.1 In va) the loaf- (P.A)R^Is assigned (TJ-T) a d hence its
encoding will be:

otherwise conforms to that of 53»

2.8.1.2 In vb) the beggar - (P.A)e,j, is assigned (IM?) but since the
participant is a human animate we have:-

(1) a) gnaw(3nis-pass-comp) - it: by-teeth-him. "It was gnawed
by his teeth".

b) gnaw(3ms-act-comp)-he: loaf: with-teeth-him. "He gnawed
a loaf with his teeth.

va) qudima bi'asnanihi

vb) qadaraa ragifan bi'asnanihi ^^

• • •
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[ x 2 DHaO&le
•••57

and:

P(rl^) (one) —ANu(Sing) • • .58

(PC*,)) Q^j ADt(hef) •••59
These expressions should be compared wit)! 37-9* 41 which encode

precisely the same features In a different context. (For

discussion of the difference between anaphoric encoding of human

animates and others see section 2 of chapter 7)•

2.9.0 To conclude this section lot us examine two oases of encoding

as an attribute, arising from (P.A)P^. Tho first of these will
concern an attribute as part of the encoding of p(p^) and the other
the case where A(?0 of the representation set out as 4 is assigned

an encoding. In the first case the resulting expression might bet

vi) qadaaa raglfa 1-kubzi ^
The "object" of vi) in taken to expand the encodings!

P(IU) [one ~[->rSa(raglf: loaf) •••60
[hreadj
e«fl-|jSggBbIsad) -61

P(T?3) [one] —>A!?u(Sing) ...62
(rnn0) rp—»!Bs. + IBSol (ACrr (Ann)L -L (A3t (Def) •••63
'Tith .63 compare expression 35 of chapter 4 para. 2,4. The

present case is of course one of an attribute in the foxsn
of a substantive.

2.9.1 A typical expression resulting froa the seeond case of

attribution might be (hee the representation a tlxhod to A(R«)

in expression 4)»

w
. (2)vii) qadesa 1- autasawwilu 3>r&gxia 1-ladT raaat bihi l-snsaraiu.

gnaw{ 3nc-act-oonp): loaf i t'he-brcad " !Ie' gnawed the loaf of ramaa"
: the-beggar« the-loafj whichi throw(3fe-act-

oomp) i it s the-woman. "The beggar gnawed the loaf which the
woman had thrown away".
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The theme of any "relative clause" will obviously be the

material to which it is attributed, in thi3 case the loaf, which

is moreover the marked theme with respect to this clause. Hence

the encoding1 will proceed as per the case where R [objective] in
the superordinate representation is assigned (?'-T), with the

difference that the constraining factor is the relationsliip of

attribution, rather than the assignment of this sememe.

Thus :

H2(A(n3) [objectivel p(T!2(A(n3) - KHjJj f& —64
^

With this compare expression 14» Next the circumstance C(A(Rj)
is encoded:

C(a(R-) |~paat tiaej] DBp (inay: throw) •••65
C(A(R.) [past timej —» A.'sh(Comp) •••66

With these compare expressions 10 and 11. This predicate Also

is one of those compatible only with DCr.iCRyn) and BGmqCB-I-S).

It will be recalled (see expression 18) that either of these may

be assigned if an Objective* participant is assigned (IMP)• Since

as we have noted the situation here is analogous we nay write:

r?(p~(a(R ) « p(Rj] |S®9(^a) | ...67

Example vii) presuonoses the assignment of DCra(l5yn) and hence:

R^(A(R^) [agentive] i^CAC^) Q>,f]
where

^(RgCAC^) - ?(R3)
BCm( Dyti)

AGr(Su;j) ...68

That is, in the context where P^CaCr^) has the value [objective^
the participants and P(tO have the same value, and

BOmfPyn) is assigned, a participant in an 'agentive* relationship

is assigned AGr(Ou.j). Finally, encoding PCR^CA(Rj) we get:
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P(r.|(A(R3)

P(R1 (A( S ) [human"] -►DRa(Rem) ...70
[female]

P(R1(A(R3) loneD —> AlTu(Sing) ...71
(P(R1(A(R3))[^s] ADt(Def) ...72

Expressions 69 and 7;~> should be compared with 26 of chapter 4,

para. 2.4* In the present example we have the case where [female |
is encoded separately from the main bundle, and in the latter a case

where [male]is encoded in the substantive BBs(ra.jul). We will

also have the expression!

(A) [c(A)-^mp] AGr(Att) ...73
That is, wherever some term A of a representation is given a

distinct encoding (compare 29) the sememe AGr(Att) is assigned

automatically. Thu3 the encodings underlying the attributive

portion of examples vi) and vil) will be:

1a DBs(ragxf) + Sing)
1b BBs(kubz) + ATfu(Sing) + ADt(Def) AGr(Ann) AGr(oj)

deriving from 60-63, and:

1a
1b

nBp(raglf) + AITu(Sing) + AT)t(Def)
AGr(Oj)23Mmr*) + Dila(Fem) + AITu(Sing) + ABt(l)ef) AGr(A,l)

IbbRBp^rray; + AAsh(Comp; + BCmCQvn)
....75

Segment 1a derives from 45-7» segment lba from 69-72 and segment

ibb from 65-7• Relational sememes are given by 8 and 73. Rote

that in 74 the assignment of AGr(Ann) implies the definiteness

of sub-segment 1a, thus rendering the assignment of ADt(Def)

unnecessary.

Expansions

The process of expansion follows closely that outlined in

section 3 o^feh^pter 4» save that expansion of the relational sememes

object
animate
human
adult

-►IBs (or*j human being) ...69
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will precede that of other elements.

.0 Let us first of all consider the encoding: segments 13» 48-50#

i.e. that underlying example ia). Taken together these give*

1 Lsp (mutasawwil) + BBa(nale) + Alfu(Ging) + ABt(l>e£ AGr(Suj) +(M-T)
2a JBs(sinn)+ ANu(Plural) + ABt(l)ef) DTlr(lns1i)
2b DSu( Indiv) Dlla(l'ale) + Anu(Ging) + ABt(Def AGr(Ann]

»/

Cm(Dec
3 DBsf rarlf) + ANU(Sing) + ADt(bef) AGr(0j)
4 23p(qdia) h- AAsh(Conp) + PCn(Dyn)

Among syntactic associates of AGr(3uj) are

3a((GiA)B...) and 3a((A:0)B...)(sce paras. 2.4 •••76

and 2.6 of ohapter 13). Which of these is appropriate in any

particular case depends on the one hand on whether a thematic sememe

is assigned to the segment under consideration, and on the other

on the value of this sememe.

In this case (M~T) is asrigned to segment 1 which determines

that the relevant association is

AGr(Suj)[[(-iM,)]sa((A:G)B..,) ...77
^ —»■

Since A§r(0,j) of segment 3 configures with no thematic sememe,

which is in effect the 'unmarked' case, we will have:

AGr(0;)) ^Sa((G:A)B,,.) ...78

AGr(Ann) of segment 2b is associate only with Jb(?a:Fb...) (see

paras. 3.1.0 and 3.1.1 of chapter 13). Hence:-

A0r(Ann)^—^ 5b(Fa:Pb.».) ...79

3>Tlr(Inst) has no discrete syntactic expansion: the whole of

the exranaion of segment 2 simply replaces a dummy symbol B (see

para. 2.1 of chapter 13). The sememe Cm(T)ec) similarly has no

associate among syntactic templates - and neither, unless we accept

the claim of the particle 'tnna, among the morphological systems.

Its presence in the encoding is inferred from the structural

unaarkedness of the expression.
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Having exhausted all elements having syntactic associate the

templates of 77-79 nay "be 'summed*. Taking first 77 and 78 we

get (compare table 5 of chapter 4* para, 3,6) s

A G B...

G A B.. .
Table 1

which gives the compound template (Aa:G:Ab:B...).

this s

Adding 79 to

Aa G AB B

Fa | Fb...
Table 2

giving (Aa:GiAb:(Fa:Fb...)33...) Note that since the symbol B is

recursive it is not simply replaced by 79* The structure (Fa:Fb...)

is merely an instance of B.

3,1,1 Turning next to the morphological section of t is expansion,

we see that sequent 1 contains a lexeme, and as noted in para,

3,8 of chapter 4 these associate typically both with a root and a

morphological template. Hence:

...80^lie ofnutasawwil)

Lsp(mutasawwil)

H(swl)
rpay 'm)
pbx ,u)

Jt)
pex [a)
ia(a)
icx(i)

...81

Since the contrast ANu(Sing) vs AHu(Plural) is expressed in

this measure by the morphological contrast iautasawv/ilun vs nutaaawwil-

una, it follow that th.e former in tliis case hue no expansion,

Similarly, the contrast BIIa(lIale) va DHa(Pera) ia reflected by the

pair aut&sawwil vs mutasawilat, and hence here again the former

has no expansion.

The other segment 1 sememes are expanded:

ADt(Def) Hpp(l) ...82

(1) We assume without argument a set of triliteral roots H.
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AGrCSuj) BHa(!!ale) AVs(a)
(M-T)

# • •83

Expression 83 states in effect that AGr(Suj) is also expressed by

the "agreement" for number, gander, and person between verb and

subject. In Arabic these patterns of agreement are constrained

by whether the subject precedes or follows the verb (reflecting

assignment of thematic sememes), and by the human ani acy of the

subject or otherwise (compare para.1.1. of chapter 9)*

For the morphological systems concerned in these associations

see for expression 81 paras. 1.1 and 1.2 of chapter 11. For those

concerned in 82 and 83 see paras. 2.5 and 1.3 respectively of

chapter 11.

Since the summation of 80-2 is self-evident we nay simply

write;

Imutasawwil 84

Segment 2a has the following expansions:

DTSsf alrin) —> R(snn) «•#85

and so/paent 2b;

B3u(Miv))
ADt(Def)

DEa( ale) Pb(u) • • •88

AJiU(Sing)
AGr(Ann)

'a(h)

b(u)
• • •89

(1) The structure of the aystens giving pronomis of various
kinds is rather complex. Since these are not dealt with in this
study the designations Pa and Fb are pro-theoretical only.
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There are in fact two possible associations of ANu( Sing) here.

Either by analogy with the "feminine" form -ha we may regard the

sememe as being directly expressed by the whole suffix or, by

analogy with the "masculine plural" form -hum we may see -hu as

the unmarked partner in the contrast and hence - from the point of

view of 'strong association', assume no expansion for ANu(Sing).

The former solution is the one preferred here.

AG-r( Ann) is expressed by the selection of a pronominal suffix

rather than an independent pronoun.

The expansion of TTlr(lnst) is given by the associations

5Tlr( Inst) Ma(bi) .. .90

assuming a pre-theoretical system Ma, of prepositions standing

outside the root system.

On the morphemes of 86 see paras. 2.1 and 2.2 of chapter 11.

The expansion of segment 3 is given by association 82 plus:

DBs(ragff) * B(rgf) ...91

BEs(ragTf)

Allu(Sing)

Nie(i)

IBs (ragTf)] (a)
if(0

AGr(Oj) Bsex( a)

...92

...93

...94

The context of rule 94 indicates that we are dealing with a

nunnating tri-casal measure. (See para.2.4.2.6 of ohapter 11).

That of segment 4 is given by

DBpf qdm) ^H(q<Jm) ...95
ia(a)

AAsh(Comp)) j^2(qdm)]
DCm(Dyn) ) 3 ic(a)

...96

3.1.4 From 85-96 the following tables may be constructed:

(86)

(85)

»
a a :

A B c

S n n

Table 3



(87) h (93) a i

(88) u Table 4 (92) •
•

(89) h u A B C

(91) r i f

(82) 1

(94)

Table 5

(96) a a

(83) a

A B C Table 6

(95) <1 d m

3-6 gives the strings:

1 *
a s n a : n

h u

1 r a 8 i : f a

1 a d a m a

i) Table 3:

ii) Table 4:

iii) Table 5»

iv) Table 6:

Substitution of these for the dummy symbols of the compound

syntactic template given by Table 2 proceeds thus:

lautasawwil Aa

(iii) jAGr(0j)_| Ab

(ii) [AGr(Ann)| Fb
_

(i) [hTlr( Inst^Fa
Ma(bi) j^90] (Fa:Fb...)

...97

...98

...99

...100

...101
— —>.

(iv) -=> G ...102

With 97-102 should be compared the expressions of chapter 4»

para. 3.7» Although not explicitly stated each string is presumed

to be a member of the class represented by the dummy symbol. This

point is stressed since the syntactic associate of AGr(Suj) say,
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contains two symbols A and G, and without the assumption of such

a correspondence we lack a formal means of replacing the right

symbol by the right string.

Closing the gaps between the phonemes we get:

l-mutasawil qadaaa l-raglfa bi'asnasn hu ...103

3.1.5 It will be seen that in particular this expression is

deficient in "case" suffixes. These must be introduced by rule

of addition. In the case of 'asnan there is no problem since,

when preceded by bi or any other member of the system Ma, all

forms on the measure 'aJ1' aL are assigned Nsey(i):

The conditions governing the assignment of a case suffix to

mutasavrwil are more elusive. Either the morpheme 'Tse(u) may be

added or we may preface the whole utterance by the particle 'inna,

in which case Nsex(a) is added. For present purposes let us

assume first, that 'inna is to be assigned, second, that the

factors governing its assignment are stylistic - and hence beyond

our terms of reference, and third, that *irma is a member of a

further pre-theoretical system of particles Mb. Then:

fx3 I!b ('inna) ...104

'inna

H-T/B
ANu(Sing)

Nsex(a) ...105

N-T

Ma
Nsey(i) ...106

Context *x' of 104 represents unstated stylistic criteria. The

symbol N-T/B of 105 signifies the context of a nominal measure

which is nunnating and both bi - and tri-casal. (The presence of

ANu(Sing) in the encoding determines that the measure is in fact

tri-casal). The symbol N-T of 106 indicates a measure which is

(l) Traditionally, all nouns governed by a preposition are in the
genitive case. The rather tortuous specification given
above is necessary since not all nouns have a genitive form.
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4.2.6
nunnating tricasal. (See para. 2,/ of chapter 11).

The utterance is now ready for phonemicisation. Note that

the u of -hu becomes i by vowel harmony with the preceding Nsey(i).

3.1.6 If (U-T) were present in segment 1 rather than (M-T) - that is,

if the output desired had been analogous to example ib) rather

than ia), the expansion would vary in the following ways.

Instead of expression 77 we would haves

AGr(Suj) [(U-t] Sa(C:A)B...) ...107
*■

Summing of the primary templates would then given the compound

template (G:Aa,:Ab:B...).

Then, in addition to the association of 83, expansion of

this sememe would also be given by:

AGr(Suj) [(U-T)] Nse(u) ...108
-# >-

Replacement of the dummy symbol ha would then be given by:

lmutasawwilu [(U-t] Aa ...109
->

3.2.0 Turning next to the expansion of encoding 51 (example iia)
we note that only segment 1 is assigned a relational sememe

(AGr(Suj)), the expansion of which is given by the associations

of 107, 83, and 108.

The remainder of the expansion is given by the following associations:

Segment 1: 80, 81, 82

Segment 2: 82, 91, 92, 93

Segment 3» 95, 96

Substituting the strings given by these expansions into the

template of 107 and closing gaps we get:

qadama 1- rautasawwilu ...110

Then, it is assumed that where a segment containing (M-T) has no

relational sememe the string expanding that segment is located in
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front of the remainder of the expression. Therefore, locating

the string of segment 2 we get:-

1-ragisf qadama 1-mutasawwilu ...111

In thi3 case the addition of Mb('inna) is obligatory (compare 104).

Hence:

(M-T)
Mb('inna) •••112

AGr( 3u.i)

and

Nsex(a) ...113

That is, Hb('inna) is added where (M-T) is not in configuration

with AGr(Suj). Expression 113 appears since Pa'lLCraglf) is a

nunnating tricasal measure.

Finally, where a segment having (K-T) does not also have

AGr(Suj) a suffix, corresponding to the class (x or y) of the

measure (see para. 3.4 of chapter 4) is added to the verb form.

This classification may of course be overridden by sememes of

DHa. Thus t

(M-T)

AGr( rju.j)

Kx

a(h)

b(u)
...114

However, since we require a dummy symbol into which to repla ce

the string of 113 we shall also require the rule of addition!

(M-T)

AGr( Eu.i)
Sa((G:A)B...) ...115

giving the prephonemicised utterance!

'inna 1-ragisfa qadaiaahu 1-iautasawwilu

3.2.1 In the case of encoding 53 (example iv) para. 2.7.3) segment 1
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is again the only one containing arelational sememe. Since (U-T)
is also assigned the syntactic expansion of AGr(Suj) is given by

107 and the morphological by 83 and 108. The remainder of the

expansion is given by the following associations:

Segment 1« 82, 91. 92, 93

Segment 2: 85-90

Segment 3 is given by 95 plus:

AAsh(Comp)

BCmq(E-I-S)
|jrap(qdm)] V

ia(u)

icy(i) ...116

Replacement of the dummy symbols is quite straightforward.

,0 We turn now to encoding 52 (para. 2.7.2 and example iiia)).

The syntactic expansions of the relational sememes of segments 1b,

2 and 4b are as follows:

AGr(Suj): 107 AGr(Ann): 79 (two instances)

Since one of the instances of AGr(Ann) - that of 1b, forms part of

a segment having (M-T) not in configuration with a relational

seraeme, its expansion is set at the head of the utterance

(compare expression 111). Therefore, replacing one of the ducmy

symbols B of 107 by the second instance of 79 we get the compound

template:

((?a:Pb...£^:G:A:(Pa:Fb...)b: B...) ...117

The remaining expansions are given by the following associations!

Segment 1: 85-89

Segment 2: 80-83, 108

Segment 3»

LpOO'ml) R('nil) ...118

{pc(s)pdg(t) ...119
pe
icx
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AAsh(Comp)"^

DCmCHyn)

fpex(a)

[ip(10.ml3 7 lm[(a)
■*=— s* L

...120

J

Segment 4a: 95»plus:

DBp( qdm) J^AsJ Nib(a)
** *•

Segment 4b: 82, 91-3» plus:

AGr(Ann) [n-tJ Nsey(i)

...121

...122

The expansion of Mr(Purp) of segment 4 is given by the association

Mr('Urp) —«■. Ma(li) ...123

Summing of the expansions relating to the root 'ml is as follows:

(119)
(119)
(120)

(118)

(83)

s t

a a

A B C

i m 1

a

Table 7

Replacement of the strings into the syntactic dummies proceeds thus:

(Segment 1a)

(Segment 1b) h u

a s n a

(M-T)

AGr(Ann)

n ?aa

Fba

(Segment 2) lmutasawwilu [AGr(Suj)] A
(Segment 3) sta'mala » G

(Segment 4) Lij^Mr(Purp)] (Fa:Fb...)b
(Segment 4a) q a d m jhArfPurpT] Fab
(Segment 4b) 1 r a g I f i [DAr(PurpM

|_AGr(Ann J Fbb
from which we get:

'a s n a : n hu sta'mala 1-mutasawwil

liqadm l-raglf i

...124

...125

...126

...127

...128

...129

...130
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The case suffix of qadn is given by the association of expression

106. Since segment 1 has no relational sememe in configuration

with (M-T) the following rules will also be relevant:

1>T)
Tib ('aisoa) •••131

ACri' Su.1)

PanamaJ ...132

' iTb( fa)
<

JMae(u)
Kote that we make no attempt to establish the conditions under

which 131 is applicable rather than 112,

Also:

fa j(*W) ->(Fa:Fb...)a3 G:A:(PatFb...)b:B...) ...133
That is, fa is inserted at the head, of the material not expressing

(M~T).

Analogous to the situation In respect of encoding 51

require a suffix to be attached to sta'mala (compare 114)• This

is introduced by the mile:

(?•«?) ~| p |a(lb(
a(h)
a)

AgrC Su,1) I

_Ny J
...134

Then, given a further application of the association of 115

we get the pre-phonemieised utterance:

*aram& *aana:nuhu fasta'raalaha liqadrd l-rarlfi

.0 The most noteworthy feature of the *anaphoric* encoding

segments introduced by the group of expressions 54-59 (paras.

2.8.1, example v)) is tliat in both cases the segments concerned

also contain AGr(Suj), but because of their context neither is given

a syntactic expansion.
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This of course is "because in Semitic if the subject cf a

verb is a pronoun it is incorporated in the verb form itself, and

hence no syntactic dummy corresponding to the subject position is

required. This restriction is expressed in the rule:

AGr(Suj) Sa _135

of which the rules of 77 and 107 are particular instances. In

other words these rules may apply only when a lexeme or base

substantive is present in the encoding segment. In consequence

of this the appropriate syntactic template must be introduced by

rule of addition. Thus:

AGr(Suj)"
DBs flX s)

Sa( (Q ) B...) ...136

3.4.1 The encoding of example va) is as per encoding 53 save that

segment 1 of the latter is replaced by:

1 DSu( Indiv) + ANu(Sing) + ADt(Def) AGr( 3uj + (U-T)
All of these sememes are surjectively associate with the

morpheme aVs(a), hence:

DSu( Indiv)\
ANu(Sing) )
ADt(Def) ( [ Bx ] aVs(a) ...137
AGr(Suj) i *
(B-T) J

Note that the application of this rule presupposes the possibility

of examining the full enooding of - "that is access to the

rules of expressions 45» 91-3. Bearing in mind that an anaphoric

encoding must presuppose a full encoding such an operation would

not be formally difficult.

3.4.2 The anaphoric encoding underlying exanple vb) of para. 2.8.1.0

differs from that of va) only in the assignment of DHa(Male).
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Hence analogous to 137 the following rule will apply:

DSu(Indlv)^

DHa(lIale)

ANu(Sing) < > aVs(a) ...138

ADt(Def)

AGr(Suj)

(U-T)

The encoding segment underlying raglfan is given by expressions

45 and 46 plus:

(P(n3)) [a«] ADt(lndef) ...139

...140

Then:

ADt(lndef) Nsg(n)

Compare expression 94 etc.

.0 Finally vfe consider the expansion of the encodings derived in

para. 2.9, and taken to underlie examples vi) and vii). The

complete encoding underlying the former is (see encoding 74):

1

2a

2b

DSu(lndiv) + DHa(Male) + A2?u(Sing) + ADt(Def) AGr(Suj) + (TJ-T)

DBs(raglf) + ATIu(Ging)
AC-r(05) Ca(Seo)

DBs(kuba) + AKu( Sing) +ADt(l)ef) AGr(Ann)

DBp( qdi.i) +AAsh(Cor:ip) +lXJn( Dpi)
...141

The syntactic expansion is determined by the relational sememes

AGr(0j) and AGr(Ann) alone since, in the absence from segment 1 of a

lexeme or member of DBa. AGr(Suj) has no syntactic expansion

(compare 135). Fence, the syntactic expansions are given by the

associations:

AGr( 0J): 78 AGr(Ann): 79

which when summed give the compound template:

(G: (Fa:Fb...): 3...) ...142
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Morphological expansions are given by:

Segsnent 1s 13$

Segment 2: (AGr(OJ)): 94

Seorient 2a! 91-93

Segment 2b: 82 and,

Drte( kubz) -*■—%»R(kbz)

ANu(Sing) jpBs (kubz)~j I7ib(u)
AGr(Ann) OaI Nsey(i)

...143

...144

...145

Segment 3: 95#96.

Replacement of these strings into the template of 142 is fairly

straightforward.

.1.0 The complete encoding underlying example vii) is (sec encoding

75):

1

2a

2ba

2bb

Lap (mutasawwil) + DHa(hale) +A?Ju(Sing) + ADt(Def) AGr(Suj) (U-T)
3Jis( rarlf) + Alfu(Sing) +ADt(l)ef)

TOafWr') + DT!a( Fen) 4 ANu(Sing) +ADt(l)ef) AGr(Suj)

DBp(iasay) 4 AAsh(Comp) 4BCn(Pyn)
AGrl iShJ))

AGr(0j)CiB
(Deo

DBp(qdm) 4 AAsh(Coap) 4 BCn(Dvn)
...146

Syntactic expansions of 146 are given by the associations in the

following expressions:

Segment 1: 107
AGr(Juj)

Segment 2ba:

AGr(Suj) Qas(Prog)] Sa((G:A)B...) ...147
That is, if the segment containing AGr(Suj) is not also asaimed

a thematic sememe, and if AAs(Prog) is not assigned, the fomer is

expanded by the template shown:

AGr(0j): 78

The expansion of AGr(MtQ is given by the rules

AGr(Att) -4 Sb(F» C...) ...148
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Summing 78 and 107 we get the compound template (G:Aa:Ab:B...).

Adding 148 we get (G:Ai(F:C...):B...), and finally, with the

addition of 147 we have:

(G:Aa:(F:(G:Ab:Ba...)(?«••): Bb...) .•.149

.1.1 Morphological expansions are given by:

Segment 1: 80-3, 108

Segment 2: (Agr(0j)): 94

Segment 2a: 82, 91-3

Segment 2b: Assuming a pre-theoretical series •B* of demonst¬

rative pronouns we get:

AGr(Att) AAsh(Comp)

ADt(Def) _

AGr(Att AAsh(Comp)

ADt(Def)

_ANu(Sing)_
AGr(Att) AAsh(Comp)

ADt(Def)

Nx

Npp(l)

fa(la)

Dtc(I)

Db(d)

.150

...151

...152

Segment 2ba:

ls(rar') _ R(mr')
(1)

AHu(Sing) ^ ^Nib(a) ...153

DHa( Fem) *—»-Nsd(at) ...154

AGr(Suj) fAGr (Att)] Nse(u) ...155
AGr(Suj) jDIIa(Fem)| aVsp(at) ...156

* ^

plus an instance of the association given by 82. The rule of 155

states that if the segment governed by AGr(Suj) itself forms part

of a group governed by AGr(Att), the subject will^e marked by

(1) Note that the expansion of these sememes is mar' in the context
ADt(Def) and 'imra* in the context ADt(lndef).
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the nominative case (i.e. 'inna or some such particle cannot fce

added).

Segment 2bb:

DBp(lrmy) +—^ R(rmy) •••157
s~

ia(a)

|ic(a)

AAsh(Comp)

DCa( hyn)

Segment3J 95 » 96

fop(rray)] V
« >

...158

Prom 159-8 the following tables may be constructeds

(153) m r * (150) 1

A B C (151) la I

(153) a (152) d

(154) at Table 8

(155) u

(82) 1

Table 9

(157) r m y

A B c

(158) a a

(156) at

Table 10

3.5.2.0 Following on summation of the various morphological expansions

and replacement of the syntactic dummies of 149 by the resulting

strings we derives

qadama 1-mutasawvrilu l-raglfa 1-ladI ramayat ^1-mar'atu
This is an acceptable pre-phonemicised expression save for a

pronoun which, in the case of "thematisation" of some R objective

in a subordinate representation, must be added to the verb of the

resulting subordinate clause.

P(H2[°j] (A(R3) - P(R3)
Kx (ragff)

P
a(h)

b(u)
...159
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There are many predicate sememes, of which BBp(1rmyxthrow) is

one, which require a preposition as part of the expansion of any

AGr(Oj) occurring in the same encoding or sub-encoding (e.g.segment

2b of 146). Since our pronoun -hu appears in the position which

would normally be occupied by a string expanding a segment containing

AGr(0j) the appropriate preposition must be added - although in

this case it is of course syntactically conditioned. Hencet

D3p(Irray)

159

Ua(bi) ...160

hu [160]] ^ ...161

bi »(Ba) ...162

Expression 161 states that since a preposition has been assigned

in conjunction with the pronoun, the latter replaces Ba of template

149. (This of course implies that unfilled positions in a template

are discarded when phonemicisation begins). Had 160 not applied

the pronoun would have occurred in "direct object" position, thus

requiring the addition of a further primary syntactic template.

.2.1 The structure of template 149 requires that bihu appear

after l-iaar'atu, which would not give an acceptable utterance. To

be acceptable it should occur after ramayati

Since the string bihu is syntactically conditioned its

position in the utterance will likewise be syntactically conditioned

and therefore we require a further rule something likes

(MiJ) !*■* •••163
That is, any string consisting only of a member of form class M

and one of form class J is located immediately beViind the verb in

the case where their introduction is syntactically conditioned

(see paras. 1.1.4 and 1.1.6 of chapter 13)»
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3.6 The complexity of the foregoing outline is unfortunate but

necessary if we are to indicate in a reasonable space how the

model handles a variety of descriptive phenomena. However, one

would anticipate that investigations carried out within this

fra mework - as any other, would normally concentrate on one

particular group of generative properties while holding other

phenomena constant. While this would make for a certain

simplification, it must nonetheless be recognized that in the

limit grammatical rule schema are highly complex and therefore

resistant to generalisation.
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Preface to appendices A-D

The analyses given in these appendices are compiled on the

basis of a largely impressionistic methodology. Since this is

consistent with our assumption of ill-definedness in the structure

of language it is taken to he theoretically respectable even

though it seems clear that a greater precision would be possible.

Any particular analysis is considered to have validity to the

extent that it is supported by similar analyses of the same

measure. Conversely given some analysis of a fairly clear case

this may on occasion be permitted to sway the analysis of a less

clear case on the same measure. While this latter procedure at

times has the result of legitimising a sememe which would

otherwise not have the necessary degree of significance this is

in practice exceptionally the case.

The samples of verbs collocating with prepositions given in

appendix C are exceptional in that the senses expressed by these

prepositions are rather elusive - especially in regard to the

distinction between abstract local senses and abstract sense

proper and also in their tendency to function as part of a

phrasal verb.

In addition to those mentioned above the following principles

have been loosely adhered to in compiling these latter analyses.

First if a verb may collocate with a pair of prepositions

distinct as to local sense we may suspect - but cannot be certain,

that we are dealing with a third sense distinct from the local

senses.

Similarly if the object of a verb may either be direct or

governed by a preposition it may be suspected that the local sense

has withered and been replaced simply by the sense •objective' (AGr(Oj)).
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Note that aspeotual sememes axe emitted from these analyses, erven share

appropriate.
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Appendix A - To chapter 6

Part 1. A sample of verbs on the measure Fa'aL

Table a

Forms
Root

analysable into the configuration: DBnfx) + DCmf DyrO
Root x Root TRoot

Decree(t
Restrain(t
Happenfil

Surround(i)
Shorten(t)
Plough(t)
Scratch(t)
Befallft)
Sadden(t)(3)
Pull away(t)
Gather(t)
Stuff(t)
Come about(i)

htw(u) Strew(t)
hjl(ui) Hop(i)

i) Stareft)
i) Flatten(t)
uj Turn sour(i)

t „u) Protect(t)
hxs(i) DesirefiX2)
iizrfui)Assess( t)
^sb(u) Calculate(i)
Jism(i) Cut(t)
h§k(i) Crarn(t)
h9d(ui)Harvest(t)
hdr(u) Attend(t)

hjbfuT
hjm(u)
hd:

Veil(t)
Cup(t)

ui)Lower(t)
hdwfu)
Mw(u)
hrs(u)
brq(i)
hzm(i)
$sdlu)
h&diui)
h&im i)
hsr(ui)
hdn(u)

Deny access

f _ Bend(t) (i)[ui)Suimise(t)
TJrge(t)
Imitatedt)
OverseeCt)
Burn(ti)
Tie up(t)
Envy(t)
Gather(t)
Shaie(t)
Surround

Embrace(t)

Table b

Forms analysable into the configuration: DBpfx") + DCm(Eff)
Root x Root x Root x

hdr(u) Thickness(i) hdq(i) Skilful(ti)(2) hrn(u) Obstinate(l)

Table c

Forms analysable into the configuration: Lps(x)/..«/ + DCra(Byn)
h/DBs(x)/

Hote that where, as in this table, two values are given for 'x', xa

refers to the superordinate lexeme and xb, xc, etc. to included lexemes

or sememes.

Root xa xb Root xa xb

hsb(iu) Strew with Pebbles
pebbles(t) (hasba^

htb(i) Gather firewood Firewood
(i) (hatab)

This, which is morphologically the simplest of the verbal measures,

serves overwhelmingly to indicate an event or emotion viewed

'dynamically' (91.1$).(For a discussion of alternative analyses see

para. 2.1#0 of chapter 6).
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Largely by virtue of the fact that there is in the limit no

boundary between dynamism when taking the form of a process -

as for instance hdq or hsd in table (a) above, we tentatively

suggest a barely significant incidence of DCm(Bff). (6.6f -

table b).

Not, strictly speaking, significant at 4«4' is a

*p redicatising' function (table c), which is of course more

typical of the Ilnd and TVth measures. (See parts 7 and 9 of

this appendix).

"Transitive" verbs are mftrkad (t) and comprise 78.Z' of the

sample. "Intransitive" verbs are marked (i) and comprise 28.Zf>.

This result is somewhat against Fleisch 1957» p156.

Forms marked (1) have an alternative in Fa'uL

n .« (2) " " " " Fa'iL

" " (3) " " 'effective1 counterpart in Fa'iL

Of forms whose mudari'counterpart is on the measure aF'iL some

88.8^ are taken to express DCm(Dyn).

Part 2. A sample of forms on the measure Fa'iL

Table a

Forms analysable into the configuration: DBp(x) + DCm( Eff)

Root x Root x Root x

'tm Sin 'wd Bentnesa tb' Follow
'hn Hate bkl Niggardliness

f
tkm (indigestion)

'dn Near brs Leprous * ' trb Dust covered
Harm b&« Ugliness trh Sadness

'rb Skilfulness bsr See(2) trf Luxury
*rj Fragrance btr Mildness trh Concerned with
'rq Sleeplessness bgd Odious( 2) trifles
'sf Regret fcqy Stay br' Freedom
'ny Sadness bkm Dumbness brm Weariness
'If Familiarity blh Stupidity bly lorn
'lm Pain bht Astonishment tr' Fulness

'ns Sociability(2) bhj Gladness^^ t'b Tiredness
»nf Disdain bhy Beauty(1) b's Misery
'nq Neatness bjh Rejoice
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Table 1)

Forms analysable into the configuration: DBp(x) + DCm(Byn)
Root x Root x Root x

*zf approach
'Sr File

*fk Lie

brh Leave

bl* Swallow(1)
t's Misery(l)

As table (a) shows this measure serves mainly to express a state

or event in an 'effective' rather than a 'causative' mode, and

should be compared with the sample of forms on the Ilnd measure

given in part 7 of this appendix.

In addition to the 86.9?' of the sample taken to express DCm(Bff)
a 13.1^ incidence of DCm(Dyn) may also be detected. In this

connection the forms ba'is and ta'is are of interest. Despite

having the same value for DBpCx) they are analysed differently.

This is because the former may be translated into English either

as "be" or as "become" "miserable", whereas - according to Wehr,

ta'is has only the latter sense. For argument in support of

this analysis see para. 1.3 of chapter 10. (Note that ta'is has

an equivalent on the measure Fa'aL).
Forms marked (1) have an alternative in Fa'aL

" " (2) " " " " Fa'uL

Part 3. A sample of forms on the measure Fa'uL

Table a

Forms analysable into the configuration: DBp(x) + DCm(Sff)
Root x Root x Root x

»db Sophistication Odious(l) jhr Loudness
'al Firmly rooted bkm Silenoe jhm Frown
'mn Faithfulness bid Stupidity fctdr Thickness(2)
'nt Femininity bht Astonishment(1) hrz Impregnability
'ns Sociability(l) bhj Beauty hrm Forbidden(1)
b's Strength Thickness pm Obstinacy(2)
bp Niggardliness(1) tql Heaviness hsn Handsomness
bdn Fatness(2) jbn Cowardice hgf Judioious
brd Coldnesa(2) jdb Dryness Ijgn Inaccessability
bsl Bravery jdr Suitability fc&w Sweetness(l2)
b?r
br

See(1) Abundance Sourness
Slowness jsm Bulkiness hmq Stupidity(1)

b£L Bravery Curliness kbi Badness
bjn Faunchiness jmd Freeze(2) |br Know thoroughly
b'd Distance jml Beauty kx» Lispness(1)
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Table b

Forms analysable into the configuration: DBp(x) + DCm( Dyn)

Root x

jr* dare

Functionally this measure differs from Fa'iL mainly in the

non-significance of the sememe DCm(hyn). To this extent the

claim that Fa'uL expresses "a permanent state, or a naturally

inherent quality" ("Tight, 1.38) finds some support. Otherwise

there appears to be no principled basis for distinguishing the

functions of the two in a synchronic description.

Forms marked (1) have an alternative in Fa'aL
" " (2) » " " " Fa'iL

Part 4. A sample of forms on the measures aFHL and aFXL

Table a

Forms analysable into the configuration: DBpfx) + DCm(Byn)

Root x Root x Root X

gwr Penetrate deeply fwh Utter qys Measure

gwr (ua) Sink in fy* Return qyd Split
gws Plunge into fyd Overflow qyl Take a siesta
gwl Grab qwb Dig kyd Dupe

gyt Mater with rain qwt Feed kyl 'Measure

gyd Diminish qwh Fester lwt Stain

gyz Anger qwd Lead lwh Emerge

gym Cloudiness qwd Demolish lwd Take refuge
fwt Vanish qwl Say lws Peep

fwh Diffuse an aroma qwm Stand up lwt Stick

fwr Boil qy' Vomit lwf Chew

fwz Triumph qyh Fester lx-ik Chew

fwq Surpass
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Table b

?oras analysable into the configuration: DBp(x) + DCm(Eff)

Root x Root X Root x

gyb Absence

gyr Jealousy

fyl Error

kwd(a)On the point of
kwn Existence

kys Smartness
lw' Restive

Table o

Form analysable into the configuration: DBp(x) + DAkq(Refl)

Root X

kyn Humility

This sample is listed merely by way of contrast with those on

the measures aFuLL and aFiLL in parts 5 and 6 of this appendix,

and is intended to show that the medial vowel of these forms -

like those of the measures aF'uL and aF'iL (see port 1), has no

semantic significance* (Bee the discission in para. 2.4»1 of

chapter 6).

Of the forms on aFuL 24 are taken to express the sememe

BCra( Dyn), and of those on aFlL thirteen (88.8y and 72.2/ respectively).

Fart 5. A sample of forms on the measure aPuLI

Table a

Forms analysable into the configuration: DBp(x) + DCra(Dyn)

Root x Root x Root x

qbb Cut off krr Return lkk Buffet

qtt Misrepresent kzz Shrivel 1mm Gather

qdd Cut off kzz Overfill mtt Spread

qzz Loathe kff Desist Spit out

qss Pursue krara Conceal add Extend

qSs Collect(l) knn Conceal rnrr Pass

qss Cut off lbb Remain mzz Suck

qdd Pierce ltt Crush msS Macerate

qtt Cut ldd Dispute violently mss Absorb

qmm Sweep lzz Tie add Hurt

kbb Topple las Do stealthily mtt Stretch

kdd Work hard Iff ".'rap up
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Table b

Form analysable into the configuration: TBy(x) + DCmf Tff)

Toot x

qff Dryness

This sample is intended to show the correlation between aFuLL and

the sememe DCm( Dyn). It should be compared on the one hand with

the sample on «FiLL in part 6 and on the other with that on aFuL

and aFIL in part 4* and the reference to aF'iL in part 1.

The incidence of the 'dynamic* sense is here 94«4^» The

form marked (1) lias an alternative in aFiLL.

Part 6. A sample of forms on the measure aFILL

Table a

Forms analysable into the configuration: BBp(x1 + DCra(Eff)

Root X Root x Root x

qrr Settled brr Reverence(1) hqq Truth(1)
qll Littleness bss Glow hll Admissibility
ktt Hum softly tbb Bestriotion hnn Crave

ktt Thickness(2) tram Completion krr l?urtaur( 1)
kll Tiredness Jdd Newness kff Lightness

luxuriant(12) Jll Greatness leva Smell foul(l)
•JJ Burn(1) hbb Love 13J Stubbomness(2)
*zz SiKHaer(l) hrr I!eat(l)

Table b

Forms analysable into the configuration: DtBp(x) •+ DCra(Dyn)

Root x Root x Root x

qfib Collect btt Sever jam Gather
. w »»

kss Recoil bll Recover hll Dismount

'dd Befall Dryness

A comparison of this sample with that given in part 5 shows

clearly their tendency towards distinct functions. Some 74*2of

this sample may be regarded as expressing an 'effective' sense,
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leave a not insignificant incidence of 25,6/0 of fores taken to

express the sememe DCm(Dyn).

Howevex' the difference in distribution of functions between

this measure and the measures aFuL and aF*iL (parts 1 and 4) is
still striking, and is more comparable to that between Fa*aL and

Fa'iL (parts 1 and 2).

Forms marked (1) have an alternative in aFulL

(2) « » « " aFaLL

Part 7» A sample of forms on the Ilnd measure

Table a

Foms analysable into the configuration j ITBp(x) + PCm(lyn)

Foot x Foot x Foot x

kdb Colour(1)
kfr Protect(1)
kl * Reraove( 1)

kras Scratch(1)
kwl Grant

dbj Sabellish

d'br Make plana
d Deceive(1)
kzn Stock

Table b

Forms analysable into the configuration! BBp(x) + DCmp(Causn)

Root x Root x Root x

ksr Lose kdl Wetness
.» «

kwf Fear

ks# Humbleness kid Eternal djn Domesticate
ksn Roughness kls Purity kyb Failure
ksy Fear kit Mix(l) kyr Choose
ksb Fertility klf Appoint as

successor
kdr Greenness klw Emptiness kyl Belief
kd* Humbleness kms Five dbb Sharpness

Table c

Forms analysable into the configuration! Lps(x)/.,./ + DCra(Dyn)

Roft xa xb Root xa xb
kSb Panel 7rood

dbq Catch with
birdlime Birdlime

kfq Plaster Plaster

kll Sourness Vinegar
kyt Sew Thread
kyl Gallop Horses
£yra Pitch a tent Tent



Table 5

Forms having other configurations, namelyi

a) Lps(x)/.,./ -f DCn(l)yn)
h/DBs(x) ~ jDCmp(Causn)/

b) Lpp(x)/.../ + PCa(Dyn)
Ti7i®p(x) DCrap( Cansn)/

c) Xjp(3:)/»•»/ PCmfDyn)
h/]3Bp(x)/

d) Lpp(x)/..,/ + DCn(Dyn)
h/?JBp(x) Mk(Bxten)/

Boot xa xb Root xa xb

kll(a) Sourness Vinegar kmr(a) Ferment Wine

ksb(a) Lignify Wood kfd(b) Make lower Lowness

lcff(b) Make lighterLightness dtr(b) Destroy Forgotten

kt*(c) Declare Srror kwn(c) Declare Faithlessness
guilty faithless

fct*(a) Overstep Step

Some 57•7';- of the sample are taken to express a "causative'

sense, either in an adherent relationship with the predicate

(table b), or included in some lexeme (table d configurations

a and b).

Also strongly significant is a •dynamic* sense rhere

'causation* is not also present (42*4/^ - see tables a,c and

table d configurations c and d). Certain of these (i.e. those

forms marked (1) in table a)have an alternative on the measure

Fa'aL.

Note also the significance of the *predicatising'

function of this measure (24.4/' - see tables c and d configur-

ation a).

Note also that the analysis lying behind table d

configuration d and especially the introduction of the element

DAl:(Exten), is justified by analogy with analyses of forms on the
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measure Fa"aL. (See part 1 of Appendix B and para. 1.0 of

chapter 6).

Part 8. Sample of ferns on the 3rd measure

Table a

Forms having the configuration: Lvv(x)/.../ + BCm(3yn)
h/BBpfx) ~ DAkp(Mr) /

Hoot xa xb Hoot xa xb

nzr Dispute Const ider( 1) nwb Alternate Substitute

nfr Avoid Flee nwl Pass Give

nfw Pursue Expel nwy Pal^but Go a*ry

nqd Call to
account

Criticize

nqr Quarrel Insult hjr Emigrate Part

nq& Dispute Argue hey Flatter Like

nql Direct Transmit wtb Pounce Leap
glances at

Hake treatywtq Faith

nkd Pester Difficult wdd Hake friends Friendlineee

nkr Disapprove Hot-know

nms Confide a
Conceal wrbsecret Dupe Obliqueness

nhd Oppose Rise-up wzr Aid Take upon os.

Table b

Forms having the configuration: Lp(x)/.../ + Dgm(Byn)
h/BAkp(Dir)/

Root X Root X Root X

nzr Compete nwS Skirmish hrfi Quarrel
IXgB Tease htr Insult n Joke

nfh Defend hjm Attack hnf Sneer

nfs Compete hjw Lampoon hwd Consideratenesa(2)
nqb Vie in virtue hdn Hake truce h»TS Annoy by barking
nw' Oppose w'm Agree hy* Agree(2)
wty Favourable (2) nkf Pester

Table c

Forms having the configuration: DBp(x) + DCm( Dyn)
Root X Root X Hoot X

nzr Hake equal nqs Invite bids

nfq Dissemble nkh Related by
marriage

hnf Sob
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Tapis a

"Poms having the configuration* BBp(x) + DAkp(Dir) +DCra(Eff)
"Root x Hoot x Root x

nsr Equality
nfw Contrariness

nqd Contrariness wzn Equality in weight

Table e

Forms having other configurations, namelys

a) RBp(x) + DAkq(Refl)
b) Lpsp(s)/.../ + BAko(Hecip)

h/Lsp(x)/
c) Lp(x)/,../ + DCm(Dyn)

~Ti/DAk( Itn)J
d) DBp(x) + DAkp(Seek) •+• DCm(Byn)
e) Lp(x) + BAkp(Oeefc) + DCia(pyn)
f) Lps(x)/.../ + DCm(Dyn)

h/BBs(x) ^ BAkp(Dir) /
g) Lp(x) /•••/ + IXta(Ry*n)

Ti/DSlrjr(x)/

Root xa xb Root xa xb

nfs(d) Obtain wtr(c) Do intermittently
uwy(a) Declare enmity wjh(f) Pace(p) Face(s)
hdy(b) Exchange presents wry(g) Conceal Behind

Gift wry(e) M

The patterns of sense typically expressed, by this measure

are not easily determined. A traditional account, such as

tliat of Wright 1.4-3 offers little assistance since, where the

generalisations made ere not at odds with the evidence provided

by this sample - as for instance at 1.43&, they are inclined to be

secondary.

In 'Aright 1.43b we read "When the first or fourth form

denotes an act, the relation of which to an object is expressed

by means of a preposition (indirect object), the third form

converts that indirect object into the immediate or direct object
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of the act". Then (1.43c) "When Fa'aLa denotes a quality or

state, Fa'aLa indicates that one person makes us® of that quality

towards another and affects him thereby..."

These two statements provide the basis for a possible solution

to our problem. First, if we may assume that in some cases at

least the above mentioned prepositions express local relational

sememes (see section 1 ofohapter 8) then the equivalence of the

two expression modes is perhaps best understood by postulating

the incorporation of what might be termed a sememe of 'direction¬

ality' into the appropria t# ®onfiguration, the external logical

value of which must be learned or inferred from context.

The quotation from 1.43c supports this interpretation since

the notion of using a quality towards some person is clearly

consistent with the more general sense of directionality.

From this we would argue that the phenomenon of "transivity"

highlighted by Fright (See also leeaton 1970» P74) is in fact

secondary to and contingent upon directionality.

Note that on the basis of the sample offered here the sense

of 'trying* to do something is l©3e common that night be supposed

from Wright, 1.43a(3«5/0* For a justification of its inclusion

see para. 1.3 of chapter 6.

Forms marked (1) in table (a) are those where Lp(x) should

be read for 2Bp(x). Forms narked (2) in table (b) are those

where DBp(x) should be read for Lp(x).
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Part 9. A sample of forris on the 4th measure

Table a

Forms having the configuration DBp(x) + DCmp(Causn):

Root X Root X Root X

dkn Smokiness dwl Ascendency dhl Bafflement

drr Flow dwm Endure dwb Dissolve

df' Warmness dyn Indebtedness dwq Taste

dqq Fineness d'r Fear r'y See

dmj Enter dkr Remember rbh Profit

dmy Bleed dkw Blaze rbw Grow

dny ■Nearness dll Lowness rt* Pasture

dhs Astonishmen dhb Go away

Table b

Forms having the configuration: DBp(x) + DCm(Dyn)

Root X Root X Root X

drj Include dgm Incorporate dsn Devote os.

drk Attain did Set out at drw Scatter
nightfall

dgs darkness d'n Submit
dyn Convict dll Free

Table c

Forms having the configuration: Lps(x)/.../ + DCm(Dyn)
h/D3s(x) — DCnp(Causn)/

Root xa xb Root xa xb

dlw Lower Bucket dm* Cause to weep Tears

dnb Do wrong Sin(s) dgl Trample underfoot Dust

Table d

Forms having other configurations, namely:

a) Lpp(x)/.,./ + DCm(Dyn)
h/SBp(x) —• DCmp(Causn) /

b) DBp(x) + DCm( Eff)
Root xa xb Root X

dry Let know Know

dy• Disseminate Spread

dq* Misery
dnf Very ill
dnw Nearness
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Along with the 2nd measure the 4th bears a major part of the

burden of expressing 'causation* in Arabic. In this case we detect

an incidence of 69*9^ compared with 57in the former. However

'dynamism* unaccompanied by 'causation* is here not so prominent,

comprising 23.5"?' of the cample as against 42.4'u in the 2nd measure.

Significant also at 9.3$ is the 1predicatising* function,

although this again is less prominent than for the 2nd measure.

Barely significant (at 6,9/^) is the incidence of DCm(Eff).

Part 10, A sample of forms on the 5th measure

Table a

Forms expressing the configuration: DBp(x) + hGm(o-E)

Foot X Root X Root X

rdra Mend raq Softness zhd Withdraw

rdy Decline mm Repair STWtfA Marry

3TSb Settle rw* Fear zyd Increase

rch
• Bring up zkr Swell

rtb
•

'ioistexx zkw Purify

Table b

Forms expressing the configuration: DBp(x) + DCa(Eff)
Root X Root x Root X

rsl Length amq. Wait rvsy Ponded

rsm Follow rnh Stagger ryb Doubt

r's Writhe rna Sing ryt Hesitate

rqb Await rhl Flnbb.inass zlq Slide

rkb Compose zrat Primness zyn Adorn

Table J?.
Forms expressing the configuration: _®n(x) + TOm(Dyn)

Root X Root x Root X

rdm Mend rsf Sip any Rebuke

rqy Ascend rkz Concentrate rwy Obtain
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Table d

Tortus (Repressing the nene-.o PAJ&.(j?efl) in their configur¬

ation, namely*

a) BB£(x) * Mk&(s©fl)
b) H?.p(x) 4- Mk£(5st) -f hAkc[(Pefl)
c) Leg(x)/.../ + Mko(Pefl)

Umsix)/
<*) L2fvx) /.../ + rnkai lion)

wM^)/
e) hpcp(x) /..«/ + nAka(refi)

h/ha-ofx) /
ifot® that p « predicate, e » substantive
Foot xa xb Root x

rwh(c) Fan Wind

ryd(c) Exercise(p)Exereis3e(a)
zJ'7(c) Dress Clothing

r*d(d) Exercise Train

zlf(d) Ingratiate Approach

zwy(e) Withdraw Comer(s)
into a

corner

rsl{a) Twceed leisurely
zyn(a) Adorn

zlj(a) Glide along
slt(a) Undress

rf»(b) Above

Tahlo e

Forms expressing other configurat inna, namely:
a) W^x) + DAh(Pvin)
b) hBp(x) 4- Mkp(Geek) + ICa( Dyn)
e) L£(x)/.../ + hCa(Eff)

h/jB£(x)/
d) Lps(x)/.../ + ECn( 0*l)

h7ir.s(x)/
e) Lp^t(x)/..,/ + ,D0n( 0~B)

h/L2§(x)/
f) Tvefx)/.../ 4 MkfFfvir)

h/We(x)/
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Hoot xa xb Hoot xa xb

rzn(a) Calmness rml(d) Widow(p) yidow(s)
rfq(a) Kindness rys(e) Fledge Feather

rdy(b) Please s'a(f) Lead Leader

rfd(e) Bigotry Reject OTd(d) Supply Provisions

wad(d) Burn to Ashes
ashes

Prcsainent among the senses expressed by this sample are 'oncoming*

effect* (37.7/0 and 'effect* (29.6^).

For 20.5' of the sample we detect a 'reflexive* sense.

However this analysis is not without problems. While it is not

to our purpose to offer a diar-hronic account of the Fth measure

it does not seem improbable that 'reflexiveness* in Arabic is a

secondary pheneraetion» deriving from the application of an

"inchoated** predicate - that is, a predicate assigned the nesieme

£Cn(0-I3)f to a 'circumstance* having a human being in an •objective*

relationship.

This presents a problem to the Investigator tn that many

of these apparently 'reflexive' forms can be analysed an

"inchoatives" demanding a reflexive interpretation in the

particular context. On the other hand that an element 'reflexive*

is relevant can hardly be doubted., since there are many forms which

have only one sense or the other even when viewed from an external

logical point of view.

The crac of the problem arrears to be that the non-native

speaking investigator is liandieapped in that the internal logical

structure of his own language is inclined to intrude into hie

analysis of Arabic. One can have no doubt that a French speaking

linguist for instance would detect a higher incidence of

relexivity In the above sample than we have chosen to do.
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Part 11. A sample of forms on the 6th measure

Table a

Forms expressing the configuration: Lp(x)/.../ + DAkq(Reoip)
h/DAkp(Dir)/

Root X Root X Root X

by' Make contract jwb Reply 'sw Assist

byn Differ 'tar Consult

ff Vary hdw Opposite bht_ Discuss

jdl Quarrel wkl Trust bry Compete

jns Akin 'zr Help bhw h

Table b

Other configurations containing BAkq(Recip) namely:
a) DBp(x) + DAkq(Recip)
b) BBp(x) + LAkp(Pir) + DAkq(Hecip)
c) Lp(x)/.../ + DAkq(Recip)

h/DBp(X)/
d) Lps(x)/•#•/

h/BBs(x) ~ BAkq(Recip)/
e) Lpp(x)/.../ + DAkq(P.ecip)

h/DBp( x) -<• DAkp(Dir) /
f) Lpp(x) /... / + DAkq(Rec ip)

h/DBp (x) ~ DAkp(Seek)/
g) Lpp(x)/..•/

~h7Lp(x)//•••// ~ DAkq.(Recip)/
h/7DAkp(Dir)//

Root xa xb Root xa xb

bhl(a) Curse jwr(d) Neighbour(p) Neighbour(s)
«5db( a) Draw jral(e) Amiable Proper

hbb( a) Love hrb(e) Fight Furious

hsd(a) Envy bdl(e) Exchange Replace

wqf(a) Fight brz(e) Meet in combat Emerge

bgd(a) Hate hjj(f) Dispute Confute

hdt(b) Speak jld(g) Fight with Fight
swords

'lf(c) Harmony Accustom 'kw( d) Fraternise Brother

Table c

Forms expressing other configurations, namely:

a) DBp(x) + DAk(ltn)
b) DBp(x) + Mk(Hvin)
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0)
Btt$(nen)/

d) D£p(x) + DCa(l3ff)
e) DBp(x) + DCm(pyn)
f) BBp(x) + Mkp(Sst) + BAkq(7lefl)
e) Lp(x)/.../ V BCa(Kff)

Bir)/
b) Lpp(x)/.../

1I7jDBp(x) - PAk( I tn)/
1) Lps(x)/.../

h/'Ws( rc) ~ BAk( TVin) /
4) Lpp(x)/.../ + DCra(Eff)

h/DBp(x) « BAkpfTdr) /
k) Lpp(x)/.../ 4 DCsi(Byn)

~h/I)Bp( x) - BAk[Ttn) /
l) Lpp(x)/... / 4 ffia(Byn)

ymfex) - DAicpTBir)/

Root xa xb Soot xa xb

tb«(a) Follow wny( d) Sisickness

tlw( a) f» bdr(d) Obvious

wld(a) Procreate bt'(d) Slow

wly(a) Follow b*d(d) Distant

4Mb) Roughness t'b(e) Yawn

jhl(b) Ignorance jfw(e) Shun

b*s{b) fitccxy jnb(e) Avoid

bld(b) Stupidity 4H(f) Far above

blh(b) Foolishness brk( <r) Bless
hsv(c) Keep away Exelude b'd(h) Follow regularly Distant

tql(d) Heaviness bdw(i) Pose as badu Dodu

4sr(d) Bare 4nf(4) Deviate Shift

wkl( d) "Ton-corrttal " (4) Incline

jdb(k) Pull back and Pull 'kl(d) Consume
forth

bkl(l) Give grudgingly Niggardly

By the Seetern graHattrias3 the 6th meaeure ia termed the rautawi*

or "reflex" of the 3rd, .3:tie there in indeed a strong morpho¬

logical oaraJtellda between fchaso two, especially when compared

with the 2nd and 5th measure®, tho sei.ioi.iio correependenoe# between

the former pair are to setae xttent different .from those between tJie

latter.



In particular the sememes DCn(o~E) and BCra(Eff), the

expression of which might he regarded ac the defining function of

the true rrutawi*, and which are typical of the 5th and 7th measures,

are not comon, as the sample shows. (The former in fact we take

to be entirely absent).

The meet common sense expressed by the bth measure is

*reciprocity* which is detected in 50.8;' of the sample given above.

The way in which this element typically interlocks with the

remainder of the configuration offers farther evidence for tlie

conclusion that wo are not here treating of a true mtawi*

relationship.

In para. 2.2 of chapter 6 it Is argued that the element

DGa( 0-&). when expressed in the 5tlx measure, can be said to

supr-iote the so~cmafoCmT>( Causn) expressed by the 2nd measure. This

we would suggest is the true nutawi * relationship. On the other

hand where Mkq(Hecip) may be detected, in some 70m of its

occurrences it is seen to supplement some other element from

eyetea Mk.

Among other noteworthy incidences in this sample are those of

Mk(Evin) and Mk(Itn), both at 10.25?.

Part 12. A sample of for -.3 on tko 7th Measure

Table a

Forms expressInr.: the confl^raatlom P»ry' x) *■ 0-E)
foot X Hoot X Foot X

Brh Open ftol &!ootiliiess tbq Cover
Sir Divide slit Cor-root trh Fling
W busy shr Molt tf* Extinguish
Sqq. Split dbt Detain tlq Free
sll Lane- drr Damage tsaa Inundate
abb Pour forth dPt Press tss Efface
ea* Gome apart Closeness twd Soar up
srh Evident dwr Dryness twy Fold
sr* ''&SX1MB3 dyf Add alia Injustice
erm Pass tbk Crookedness *dw Infect
e'q Strike by to* Impress 'rj Bend

1Ightoing
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Table b

Forms expressing other configurations, namely s

a)SBp(x) + DCra(Eff)

b)DBp(x) + Mkq(Refl)

c)DBp(x) + DCn(Byn)

Root x Root x Root X

sgf( a) Infatuation
sfl(b) Occupy

srf(c) Abandon
srf(b) Devote
sw*(b) Submit

dj*(b) Lie down

dww(b) Attach

trh(b) Fling

tlb(a) Geek

tw'(a) Obedience

•tq(b) Rid
•dm(a) Lack
• jm(a) Obscurity

This ae.'isure differs from the functionally analogous 5th

principally in the greater significance of the sense • oncoming-

effect' (71.73* as against 27.7^).

On the other hand the element •effect' is r ther less

prominent at 10. as against 2$,6ft as also is the sense

•reflexive' at 15*2^ as against 20.5'*

Part 13* A sample of for ,s on the Bth measure

Table a

Forms expressing the configurations BBp(x) + DCm(!2ff)

Root X Root X Root X

•cy Involvement •ml Activeness •br Teach

•tb Destruction(1) •ny Concern •dl Straigiitneso

•qd Believe •wd Accustomed •»a Viciousness

•lj Agitation •ws Difficult(l) •zra Resolution

•In Knowledge (1) zln Injustice •ab Group(p)

Table b

Forms whose configuration contains the element DCn(Dyn) only.
These ares

a) .HBp( x) + DCm(Dyn)
*>) Jig^x)/.../ + BCm(Pyn)

h/B3p( x) /

c) Lps(x")/.../ + BCm(lyn)
h/ma(x)/
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Root X Root xa xb

*fw Visit with purpose •i3w(b) Exceed Pass

»ql Arrest •rf(b) Acknowledge Perceive

»lw Rise *zw(b) Trace one's Trace

•rad Intend
descent

•wr Shape •of(b) "

laphazardness Rashness

*br Consider *wd(b) Take as Substitute

•rd
• Object compensation

•rw Afflict •dd(b) Consider Reckon

•sr
• Squeeze out *mr(c) 'take pilgrimage Pilgrimage

•mm(c) Put on turban Turban

•nq(o) Embrace Neck

•65(c) Hest(p) Heet(s)

Table o

Foras expressing; other configurations. These are»

a) HBp(x) + BAkq(Refl)
b) DBp(x) + DAkq( Reolp)
o) Lpp(x)/.«./ + BCm( Bm)

h/DSBp(x) " HAkq(Refl)/

d) |i22.(x)/.../ + DCra(l)yn)
h/DBnf x) - DCra( V££)/

e) DBp(x) + Mk( Itn) + DCm(o-E)
f) Lp(x)/.../ + Mkg_(Reoip)

h/Mkp(Dir)/

g) 1e(*)/•••/ + BCia(Bff)
h/BBp(x)/

Root xa xb Root xa xb

•kf(a) Isolate •rad(d) Depend Support

*dr(a) Excuse *wr(e) Befall

*zl(a) Isolate •rfc(f) Fight

•!;}(*) Struggle *sm(d) Adhere

*lw(o) Scale Height *zz(g) Feel strong Strength

Significant among the senses attaching to this measure are

•effect'(35.5/')t 'dynamic* (42.2^) and •reflexive* (8.8?').

The relatively high incidence of DCn(Dyn) perhaps requires

Garment since the 8th measure is commonly regarded as •reflexive*

or "middle" in signification. (Gee bright 1.55 and Beeston 1970»P74)*
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How it is indeed possible that certain of the forms we have

analysed in 'dynamic* terns should be regarded rather as

'reflexive' - and might well be so by an investigator having

Arabic as first language, or some language more sensitive

to notions of reflexiveness than is English. However we suggest that

such a re-analysis would not seriously affect the balance of sense

patterns detected in our analysis, given the considerable difference

between the results obtained for the 'dynamic* and 'reflexive*

senses.

Part .1.4*... A sample of forms on the 10th measure

Table a

Forms expressing the configurationi BBp(x) + PCa( luff)

Hoot X Root x Root X

hsd Ripeness
hkm Strength
hwl Change

hyy Shame

kzy Shame

dqq Thinness

dwr Roundness

kfy Hide

Table b

Forms expressing the configuration: I)Bp(x) + DCa(Dyn)

Root x Root x Root x

hqq Claim
hwd Overwhelm

ksr Envy

drk Correct

dwr Spin

dkr Remember

dkw Flare up

Table c

Forms expressing the configurations s a) JByjx) + DCmp(Causa)
b) + BCm(2yn)

h/Wv(x) « DCapCCansnV

Root xa xb Root xa xb

hgl(b'
hdr(b(
hif(a*
hyy(b]
kdn(V
krj(b!

I Acquire Come
I Send for Present(aj)
I Swear
I Let live Live
I Employ Serve
i Remove Depart

klg(b) ;hctract Freedom
klf(a) Succeed
drr(aS Flow copiously
drj(a) Advance gradually
dwm(a) Endure
drf( a) Flow
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Table d

Poms expressing the configurations s a) RBp(x) + DAkq(Tteil)
b) Lpp(x)/.../ + BCra(Eyn)

~H7rbp(X) MkqrTefl)/

Hoot xa xb Root xa xb

led* (a) Submit df'(a) Warmth

kdw(a) If dwr(a) Turn round

kfy(a) Hide dry(b) Take refuge Scatter

Table e

Poms wlios© configuration contains the element Mkp( Seek).
These latter are:

a) DRp(x) + Mkp( Seek) + SCm(Byn)
b) IBp(x) + BAkp(Geek) •+• BCrap(Causn)
c) Lp(x)/,../ + DAkp(Seek) TCm(Dyn)

~H/nBp(x)/
d) Lpp(x)/.../ + ICh( Ibm)

h/I3Rp(x) BAkp(Seek)/
Root xa xb Root xa xb

hfz(a) Protection df*(c) Stave off Push away

kbr(a) Knowledge dll(a) Show

kyr(d) Best Goodness dnw(d) Nearness

rj*(b) Return

Table f

Forms expressing the configuration: HBp(x) + RAkp( Est) + PCm(Rff)

Root X Root X Root X

hqr Contemptible hmq Stupidity dll Lowness
hll Lawful kff Insignificance kim Treachery
hlw Sweetness

Table g

Poms expressing other configurations. These latter are:

a) BBp(x) + DAk(El) + DOmCO-OB)
b) L£(x)/.../ ♦ BCm(Eff)

tym&x)/
o) Lps(x)/•••/ + BCa( FXf)

h/PBs(x)/
d) Lps(x)/.#./ + PCm(Hyn)

h7lBa(x)/
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e) to(x)/.„/ + DCra(Dyn)
vS»*)/

f) Le(x)/.../ + BCm(Byn)
h/DBp(x)/

g) TfBpjx) + DCra(Q»g)

Root xa xb Root xa xb

fcqi(b) Entitlement Rightness dbr(d) Turn the back Back

hka(a) Stronger Strength drr( f) Flow Flow copiously
hlb(d) 'filk(p) Milk(s)
hniira(e) Take a bath Bath d*w(f) Summon Call

hyn(c) Await the Time dyn(g) Incur debts
right time d'b(c) v/olflike Wolf

Speaking for the moment in diachronic terms the 10th measure is

commonly regarded as having "been the "reflex" of a measure

characterised by having prefixed a alone (i.e. saF'aL etc. See

Wright 1.65, Rem C and Mosoati, 1969, paras. 16.10/11/21).
Tli© significance of this observation in the present context

resides in the possibility of viewing the earlier function of

the 10th measure not as the expression of "reflexive" or "middle"

(as for instance '-right 1.61 - see also Fleisch, 1956, p93) but,

in a manner analogous to the 5th, 7th and 8th measures, as the

expression of •effective* senses of one sort or another.

Viewed in this way it is then not necessary to posit the

sort of convoluted literaliaation found in "rig?it in justification

of the assumption of an original and syncrhonically basic reflexive

function.

This is not to deny the significance of this latter function,

which can bo detected in at least 10.5f' of the above sample, but

merely to suggest that the better analysis follows if we allow

the two types of sense to stand side by side. In so doing we find

a 19*3/ incidence of the sense •effect*.
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Loss predictable on the assumption of an earlier •effective*

function for this measure is the 21$ incidence of the sense

•causation* - not accompanied by ♦effect1 • However given that the

prefix does not appear elsewhere in the Arabic verbal system, we

night suspect a loss of motivation and hence the onset of semantio

fragmentation. (This measure is "still freely productive of new

verbs" • Beeaton, 1970, p75)»

Also significant (both at 12,2$) are the senses •seeking*

and •estimating*.
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Appendix B - To chapters 6 and 7

Part 1. A sample of forms on the measure Fa* iL

Table a

Forms expressing the configurations DBp(X) + DCm(Bff)

Root x

d'b jocose
d'r Lewdness

dkn Darkness

nsb Wearisome

nsh Sincerity( 1,2)

ns' Purity(2)

Root

ndj
ndr

wzn

Ripeness(2)
Blooming(2,3
Drunkenness

j ws' Wideness(2)
wsb Lasting

Root Root

wdh Clearness djn Taneness
• •

wt* Lowness(2) " Gloom
wfr Abundant

(2,4)
wfy Complete-dr'

ness

drs Obliter¬
ated

dbr Past
(2) dry

w'y Attentive-
ness
—I—

Armoured

Awareness

Table b

Forms expressing a sense 'individuation*.

concerned are taken to be:

The configurations

a) Lsp(x)/.../
h/DBp(x) ~ DCm(Dyn) ~ DSu(Indiv)/

b) Lsp(x)/.../ + DHa(Male)
h/Lp(x)//...// — DCm(Dyn)- DSu(Indiv)/

c) Lsp(x)/.../ + DJ!a(!Ta2e)
h/IXBp(x) *■» DCm(Dyn) — DSu( Indiv) /

d) Lsp(x)/.../ + DHa(Male)
h/D13p( x) DAk(Occpn) ~ DSu( Indiv) /

Root xa xb Root xa xb

dsr( a) Propeller Push wsy(c) Slanderer Slander

d'w(b) Host Invite w'z(d) Preacher Preach

nsh(c) Good adviser Sincerity wfd(c) Newcomer Arrive

nsr(c) Helper Help

nzr(d) Guard 7iew

Table o

Forms expressing other configurations. These are:

a) Lp(x)/,../ -i- DCm(Eff)
hjjfoBp(x)/

b) DBp(x) + DCm(Dyn)
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Boot xa xb Root x

df«(a) Repellent Push dfq(b) Burst forth
ndb( a) Dryness Seep away nsl(b) Fall

drr( a) Lucrative Flow

drj(a) Circulate Hove

The items in this sample are in one sense atypical since, being
drawn from Wehr, they include few whose function - in traditional
terms, is purely "verbal" as opposed to "adjectival".

Bearing this point in mind we note a 72.?' incidence of an

•effective* sense and a 22.2/ incidence of an •individuating*
function. All except one of the forms in the latter group

also express a sense of •male human animacy•, and of these two

(or a barely significant 5*5/0 indicate an 'occupation'.
Forms marked (1) in table a) have a variant on the measure Fa'uL

" " (2) •• " '• " " " Fa'IL
n » (3) n « n ti it it Fa^iL
n ii (4) it it it n tt it ujaF'TiL

Part 2. A sample of forms on the measure Fa'fLa

Table a

Forms expressing the configurationt Lspfx)/.../

Boot xa xb Root xa xb

sry Atmosphere Pervade dwq Sense of taste Taste

d*w Motive Call rw* Imposing thing Startle

sqy Rivulet Give to zjr Restriction Restrain
drink

dkr Memory Remember

dwr Perimeter Go round

Table b

Other configurations having a lexeme in Lap. These are:

a) Lsp(x)/.../
h/Mx)//...//" BCm(Fff) ^ DSuCIndiv)/

b) Lsp(x)/.../ + DHa(Fem)
h/l)Bn( x) " Mk(Occpn) -» DSu( Indiv) /

c) hspfx)/.../
h/DBpfxV Mk(Exten)" DSu(Indiv)/
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d) Lsp(x)/.../
h/BBn( x) DGu(lnst)/

e) Lsp(x)/.../
hjmv(x)~ DSu( Indiv) /

f) Lsp(x) /» . ./ + AAn(Fem)
h/DDp( x) « DAk( Dxten) * DSu( Indlv) /

g) Lsp(x)/.,./
h/DBpC x~) « DCa( Eff) /• DSu(lndiv)/

P.cot xa xb Hoot xa xb

cqt(a) Scrap Forgot rfd(o) Renegades Reject

sqy(b) Barmaid Water d*w(c) One who calls Call
for ot.

zny(b) Whore Fornicate

rqs(b) Dancer Dance r*y(d) Viev/finder See

shr(b) Witch Bewitch rbt(d) Bond Bind

sqt(g) Harlot Fall rsd(d) Telescope Observe

dhy(g) Smart fellow Cleverness rfd(d) Prop Support

rbw(e) mil Increase rf*(d) Lifting appar¬ Raise

zyd(e) Appendage
atus

rhl(f) Female camel Journey sbh(d) Glider Float

Table o

Other configurations, namelyt

a) PBs(x)

c)
x) « JK>u( Indiv)/

Ls(x)/.../ + DHa(Fem)
h/BMc(Occpn) /

Root xa xb Root X

s»d(b) Tributary^ 1) Forearm rhb(c) Hun

dlw(b) Watershed Bucket siy(a) Column

ryh(b) Odour Wind s*d(a) Tributary(1)
sbl(b) Passers by Way- dgs(a) Kneecap

sbq(d) Precedence rqs(a)
srb(a) Reptile

(D
alternative
analyses

As with other measures having the ta' marbuta the principal
function of this measure - when not denoting an animate creature,
is considered to be the expressing of 'individuation*, (see
para. 1.5 of chapter 7)»



The concept •female animacy1 occurs less frequently than

might he expected (l5.?/>). This however derives largely from
the fact that Wehr does not list instances of Fa'iLa unless

their sense is not predictable from that of their counterpart
Fa'iL.

The senses 'occupation1 (10.2^), •extensive* (7.6/) , and
•instrument' (15*4r) are also significant.

Concepts which are independently attested elsewhere tend to
overlap in a rather confusing fashion when applied to the

analysis of farras on this measure and Fa*iL of part 1. Consider
for instance the form fcatib. When having toe sense writing it
is taken to express the configurations

hhpC Iktbs write) + DCm(Dyn) + AAs(Prog)
When expressing toe sense writer which (diachronically)

is secondary to 'writing one is initially tempted to analyse its

underlying configuration thuss
Lso(katib: writer)/.../ + f!Ja(?iale)
h/BBnC Iktb: write) ~ K!m( Dyn^AAsC Prog) ^ !XSu( Indiv) /

Intuitively however it is fairly clear that we are here
concerned with the concept •occupation* which is independently
attested for the measure 3a**8L (see part 4 of this appendix) sum

that the better analysis of this form when bearing the second sense

is as per part 1, table b, configuration d.

Since, as w© have argued in para. 1.1 of chapter 6 'occupation'
is but a specialised form of •habituation*, and since the concepts
•dynaaicity* and •progressive* both imply a certain •ongoingriess*
the cause of this overlapping is not far to seek.

Therefore since we have assumed that *habituation* is, in
the internal logic of Arabic, but a variant interpretation of the
concept •extensive' (see para.1.0 of chapter 6) one is not surprised
tc find forms on this measure analysed as per the configuration
of table a, and configurations b and c of table b (notwithstanding
the analysis of Lsp (katib) above the assignment of aspect to a

substantive is taken to be counter-intuitive).
Similarly, following the argument in para. 1*6.0 of chapter 10

configurations having toe structure of g in table b are predict¬
able also. Note that for the purposes of configuration (f) in
table (b) we assume without argument an adherent system of
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non-human animacy, designated An, and having the members (Male)
and (Female).

Part 3- A aaple of fons on the measure Fa'uL

Table a

Configurations containing a substantivization, namelys

a) Lbp(x)/#,./
h/Igp(x) - DCm(Eff) - Ku(lndiv)/

b) Mx)
h/SBp(x)* DAk( Extenl - PSu( Indiv)/

o) Lag(x)/*««/ + DHa(Male)
h/DPp(x) « DAk(Bxten) « DSuf Infllv) /

d) LspsCx)/.../
h/^Es(x)//...//- BCm(TXf) « DSu(Indiv)/

e) Lsp(x)/«../ + DIIa(Male)
h/T®j>(x) * DCraq( B-I-S) - PSu( Indiv) /

Foot xa xb Hoot xa xb

rgt(a) Unwearied female camel Suckle

rkb( a) Mount Hide

&rr(a) Powder Sprinkle

dlk( a) Liniment Hub

wd'(a) Water for ritual Purity
ablution

zff(b) Oatrich(l) Hurry
sbh(c) Good Swim

swimmer
shr( d) Meal before Bat before

daybreak daybreak

rsl(e) Messenger Send

Table b

Configurations oontaining a predicatisation, namelyi

a) hpp(x)/.../ + DCnf rff)
h/DBp( x) ~ PAk( Fxten) /

*) l£(x)/.../ + DCm(Sff)
h/BBp(x)/

c) Lpa(x)/.»«/ + Kra(Fff)
h/D3s(g)/

Hoot xa xb Root xa xb

rkd(a) Swift Race dll(b) Docility Lowliness

zff(a) t» Hurry dra*(c) Watering Tears

s'm(b) "Disgust Weariness
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Table c

Configurations having only a base predicate or substantive,
namelys

a) m*(x)
b) BBpC x) + Mk( Ibcten) + BCra( PIT)
c) DBp(x) + ]DCm(l^n)
d) I33p( jc) + BCm(Eff)

Boot x Hoot X Root x

zff(a) 0strich(1)
s't(a) Snuff
sff(a) Medicinal powder

dlh(a) 'Pater laden zhqfc) Die

8'X(b) Sincerity^)

The principal sense expressed by this measure is 'effective* (39 •5'/)

either in an included or in an adherent relationship. The next

most common is ' individuation• (34.8'i). If this group is taken

with those forma expressing a 'base substantive* we find that

52*116 of the sample expresses a substantive of acne kind. Thirdly,

there is the 'extensive' sense, detected in 30.4'' of the sample

(see '."'right 1.232, rem d).

Although the sample is small 'tie results are probably not

too misleading since the measure is not particularly common.

ITotes t

1) Alternative analyses

2) Fona having a parallel in Pa"lL

•3) " « n n «

Part 4. A sample of forma on the measure Fa'gh

Table a
www*. y„

Configurations containing DAk(Kxten) , namely:

a) BBp( x) + BAk( Exten) DSu( Indiv) + BHa(MaLe)
b) BBjifx) + BAkC Pxten) + BCra(Eff)
o) Ls^x)/.../

h/BBp( x) « Mk( Exton) « B3u( Indiv) /
d) Ljtfx)/..*/ + Ma(racf)

h/Mk(Exten) /
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e) Ls£(x)/.../ + DHa(Male)
h/L£(x)//,..// DAk(Exten) DSu( Indiv) /

f) LE£(x)/.../ + DCm(2ff)
h/DBpfx) DAkf Extend /

Root xa xb Root xa xb

nsb( a) Cheat ntt(c) Grasshopper Jump

kdb( a) Lie kbs(c) Piston Press

kfr( a) Disbelieve mdd(c) Creeping plant Spread

nth(b) Butt qhr(d) Conquer

lmh(d) Shimmering
wdh(f) Brilliance Clarity lm»(d) Sparkling

qvrl(f) Garrulous Say- lwh(d) Scorching
ld»(f) Scorch Burn kw*(a) Slanderer

mjn(f) Insolence Mock

Table b

Configurations containing DAkfOccpn), namely:

a) LsBpfx)/.../ + DHa(Male)
h/Lsn(x) //...// DAkf Occpn) DSufIndiv)//

b) Lsp(x)/.,./ + DHa(llale)
h/DBpf x) DAkf Occpn) DSuf Indiv) /

c) Lsp(x)/»«»/ + DHa(Male)
h/tpf x) //...// DAkfOccpn) PSu(Indiv)/
h/Sp(x)//

d) L§22_(x)/»#»/ + DIIafKale)
h/Lppfx) DAkf Occpn) DSuf Indiv) /
h/DBp(x) DCmpfCausn)//

e) Lss(x)/.»./ + DHa(Male)
HTdBbCx) DAkf Ocopn) DSuf Indiv) /

f) La(x)/.../ + DIIa(Male)
h/pAkfOccpn)/

g) Lpf x) / + DAkf Occpn) + DSuf Indiv') + DHa
h/DBpfx)/ (Male)

h) DBpf x) + DAk( Occpn) + DSuf Indiv) + DHafJiafee)

(continued on pa/re 380)
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Root xa xb xc Root X

w$y(a) Seller of emb¬ Embroidered Embroider klf(f) Hostler
roidered fabrics fabric qwn(h) Manager

qwd(o) Pimp Procure Lead kns(h) Sweep
ll®a(c) Weld Mend

kSf(g) Discoverer Pull away

mtl(d) Sculptor Represent Resemble

qws(e) Bowro&ker Bow

qws(e) Archer Bow

khl(e) Occuliat Kuhl "Boot xa xb

lbd(e) Feltmaker Felt wsf(b) Beplctor Describe

lbn(e) Brictenaker Brick qys(b) Surveyor Measure

lbn(e) Milkman Milk kyl(b) Corn measurer Measure out

ll4e) Gravedigger Grave kw*(b) Ironor Sear

k»Ea(c) Winegrower Vine

lhnfe) Butcher Meat

fable c

Forms having the configurations DQ3s

Boot x Root X Root x

kbd Citrus

Ibd Felt

krt Leek

Iran Wild thyme
ly* Wryneck

From the above list It will be seen that in 21 instances (43.3^) a

sense •occupation* is detected. Diaehronloally this would, seem to
be derivable from the more general sense ♦extensive* in its
♦habituative* interpretation (see the notes to part 2 above) and this is
detected in 39.5?' of the sample (see Wright 1.233 and Howell para.243).

For some forms the distinction between *occupation* and 'extensive¬
nose ' is difficult, if net almost impossible, to draw - a problem
rendered the more difficult by the fact that one's analysis tends to be
coloured by an an/;loeentric conception of what does or does not
constitute an occupation. However since there are many clear instances
the distinction in itself seems legitimate.

Also of interest axe the throe forma of table c denoting plants
of various kinds. Since those comprise 7.1^ of the sample they are

taken to constitute evidence for a morphologic lly motivated sub¬
division within system IBs. (Compare para. 1.1 of chapter 9). Note
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that in contrast to the fossa* of table c the form kallaf: hostler

is assigned the analysis (f) by analogy with other forms having

BAk( Ocormj, despite its lack of internal structure*

Part 5« A sample of forms on the measure Fa"aha

Table a

Configurations containing D3u(Inst), naaelys

a) Lsp^x)/.../
17lS3p{ x) - DSu{ Innt) /

b) Ls(x)/.../
h/l)gn(lnst)/

c) Lsps(x)•»./
li/Lps(x)//.,.//- Ku(Inst)/
h/BBs(x) PCrroCCausn)//

fi) Lap(
"E7Lp(x)//»,.//-> DSu(Inst)
h/Mp(x)//

Hoot xa xb Hoot xa xb

ndh(a) Sprinkler Sprinkle nsl(a) Havelling Tlhravel

fth(a) Can Onener Open
machine

qtr(a) Pipette Trickle nsf(a) Blotter Absorb

qlb( a) Agitator Turn about bkk(a) ITczzle Spurt

qly(a) Frying pan Fry bdl(a) Telephone Kxckange( 1)
ksr(a) Hutcracker Break exchange

ka£( a) Pincers Grasp brd(a) Fridge Coolness

mkd(a) Chum Chum brsa(a) Drilling Twist

tff(a) Spittoon Spit machine

jrf(a) Pake Beaove

Hoot xa xb xc Hoot X

tlj(c) Fridge Freeze Ice/enon hrq(b) Torpedo
bxy(d) Pencil Sliarpen Trim

sharpener

Table b

Configurations containing DSxud Place) and PSu( Veh) .nanelyt
a) Lapjx)/..,/

HI7PBp(x) - DSu(yeh) /
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b) L»p(*)/.../
h/DBp(x) ~DSug(Place)/

c) Ls(x)/.../
~K/PSu( Veh) /

d) Ls(x)/.../
h/DSug(Place)/

e) Lse(x)/.../
"h7P13s(x) — DSug(Place)/

Boot xa xb Root xa xb

fws(a) Submarine Submerge nsf(a) Torpedo boat Torpedo

jrr(a) Tractor Draw jwl(a) i!otor cycle Wander

fwr(b) Fountain Gush bdl(b) Telephone Exchange

krk(c)
exchange

Dredge
" (d) Prison jbn( d) Cemetery

kls(e) Lime kiln Lime jbs(e^ Gypsum quarry Gypsum
" (w> Plaster kiln «

Table o

Configurations containing BAk(Exten) and Mk(Occpn), namely:
a) HBp(x) + DAk(Bxten) + DCm(Eff)
b) Lsp(x)/..,/

h/Lp(x)//«..// Mk(Tbcten)-^ BSu(Indiv)/
h/7&p(x)//

c) Lsp(x)/•••/
h/UBp( x) — DAk( Jilxten) ~ DSu( Indlv) /

d) Lss(x)/.../
h/3Bs(x) ~ Mk(TCxten) I)Su( Indiv)/

e) Lsp(x)/.../ + DHa( Fern)
h/DBp( x) ~ DAk(Occpn) ~ DSu( Indiv) /

Root xa xb Root xa xb

bzq(c) Cobra Spit jwl(c) Wanderer Wander
" (c) Snail " tlj(d) Iceberg Ice/snow
kwy(e) Ironing woraan Sear ndb(e) Hired mourneaSfourn

Root xa xb xc Root X

qrd(b) Clothes moth Gnaw Sever fhm(a) Understand

bht(b) Ihiinent scholar Investigate Seek

Table d

Other configurations, namely:
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a) Lep'yx) /«»«/
h/DBp(x) + I€ap(Causn) 4 BSu(lnAiv)/

b) XSBs(x)

0) HBp(x)

Hoot xa xb Hoot x

fs*(a) One inspiring fear Fright bdl(b) Culvert

jrr(b) Scorpion

kfr(c) Penance
The most camion augmentive sense detected in thin sample was

' instrument1 (47»7/0 • Overlapping this but in certain cases

distinct is a sense *vehicle* (11.3■') • Also significant is

•place* (I5.9f>)»

Predictably perhaps Pa' *!La aliares with va**aL the function

of expressing the sense •extensive* which however is less

significant here than for the latter(1against 3^.5' )*

In Wright 1.233 Hea C the measure Pa''ah is listed as one of

those admitting of "being strengthened in their meaning by the

addition of the termination (ta* riarbuta), whioh is ...used, as

the grammarians say lil-aubalagatis to oif.nify intensiveness. or

lit-ta'Kidi l-caibalagati: to strengthen the intensivoneas".

However the analogy of Pa* *SL might suggest that "intensive-

nsss" is signalled by gemination of the second radioal, with the

ta' siarbuta tending to mark * individuation'. On the other hand the

concept "strengthen the idea of ir.tensivenese" seems meaningless

on the basis of this sample.

Part 6. A sample of forms on the measure Fu* *aL

Table a

Forms having the configuration Bls>
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Root X Root X Root X

jib Rose water drh Spanish fly krt Leek

kbz Mallow rbh Honkey klb Hook

ktf Swift rmn Pomegranate it Cramp
kfn Pumice stone (1) znr Belt kns Scrapbook

drj Francolin skn Rudder lfh "landrake

dkn Shop kbd Citrus tflj Apple

Table b

Forms having other configurations, namely:

a) Lsp(x)/.../
h/l)Bp( x) - DSu(lndiv)/

b) Lsp(x)/.,./
h./PBp(x) ^ DAk(Exten) ^ DSu( Indiv) /

°) L£(X)/.../
h/BBp(x)/

Root xa xb

jm'(a) Aggregate

jnz(a) Requiem

kfs(b) Bat

ktb(a) School

Root xa xb

Tinder Burn

Hook Snatch

Scarecrow Watch

Brilliance Purity
Bench Flatten

Heap Heap

Gather hrq(b)
Conduct furv-ktf( a)
eral service , /, \ntr(b)
Bay blind- wd'(c)

ness * , \dkn(a)
Write kds(a)

All except one of the forms in this sample express substantive

senses. The exception woLdS*: brilliant, conforms to the statement

in Wrightl.233 Rem b, but since this appears to be the only

reference to the measure in the whole work we are left with a

distinctly misleading impression of its functions.

Being a measure with geminate second radical a 13• 3/^

incidence of the sense 'extensive' is not unexpected.

Part 7. A sample of forms on the measure maF'aJj

Table a

Configurations containing DSug(Place), namely:

a) Lsp(x)/.../
h/DBp(x)~ DSug(Place)/
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V) |£sfx)/..,/
h/]Ba{x) o DSug(Place)/

c) Le(*)/•••/
h/BSuf»£Place) /

Boot xa xb Foot xa xb

tbn(b) Straw stack Straw thf(b) Jfuaetua Curiosity

nbt(a) Source Grow njra(c) Tin©

rihf( a) Meting Thinness ia6y(a) Corridor Walk
resort

n*y(a) Distant place "Matinee ns^(a) Weaving mill Weave

nfe'(a) Place of Emerge Hy(a) Place fro«/ Com
origin to which

one comes

•*y(a) Place of Take refuge
refuge

trs(b) Rampart Shield tlf(a) Desert Destruction

rib»(a) Source Issue njm(a) Source Appear

nhr(a) Throat Slaughter n£il(b) Beehive Bees

nhw(a) Goal Go nlp^a-) Ilostril Snort

wt* (a) Foothold Tread underfoot

Table b

Configurations containing DSuh(hoc)« namely*

a) Lbt)(x)/..,/
h/T)Bn( x) DSidnhoe)/

b) jnaCx)/•••/
h/I8afa(Looj/

Root xa xb Root xa xb

mwt( s.) Death/Place of Die *tm(b) Funeral ceremony
death ta'(a) Coveted object Covet

ns' (a) Aim Desire n^t(a) Pleasant thing Animation

*rb(b) Goal bht(a) Field of

tjr(a) Business Trade investigation

Table c

Other configurations, namely:

a) Lap(x)/.../
h/BBh'x) !D8a( Indiv) /

b) 3Bs(x)
c) HBp(x)
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Root xa xh Root X

*ml(a) Hope(s) Rope(p) ndm(c) Remorse

*tm(b) Sin brq(c) Glitter

trs(b) Eolt njw(c) Safety

ndb(a) Lamentation Lament

'This measure is one of the principal through which the sense

♦place* is expressed, the sample producing: an incidence of 54•2^.

The rather more abstract sense 'loous' is taken to be

present in 22,8^ of the sample, Not uncommonly it may be

interpreted either spatially or temporally - as for instance

raamSt or ma'tam. One may speculate whether this is not an

earlier function of the measure, remaining now as a trace -along

with certain of the prepositions (see section 1 of chapter 8),

of a stage in Semitic or pre-Semitic intellectual development

when these two categories were not distinguished,

However this may be, the assumption of a concept neutral

between time and apace allocs us to describe a number of forms

which cannot be said to express either of these categories -

as for instance raansa* or maaSai, although these might equally

be analysed as abstract extensions of the notion *place* rather

akin to those occurring with prepositions (see para. 1.0.2 of

chapter 8).

There are no forms expressing only a sense of time.

Part 8. A sarnie of forms on the measure rnaF'iL

Table a

Configurations containing liHug(Place), namely:

a) Lap(x) /.../
h/gBp{x) * l)Sug{Place)/
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b) Ls£,(x)/.../
h/Ln(x)//...//DSug(Place)/
h/l2(x)//

a) D3p( x) + DSug( Place)

Boot xa xb xc

sqt(b) Landing place Sink down Pall

slcn(b) Dwelling Dwell Repose

Root xa xb Root xa xb

hml(a) Camel borne Carry nsb(c) Place of planting Plant

hys(a) Gan^lul^y Flee sjd(a) Mosque Bow down

wtn( a) Domicile Dwell nbd(a) Pulse Throb

nzl(a) Stopping placePescend nsk( a) Hermitage Ascetism

hbs(c) Place of conf-Confine
inenent

Table b

Configurations containing DSuh(Loc), namely:

a) ls£(x)/.../
h/DBp( x) « DSuh(Loc)/

Root xa xb Root xa xb

w'd Appointment Promise

hll Due date Due

jls Gathering Sit
hfl Asserably Gather

Table c

Other configurations, namely:

a) J®£(x)
b) DBs(x)

Root X Root X Root x

hyd(a) Avoidance nsrn(b) Sole/hoof hjr(b) I^jre socket
hys(a) Plight

In this measure the sense 'place' is detected in 57«84> of the

sample and 'locus' in 21$.

There is in this sample one instance of a form expressing

"time" only (mahill: due date). Since however it occurs in a

rather small sample of 19 forms it is not regarded as significant,

despite comprising 5»2jf.
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Past 9« A sample of forms on the measure naF*aL

Table a

Pons having the configuration: Lot)(x)/. ../
h/TS3p(x) « DSuClnst)/

Hoot xa xb Root xa xb

jrr Trace Pull

tqb Drill Dore jri Scraper Strip

jsa Wool shears Shear jnn Shield Conceal

jhr l.Ticroscope Bring to light iibs Device for Obstruct
shutti:ig

hjm Cupping- glass Cup hrr Heating Heat
system

hjn Staff Crookedness hfr
0 Spade Dig

had
• «

Sickle Heap W Gotten gin Gin

hidk
•

Touchstone Hub ZiSB
V*

Sucker Suck

rash
•

Dust cloth Wine na* Arrow Aim

ribr Palpi Raise nsf Winnow Scatter

nut Chisel Dress

ndf Cotton carder Comb

nsj Loom Weave

ndh
•
....

Shower Sprinkle

Table b

Other configurations containing DSu(lnnt), namely:

a) JBxKx) + DSu(lnot)
b) L3a(x)/..»/

h/ms(x) o PSu(lnst)/
c) Ls(x)/.,,/

h/PSuflnst)/

d) tsj)( x) /• • • t
h/Lp(x)//«««// DSu(Inst)/

e) Lspa(x)/,,./
h/Lpg(x)/...// DGu(lnnt)/
h/DBs(x)//
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Foot xa xb XC Boot X

<1se(d) Probe Examine Touch njr(a.) Plane

hSS(e) Sickle JJow Grass nks^a) Goad.

nsr(e) Beak Tear Eagle trs(c) Bolt(l)
trd(c) Bowl(2)

Boot xa xb Root xa xb

'br(b) Ileedleoase Needle atr(b) Raincoat Rain

trs(b) Bolt Shield(l) njl(b) Sickle Herbage

trd(b) Bowl Heal wsai(b) Branding iron Brand

Table o

Other configurations, namely;
a) IBn(x) + DCm(Eff)
b) msix)

Boot x Boot x Boot X

jhrC.a) Load voiced hjr(b) Pfere socket nsr(b) Gang

For tiiis measure we need only note the overwhelming

preponderance of the sense ♦instrument* - 92*4^» and that of these

P3.4 ' are eubotanttviaatiom of predicates and 16.6 ' subntantIvia-

ations of substantives.

Part 10. A. sample of ferns on the censure aaf'u.L

j.. kblo a

Forms having the configuration; 3)Bp( x) + DCmfEff^

Root X Root X Root X

»th Insanity shb Accompany dan Guarantee

•dr Excuse sr* Fell tb' Print

am Suppose s'tj Strike with trh Cast down
lightning

'bd Worship t*a Taste

•dm Bon-existence sql Polish tlb Besire

-■I." Bye Compress tmr Subterranean

sd* Crack torn Close zln "rong
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Table b

Other configurations, namely:

a) Lu(x)/.../ + ~DCm( Sff)
h/l£(x)/

b) Lsp(x)/.../
h/P3p(x) DCm(Eff) DSu(Indiv)/

c) Lis(x)/.../ + DCm(Eff)
h/l)Bs( x) /

Foot xb Root xa xb

'dd(a) Numerable Count sn'(b) Produce Manufacture

drb( a) Fix Beat swg(b) Jewelry Fashion(p)
znn( a) Suspicion Belief tlb(b) Desire Seek

dbt(a) Precision Seize 'ii£(c) Moth-ridden Moth

•Jn(b) Paste Knead sdr(o) Affliction Chest

sbb(b) Lead Pour forth
with pectoral
ailment

•bd(b) Deity Worship

trq(c) Much frequented Road thl(o) Splenetic Spleen

t'n(c) Pl^ue stricken "lague shn(c) Crush Meal

swn(a) '.Yell proteoted Conserve

Each of the above forms expresses an •effective' sense, not

uncommonly accompanied, by semantic shift from the base predicate

(16.27'). Substantives are rather less common than in the parallel

measure Fa'iL - comprising 13.57"' here as against 24.37' for the

latter, and all of them are "inanimate" (see part 1 of this

appendix).

Part 11. A sample of forms on the measure muTa"ii

Table a

Configurations containing DAk( Oocpn). namely:

a) Lst)( x) /... / + DHa(Kale)
h/Lp(x)//.DAk(Occpn) * DSu(Indiv)/
h/lBufx) « DCmrp(Causn) //

b) Lspj5s(x)/.../ t B!Ta(?'ale)
h/lppsfx) //...//~ BAk( C'ccpn)^DSu( Indiv) /
h/X/ps(x)///.../// ~/f
h////DBs(x) ///
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c) Lsps(x)/.,./ + DTIa('fale)
h/Lpe(x)//• ..// * Mk(Ocopn) ^ DSu(Indiv)/

d) Lsp(x)/.,./ + DIia(TTale)
h/DBp( x) * DAk( Ccopn) * BSu(Indiv)/

e) Lsn(x) /. . ./ + DIJaCtTale)

h/L^x)/.//o DAk( Occpn) ^ BSu( Indiv) //
Boot xa xb xc xd

snf(c) Author Corapose Classify Kind

Root xa xb xc

sdr(a) Exporter Export Go out

sfw(a)

swr(c)

Official
receiver
Creator

Liquidate

Fashion

Clarity

Form

sks(c) Actor Personify Individual

sr^e) Legislator Legislate Law

twf(e) Guide for Circiioambulate Go about

srh(d) dkkSM Dissect

Table b

Configurations containing DCmp(Causn). nanely(see also

configuration (a) in table (a)i
a) Lro(x)/.../

h/D3T>(x) DCmp(Causn)/
b) DBp(x) + DCrop( Causn)
c) Lsp(x)/#../

h/DBp(x) " DCnvp(Causn) n DSu( Indiv)/
d) Lsp(x)/.../

h/DBp( x) « DCntp{ Cauan) « BSu(lnst)/

Root xa xb Root xa xb

Brarn(a) Determination Deafness sdd( a) Aggravate Intensity

trs(c) Emetic Vomit shw( a) Arouse the Desire

thr(c) Disinfectant Purity appetite

dll(b) Go astray swq(a) ft «

sjw(b) Distress shh( d) Vernier tightness

dksa(d) Amplifier Bigness

Table o

Other configurations, namely:
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a) L£s(x)/.../ + DSu[ Indiv) + DlIa(T,Tale)
hZebsU)/

b) Lap(x) /,../ + DHa("!ale)
h/EBp( x)<~ DCm( pyn) <■» DSu(Indiv)/

o) Lsp( /.../ + DHa(Male)
h/DBp( x) -> 3Ak( Pxten) « BSu( Indiv) /

d) DBj)(x) + DCn(Eff)
e) DBp(x) + DGu( Indiv) + l)IIa(-!ale)

Boot xa xb Boot xa xb

slw(a) Worship Pray

sjf(e) Sicourage

hax{ d) Busy

syn(d) Dishonourable

swt(b) Voter Vote
tl*(b) Observer Look closely

The measure rauFa**iL being a member of the 2nd measure, tills

sample should be compared with that given in part 7 of Appendix A.

Prominent among these forms is the sense •occupation* which

is detected in 32' of the sample.

Bearing in mind the distortion introduced by adhering to

Wehr*s lexical criteria it will be seen that some 64' of the sample

are substantives of varying structure. This is more than for the

functionally not dissimilar Fa'iL where only 24.3^ of the sample

were substantives (see part 1 of this appendix).

Part 12. A sample of forms on the measure muFa* *aL

Table a.

Poms having the configuration} BBp(x) + DCa( Sff)

Root X Root x Root x

drj Stain
tbl TToistness

sb* Sate

sbk Plait

shra Fatness

sdd Intensity
ski Different

shr Well known

sws Confusion

swh Disfigurement

sdq Credibility

sfh Plate
• *

efw Purity
swh Withered
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Table b

Configurations containing DSug(Place), namelyj
a) Lspps(x)A../

h/Lppg(x)A.,/ " DSug(Place)/
h/Lps(x)///...///"//
h/7/i3s(x)///

b) Lss(x)/..*/
"h/TSs(x) * DSug(Place)/

c) Lsps(x) /.../
h/Lps(x)//...//~ I)Sug{Place)/
h/PBs(x)//

d) Lsp(x)/.,./
h/BBp(x) * 3)Sug(Place)/

Root xa xb xc xd

swr( a) Photographer's studio Represent Fashion Form

stw(c) Winter residence Pass the Winter
winter

dhy(b) Place where one has Forenoon
breakfast

felh(d) Pressing room Undress

slb(d) Crossroads Cross

slw(d) Place of prayer Pray

Table c

Other configurations, namely:

a) Lps(x)/.,./ + DCb(Eff)
h/DBsfx)/

b) Lse(x)/.,./
h/]5Bp(x)* DCm(Bff)* DSu(Indiv)/

c) Lpp(x)/,«./ + DCa(Eff)
h/l>Bp( x) « DCmp( Causn) /

d) Lspp(x)/»»./ + DHa(Male)
h/Lpp(x)//«.«//^ BCm(Eff) - DSu( Indiv)/
flffbBvix) * PCmpf Causn) //

e) Lppp(x)/.../ + 2Sm(Eff)
hHWx)//...// /
h/t>Bp( x) « DCmpf Causn) //

£) Lpps(x)A../ + DCn(Eff)
h/ljBS(x)//...// /h/7Ss(x)//

g) Lsppg(x)A../
h/Lpps(x)/...//* DCm(Eff) A PSu( Indiv) /
h/Lps(x)///.../// //
h/7/Ms(x)///

h) Lppps(x)A,./ + DCm(Eff)
h/L£2§(x)//, . . /7~~ /
h//£ps(x)///,••/// //
h//7/DBs(x)///
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1) Lv(x),,./ + DCm(Eff)
h/m^x)/

Root xa xb xc xd

d'f(a) Double Double

dl'(a) Rib Rib

&jr(a) Figured with Plant

dran(a)
plant designs
Include Inside

i3hr( a) Sootiness Soot

sbk(b) Lattice window Lattice

sbr(b) Preserved foods Preserve

sgr(c) Diminution Sifiallness

ferd(d) Fugitive Drive away Flee

sgl(d) Employee Employ Occupy

srd(e) Neglect Drive away Flee

sm'(f) Waterproof Rub with wax Wax

snf(g) Literary work Compose Classify Sort

swr(h) Illustrated Represent Fashion Form

syd(i) Loftiness Krectness

Forms expressing substantive senses comprise 33* 3/= of the

sample of which 19*4/' have the sense 'place' (cf Wright 1.227)*

Hcte that in contrast to the measure maP'aL and maP'iL (parts

7 and 8 above) the sense 'locus* is entirely absent.

Substantive senses are rather more common to this measure

than the functionally analogous maP'uL (13*5/9 (part 10 above).

Part 13. A sample of forms on the measure Fa'ILa

Table a

Configurations containing DCm(Eff) and BSu(Indiv), namelyj

a) Lsp(x)/.,./
h/DBn(x) ^ DCn(Eff) * DSu(Indiv)/

b) Lbp(x)/.../ + DHa(Fera)
h/DBp(x) - DCm(Eff) « DSn( Indiv) /

c) Lspp(x)/.../
Whpp'x)//.../A DCm(Eff) ^ DSu(Indiv)/
h/PBpfx) a DCct( PynT7/
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d) Lap(x)/.../ + DHa(Fem)
hMx)//...// - BCmCEfrt" DSu(lndiv)/
h/ms(x)//

Root xa xb Root xa xb

rjw(a) St.hoped for Hope rdl(a) Vice Baseness

rz*(a) Heavy loss Deprive rdk(a) Small gift Gift

r»y(a) Herd Tend rgb(a) Object of Desire
desire

ndd(a) Cushion Arrange in

wdf(a)• * *

layers
St. put down Place kmr(a) Leaven Leaven

dkl(a) Inner self Enter dkn(a) Cigarette Sraokiness

dss( a) Intrigue Intrigue dfn(a) Hidden Bury

dqq(a)
treasure

Particle Fineness dnw(a) Base quality Baseness
dbh(a) Sacrificial Sacrifice

viotia
dkr(a) Stores Store drr(a) Fragrant Strew

powder
&rorn( a) Censure Blame rsf( a) Colleague Join

rbb(b) Poster daughter Possess

Boot xa xb xc

nsh(c) Sincere advice Advise Sincerity
sincerely

r's(d) Ma nagereas Head Head

Table b

Poms having the configuration: DBS

Root X Root X Root X

rb* Guard wst
•

Means wsl IIeans

wfe' Reel w&m Hostility waf
•

Position

wf» Penwiper kral Place of
luxurious
Testation

dr* Target

dg§ Darkness dhn Pomade

dr* Means way Directive

Stvery form in this list expresses a substantive, commonly

including the sense •individuation', which of course is

predictable in a measure having the ta' marbuta.(Compare the

sample on SS'iLa in part 2).
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Being oo/rnate to Pa'lL (see para. 1.6.0 of chapter 10) the

conjoining of Effective* 7dth * individuation1 is also predictable.

On the basis of this sample the claim in Wright 1.233 Hem c

regarding the "intensifying" function of this measure must be

considered an overstatement.
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Appendix C

Samples of verbs closely .associating with prepositions,
and a context based sample of the preposition li.

Fart 1. Verbs associating with the preposition bi

Table a

Cases where bi is taken to express DSlr(At) only

Verb Verb Verb

2nkl Make an example of

4nwk Remain at

Ihd' Remain at

1vrtq Place one's confid¬
ence in

2wrd Make at. reach

1wsm Stamp at. as

Inwt Hang st. on

1hym Fall in love

4wtq Tie st.w4S^
5whd Ilhite with

2wry T1retend

2nwh Extol

4wbh Heed

fpwjd Love

4wdy(Death)cut off
5wst Mediate at#
1hh£ Smile at

Table b

Verbs expressing the configuration: ipp(x)/#.#/
h/EBptx)" DSlrUt)/

Root xa xb Root xa xb

Inky Offend Haaaa 1nhd
»

Lift Rise

8nhy Qad with Terminate 1w$y Betray Slander

Certain of the analyses in tables (a) and (b) are tentative

to say the least, and presuppose an abstract interpretation of

the looative sememe* Note that in the case of the forms of

table (b) and similar configurations elsewhere the preposition

is assumed to be surjectively associate with the lexeme, along

with the verb foxra.

gable o

Cases where bi is taken to express Mr( Reason) a

Verb Verb Verb

1nw* Break down because of

*

1hz' Laugh at
1hn* Take pleasure

in

lhara Be worried about
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Table d

Cases where bi Is taken to express AGr(Oj)s

Verb Verb Verb

1nwl Give at.

1hdr Blare out

1hzz Shake

51ikm ."Take fun of
2hn* Congratulate

4hwy Drop

5wel Ask for help

10nwm Entrust to so.

1Mr Blurt out

1hfw Induce so.

4hll Offer up

6hwr Consider easy

4hyb Shout to
5wsh Put on

1htf Applaud
1hrf Praise excessively

1hms Wilisper

1hwy Overthrow
5wild Perform by os.

Table ®

Cases where bi is taken to express DAr(I-R-O):
In an adherent relationship we haves (lhz*)s laugh at (conpare table c)

(6hwn): be careless in
In an included relationship:

Lpp( 10htr + bi» make light of)/.../
h/DBp(10htrs negligence) « Mr(I-R-0)

Table $)

Configurations containing BTlr(lnst). namely:

a) In an adherent relationship

b) Ij2^(x)/.../
h/DBp(x) * DTlr(Inst)/

Verb Root xa xb

2hdd Threaten oo.with

10hll Introduce st.by

4hwy Fall upon st. w/-
1why Inspire so. w/-
1wfey Defame so w/-

Shdy Take as model Right guidance
2hwl Scare so. with

7hyl Shower so. w/«
2mrj Allude to st.w/-

Part 2. Verbs associating with the preposition li

Table a

Cases where li is taken to express DTIr(Ben)t

Verb

1qdy Pass judgement in favour of
Sims Request st. for so
2mhd Clear the way for so.
5nsr Stand up for so.
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Table h

Cases whore 11 expresses DBXr(To) in an adherent relaiion-
ship?

Verb 7o=b Verb

SetIs Bw to TkSf Be manifest to Tltf
•

Be kind to so.

1 owl Say to 1kfl Guarantee st to. 1lwh Be visible to so

1qyd Credit st. to 1kmn Lie in wait for 21wh
•

Wave to so.

2qyd Destine st for so 1knn Dave friendship for 5mhd Dovote os.to.

1 ktb Bequeath et.to so 1khn Tell the fortune of 2akn Give a firm
position to so.

4ktr Give frequently 1kyd 7&Sr mares for 5oLq Hatter so
to so.

2krs Devote st.to. 21aq Foist st.onto so. Sngf Do justice to
1nbh Observe st. 1nfet Be in the mood for 1nfr Hasten to

fteshsr Bear, on st. 1j»h Show enmity towards 5nkr Be alienated
from

1ndb Appoint so. to 4n§t Listen to
an office

6nal Cede st. to so. 1nsh Give so.sincere
advice

1nsb Ascribe st.to so. Snsr
•

Come to so'e aid

Table c

Cases where 11 expresses 1)10.r(To) in an included relatiorv-
shlp, namely t

LjroCx)/*,./
h/D3p{x) BDlr(fo)/

Root xa xb Root xa xb

7qt' Apply os to Be cut off
1q'd Lie in wait for Besaain

7qwd Sbmit to Be led
1nsr fake care of Look

•

Table d

Other functions, namelys

a) Mr (Beacon)
*> m (i-r-O)
o) AGr (03)
d) VAst ( Purp)
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Verb Verb Verb

1k'b(a) he sad beeortse of

Birth(d) Subscribe for

Bkrt(b) 'Pay attention to

2kfr(b5 Forgive so for

2atl(c) Exemplify st.

5mhl(b ) Advertisc
artfully

1mrw(c)Find by good
luck

1nf•(d) Serve for
st.

"art 3. A contcxt~":a:-ad n<x robe of tho -preposition li

a) instances expressing :UrlPure)

1) *. .majma1 I fu*a&u l-'awwaln
♦The Fuad the first aoadrajy for language"

2) ...li'aqdiya fihi l-baqlyata II rain...hayatI
M♦ • »in prior tc spend in it what is left of...

ray life"

3) raa katabtu ... li'ujaddida bika 'ahdan...
"I have not •Titten ...in order to remm contact

with you akara

4) wahlna ja'ati 1~bayia/marratin Jiqada^. 'utlati l-'Idi...

"When ah© casae to the house again in order to

spend the festival holiday,.,"

5) ...'qgcadat tatawasaalu *ilayM bi'anna yaahabalm lit-taftiSi
ani 1- attali

"...she began imploring him to go with her in order to
look for the porter"

6) laqad sa'ala 'ante ... 'addata aarratin linaqli l-'akyaai
"He has inquired for you.,.several times in order to
carry sone sacks"

7) wafT ba' di aiyaratiha libayruta limuStara hajatiha...
"On one of her trips to leyrut in order to buy
thin.-© she needed'.'..

8) mtaharrakq. r~rukkabu liav-nutCili
"The pasnen&err moved In order to get off"

b) Instances expressing MjrC'fo)

1) faqultu lahu ... "And I said t£ him..."
2) waatabana 11... "Am" it became clear to me..."
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• •.yuhawiluna 'an yubaddiluhu biraa yatara"a lahura

"•••trying to change it 'into what seemed fit to them*"

•♦•'a'lantu liman yu'dunanl
"•••I used to inform (to)those who irritated

..,ya'tabiruna dalika tahqlran lahuxa
"•••they consider that 'a disparagement to them*"

•••'ilia bi'i'azin lld-diwaal

"...except by a hinting t£ the office"
wahutwr 'awwalu man 'arsada hayatahu,..lidirasati t-ta'rlki
X-'lclami

"He was the first one to devote his life.••to the

study of Islamic history"
• ••bil-ma'nS 1-faransI lihada l-'ibarati

"•••in the "bjonch meaning *to*that expression"

yukayyCLu lii-naziri \ilayhi.»«
"It appears to one who looks at it.

fafataiiat IT fatatun...

"A girl opened (the door) *to* me.,."
fazafarat zafratan kada yanoati' u laha qalbuha

"She 3ighed a si^i which almost broke 'to her* heart
walawTa dalika ma taraqta IT baban

"!!ad it not been for that you would not have
knocked *to ae* a door (i,e.*a door of mine*)"

warnSda twaaa lahu ba'da dalika

"What happened to him after that"
waetaslamat li'afkarlha

"She yielded herself to her thoughts"
vraiT ba1di ziyaratiha liboyrnta,..

"On one of her trips to Beyrut».."
wazahara la!-a 'all bid'ati 'amtarin.• .

"There appeared to her some metres away,.,"
• ••liianna am mahallatina m kana mlna r^raSaqati
bihaytu 'ujawizu llnafsT 'anna...

"•••because the name of our quarter was not bo

elegant that I would allow 'to myself that...* "
.. .yanqusuha *an takuna lihayatlhi. qlraatun rauetaqillatun. • •

"•••she lacked *that there should be to her life* an

independent value"
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Instances exnroasir.,-- ff^r^Poa)
1) .♦.1-la^I kana II Sarafa l-'ir^imami *ilayhi.».

"...♦which there has "been to ;se* the honour of

belonging to it*.."

2} . •.' nla nahwa ma fa'alat jarldatu « misbahu §~&arqi »
lii-crav/a^l ihl

"...rather as TAiwaylihi'a newspaper "the Lamp of
the Fast" did"

3) waJam linajahi Taha Husseyn qlnatun ramslyatun
"There was to the success of Taha Hussein a

symbolic value"

4) ...yaSktaru bijanibihi jo,run lana
"
• • .by the side of which lived a neighbour of ours"

5) katabtu 'ilayka 11*anna laka 'indl wa&I'atun...
"I have written to you beeansa I liave a charge
of yours..."

6) .. .waliiya Icullu ma tabql laha rain 'ranali kaasi
sanawatin

"...and thai v;gs all that remained to her of

five years work"

Instances expressing DAr(I-R-Q)

1) wahadiM 1-kutubu tu'addu aina t-tala'i'i lihadihi
d-dirasati

"These books are reckoned among the earliest
in respect of such studies"

2) ...uaqad wada'a mu',ja?aan lil-hayawanati
"••and he had compiled a. dictionary on animals"

3) ...li'aima ru*ya l-*istiqlali IH-'araM lan takun qad
tajassamat...

"...because the draam of Arab independence

(independence in respect of the Arabs) had not
taken shape..."

4) wnlcana 1-farahu 'amman...liJhada l-*aaharlyi n-riajihi
"There was general re.1olc.ing...about this
successful Aahari"

5) ...falau taqif lahr. 'aIa *atarin
"...but she could not see any sign of him"
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©) Instances expressing PAr( I-eason)

t) waqud tanabbaha dakii'uka katlraa V&iktilatihft
bilia'ula* j^-duyufi...

"Tier intellect had beeo&e nruch sharpened in

consequence of hor mixing with these guests.••"
2) qadat lH~myaada£atl hi* an ya&oim aaxqlya t-tarbfyati

"It mm deter.uined by clianoe that he should be
mtmm

Eastern educated"

3) kana II sadfqun 'uhibbuhu lifadlihi...
"I had a friend whom I liked for his merit•••"

4) •••nadaka 111-kawfl xaina 1-saustaqb^ii
"••.and that was through fear of the future"

5) wesaa 'ahaibu masrtafoma 'HIS husnaa lifaqdl
".•.and I attribute their death solely to sorrow

at losing me"

6) fana'aqtn llhaarll m ra'aytu..,
"I was stunned by the horror of what I had seen"

f) Instances expressing I'iTlr(Ben)

1) •••l-'istiqlalu l-taaz'ujau lihndihi d-duwali
"•••the independence claimed for these states"

2) ihrail II hadihi 9-*Santati
"fiarry this mrttoace for re"

3) •••fa Saqqat linafsiha tarlqan bayr»ahua.»#
"and pushed 'for herself qfaay' among then

S) Instance expressing ACr(qj)
•••wakariu jaml'ahum karihlna 111- huteii l-'utmnlyi

"•..and they all disliked the Ottoman regime"

Part 4. Yerba associating r/ith t- o proposition ain

Table a

Cases where aia expresses FDlr(Prom) in an adherent
relationship t

(Please too page 404 )
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Verb Verb Verb

1nkl Shrink fron 6nwl Take st out of 1hbb Get up fron
1hrb Kseaoe from 10whe Have an aversion

to
1why Give an impress¬

ion of

1wrt Inherit ot.fron

10wrd Procure st from 10ot' Abstain from Bwdh
• •

Follow clearly ftet
5wld Be descended fa. 7btq I-Smanate fta. 1Mr Escape so(words)
tbr* Be cleared of forh I^ave ?bry Break forth fta

7b' t Originate in Bby* Buy st.fin. 1byn Be separated fto.
1tyh Escape so 10tn.y •heel tide fm. 2,5rd Dispossess of st.
10 jura Seek recreation

fa.
1hdd Mark off st.fa.

1.jny Derive profit fta. 45*r Protect so fta.

1hdr
• •

Be wary of 5hrr Be liberated fta.

5hr.j Abstain fa. 5hrz Be wasy of

The verb (1Onkf) la taken to express the configurations
LoV'( 1 Jiikf •»• mint kjohi)/#../
h/HBtrf10iikfs pride) DDIr(From) /

where the preposition is taken to express both the lexeme

(eurjeotively with the verb) and AGJ\Oj).

Table b

Cases where tain is taken to express ACr(Oj);
Verb Verb Verb

1hftd Ktiin 2hd* Placate awi Overenpliaaize

lOvrtq 'Take mire of 1 Wri'
¥

Humiliate 5vdcd Ascertain

4'4iy Weaken 1y*s ^enounce 2bdl Substitute

1blg 'ear out 1hdf Shorten

Table o Cases where min is taken to express Mr (reason)
Verb Verb t erb

1ha* Laugh at

1t'b Be weary of

1 bxm Be sick and t.irdd of

1t'r Avenge os for

Ibsra Be disgusted
by

Ipjz1 Be sad about
When accoEip«aiyinfi the verb {2w'y)» am s>- against ain is taken to
express DAr( T-P-O), and when accompanying (inyl)s accomplish. the
semens DSlrx (With).
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Part 5- Verbs associating with the proposition 'ala
Table a

Case;; where 'ala is taken tc express DSlrxCUpon) in an

adherent relationship:

Verb Verb Verb

4nkr Deny si. to no. 1nkh Breathe in |o»s 1 nsrh Ifeum
•

tirwt Make at conditionalohft Rush onto 1hjm Make for
upon 7hak Give os.

2hws Incite so tipnlmt 2hwl Scare so. up to
1hwn Be easy for

1hwy Bounce upon 2hyb Intimidate 1byl Sprinkle st.on

1hyn Guard so. 1wtb "Dash at so. 1wjb B® enjoined
on so.

1wjd Bo axigrj with so. 4w.jd Compel so.to 1vrrd Be received

twr$ Interfere with 2wa' Distribute among 2ws' Be groeSSua
towards

tw§' Impose at. on so 6?,*$' Agree on 2wzf Assign at.to so.

1s$l Intrude en 4wfy Approach 6wfy Decide in
favour of

Table b

Cases where'ala is taken to express AGr(0j);
Verb Verb Verb

1nnw Indicate si. 1nwf Exeosd st. 5Kkm Hake fun of

4wSk Be about to do 1wsb Do regularly

Table c

Cases where 'ala is taken to express BAr(l-B-0):
Verb Verb Verb

1m» Deport llbellonaly
about

10hz* 'Took

3"ft* Agree with so,on

6hlk Fight desperately foi

6nvrb Talio turns in

2hn* Congratulate on

1hyj Be furious about

5«fr Spare no trouble
over

•

6htf Encourage one
another in

3wzr Help so.in

3wfq Agree with
so.in

When accompanying (5hk:»): bo annoyed by and (2wbk)s reprlniand for
t is preposition expresses IAr(Beason)t
When accompanying (1nhd)i rebel against and (1hbb)s (same) we have
the configurations:

bWtnhd + ala)/.,,/
h/D?.uf 1 nhd: ii«e) * DSIrxf Upon) /

( continued)
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and Lnt>( 1hbb + 'ala)/.,,/
h/DBp(lhbh; nave) ^ DGlrx{ Upon)/

where the proposition is taken to express both the lexeme

(sur,}actively) and ACirfoj).

Part 6. Verba associating with the preposition fi

Table a

Crises where JTI is taken to express DSlr{ In):

Verb Verb Verb

5hts Give os. over to st.

1 v/rd B® found in a hook

1wd' Put st. into

1wgl Penetrate deeply into

4wlj Insert at.into

1bd* Begin with

7hii Begin with
2ws1 Involve so.in

e

4wd' Tare an active

2wq' Registar^t^In
1wig Heflle BO'S

honour
3bhr Delve into
1bts Ball upon so.

7>rf: B© engrossed in
3m1 "&ke os.

corafcrtable in

4w'b Insert st.in

land so. in

1whm Misinterpret

6hlq Case at

The verb (Iwd1 ): he divided into is analysable into the
configuration:

hpin 1wq' -f fit divide into)/..,/
h'/lBp (1we1 ; fall) * DGlrC In) /

Table b

Cases where IT is taken to express DAr(I-A-o);

Verb Verb Verb

1nha Bo covetous of

2hr.1 Jest about

3hy* Agree with so.&bou

4wjz Be oonoloe in

3®rfq Agree with so.in

6my Waver in

2brz Surpass so.in

3bt* Be tanli* in

onwb Take turns in

6hlk Do one's utnoct
in

;5w'& B© slow in

5wst Mediate in

1uqf Have uoubts about

1whn Lack strength for

5bst Speak at length
about

5nwq Be choosy in
6hwn Be careloes in

5*tq Proceed with
confidence in

?wkl Give power of
attorney in

4M1 Be outstanding
in

5hsr Reflect on

1blg Go far in
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The verb (Ibht): investigate is srsslysable into the configuration:

hor>( 1hht + fl: investigate) /•••/
h/l)Bp{ 1bht: seek) *» BSlrf In)/

Table e

Cases where fX is taken to express AGr(Oj):

Verb Verb Verb

Inky Burt

4w'r latiaate st.

>vtb Pounce upon

1btt Decide on

3wsl Continue

2brk Bless

Fart 7. Verba a-f.f-oj;t. . vr. th t' e proposition ' a,a;

Table a

Cases w! ere 'an. is taken to express Iffilr(Vron)
Verb Verb Verb

1 fifcl Shrink from

1nwf Exceed

2wly Turn away from

trjm Translate from

5jrd Get rid of

13 Iw Dislodge £vtm

1h^b Hide from

5-hrf Depart from

1nM Get up from
•

1wrt Inherit from

7btq Emanate from

1 try Divert so from

5bz* Be separable
from

1 jnk Depart frata

1hjz Restrain st.
from

thsr Pull st.away
from

1mm Avoid st.
•

twd' Take st.from
•

1b'd Keep one's
distance from

6jfw Withdraw from

1hbs Hold back st.
from

4h,ja Shrink frees

Vlhen occurring with (1M') we have the configuration:
Lpo(Ihd* + 'an: stop doing)/.,,/
h/DBp( 1hd*: calmness) ~ BDlr( From) /

Table b

■•■•hero 'an is taken to express AGr( 0.1)

Verb Verb Verb

1 nicf -oom

2nwh Vention

~ivo . ' ' 1 to

3,1wz Pass over

Irrxn Indicate

1Owdh I.nV33tigJ'.to

4jay HcpflLac#

1nwb Depresent
1b3it look for

43Vb mswer(question)



Table o

Cases where 'an is taken to expresqfoAjeC I-dfr»0) alone

Verb Verb Verb

1nhw Forbid so.to do st.

2wry Allude to st.

1bkl Be stingy in

2blg Report about

2wrb Equivocate about

1p's "arn so. of
•

4bt* Be late for
2hdt Tell so. about
t -»

5to' Be cautious
about

2wkl Engage as
counsel in
respect of

Table d

The following verbs express the configuration!
hppyX) /» •
h/DBp(x) (or M*)) " M^I-R-O)/

Verb sea xb

hawa Overlook Sleepiness
1 twb renounce Repent
1tql Too dull for Dullness*

1 jbn Too cowardly Cowardice
for

1J11 Too great for Greatness

phry Inquire into Pursue

5hfe Ashamed to Shame
face
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Appendix D - To chapter 9

Pact 1. k sa .pia of on the > earore ' a''1 aT, ~ excluding datives

Table a

Foots expressing predicates of colour, on the configurations

EEflU) + ECffl(Bff)

Boot x Boot x Root X

shn Blackness

end "

sfr Yellowness

sf' Bark browmeaa

shb Greyness
shb Reddish

ssr Brotmness

ehr Desert coloured
• •

Table b

Foots expressing predicates of physical characteristics.
Configuration as above.

Root X Boot X Root X

vrtf Bushy eyebnowed

edq Large mouthed

oqr Fair conplcxionod

sws Boldness (?)
b11 Bald hooded

';Js Speechless
' er Left-handedness

side Deafness

&'t Having raatted
liair

&m I laving a
sensitive nose

&wh Malforsnedness

saam Deafness
•

' rj Lameness
•few Diaeirdited

sj1 Rra\rery( ?)
&' r Hirsute

fert Grey haired

eyb Aged
trs Deafness

'zb Celibate (?)

Table o

Forma expressing substantive© (a) and other predicates (b).
Hoot x Boot x Root x

shr( a) Spermatic duet

£n'(b) Abominable

'bl(a) Granite

a?»(b) Inauspicious
sfr(b) Bap-tineas
•zl(b) Defenceless-

nens

i sjr(b) Wooded

S;.Ua(b) Hardness

Colour predicates comprise 2%' of the scrapie and physical
chsraeteristics 4^>' or 57;' according as how the concept is defined.

Part 2. A snail sat .pie of forms on the 9tlx raoaaure

Root X Root x

ear Bro\«anesfi

pfr Yellowness

swd Blackness

shb Reddish
-* -
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. Appendix g - To chartcr 10

Part 1. A sample of stative verbs admitting 1 translative* interpretation

1) ' araftu, • .rax*acsiaa "l-hilali" qabla 'an yarauta blsanatayni

*aw talatin

"J_ ^Tit to know... the founder of "al~hilal" two or

three years before he died"

2} warna hiya 'ilia 'ayyarair qala'ila hatta *araitu 'anna.,®

"It was only a few days before I learned that• • • "

3) 'araftuhg fl 1-yavrai I-ladI kunna naltaql flhi ma1an.,,

"I f?ot to know her on the day when we were meeting..."

4) law nana fx *urub5...la'arafu kayfa yantafi"una bis-sama'i

"If in Europe there were,..they would know how to

awake use of the sky"

5) $&*a laddl. . .wasakam diiaasqa

"7ly grandfather erne.. .and settled in Ijaraascus"

6) fa&a'artu ka'aana..,wa' alimtu "annl qad 'atartu bidallatl

"I felt as if...and realised that I had stumbled, across

what I had been looking for"

7) hada *aarun iktalafat fihi l-'ara'u

"This is a matter on which opinions differ"

8) wakawwam fi-dawlata l-'akka&Iy&ia 1-iatT stala'at«..>an

tuwahhida l-'iraqa

"They set up the Akkadian state which was able...

to unite Iraq"

9) ,,.1-latI katuxat fl l-'iSrlna *aw t-talatlna aanatin

l-'aklrati

"...which have proliferated In the last twenty or

thirty years"
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10) waba'da earilha...'indam kaburtu. 'araftu 1-ladX kuntu

'astaqu 'ilayhi

"After some years.••When X had grown up. I realised

what it m|e 1 yearned for"

Part 2. A sample of atative verbs admitting *313110' interpretation

1) fana labita ba'du man 'araiunl hatta...' • * 111 I HI—«—y 0

"Some of those who knew ae lost no tiae in..."

2) fama wasa'anl 'ilia 'an 'ataytu bifoahudin'udulin min

kibari rijali d-dawlati'araftuxl fl date d~dTwani amndu

'awv/ali naa'atX

"I could do nothing but bring forward reliable

witnesses from among eminent statesmen who had known

rae in that department fro- the first"

3) *innaka 'arafta hina taraktanl.•.

"You knew when you left rae..."

4) laq;id 'araftuha bilahmiha wadamiha

"I knew her intimately"

5) *innaha...ain 'aftoki 1-'aqa'idi l-latl 'arafaha ta'riku

l-'insanlyati

"It is...among the most destructive creeds known to

human history''

6) fl l-'iraqi sababun.»,'avifa bimaylihl...'ila talabi 1- 'ilrai

"In Iraq is a younger generation...known for its

taste...for the pursuit of knowleoge"

7) laqad aarma hukkanuna... 'annahun 'amama zahiratan 1adlyatan

"Our rulers thought.*«that they were faced with a

run of the mill phenomenon"



8) hada la. yamna' una raina s-sayrl 1 ala ma 'ullma minha

"This doss not pxwvent us from proceeding on the

basic of what Ib known of it"

9) laqadi 'taqada huikkarmma.•. 5annahum qadiruna 'ala tasfS^ati

l-qadlyati l-filastlnlyati

"Our rulers believed.. . tiiat they were capable of

settling the Palestinian question"

19) 'aaa 1-'arabu qabla l-'islaai fl libhi jazlrati l-'arabi

"Before Islam the Arabs lived in the Arabian Peninsula"

Part 3. A r>:, "1c oi contexts containing: lagad

1) lagad kana l-nasnunu 'an#..

"It was thought that..."

2) "lagad 'atqala 'ajfahf 1-kara ya 'cuanSh"

"Sleep has made ny eyelids heavy mother"

3) walastu 'and ma liayitu 'aananahu lagad kanat Kal-jaraarati

X—Xami'ati...

"I shall not forget his teeth as long as I live.

They were like red-hot coals"

4) hunalika qultu "lagad'' 'fetl&ga 1-hayawahu ivniitiqu min

jaml 'i quySdihi
jt~^eoi -fyZ)~h^

"I said there "The talking animal has erc-it off all

hie bonds" "

5) bal lagad qlla *inna 1-jay3a l-misrlya wal-j-aysa

l-birltanlya stabaka.••

"However, it was said that the Egyptian array and the

British array had clashed..."
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Appendix F

Part 1. A glossary of technical t,ems pecitliar to this study

Words underlined in any definition are themselves defined

elsewhere in the glossary. References are to chapter and

paragraph .

Adherent. Applied to a system which does not have the possibility
of inclusion in a lexeme. (2«4»0)

Association. The relationship between one or more elements of
tire content code and one or more elements of the

expression code (2«2.0)
-Bijcctlve: The case where some element of content or

expression is associate with only one element of the

partner code.(2i2.1)
-Surjective. The case where some element of content or

expression is associate with more than one element of

the partner code.(2»2.l)
-Impure. An association where the elements involved -

whether of content of expression or both, are drawn
from more than one system (2»2.2)

-Pure. A surjective association where the elements involved -
whether of content or expression or both, are drawn
from only one system. (2:2.2)

Augment ive. Used of any system whose members may be included in
a lexeme, excluding the systems of base substantives
and predicates (see part 2 of this ap endix) and those

lexemes. (9s3«10)

Bijectivo language. A language where the tendency is for one

sememe or lexeme only to be associate with each
morpheme (3:0.0)

eircToastnnoe. A state of affairs or an event in the perceived
real world, linking a number of participants in a

reprcaentation (4:1*2)

Configuration. An unordered, array of sememes and or lexemes
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in an encoding or an ordered array of morphemes in an

expansion. (2*5*11)

Content Code. The set of systems of content and the sot of rules

governing the possible collocations of their members
with each other.(2*1.2,1.3)

Dual. Applied to a system of content whose members may stand
either in an included or adherent relationship. (2*4*0)

Dummy symbol. An element of the Nominal and Verbal series of the

morphological component of the expression code,
and of a template generated from those series, or an

element of a syntactic template. The former is replaced

by a phoneme of a triradical root, the latter by a

form. (2*4*23)

Encoding. Applied either to the process of assigning a set of
sememes and lexemes to some representation, or to the

result of that process, (2»5«11 and 4s2)

Encoding rules. A set of rules enabling the assignment to any

representation of an array of content elements

adequate to the expression of that representation (4*2.0)

Expansion. Applied either to the process of assigning morphemes
and syntactic structures to an encoding or to the
result of that process. (2*5*11 and 4:3)

- Primary. Applied to the equivalent of a morphophonemic level
of representation. (3*2.4)

Expression code. The set of systems of morphemes and syntactic

templates and the set of rules governing the possible
collocations of their members with each other.

(2*1.2, 1.3)

External logic. An ideal language-neutral apparatus for analysing
or characterising the nature of events,states and

objects in the real world. Hie concepts of the
representation are intended as a crude approximation

to this ideal.(2*5*11)

Form. Any token of the types designated by the term measure.

Any string of morphemes - e.g. the pronouns of Arabic, not
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confor-ing to a measure. (2:1.Ofh)

Inclusion. The relationship between (typically) a sememe

and lexeme where the former is understood to form

part of the latter. (2:4.0)

Internal logic. A cover term for the structure of the content
and expression codes. Used In particular to

indicate the way in Which a language analjrses

reality, and as such is equivalent to "Weltanschauung**.
It should be contrasted with external logic. (2:4.10)

Lexeme. A semantic unit which includes one or more

lexemes and or sememes. (2:4.0, 4*10)
- of the nth degree.

A lexeme formed by *n* successive processes of
substantivisation or predicatisation (9:3.00)

Limitation rule. A rule stating a collocational restriction
between two or more elements in the content code.

or morphemes in the expression code. (2:5.11 and 3:1.3)
Measure - Third degree. A set of forms each varying only on the

value of the triradical root.

• Second degree. A set of third degree measures sharing
certain morphological characteristics.

• First degree. A set of second degree measures sharing
rather more abstract morphological
characteristics. (2:1.Ofn).

Porpheme. A unit of segmentation equivalent to the
Structuralist morphophoneme. (3: 2 )

Overlapping.
- Arbitrary The case where there is no apparent

diaohronic or synchronic relationship
between identical members of two systems.

- Totivated. The case where there is an apparent
diachronic relationship between identical
members of two different systems (3:1.11)

Paradigmatic contrast.
- Strong. The case where two elements of some system

contrast in many if not all environments in which
one of then occurs.
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- Weak. The case where two elements of some system

have only restricted opportunities for
contrast, ©lis restriction may derive from
the nature of the elements themselves, or
from the nature of the elements with which

they stand in configuration. (8:2.0)

Participant: Typically but not necessarily an object or person
in the perceived real world concerned in some event
or state. (4:1.2)

Representation. A portrayal of none event or state in the real

world; an instance of external logical analysis.
In practice an approximation to both of these.

(2:5.11 and 4:1)

Rule.

- Addition

- Association

- Encoding
- Limitation

Segment.

■emerae.

Series.

A rule, usually of encoding, which adds to an

encoding segment or expansion an element for

which there is neither (in the case of an

encodingfeegment) an input from the represent¬
ation.nor (in the case of an expansion) an

association. (4:2,1)
A statement of association between elements of

content and expression.

(See under Encoding)
(3ec under Limitation)

Any part of an encoding governed by a relational
sememe. (4:2.0)

The minimum semantic unit of the content code.

(2j4.0, 4.10)

An ordered set of morphological systems and dummy

symbols. (3:1.2)

Surjective language. A language where the tendency is for more

than one sememe or lexeme to be associate with

each morpheme.

Syntactic template.
- Primary A template which may be replaced either by
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- Secondary,

System*

Stable.

Unstable.

Template.

forms or by a secondary syntactic template. A

string: of dummy symbols representing distribution
classes. (3:4*2)

A te plate consisting of a string of dummy

symbols which may be replaced only by forms.(3x4*2)

The designation of any set of elements of content
or expression which stand in stronger or weaker

paradigmatic contrast with each other.(2s4«0)

Applied to a system whose members and the rules
In which they participate may be characterised in
a well defined way (2:2.3»2.4)

A system where two or more elements and the

rules in which they participate may not be
characterised in well defined way.(2:2.3.2.4)

A pattern consisting either of an ordered set
of morphemes and dummy symbols (Morphological
template) or of dummy symbols alone (syntactic
template) (2:4.23)

Part 2. A glossary of abbreviations used in the translation of
examples. '

Note that all of these are pro-theoretical.

'lumber

s singular
d dual

p plural

Aspect

Voice

act act ive

pass passive
incoah inconhative

comp

ineorap

complete

Incomplete

Other tem;s

hyp marker of a hypothetical clause
in* marker of an interrogative clause
n-f a morpheme or morpheme string having •no-function'

neg negative
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Other terns (continued)
apoo an apocopate verb form
mas a aasdar or verbal noun

ap active participle

pp passive participle

subj subjunctive

Part 3« A glossary of Content systems

1 Dual systems

a. Ak The system of atetionsart or quasi-adverbial Predicate
(6«D

augments comprising!

(Mr) Indicating broadly that an event is accompanied

by a certain directionality or motion away from

its source

(EL) Indicating that some attribute is manifested

datively, that is in a comparative or super¬

lative degree.

(Est) Indicates that someone estimates or considers

that some other person or thing is possessed

of some attribute.

(Evin) Indicating that sone person or thing evinces

some attribute, whether genuinely or feigned.

(Exten)Indicating that an attribute is manifested or

action performed extensively, be it habitually

or with a certain intensity, or to some high

degree.

(Itn) Indicating that some event it iterated.

(Occpn) Indicating that someone is engaged by way of

occupation with some activity or tiling.

(Eecip) Indicating that some action is performed

reciprocally.
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(Refl) Indicating that some action is performed

reflexively, or state is (usually estimated

to be) attributable to oneself,

(Seek) Indicating that some person or thing seeks

or tries to bring about some event or state.

Ar The system of abstract relations comprising*
(8,2)

(Reason) Indicating the reason for or source of some

event or state.

(I-R-O) Indicating in respect of what some event

occurs or quality is attributed.

(Purp) Indicating the purpose of some event or state.

Bp The system of base predicates or predicates which a e
(9*2)

not further analysable into sememes in internal

logical terras.

Bs The system of base substantives or substantives which
(9*1)

ar® not further analysable into sememes in internal

logical terms.

Cm Hie system of causal modality, related to but wider
(6:2)

ranging than the traditional category of "voice".

Comprising:

(Causn) Indicating tliat some event or state is caused

or brought about.

(hyn) Indicating that some event or state is

perceived dynamically. Related to the

traditional "active".

(Eff) Indioating an effect (as opposed to a cause),

in other words a state in existence.
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(B-I-S) Indicating an effect augmented lay an implication

of some source for that effect. Equivalent to

the traditional "passive".

(O-E) Indicating an oncoming effect or the entering

into some state.

f. Dlr The system of dynamic local relations, that is, elements
(8«.12)

indicating motion to or frora a point, whether conceived

concretely or abstractly, spatially or temporally.

Comprising:

(From) Motion from a point

(To) Motion away frora the point of origin but

neutral as to arrival at some second point.

(Up to) Motion away from the point of origin with

implication of arrival at a second point,

Ha fh© system of human aniraac.v, comprlsin/rt
(7.2)

s(Male) Indicating a taale person concerned in some way

with an event or state, or with some object,

(Fem) Indicating a female person concerned in aoae way

with an event or state, or with some object,

h. Sir The system of static local relations, conceived
(8*11)

spatially or temporally, concretely or abstractly.

Comprising:

(Above) Indicating location above a point.

(After) Indicating temporal location after some point

in time.

(At) Indicating spatial or temporal location neutral

as to precise location.
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(Before) Indicating temporal location before some point

in time.

(Below) Indicating spatial location below a point.

(By) Indicating spatial location adjacent to a point.

(In) Indicating spatial or temporal location in an area

(inside) Indicating spatial location inside an object.

(Since) Indicating continual temporal location since

or subsequent to some point in time.

(Upon) Indicating spatial location upon or on top of

a point.

Su The system through which substantives are created,
(7«0

comprising!

(Indiv) Indicating some individual instance of some

event, state or object, or person or thing

concerned in some event or state.

(Inst) Indicating the instrument through which some

event occurs or state obtains, or the

instrument used in connection with some object.

(Locus) Indicating the locus in time or space of some

event, state, or set of objects.

(Place) Indicating the place where some event

habitually occurs or state obtains, or where

some set of objects are to be found.

(Veh) Indicating the vehicle used to perform some

action.

j Tlr The system of tertiary local relations, or local
(8|13)

relations having no precise location in space.
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Comprising:

(Ag) Indicating fee ogent of some action.

(Ben) Indicating the beneficiary of some action.

(innt) Indicating the instrument of some action.

(Pos) Indicating the possessor of so>e object or

attribute.

Adherent systeras

As The system of aspect, comprising:
(10I1)

(Coap) Indicating that an event or state is complete,

Interpretable either as a translation from

one state to another or as having reached

the second state often, in the case of a

state, with an implication of past time.

(Bur) Indicating an event or state which endures,

interpretable in the former case as iteration

and in the latter as continuing existence.

(Perf) Indicating that an event or state is complete

without specific temporal implication

(Prog) Indicating an event or dynamic state in

progress.

(Trans) Indicating a translation from one state to

another but without implication of iteration.

X)t The system of determinacy comprising:
(11*2)

(Pef) Indicating a definite or particular instance of

some predicate or substantive.

(Indef) Indicating an indefinite instance of some

predicate or substantive.
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c. Or The system of grammatical relations, comprising
(S«3)

(ton) Indicating a relationship of annexation

between two or more substantives or predicates.

(Att) Indicating a relationship of attribution between

a predicate or more complex encoding segment

and a substantive.

(0«j) Indicating the object of some event or state.

(Suj) Indicating the subject of some event or state.

d. Maa A first system of modifiers of aspect, comprising!
(10»2)

(for the purposes of this study)

(Next) Indicating that some event or state occurs

next or subsequent to some other event or state.

e. -Tab A second system of modifiers of aspect, comprising!
(10:2)

(Displ) Indicating a displacement either of sequence

of events or states or, of a predicate marked

for completive aspect, from the translative to

the static interpretation.

(li-D) Indicating that some event or state marked for

durative aspect is non-definite. that i3, may

occur or exist, or tends to or does sometimes.

f. Mrs a third system of modifiers of aspect, comprising;
(10:2)

(Past) Indicating that some event or state has occurred

in past time.

(Put) Indicating that some event or state occurs in

future time.

g. Su The system of number comprising!
(11<E .3
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(Sing) Indicating a substantive or predicate conceived

as an individual - including collectives.

(Dual) Indicating a substantive or predicate conceived

as a pair*

(Plural) Indicating a substantive or predicate conceived

in groups of more than two.

(First) Indicating that self is referred to.
1.3)
(Second) Indicating that the person(s) addressed is

referred to.
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